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-a (from: -a)  -sfm. sentence final marker if a 

sentence ends in a consonant. dae elinyirr 
ede <waild-wan>-nen bu-butyen 
yida-many-a we are afraid of one wild one 
coming in from the bush WaliWali pi enue 
pak-a I sit down at the River See main 
entry: -ta. [Source: DB_A06_01.058 
DB_A02_01.154] 20/Nov/2014. 

apap  cov. be sick, be tired, be ill. yerra alawar 
apap nuwundu that woman might be sick 
apap aya I am sick Variant: apapaya; 
apapap. [Source: DB_A01_03.116 Birk (118) 
Birk (42) Birk 141 Dh12_A47_01.014] 
25/Jun/2014. [?? \iv do 
(Dh12_A47_01_014) \cc can select for 'do', 
'go', 'go#' IVs according to Birk, only 'do' 
confirmed \ck May 28th 2013] 

apapap  cov. be sick, be ill, be tired, usually for a 
long time and/or of multiple people. 
apapap wirrminy they were sick See main 
entry: apap. [Source: Dh12_A47_01.076] 
20/Nov/2014. [?? \iv do 
(Dh12_A47_01.076) \iv sit 
(DB_A02_05.077)] 

abakali  cov. sitting. pak nana abakali they stay 
there permanently now yinya abakali yunu 
he sits down See main entry: pak; -ali. 
[Source: DB_A01_06.049 June 12th 2013] 
20/Nov/2014. [?? \cc with three standard 
postural coverbs, pak, yur and tyed, the 
participle formation might be 
supplemented by the prefixation of ap- 
(Birk 1976, 91) \iv do (DH12_A47_o1_076) 
\ck June 12th 2013] 

aptyedali  cov. standing up. See main entry: 
tyed; -ali. 20/Nov/2014. [?? \cc with three 
standard postural coverbs, pak, yur and 
tyed, the participle formation might be 
supplemented by the prefixation of ap- 
(Birk 1976, 91) \ck May 28th 2013 \cc no 
occurrences in corpus] 

apuntu  qu. how many. apuntu daema 
wadiyang yunduny? how many wallaby 
did he give away? [Source: Birk (27) in 
Mushin (p. 20) as epistemic basic form, 
quantity May 28th 2013] 20/Nov/2014. [?? 
\ck May 28th 2013 \cc no occurrences in 
corpus] 

apyureli  cov. lying. apyureli:: , degaty 
yinma=wa they all sleep till morning See 
main entry: yur; -ali. [Source: Birk, 91 as 
apyurali DB_A06_02.254] 20/Nov/2014. [?? 
\cc with three standard postural coverbs, 
pak, yur and tyed, the participle formation 
might be supplemented by the prefixation 
of ap- (Birk 1976, 91) \ck May 28th 2013] 

ada  iv. I went. dek kinangga ada I stayed on 
this side pada watwatma ada I go fishing 
meldaty ada tyung yintyerrik I tripped on 
the little stick [Source: DH12_A33_01 
DB_A02_01.128 DB_A03_08.080] 
20/Nov/2014. [?? \ck May 28th 2013] 

ata  iv. we (not you) went. werenanen ata 
wundut two people went yewud a dek 
ki-man ata we've been here the whole time 
[Source: May 28th 2013 DH12_A25_05.01] 
20/Nov/2014. [?? \ck May 28th 2013] 

atu  iv. we (not you) sat. pat atu=wa we are 
sitting down yewud atu degud peipa 
nunu=wa we showed you the paper 
[Source: May 28th 2013 DH12_A15_03.204] 
20/Nov/2014. [?? \ck May 28th 2013] 

adurrk  cov. make a hole with a stick. adurrk-ma 
dek enduk nende making a hole in the 
ground where the house is [Source: 
DB_A01_06.153] 20/Nov/2014. 

aka  part. emphatic negative, with co-extensive 
sharp fall in pitch. aka menyik tyetyerr-nen 
wutu nende menyik=na no, they are 
singing corroborree, throatsinging See main 
entry: akana. [Source: Birk (43) 
DB_A05_01.071] 20/Nov/2014. 

akan  part. negative particle, no, not. tyung-en 
aka datma yuyu he is not looking at the tree 
See main entry: akana. [Source: 
DH12_A13_05.120] 20/Nov/2014. 

akana  part. not, no, none. dae akana lak yida 
algitybi-nue-nen he can't eat that meat, 
because of the boy way akana tityka 
erruenguny-ga not long, we come back! 
Variant: akan; aka. [Source: DH12_A04_04 
DB_A01_06.082 DB_A02_03.193] 
10/Jul/2014. [?? \cc precedes NPs and VPs 
\ck June 12th 2013] 

ake  interj. no!, that's not right! usually 
sentence-initially or -finally. 
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ngunytyul-wang durrk-durrk yida akana, 
ake the snake did not have any water to 
drink, no! [Source: DH13_V51_01.032] 
20/Nov/2014. [?? \rl akana] 

Agulawu  n_top. place name, Kilfoyle 
Waterhole. [Source: map Mount Hayward: 
98 N-S and 77-78 W-E] 04/Nov/2012. 

agun  qu. where. agun-ni na wutangga where 
are they going? Variant: agunmany. [Source: 
DH12_A15_03.120 Ian Green: aguden] 
20/Nov/2014. [?? \ck May 28th 2013] 

akun  ep_bc. epistemic marker basic form, place. 
[Source: Mushin (p. 17)] 20/Nov/2014. [?? 
\ck May 28th 2013 \cc no occurrence in 
corpus] 

agunmany  qu. where from. agunmany 
wangarriwe? where are you from? dek nga 
kadurruk I'm from a place far away See 
main entry: agun. [Source: 08.10.2012 May 
28th 2013 May 28th 2013] 20/Nov/2014. [?? 
\ck May 28th 2013] 

ahem  interj. interjective marker. 20/Nov/2014. 
alalk  n. child, baby, girl, young girl, female 

child, young woman. alalk mutyurr-wuna 
kat-ma wurru=wa the little kids were 
playing Ant: niyerriny. [Source: Oct 30th 
2012 as 'child' in Ray Ngolok-Wanggar 
Vocabulary as 'child' in Tryon (1974) 
DH12_A05_05 MalakMalak wordlist as 
alulk Ian Green: alulk DB_A02_01.140 Oct 
30th 2012 Sep 26th 2012] 20/Nov/2014. [?? 
\ocl persons \ck May 28th 2013 \ck May 
29th 2013] 

alawar  n. 
— n_kin. woman, wife, married woman, 
initiated woman. alawar alalk wuyu yipi 
the women and children were left behind 
[Source: Capell 1940_1 (p. 271/30) Tryon 
(1974) DH12_A25_03.208 BL on 22/05/2012 
(not on tape)] [?? \sp yinya] 

yinya-alawar  couple, husband and wife, 
spouses. [Source: DB_A01_05.039] 
20/Nov/2014. [?? \cc as aloer in Ray 
Ngolok-Wanggar Vocabulary, as aluwara in 
Capell 1940_1 (p. 271/30) \ck May 29th 
2013] 

altak  cov. break (tr), broken. wurru altak 
yiminy he broke the branch [Source: Birk 
(18) Birk, 139 May 29th 2013] 29/May/2013. 
[?? \cc according to Birk, can select for all 
IVs except for 'lie' \ck May 29th 2013] 

aldidity  cov. go past, pass. aldidity 
pamparrangma yide ki=we pass the paper 
around, putting one over the other aldidity 

yide he goes past [Source: 
DH12_A15_03.365 Birk, 144 as altirit 
DH13_V51_01.052] [?? \cc can select for all 
IVs except for 'do', 'sit', and'lie' and 'stand' 
\ck June 12th 2013] 

aldidity pi yida  he went past. [Source: May 
29th 2013] 20/Nov/2014. [?? \ck May 29th 
2013] 

aldurrp  cov. penetrate, make hole, hide, dig. [?? 
\cc 'alturrp' according to Birk, can select for 
all IVs except for 'lie'] 

aldurrp pak  go into hiding/hide. aldurrp aya 
I make a hole/I dig [Source: 
DH13_A32_01.19 May 29th 2013] 
20/Nov/2014. [?? \ck May 29th 2013] 

altyurruk  cov. smash, bust. altyurruk enmawa I 
want to bust that car/somebody/something 
[Source: Birk, 135 as alturuk May 29th 2013] 
20/Nov/2014. [?? \cc according to Birk can 
select for all six IVs \ck May 29th 2013] 

algitybi  n. young man, boy. dae-yelik lak 
wuwunduny, algitybi=we the boy eats the 
liver See main entry: alginmity. [Source: 
DB_A01_06.074] 20/Nov/2014. [?? \ck May 
29th 2013] 

alginmity  n. young men, boys, many boys, 
young people, also female. yewud dek kina 
warrad-ma, alginmity ata=ke we walked to 
this place when we were children Variant: 
yinmity; yinmety; algitybi. [Source: 
DH13_V47_01.013] 20/Nov/2014. [?? \rl 
pulity \rl alalk \rl yinmity \rl ninmity \ck 
May 29th 2013] 

ali1  n. River Fig tree, fruits eaten all year 
around?, vine of river fig tree used to make 
fishing lines and strings, The fruit are eaten 
when ripe, red-brown. The wood is 
especially suited to cooking sharks (Tyayu 
and Tyintyari, Black Tip Shark) as it 
improves the flavour of the meat when it 
cooks the flesh.; Ficus racemosa. ali 
ngurra=we some (fig tree) string [Source: 
DH12_A25_08.055 DH12_A25_08.063 mpb 
and zml plant knowledge Plants and 
Animals book] 20/Nov/2014. [?? \ma 
warwi \ck May 29th 2013] 

ali2  n. leg of animate and inanimate. ali kagak, 
dud tyedali, <det chair> the legs are far 
apart, causing the chair to stand [Source: 
DH12_V44_01.131] 20/Nov/2014. [?? \ck 
May 29th 2013] 

-ali  -suf. participial suffix attaching to coverbs. 
lub-ali enggudung we're going together 
Variant: -eli; -deli; -neli. [Source: Birk 91 
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DH12_A40_03.132] 20/Nov/2014. [?? \cc 
with three standard postural verb roots pak, 
yur and tyed, the participle formation is 
supplemented by prefixing ap-] 

alngambany  n_kin. aunt. [Note: no 
occurrences in corpus] [Source: Sep 20 2013] 
20/Nov/2014. [?? \ma awuyi \sp kagang] 

aman  adv. now, today, what kind?, do what? 
kumurgut aman yiminy what's K doing 
now? [Source: Ian Green: aman as do.what 
Birk (8) Tryon 18 as emen 
DH12_V36_05.032] 

amanan  today. [Source: DB_A01_03.041] 
20/Nov/2014. [?? \ck May 29th 2013] 

amanali  qu. when?, how many? See main entry: 
amaneli. [Source: Ian Green: amaneli 'when'] 
20/Nov/2014. 

amaneli  qu. when?, what? warr amanelima 
tyed when were you born? amaneli yide 
what person is that? what kind of person? 
ya amaneli-malak tyurrk-a I don't know 
when we will bury him Variant: amanali; 
amanelimany. [Source: DH12_A12_05.309 
DH12_V44_01.002 DB_A02_05.012] 
20/Nov/2014. [?? \ck May 29th 2013] 

amanelimany  qu. when, how long (ago). 
amanelimany tyed nundyuwa when were 
you born? amaneli menyerr nundyuwa 
When were you born? See main entry: 
amaneli. [Source: May 29th 2013 08.10.2012 
Tryon 17] 20/Nov/2014. [?? \ck May 29th 
2013] 

Amangal  n_top. Adelaide River's traditional 
name. [Source: QUEST_226] 19/Jul/2013. 

Amurrlam  n_top. place name for Adelaide 
River. [Source: DH12_A25_03.164] 
14/Apr/2014. 

-an1  -case. on, at, in, locative case. dek-an lub 
tyedareli wudyu they stood up on the 
ground Variant: -na. [Source: Birk (115) 
DH12_A15_03.132] 20/Nov/2014. 

-an2  -case. allative case, towards, to. kinangga-an 
kantyuk wuyu, awu? it is towards this side, 
on top, right? See main entry: -na. [Source: 
Dh12_V44_04.040] 20/Nov/2014. 

-ana  -case. allative case, towards, to. yerra, pud 
ngun-ana wurru-wun then, they are both 
facing (towards) there See main entry: -na. 
[Source: DH12_A19_02.097] 20/Nov/2014. 

anda  adv. good, all right. anda yide he's all right 
[Source: DH12_A12_05.034 Birk (9) as anta 
'alright' DB_A02_01.111] 20/Nov/2014. [?? 
\ck May 29th 2013] 

ani  adv. adverb marking temporally successive 

character of events in discourse. ani 
waitbala yinya lak-ma yunu-ngga yerra 
naman from now on he will eat people, he 
says See main entry: aniny. [Source: 
DH12_A34_02.255] 20/Nov/2014. 

aniny  adv. adverb marking temporally 
successive character of events in discourse. 
<chair> wuyu aniny nimbid-nen mid-mid 
karrarra tyedali wuyu the chair is standing, 
then the round one is standing up at the 
lower leg Variant: ani. [Source: Birk (40) as 
aniny DH13_V47_02.145 DB_A01_04.225 
DH12_A42_04.155] 20/Nov/2014. [?? \rl 
yerra \ck May 30th 2013] 

anu  iv. I (and only I) sat. dat-ma anu-nunu I 
looked towards you dek ki nga tyangirr 
anu I sat down in the shallows [Source: 
DH12_A01_02_0225 DH12_A46_05.040] 
20/Nov/2014. [?? \ck May 30th 2013] 

anuwa  iv. I was (sitting). angurrk pak anuwa I 
sat down halfway Variant: enuwa. [Source: 
DB_A02_01.026] 20/Nov/2014. [?? \ck June 
5th 2013] 

ang  cov. give. ki-man dab wuwunduny ang 
wuwundu-nu one gets ot and gives it to the 
other one tyenyna ang nunydya-arriny 
tyeny-arriny thank you for giving me that 
tobacco [Source: Ian Green: ang 
DB_A01_03.178 DB_A01_04.007] [?? \rl 
tyiyangwat \rl pudang \rl payagang \rl 
tyiyang \rl tyinang \iv do 
(DH12_A25_02.106) \iv go 
(DH12_V36_03.257) \cc according to Birk, 
can select for all IVs except for 'lie'] 

ang wat  send over / give and the person 
takes it. [Source: Cahir 115 Birk 97 Birk, 139] 
[?? \ck June 5th 2013 \cc according to Birk 
angwat, can select for all IVs except for 'lie'] 

pudang  face somebody/something, lit. 
'chest give'. [Source: DH12_A13_05.013] 

payagang  underlying structure payak+ang; 
face away, lit. 'back give'. 

angnuwa  you gotta give it (to that person). 
[Source: Oct 27th 2012] [?? \ck June 5th 
2013] 

elinyirrang yide  give a fright to 
somebody/startle somebody. [Source: Nov 
10th 2012] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck June 5th 
2013 \ck June 5th 2013] 

-ang  -case. ergative or instrumental case. ki 
alawar wa-bak-ali yunu alawar-ang his 
wife and daughter sit down See main 
entry: -wang. [Source: DB_A01_05.089] 
20/Jun/2014. 
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angaty  cov. give, send over, send. kabuk angaty 
pak wuete they come back clean and sit 
down Variant: angwat. [Source: 
DB_A01_02.034] 20/Nov/2014. [?? \ck June 
5th 2013] 

anggada1  iv. I went. pi anggada you and me 
went pi anggada you and me went [Source: 
June 5th 2013 June 5th 2013] 20/Nov/2014. 
[?? \ck June 5th 2013 \ck June 5th 2013] 

anggada2  iv. I go. anggada pak you and me go 
to sit down [Source: May 30th 2013] 
20/Nov/2014. [?? \cc as enggede \ck May 
30th 2013] 

anggaya  iv. I put it. naman anggaya you and 
me say [Source: June 5th 2013] 
20/Nov/2014. [?? \ck June 5th 2013] 

anggundu  iv. I might do. naman anggundu 
you and me might say na namaneli 
anggundu=ne naman we can go now! he 
says [Source: June 5th 2013 
DH13_V47_02.027] 20/Nov/2014. [?? \cc 
not sure if this exists - mistaken for 
angundu \ck June 5th 2013] 

anggunu  iv. I sat. pudang pak-ali anggunu I 
sit and also you sit facing each other [Source: 
DH12_A01_02_0219] 20/Nov/2014. [?? \ck 
June 5th 2013] 

angnue  cov. feed (of animal). angnue yida he 
feeds (the animal) [Source: Oct 27th 2012] 
20/Nov/2014. [?? \ck June 5th 2013] 

angun  adv. behind. angun tyedali yuyu he's 
standing behind (it) See main entry: 
angundu. [Source: DH12_A15_04.053] 
20/Nov/2014. [?? \ck June 5th 2013] 

angundelimirri  cov. be in a row, behind one 
another. payagang angundelimirri 
wutu=we they are facing away from each 
other in a row See main entry: 
angunduelimirri. [Source: 
DH12_A19_03.099] 20/Nov/2014. [?? \ck 
June 5th 2013] 

angundu  adv/cov. behind, after. Variant: angun. 
[Source: BL in DH12_A03_01 on 
22/03/2012] [?? \cc intrinsic FoR \cc 
temporal reading] 

angundu yunuwa  he stays behind. nikkiti 
ki wurruma wuta angundu=we why are 
they standing here, feeling the feather 
coming out in the back [Source: Nov 10th 
2012 DH13_V47_02.106] 20/Nov/2014. [?? 
\ck June 5th 2013 \ck June 5th 2013] 

angunduelimirri  cov. be in a row, in a row; 
front back and middle. angundelimirri 
wurru wundut they are in a row, one back 

one front Variant: angundelimirri. [Source: 
BL in DH12_A01_03 on 22/05/2012 
DH12_A15_03.117] [?? \rl angundu \rl 
elimirri] 

angunduelimirri wurru  they are in a row. 
20/Nov/2014. [?? \ck June 12th 2013] 

angurrk  cov. halfway, out of reach, not 
touchable. angurrk pak anuwa I sat down 
halfway tyung angurrk wuyu that stick is 
halfway [Source: Birk (35) DH12_A09_03 
26.09.2012 DB_A02_01.026 June 5th 2013] 
20/Nov/2014. [?? \ot ai kenot tatjim \ck 
June 5th 2013] 

arabung  cov. smoke. yur puyunduk 
arabung-ma eniyung-ga I want to lie down 
inside and smoke dat ada arabung I see 
smoke See main entry: wen. [Source: 
DB_A02_01.064 Mathew Dakyerat in Ray 
Ngolok-Wanggar Vocabulary as arabul 
DB_A02_01.063 June 5th 2013] 
20/Nov/2014. [?? \iv stand 
(DB_A02_01.064) \ocl natural objects \ck 
June 5th 2013] 

aragug  n. green Tree-Frog, frog. warri kina pak 
na perrdung elimirri, naman niminy, 
aragug=we now the frog says: 'you sit 
down here and I go first' [Source: Plants and 
Animals book as aruguk dreaming story 
DH12_A40_03 DH12_A40_03.144] 
20/Nov/2014. [?? \cc this is the generic 
term for frogs as well as for the green 
Tree-Frog in particular \cc there is a 
dreamtime story involving this frog about a 
jumping competition involving the frog and 
a wallaby about who could jump over the 
river. While the wallaby failed and landed 
in the river to create Wani Ma, the frog 
succeeded and landed far away from the 
river near Dyamalagany. He there forms a 
small hill called Wani Aragug \rl Wani 
Aragug \ma kerruguk \ck June 5th 2013] 

ari1  n. mouth, opening, any container opening. 
ari=we del the bag was shut [Source: Capell 
1940_1 (p. 271/30) Ray Ngolok-Wanggar 
Vocabulary DH12_A04_04 
DH12_A46_05.050] [?? \cc also as aru in 
Mathew Dakyerat in Ray Ngolok-Wanggar 
Vocabulary, and are in Capell 1940_1 (p. 
271/30) \ocl parts of the body] 

ardel  shut door. [Source: Birk, 137 as ari del] 
[?? \cc according to Birk can select for all 
six IVs \ck June 5th 2013] 

aringar  open mouth, yawn. [Source: Birk, 135 
Birk, 142] [?? \cc according to Birk can 
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select for all six IVs \cc can select for all IVs 
except for 'do' \ck June 5th 2013] 

ari tyuktyuk  talk too much. [Source: Birk, 
144] [?? \cc can select for all IVs except for 
'do', 'sit', and'lie' and 'stand' \ck June 5th 
2013] 

ari perrperrima  blow (wind from the 
mouth). [Source: wordlist Oct 8th 2012] 
21/Nov/2014. [?? \ck June 5th 2013 \ck 
June 5th 2013] 

ari2  cov. dry. ari arrama wuyu it's dry Variant: 
arra; arrama. [Source: Birk, 95 Birk, 135 as ar 
June 5th 2013] 20/Nov/2014. [?? \cc 
according to Birk can select for all six IVs 
\ck June 5th 2013] 

ari tyalala  n. long nose, long mouth, long 
snout, used for freshwater crocodile. ari 
tyalala <imin>, maburra <mi> yida-nu=wa 
he followed the freshwater crocodile (to me) 
Syn: ngintyal. [Source: DH12_a01_03 
MalakMalak wordlist as aridjelela Ian 
Green: aridjelela MC09_A01_01.02] 
20/Nov/2014. [?? \ot bikos im got long nos 
\ck June 5th 2013] 

ari ngalyil  n. lip, mouth-skin. [Source: Ray 
Ngolok-Wanggar Vocabulary] 
21/Nov/2014. [?? \rl aru \ocl parts of the 
body \ck June 5th 2013 \cc no occurrence in 
corpus] 

Aridangit  n_prop. early to mid dry season 
when it can get cold at night time between 
June and August, the time when the strong 
southeasterly wind 'dangid' is blowing. 
[Source: Plants and Animals book as 
aridangit 25/Sep/2012] 21/Nov/2014. [?? 
\ma Keredangarr \ck June 5th 2013] 

arigundal  n. Two-lined Dragon, Ta-ta Dragon. 
[Source: Plants and Animals book] 
05/Jun/2013. [?? \ma keregundal \ck June 
5th 2013] 

Arimada  n_prop. early rainy season in 
November and December, nul begins to 
blow. [Source: mpb and zml plant 
knowledge Plants and Animals book 
25/Sep/2012] 20/Nov/2014. [?? \ma 
Karawong \ck June 5th 2013] 

Ariwag  n_prop. monsoon time season in 
January and February, 'wet season'. [Source: 
mpb and zml plant knowledge Plants and 
Animals book] 20/Nov/2014. [?? \ma 
Kerewari \ck June 12th 2013 as Arimada, 
Melwulyen (monsoon) from west] 

ariwityim  cov. kiss. alawar ariwityim 
niminynu the woman kisses him [Source: 
Birk, 142 ?? June 5th 2013] 21/Nov/2014. 
[?? \cc can select for all IVs except for 'do' 
\ck June 5th 2013] 

ariyinnga  adv. close to each other talking, in 
front of an object with an opening. alawar 
naman niminy ariyingga two woman talk 
close to each other [Source: Birk (35) June 
5th 2013] 21/Nov/2014. [?? \ck June 5th 
2013 \cc yawutywawuty - whispering] 

arr  cov. open. 
arrdel  close lid. arr <do> del they shut the 

door [Source: 06.10.2012 DH12_A25_03.144] 
21/Nov/2014. [?? \ck June 12th 2013] 

=arr  =clitic. privative clitic possibly following 
casemarkers and attaching to nouns 
mainly? possibly related to arr 'be open'? 
mawun-wang=arr ki-wuna tyed-tyed they 
are here without clothes dat=arr yinu=we 
we didn't see him on top [Source: 
DH13_V55_02.40 DH12_A25_03.163] 
21/Nov/2014. 

arra  cov. lie down, be lying down, be messy, be 
all over the place. 

arrawat  spread out, spend something in Birk. 
nimbid nen arrawat wuete they are all 
around messy [Source: Birk, 139 
DH12_V36_03.118] 21/Nov/2014. [?? \cc 
according to Birk, can select for all IVs 
except for 'lie' \ck June 5th 2013] 

arra  cov. dry. weni nende arra wuta wirrk they 
dry grass and they burned him (to death) 
Variant: arrama. [Source: Birk, 95 
DH13_V47_04.33] 20/Nov/2014. [?? \iv go 
(DB_A01_04.192)] 

arrama  cov. dry, dead tree branch. arrama 
naman wuta Hermit hill it will be dry 
there, they said and went to Hermit Hill See 
main entry: arra. [Source: Plants and Animals 
book DH13_V55_03.031] 

arrama yide  he is dry(ing). [Source: Oct 27th 
2012] 

punuk arrama  dry ground. [Source: wordlist 
25/Sep/2012] 20/Nov/2014. 

arrarr  cov. walk fast. arrarr yida he walks fast 
[Source: Dh12_A47_01.116 June 5th 2013] 
05/Jun/2013. [?? \ck June 5th 2013] 

-arrpurru  -bprn. we (including you). dae 
tarrarr-ma wuta-arrpurru before they 
would bite you/us on the head pana 
purrang-ma wutanggi-arrpurru they are 
happy to come and fight [Source: Birk 
DH13_V47_03.31 DB_A02_03.120] 

Arigundal_0528.pcx;1.5";1.13";PCX 
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09/Jul/2014. 
arrpuyi  cov. not understand, not listen. arrpuyi 

yide he didn't listen careful enough/ he 
didn't understand [Source: 
DH12_V36_03.280] 21/Nov/2014. [?? \iv 
go (DH12_V36_03.280)] 

arrda  iv. We (including you) went. pi arrda we 
all went [Source: June 12th 2013] 
21/Nov/2014. [?? \ck June 12th 2013] 

arrdel  cov. shut, closed. arrdel wirrminy 
wundut they both shut the door See main 
entry: arr; del. [Source: DH12_A33_01.067] 
[?? \iv do (DH12_A33_01.067)] 

arrdel yiminy  he shut the door. [Source: 
Nov 5th 2012] 

warri arrdel tyed yi yide  close the bag up 
and leave it. [Source: wordlist Oct 27th 2012] 

larrp arrdel nunuwe  zip up something also 
kurru. [Source: wordlist Oct 27th 2012] 
21/Nov/2014. 

arrdil  n. poisonous tree, smooth bark and little 
yellow colours, the fruit and the bark is 
poisonous. mi arrdil nende the food is 
poisenous [Source: DH12_V36_02.184] 
21/Nov/2014. [?? \ck June 12th 2013] 

arrdu  iv. We (including you) sat. pakali arrduwa 
we (two people) bin sitdown [Source: June 
12th 2013] 21/Nov/2014. [?? \ck June 12th 
2013] 

arrdyu1  iv. we (including you) stood. wurruma 
arrdyuwa you and me stood up [Source: 
June 12th 2013] 21/Nov/2014. [?? \ck ?? 
\ck June 12th 2013] 

arrdyu2  iv. we (including you) lay. digalma 
arrdyuwa you and me lie down [Source: 
June 12th 2013] 21/Nov/2014. [?? \ck June 
12th 2013] 

arrgun  qu. where. dek arrgun nunda where is 
your country? / Where are you from? See 
main entry: agun. [Source: 
DH12_A12_05.294] 21/Nov/2014. [?? \ck 
June 12th 2013] 

arrgun  iv. we (including you) might do. 
naman arrgun  all of us might talk. 

21/Nov/2014. [?? \ck August 20th 2013] 
arrguny  iv. we (including you) do. naman 

arrguny you and me say that [Source: June 
12th 2013] 21/Nov/2014. [?? \ck June 12th 
2013] 

-arriny  -bprn. to me. delbad nuendung-arriny 
come with me and help me 
tarrimy-arriny=ye he might bite me [Source: 
Birk DB_A01_03.065 DB_A02_01.022] 
21/Nov/2014. 

arru  iv. we (not you) lay. digalma arru=wa we 
lay down [Source: June 12th 2013] 
21/Nov/2014. [?? \ck June 12th 2013] 

arruny  iv. we (not you) do. naman arruny we 
say <let pensil>-ken nen-en dap-ma 
arruny that was the first time we saw lead 
pencils [Source: June 12th 2013 
DH12_A25_03.182] 21/Nov/2014. [?? \ck 
June 12th 2013] 

arrurra  iv. we (not you) went. 21/Nov/2014. [?? 
\ck not recognised on June 12th 2013] 

aul  n. dreamtime being, dreaming, this is 
semantically somewhat different from wani 
which appears to denote the location rather 
than the dreamtime being. dae-dirriny 
ngintyal=we aul=de a turtle and an 
freshwater crocodile dreaming [Source: 
DB_A06_01.209] 21/Nov/2014. [?? \rl 
wani] 

awat  part. negative imperative article. awat 
endinidi wundut the two should not row 
and swear any more awat elinyirr don't be 
afraid! [Source: Ian Green: awat Birk (39), 
133 DB_A01_02.062 DH12_A25_10.283] 
21/Nov/2014. [?? \ma warrarr \ck June 
12th 2013] 

awang  n_kin. cousin male. enduk wunelli-yen 
yuyu awang nga=we my cousin is in the 
hospital now [Source: Ian Green: awang 
DB_A02_05.011] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ma etue 
\sp mekang \rl melawang \ck June 12th 
2013] 

awu  adv. right, now. ki yunu, pawurrk-yinnga 
awu he sits here, on the ground, right? See 
main entry: bawu. [Source: 
DH12_A24_03.228] 02/Dec/2014. 

awundu  iv. I might do. naman awundu=wa I 
might say [Source: June 12th 2013] 
21/Nov/2014. [?? \ck June 12th 2013] 

awurra  iv. I went. pi awurra I went [Source: 
June 12th 2013] 26/Nov/2014. [?? \ck June 
12th 2013] 

aya  iv. Only I do x. ngun pak aya I now sit 
towards there naman aya I say apap aya I'm 
sick [Source: DH12_A08_06_0217 June 12th 
2013 DH12_A47_01_014] 26/Nov/2014. [?? 
\ck June 12th 2013] 

ayu1  iv. I stood. wurruma ayu I stood up [Source: 
June 13th 2013] 26/Nov/2014. [?? \ck June 
13th 2013] 

ayu2  iv. I lay. digalma ayu I lay down [Source: 
June 13th 2013] 26/Nov/2014. [?? \ck June 
13th 2013] 
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B  -  b 
 
pap  cov. rush, run for a lot of people. yi, pap-an 

wurrunguny-ga wi=ye they are coming 
running to fight wi papden yurur don't 
come running towards us [Source: Birk (7) 
DB_A02_03.173 DH12_V36_02.201] [?? \iv 
go (DH12_A25_03.113) \iv sit 
(DB_A02_03.153)] 

pap yuwarra  run away (predicated of a 
large number). pap-yuwarra wuta only two 
ran away [Source: Birk, 144 
DH13_V57_03.037 DH13_V51_04.54] 
26/Nov/2014. [?? \cc can select for all IVs 
except for 'do', 'sit', and'lie' and 'stand' \ck 
June 13th 2013] 

papa  n. grandfather. See main entry: yinya. 
[Source: Mathew Dakyerat in Ray 
Ngolok-Wanggar Vocabulary] 
02/Dec/2014. [?? \ocl persons as man \ck 
June 13th 2013] 

babu  n_kin. father (in general). See main entry: 
melbabu. [Note: no occurrence in corpus] 
[Source: Ray Ngolok-Wanggar Vocabulary] 
02/Dec/2014. [?? \ocl persons \ck June 
13th 2013] 

pat  cov. fly. pat pi wuta they fly patkama wuta 
they fly and come back [Source: Birk (7) June 
13th 2013 June 13th 2013] 

tarr pat / tarrpet  bite off. [Source: Birk, 136] 
[?? \cc according to Birk can select for all 
six IVs \ck June 13th 2013] 

del pat / delpet  keep someone company, go 
with somebody. [Source: Birk, 143] [?? \cc 
can select for all IVs except for 'do' and 'lie' 
\ck June 13th 2013] 

wa kul pat  load objects into 
boat/car/anything. [Source: Birk, 144] [?? 
\cc can select for all IVs except for 'do' and 
'sit' and 'lie' \ck June 13th 2013] 

pat purrarrma yide  circle around flying. 
[Source: June 13th 2013] 02/Dec/2014. 

pada  cov.iv. I went. endi agunmany pada what 
was I doing?/ Where from did I go? pada 
watwatma ada I go fishing [Source: 
DH12_A25_10.310 DB_A02_01.128] 
02/Dec/2014. 

badbad  cov. roll. payak badbad nunda she 
rolls on her back badbad-ma yida 
manbak-ma yida he rolled over and came 
out of the water [Source: Oct 27th 2012 

DH12_A34_02.384] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
June 13th 2013] 

badbad  n. grasshopper. 02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
June 13th 2013] 

padpi  cov. alight of a bird, take off, fly off. [?? 
\rl pat \rl pi] 

padpi yida  he flies off. [Source: 
DH13_V51_05.112 pur in Birk, 144] 
02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck July 4th 2013 \cc can 
select for all IVs except for 'do' and 'sit' and 
'lie' \ck July 4th 2013] 

bae  n. catfish. dae-bae yuno ketfis catfish 
dreaming dae-wu dae-bae mutyurr barra, 
catfish, a lot [Source: Ian Green: pee (note 
long vowel) DB_A06_01.168 
DB_A02_05.080] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \cc 
pelyi - white ochre \ck July 1st 2013] 

bak  cov. sit. See main entry: pak. 04/Dec/2014. 
[?? \rl ngubaktyed \ck June 13th 2013] 

pak  cov. sit, sit down. ki enduwen kagak ki-na 
pak yunu=wa he was close by and then she 
went to sit down far away Variant: bak; 
appakali; bagali; yubpak; datpak. [Source: 
Harvey 1989:50 DH12_A40_03.149] [?? \iv 
go (DH12_A25_03.086) \iv sit 
(DH12_V36_02.265) \rl tyubak \rl tyitypak 
\rl karrarrpak \rl kulpak \rl ngubaktyed 
\rl kumpak \ka doet] 

ngin pak  hold onto. [Source: 
DH12_A26_02.048] 

tyitypak  pile up. [Source: DH13_A32_01.06] 
wapak  get. [Source: DH12_A15_04.008] 
pak yida  sit down. [Source: Ian Green: pak sit 

down (dynamic)] [?? \ck June 13th 2013] 
punggul durp pak  kneel down. [Source: 

Birk, 144] [?? \cc can select for all IVs 
except for 'do', 'lie' and 'stand' \ck June 13th 
2013] 

kul pak  board (boat)/ go in car/boat. 
[Source: Birk, 155] [?? \ck June 13th 2013] 

nyippak  close eyes. [Source: Oct 27th 2012] 
[?? \ck June 13th 2013] 

dat pak  open eyes/wake up. [Source: Oct 27th 
2012] [?? \ck June 13th 2013] 

parrad pak yide  he sits down. [Source: Nov 
10th 2012] [?? \ck June 13th 2013] 

parrad tyed tity pak  he goes back to sit 
down. [Source: Nov 10th 2012] [?? \ck June 
13th 2013] 
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tity pak yide  he sits back down. nikittiman, 
kina tyurrk pak naman yiminy-nu What 
for? you come inside (with us), he says to 
him (Tree Monitor tells Kumurgut) [Source: 
Nov 10th 2012 DH12_A33_01.065] [?? \ck 
June 13th 2013] 

parrat tity pak yida  he stands up and sits 
down. [Source: Nov 10th 2012] [?? \ck June 
13th 2013] 

dak bagali yunu  he sits down quietly. 
[Source: Nov 10th 2012 Birk (7)] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck June 13th 2013 \ck 
June 13th 2013] 

bagali  cov. sitting. See main entry: pak. [?? \iv 
sit (DH12_A34_02.068)] 

pam-bagali  to have/ to be married to. 
[Source: DH12_A34_02.068] 

watyug pakali wunu  be inside a bowl. 
alawar werena pam-bagali yunu he had 
two women/wives [Source: wordlist Oct 
27th 2012 DH12_A34_02.068] 02/Dec/2014. 
[?? \ck June 13th 2013] 

baibaima  cov. swing something. [Source: as 
piwuy Birk, 137] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \cc 
according to Birk can select for all six IVs 
\ck July 3rd 2013] 

baibi  cov. go out, exit. tyerriny tity pi 
nguna=we dim tyurrk numbar katy 
miriyen numbang ngak xx baibi the 
monitor goes back inside into the hole there, 
and he eats and drinks medicine in there, 
maybe Syn: tity. [Source: DH12_A33_01.121] 
02/Dec/2014. [?? \iv go 
(DH12_A26_02.071) \ck June 13th 2013] 

baiga  cov. go up, rise, ascend. miri baiga 
nunguny the sun comes up, east Ant: tyalk. 
[Source: DH12_A02_01 on 23/05/2012 
DH12_A02_01_0136] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \iv 
go (DH12_A34_02.441) \ot sanrais, diswei, 
miri baiga nunguny (DH12_A02_01_0136) 
\ck June 13th 2013] 

baiwat  cov. take out, take. <tu eli> baiwad 
niminy awu? maybe you took it out too 
early? [Source: DH12_A15_03.369] 
02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck June 13th 2013] 

palaty1  n. round yam; dioscorea bulbifera, this 
yam is ready to dig up when the 'cheeky 
yam grasshopper' called palaty sings out to 
let you know during arimada; this yam is 
ready to collect in the wet season. It takes 
lengthy preparation, soaking in running 
water and roasting to make it safe to eat; 
The tuber can be eaten after preparation to 
remove poisons. It is ready to collect in the 

wet season, Ariwak (Mal) or Kerewari (Mat) 
when the green “cheeky yam grasshopper”, 
which is also called Palaty (Mal) or Kuri 
(Mat), sings out to indicate the correct time. 
The flesh from the yam is cut up or grated 
and the flesh is slowly cooked in hot ashes 
and coals. It is then placed in a pointed 
open weave basket and left soaking in 
running water for a period to wash out the 
poisons. The flesh is then cooked again and 
placed in water overnight to wash out any 
remaining poisons. The flesh is then washed 
to remove any mud and is finally ready for 
eating. In the past this was a major food 
source for MalakMalak and Matngala 
people, however, it is rarely eaten now. 
Amorphophallus galbra, which is also 
called cheeky yam, has a more pleasant 
taste than Palaty (Mal) or Kuri (Mat). 
[Source: mpb and zml plant knowledge 
Plants and Animals book] 02/Dec/2014. [?? 
\cc morning breakfast tucker, boil, skin, cut 
up, put it into water, clean it, drain it, put it 
into a dillybag hang it up and you can eat it 
after washing \ma kuri \ck June 13th 2013] 

palaty2  n. round yam grasshopper; This green 
grasshopper has the same name as the 
cheeky yam, Palaty or Kuri (Dioscorea 
bulbifera). In the creation period or 
dreamtime this grasshopper was given the 
role of indicating when the cheeky yam was 
ready to collect. So now, in the rainy season, 
when this yam is ready to be collected this 
grasshopper sits in the trees and sings to let 
you know the yam is ready. [Source: Plants 
and Animals book] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \ma 
kuri \ck June 13th 2013] 

balbal1  cov. fly, flap continuously. [Source: BL in 
DH12_A01_04 on 22/05/2012] [?? \iv stand 
(DH13_A33_02.133) \cc in Mathew 
Daktyerat in Ray Ngolok-Wanggar 
Vocabulary listed as 'bird' \ot yeah detwan 
weye dem flepin yuno, weye dei flain] 

balbalma yide  hair flying in the wind. 
[Source: Nov 6th 2012] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
June 13th 2013] 

balbal2  cov. be open, be large. dek balbal wuyu 
open place here dek palbal large house 
[Source: DH13_A33_02.133 DH12_A05_04 
Birk (10) as palpal Ray Ngolok-Wanggar 
Vocabulary DH12_A05_05] 02/Dec/2014. 
[?? \ke yidello \ck June 13th 2013] 

balbalma  cov. fly, flutter. 
balbalma yida  he flies. [Source: Oct 27th 
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2012] 02/Dec/2014. 
paliny  cov. clap. 

paliny taty  clap hands. [Source: Birk 141 
wordlist Oct 27th 2012] 02/Dec/2014. [?? 
\cc can select for all IVs except for 'lie' and 
'stand' \ck June 14th 2013] 

pallam  cov. hide. dae-tyud pallam tyurrk yide 
tyerriny nyungga payu-nu ki 
Ngengede-nen naman the snake is looking 
for Kumugut and asking for him, and 
calling out for him and he is hiding at this 
place here Ngengede pallam pak yunu he 
hides [Source: DH12_A33_01.107 Birk, 129 
as paltam June 14th 2013] 02/Dec/2014. 

pallangpallang  cov. small waves, water 
ripples. 02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 7th 
2013] 

pam  cov. put, put down, keep, put many things 
down on ground. kag nga-many pam 
yiminy-wurru=we my uncle helped to have 
them born [Source: Birk (8) Birk (41) 
DB_A06_01.190] [?? \rl dengpam \rl 
kalpam \iv do (DH12_A25_02.085) \iv go 
(DH12_A26_02.126) \ck June 14th 2013] 

wutypam  throw over shoulder/carry on 
shoulder. [Source: DB_A01_06.064] 

pam yiminy-arriny  he delivered a baby. 
[Source: DB_A06_01.190] 

tap pam  grab and keep. [Source: Birk 141] [?? 
\cc can select for all IVs except for 'sit' and 
'stand' according to Birk \ck June 14th 2013] 

tyurrp pam  cut and stack up wood/pile up 
wood. [Source: Birk, 139] [?? \cc according 
to Birk, can select for all IVs except for 'lie' 
\ck June 14th 2013] 

wukuty pam  drop, throw down. [Source: 
Birk, 141] [?? \cc can select for all IVs 
except for 'sit', 'lie' and 'stand' \ck June 14th 
2013] 

turrp pam  stick plant in ground. [Source: 
Birk, 141] [?? \cc can select for all IVs 
except for 'sit', 'lie' and 'stand' \ck June 14th 
2013] 

pam aya  I put many things down on ground. 
alalk pam yiminy  he had kids. [Source: 

DH12_A25_02.085] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
June 14th 2013] 

Pamayak  n_top. placename for river/creek. 
[Source: DH13_V55_03.034] 27/Feb/2014. 

pamyi  cov. put down many things on an 
elevated platform, put down and leave, 
leave. See main entry: pam; yi. [?? \iv go 
(DB_A01_05.030)] 

pamyi aya  I put numerous things down on 

an elevated platform. <panishmen> nana 
tyurrk-warrad pamyi powarr del as 
punishment they had to sit down inide, 
with the door shut in the dark [Source: Nov 
7th 2012 DH12_A25_03.154] 02/Dec/2014. 
[?? \ck June 14th 2013] 

pan  cov. disappear. 
pan yida  he disappears. [Source: Oct 17th 

2012] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck June 14th 2013] 
pana1  clitic. topical marker, marker of topicality 

heading a clause. pana purrang-ma 
wutanggi-arrpurru they are happy to come 
and fight See main entry: pani. [Source: 
DB_A02_03.120] 02/Dec/2014. 

pana2  adv. iterative adverb, again. pana winu 
yunu-ngga he comes to fight again [Source: 
Cahir Birk (8) Birk (41) DB_A02_03.195] 

nanapana  same. [Source: DH13_V57_03.055] 
10/Jul/2014. 

panpurrg  n. mushroom, native mushroom. 
mi-panpurrg ngak-ma yida=ke he ate the 
mushrooms [Source: DH12_A47_01.131] 
02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck June 14th 2013] 

pandan  n. stone axe, tomahawk, used to make 
canoes. [Source: Plants and Animals book] 
02/Dec/2014. [?? \ma pirrirri \ck July 3rd 
2013] 

pani  clitic. topical marker, preceeding a clause. 
pani yewud pi maburr pi we need to follow 
them Variant: pana. [Source: 
DB_A02_03.105] 02/Dec/2014. 

banga  n_kin. father. banga wirrk wutu-nu my 
fathers died See main entry: bayang. [Source: 
DB_A02_05.003] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck June 
14th 2013] 

Panggarrany  n_top. place name, Kilfoyle 
Creek. [Source: map Mount Hayward: 79/80 
W-E and 06-98 N-S] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \in 
32 \ck June 14th 2013 \cc visit on 15.06.2013 
photos in folder \cc coordinates: 13°35'43''S, 
130°38'18'' E] 

Panggarrany Walayi  n_top. Charlie's Creek 
top part (which is big), until the small creek 
into the Daly River. [Source: map Mount 
Hayward: 90-87 N-S and 63-65 W-E? (no it 
is not that one, I think, but a different 
one - this relates to Pangarrany - Kilfoyle 
creek)] 17/Jun/2013. [?? \in 44 \ck June 
14th 2013] 

panyi  cov. disappear. panyi warra wuta yerra 
tity yur dek ngun wuerruenduen=na wani 
they disappeared, and they all ran away 
from that place See main entry: yi; pan. 
[Source: DH12_V36_02.215] 02/Dec/2014. 
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[?? \ck June 14th 2013] 
par  cov. be wrong. 

tyangar par katy  throw spear in wrong 
direction. [Source: Birk, 145] 02/Dec/2014. 
[?? \cc can select for all IVs except for 'do', 
'sit', and'lie' and 'stand' \ck June 14th 2013] 

par=  clitic=. else, elsewhere and derived 
meaning 'wrong' place attaching to coverbs 
only, but maybe also to demonstratives like 
'yawug' as seen in the example. pana 
par=yawug wurrk-tyed he puts on another 
fishing line (onto the same bamboo) [Source: 
DH12_A25_07.038 Birk, 88] 02/Dec/2014. 
[?? \ck June 14th 2013] 

pari  n. sardine, Rainbow fish, Melanotaenia spp., 
other taxa; This name refers to any small 
fish that occurs in large numbers, it includes 
many different types of fish. These small 
fish can be roasted on a bed of Menytyil 
(Barringtonia acutangula) leaves, and 
covered in paperbark and then eaten. They 
can also be smoked and then eaten. [Source: 
Plants and Animals book] 02/Dec/2014. [?? 
\ma pari \ck June 17th 2013] 

parrabili  cov. sideways, next to each other in a 
row. parrabili=we sideways (from the tree) 
[Source: DH12_A13_05.114] 02/Dec/2014. 
[?? \ck June 17th 2013] 

parrat  cov. get up, stand up, wake up. en tity 
parrat wuta-yang and they get up again 
[Source: DH12_V36_03.100 Birk, 96] [?? \iv 
go (DH12_V36_03.100) \iv stand 
(DB_A01_05.080)] 

parrat tyed yida  he gets up. [Source: Oct 27th 
2012 not sure about this one] [?? \ck June 
17th 2013 \iv go] 

parrat tyed nuenydyue  she gets up. [Source: 
DH12_A40_03.143] [?? \iv stand] 

parrad pak yide  he sits up. [Source: Nov 10th 
2012] [?? \ck June 17th 2013] 

parrad yingginy tity pak  he gets up and 
sits down again. Variant: parratat; parrarat. 
[Source: Nov 10th 2012 Birk, 145 
MalakMalak wordlist Ian Green: stand up 
(singular subject), wake up (with sit IV)] [?? 
\cc with singular subject for stand up \cc 
with 'sit' iv for wake up \cc can select for all 
IVs except for 'do', 'go', '#go', 'sit', and'lie' 
and \cc check!!] 

parrat yuwa  walk away. [Source: Ian Green: 
parrat-yuwa with 'go'] [?? \ck June 17th 
2013 \cc manpak - sit in the water halfway] 

many parrat  unable to get up. [Source: Birk, 
142 as resemble] [?? \cc can select for all 

IVs except for 'do' \cc yuenduenna yide 
'he's like him/he looks like him' \ck June 
17th 2013] 

parrat tyakat  get up quickly. [Source: Birk, 
145] [?? \cc can select for all IVs except for 
'do', 'sit', and'lie' and 'stand' \ck June 17th 
2013] 

parrat tyed  stand up. [Source: 
DH12_V44_04.043] 

parrat tity pak yida  he stands up and sits 
down again. [Source: Nov 10th 2012] 
02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck June 17th 2013] 

parrak  cov. make bed, make camp. dek, parrak 
ngaty yur he makes the bed See main entry: 
parrk. [Source: DB_A01_06.001] 
02/Dec/2014. 

parragud  n. white person, white man. endi mi 
akana dae-wuna lak-ma parragud nende 
no food, they only ate meat, even the white 
people [Source: DH13_V55_03.038] 
02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck June 17th 2013] 

parramaty  n. elder woman, old woman, adult 
woman. wuta dae-nen parramaty dat 
wirrminy-ngayi walg they walked looking 
for the old woman, the stone Ant: pulity. 
[Source: DH12_A05_05 MalakMalak 
wordlist as parramatj DH12_A40_03.112] 
02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck June 17th 2013] 

Parramalmal  n_top. placename related to the 
story of the frog and the wallaby having a 
competition who could jump the river, 
Parramalmal is the place where the 
competition started and it ends at 
Waniaragug for the frog (a hill on the 
ngunanggi side of the river) and Wanima 
for the wallaby (a rock in the river), it is an 
island. [Source: DH13_A33_02.013] 
21/Jan/2014. 

parrang  n. poor devil, poor thing, devildevil, 
ghost, spirit, soul. parrang ngun-na taty the 
poor devil dies now over there (a stray 
lizard) Variant: parrarrang. [Source: 
DH12_V36_05.062 Stanner (1933): 21 as 
barung] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck June 17th 
2013] 

barrangma  cov. chew (on lip). [Source: wordlist 
Oct 27th 2012] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck June 
17th 2013] 

parrarr  cov. do the wrong thing. Variant: 
parrarrkam. [?? \iv do (DH13_A33_02.074)] 

parrarr katy  he threw accidentally. [?? \ck 
August 8th 2013] 

parrarr-ang  devildevil dance. ya parrarr 
yiminy she did the wrong thing [Source: 
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DB_A06_01.162 DH13_A33_02.074] 
02/Dec/2014. 

parrarrat  cov. get up with plural objects. 
parrarrat tyerrad get up, all of you! See main 
entry: parat. [Source: Birk, 96 as parratat 
DB_A01_02.104] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck June 
17th 2013] 

parrarrang  n. devildevil, corpse, body, ghost, 
spirit. wurrungguny ki parrarrang the DD 
is coming here (our dreaming for all of us) 
See main entry: parrang. [Source: 
DB_A06_01.180 Birk (29)] 02/Dec/2014. [?? 
\rl parrarr \rl ang \cc derived from 
coverbs parrarr+ang ('give bad things')] 

parrp  cov. run. parrpparrp running [Source: 
DH12_V36_02.028] [?? \ck June 17th 2013] 

parrp tyurrp  cut by mistake. parrp-pi yida 
eye wurrunduny tyeyud he ran out at 
another place for them to find a kangaroo to 
spear [Source: QUEST_108 DB_A01_06.060] 
02/Dec/2014. 

parrk  cov. make bed, make camp, lie flat. 
Variant: parrak. [Source: Birk, 166 Birk, 158 
as parrak] [?? \iv do (DH13_V47_02.061) 
\iv lie (Nov 6 2012)] 

parrk-eli  growing, remain. [Source: 
DH12_A33_01.001] 

parrk yurelli yuyu  canvas lying flat on the 
ground. [Source: Nov 6th 2012] [?? \ck June 
17th 2013] 

parrk pak yunu  make bed. 
parrk-parrk-ma-ngga yur dek pawurrk-na 
they sleep on the ground (with a paperbark 
bed) [Source: June 14th 2013 
DB_A01_06.140] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck June 
17th 2013] 

parrip  cov. be sideways, turn over, turn. dab 
parrip eyik-nen wukuty wirrk they turn it 
over, and throw it away Variant: parripeli. 
[Source: DB_A01_04.213] 02/Dec/2014. 

parripeli  cov. be sideways, be on the side, turn 
over, turn. See main entry: parrip. [Source: 
DH13_A01_01] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck June 
17th 2013] 

pawirrkam  cov. be dangerous, poisenous. 
<sain-lenguity> a kurrug yiminy akana 
dae-nen pawirrkam naman he says in sign 
leguage so that the dangerous one can't 
hear him [Source: DH13_V51_01.044] 
02/Dec/2014. 

bawu  adv. obligative adverb, 'ought to', right?, 
maybe, alright. parramaty-wang taty bawu 
the women beat (them), right? Variant: awu. 
[Source: Birk (40) like bawu 

DH13_V55_02.26] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
June 17th 2013 \ck June 17th 2013] 

pawurrk1  n. ground, ,earth, soil. ki yunu, 
pawurrk-yinnga awu he sits here, on the 
ground, right? [Source: Tryon (1974) 
DH12_A05_04 MalakMalak wordlist as 
bawurrk DH12_A24_03.228] 02/Dec/2014. 
[?? \ck June 17th 2013] 

pawurrk2  n. river bank. [Source: DH12_A05_01 
DH12_A08_05_0166] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
June 17th 2013] 

pay1  cov. watch, look. 
pay tyed pi yidanuwa  sneak up on. [Source: 

Birk, 143] [?? \cc can select for all IVs 
except for 'do' and 'sit' \ck June 17th 2013] 

wil pay  cross over (to the other side). nende 
pana dek yawug nuwe yerra-nen 
yawug-nen pay-tyed pi yide he follows the 
old man and is going to sneak up on him at 
another camp [Source: Birk, 143 
DB_A01_06.021] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \cc can 
select for all IVs except for 'do' and 'sit' \ck 
June 17th 2013 \ck June 17th 2013] 

pay2  cov. swing. [?? \iv go (Nov 14th 2012)] 
payma yide  he swings. [Source: Nov 14th 

2012] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck July 1st 2013] 
payak1  n. back, riverbank. payak karrk 

karrk-tyed yurr ma wuete they leave the 
canoe at the bank [Source: DH12_A19_01 
DB_A01_02.021 MalakMalak wordlist Birk 
(9) DB_A01_04.261] [?? \rl payagang \rl 
payakdulk] 

payagang  underlying structure payak+ang; 
face away, lit. 'back give'. 

payak dulk tyed  walk hunched down 
while hunting; July 1st 2013. 02/Dec/2014. 
[?? \ck July 1st 2013] 

payak2  n. island. yida-nggi=wa: payak karrk he 
goes and he climbs up the island [Source: 
DH12_A47_03.46] 02/Dec/2014. 

payagang  cov. face away (from speaker), turn 
one's back. payagang tyedali yuyu is he 
facing away standing? [Source: 
DH12_A13_05.042] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \rl 
payak \rl ang \ck July 1st 2013] 

payakdulk  cov. be upside down, lit. back-ankle. 
[Source: Positionals_BL_020] 02/Dec/2014. 
[?? \rl payak \rl dulk] 

payaken  n. bag, lit. 'towards the back'. [Source: 
as peyiken Birk, 130] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \rl 
payak \rl -en \ck July 2nd 2013] 

payakngerue  n. beetle, lit. back (with a) shell. 
[Source: Birk (19)] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \rl 
payak \rl ngerue \ck July 1st 2013] 
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bayang  n_kin. 'my father (when 
addressed)' - vocative. bayang nga tyed 
yiminy-arriny dek nende Wuliana 
darrad-ma my father said to me this is your 
land - Woolianna - look over it Variant: 
banga. [Source: Ray Ngolok-Wanggar 
Vocabulary Ian Green: bayang 
DB_A02_05.268] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \rl 
father \sp wiyang \ocl persons \ma bang 
\ck July 1st 2013] 

Payi1  n_top. place name. [Source: map Daly 
River: 77 N-S and 84 W-E] 02/Dec/2014. [?? 
\cc Cheruben billabong of Stu and Marni 
\in 11] 

payi2  cov. bring. 
payi warat  take out. [Source: Cahir 117] 
pay wat yiminy  he brings something. [?? 

\ck July 1st 2013] 
paypi yida  take out. dek melbabu yunu 

nana payi-pi yide the wife has asked the 
husband to go back to the family and he 
takes her back [Source: DB_A01_02.136] 
02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck July 1st 2013] 

payipi  cov. go outside, exit. maburr payipi 
naman wirrminy come outside now, they 
say [Source: DH12_A33_01.133] [?? \iv go 
(July 1st 2013) \rl payi \rl pi] 

payipi yida  go outside. 02/Dec/2014. [?? 
\ck July 1st 2013] 

payika  cov. appear, come out. [?? \rl payi \rl ka 
\iv go (Birk 32)] 

payika yida  [Source: Birk (32)] 02/Dec/2014. 
[?? \ck July 1st 2013] 

bayurr  cov. everybody is out. [?? \iv go (July 1st 
2013)] 

bayurr wuta  everybody is outside. nana 
ngaty yingki-nue bayurr-ka wurru they 
have to go all day and look for food and 
then they come back [Source: 
DB_A01_06.135] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck July 
1st 2013] 

be  cov. go again, repeat. a be perrdung 
ngun-na naman they went there again 
[Source: DH13_V55_03.019] 02/Dec/2014. 
[?? \ck Sep 16th 2013 \ma kamu] 

bebe  cov. make smooth, be shiny, be smooth. 
bebema yiminy  make smooth. [Source: Oct 

30th 2012] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck July 1st 
2013] 

bebema1  cov. flat, smooth. [?? \ck July 19th 
2013] 

bebema ngarrik  a flat one. nende walg 
dima walg wudyu there are many stones 
around, flat ones [Source: 

DH12_A33_01.267] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
July 19th 2013] 

bebema2  n. face, underside of foot, arch of foot. 
[Source: Mathew Daktyerat in Ray 
Ngolok-Wanggar Vocabulary 
DH12_A04_04] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \ocl parts 
of the body \rl bebe \ck July 1st 2013] 

pepengudun  cov.iv. go. pepengudun, mididid 
tatymany kidiyang the other one/woman 
she is going and is getting cheeky yam 
[Source: DB_A01_03.064] 02/Dec/2014. [?? 
\ck July 1st 2013] 

peda  cov.iv. I went. peda warrad baiga-ma, 
naman wuwunduny I went and walked up 
(to him), he says [Source: DB_A01_03.263] 
02/Dec/2014. 

pedped  cov. ache, hurt. 
pundu pedped yiminy  having a headache. 

[Source: Oct 30th 2012] 02/Dec/2014. [?? 
\ck July 1st 2013 \cc pain in your 
arm/leg/teeth durruma] 

pedpedeli  cov. crack the ground. [Source: 
DH12_V36_05.121] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
July 1st 2013] 

pedirrk  n. bamboo didgeridoo. pedirrk 
akananen no didgeridoo [Source: Plants and 
Animals book MalakMalak wordlist as 
pedirr DB_A06_01.140 Nov 8th 2012] [?? 
\ma tyam] 

pedirrk yirrgetma yide  he plays the 
didgeridoo. [Source: Nov 7th 2012] 
02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck July 1st 2013 \ck July 
1st 2013] 

pedung  cov.iv. I am going, I am going away , go 
away to some other place. na pedung 
banga yinme he wants to go back to the 
father [Source: DB_A01_02.132] 
02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck July 1st 2013] 

Pelmit  n_top. place name, billabong close to 
Woolianna school. [Source: map Mount 
Hayward: 84 N-S and 80/81 W-E] 
03/Nov/2012. [?? \in 19] 

pelmuet  n. spear with a stone tip, very sharp. 
See main entry: kolmin. [Source: as belmuet 
Ray Ngolok-Wanggar Vocabulary] 
02/Dec/2014. [?? \cc there is a dreaming 
for this kind of stone - a white stone \ocl 
unclassified 5 \ck July 1st 2013] 

pelyi  n. white ochre. [Source: QUEST_214] 
02/Dec/2014. 

Pelyirri  n_top. place name, Hillcrest. [Source: 
map Daly River: 74/73 N-S and 85/86 W-E] 
03/Nov/2012. [?? \in 9] 

bembultyak  n. Red Bush Apple; Syzygium 
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suborbiculare; The fruit are eaten when 
ripe, red. Fruit are produced in the early 
wet season, Arimada (Mal) or Karawong 
(Mat). This tree is common along the banks 
of the river near Nauiyu. [Source: mpb and 
zml plant knowledge Plants and Animals 
book] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \rl dingerri (white 
apple) \ck July 1st 2013] 

pentyityimany  adv. day before yesterday, 
before. [Source: Ian Green: temporal 
qualifier] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \rl pentyimany 
\ck July 1st 2013] 

pentyimany  adv. yesterday. [Source: 
DH12_A13_01] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \cc 
MalakMalak wordlist as penjdjimanj] 

penungga  cov.iv. I will go towards here. 
penungga dae I will go hunting (here) 
[Source: DB_A01_04.244] 02/Dec/2014. 

penungguny  cov.iv. I am going. dae 
penungguny tyurrup I'm going to cut the 
meat See main entry: enggunguny. [Source: 
DH12_A01_04_0330] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
July 1st 2013] 

pengudung  cov.iv. I go, move. muta 
pengudun you and me go after Variant: 
pepengudun. [Source: DB_A01_03.009] 
02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck July 1st 2013] 

penyi  adv. yesterday. dae-pigipigi penyi 
powarr the pigs came out last night [Source: 
Birk (33) Tryon 8 DH12_A34_02.449] 
20/May/2014. [?? \ck July 1st 2013] 

penynyger  n. black bream, sooty grunter. 
[Source: Plants and Animals book 
MalakMalak wordlist as 
wurramin - mistaken for zml?] 01/Jul/2013. 
[?? \ma murramin \ck July 1st 2013] 

perperdeli  cov. be dry, be dry and cracked of 
skin or ground. en perperdeli pungarr yide 
he is going through the middle [Source: 
DH12_A13_05.174] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
July 1st 2013] 

perr  cov. rest. 
perr merr engiddini  two people sitting 

down talking. [Source: Nov 5th 2012] 
perr pak enuwa  I sit down to rest, I take a 

nap in the afternoon. [Source: Nov 5th 2012 
Nov 5th 2012 Birk, 158 as per] 02/Dec/2014; 
24/Jan/2013. [?? \ck July 1st 2013] 

perrpak  cov. rest. [?? \rl perr \rl pak] 
perrpak yiminy  he's resting. [Source: Birk 

(21) as perkma] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck July 
1st 2013] 

perrpperrp  cov. cry out (of bird). tyid 
perrpperrpma yide the bird is crying out its 

name [Source: QUEST_094] 02/Dec/2014. 
[?? \iv go (QUEST_094)] 

perrperr  cov. be windy continously, rustle (of 
leaves). na perrperr-ma numbang the wind 
is blowing from there maybe [Source: Ray 
Ngolok-Wanggar Vocabulary 
DH12_A22_06.049] [?? \iv go (Nov 5th 
2012) \ocl natural objects \ck July 1st 2013] 

perrperrma yide  the leaves are rustling in 
the wind. [Source: Nov 5th 2012] 
02/Dec/2014. 

perrperrma  cov. windy. See main entry: 
perrperr. [Source: wordlist 26/Sep/2012] 
02/Dec/2014. [?? \rl wurrurk \ck July 1st 
2013] 

perrdue  cov.iv. we (including you) go and sit 
down. powarryinnga perrdue dat-a in the 
morning we come and look [Source: 
DB_A06_01.065] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \rl pi \rl 
errdue] 

perrdung  cov.iv. We (including you) go for. 
diny perrdung dat I try to go and look first! 
perrdung, dim-nana we all go to the 
graveyard See main entry: errdung; pi. 
[Source: DH13_A33_02.139 DB_A02_05.016 
DH12_V36_05.096 DB_A02_01.179] 
02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck July 1st 2013] 

perret  cov. dig, dig a hole. [?? \iv sit 
(DH12_A34_02.089) \iv go 
(DH12_A46_05.162)] 

perret yida  he digs. endi nen perret-ma 
yida, dek ngunna he digs at this place over 
there endi-ma perret the old man is digging 
[Source: Oct 17th 2012 DH12_A46_05.162 
DH12_A34_02.088 Birk, 136 as perrat] 
02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck July 1st 2013 \cc 
according to Birk can select for all six IVs 
\ck July 1st 2013] 

Perredeli  n_top. No Fish Creek ca. 32km 
upstream from Daly River Crossing where 
the S-Bends start and on kinangga side. 
14/Jun/2013. [?? \cc from Fisherman 
Map - check for pronunciation, meaning 
and accuracy! as padabeli \ck June 14th 
2013] 

berrk  cov. in Birk: crawl (predicated of snake), 
make track of any animal. [Source: Birk, 144 
as perk] [?? \cc can select for all IVs except 
for 'do' and 'sit' and 'lie'] 

berrkma tyirrk yida  it makes a track. 
02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck July 1st 2013] 

perrk  cov. scream frightened, yell out in fear. [?? 
\iv go (July 1st 2013)] 

perrkma yide  he is screaming. [Source: Birk, 
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143 as be frightened] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
July 1st 2013 \cc can select for all IVs except 
for 'do' \ck July 1st 2013] 

Perridelli  n_top. place name, Nicholas Creek. 
[Source: map Mount Hayward: 02-00 N-s 
and 70/71 W-E] 04/Nov/2012. [?? \in 36] 

perrik  n. fence. [Source: DH12_A19_02.082] 
02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck July 1st 2013] 

perrunguny  cov.iv. we go, we move. 
perrunguny skul yurrk-ma ata langa 
Adelaide River we (only we) went to school 
in Adelaide River See main entry: 
errunguny. [Source: DH12_A25_05.04] 
02/Dec/2014. 

perruwuyi  n. ibis. 02/Dec/2014. 
peyib  cov. sparkle, light up. [?? \iv go (Nov 

10th 2012)] 
numurul peyibpeyibma yida  the stars 

sparkle/twinkle. [Source: Nov 10th 2012] 
dagill peyibma wute  thunder coming and 

sparkling/lightening. 02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
July 1st 2013] 

bi  cov. move. See main entry: pi. 02/Dec/2014. 
[?? \ck July 2nd 2013] 

pi  cov. move, go. pi wuta insaid they went 
inside Variant: bi; yipi; titypi; tyikpi; 
perrdung. [Source: Ian Green: pi Harvey 
1989:89 Dh12_A47_01.025] [?? \iv go 
(DH12_A25_03.129) \iv sit 
(DB_A02_01.089) \iv do 
(DH13_V51_05.224) \ka buy \ma puyi] 

pitityka  go back and forth. [Source: 
DH12_A34_02.304] 

piman  go away. [Source: DH12_A25_07.105] 
wa tik pi  take back. [Source: Cahir 115 Birk 

97] [?? \ck July 2nd 2013] 
katy yi pi  leave behind (tr). [Source: Cahir 

115 Birk 97 Birk, 144] [?? \ck July 2nd 2013 
\cc can select for all IVs except for 'do', 'sit', 
and'lie' and 'stand'] 

kurr wa pi  drag along/take away with you. 
[Source: Cahir 115 Birk 97] 

kurrma  drag behind. [?? \ck July 2nd 2013] 
kulpak pi  go inside. [?? \ck July 2nd 2013] 
piny wa pi  get water and take it. [Source: 

Birk 141] [?? \cc can select for all IVs except 
for 'sit', 'lie' and 'stand' according to Birk 
\ck July 2nd 2013] 

piny wangi  get water and bring it. [?? \ck 
July 2nd 2013] 

diny wa pi  try to take it. [?? \ck July 2nd 
2013] 

wany pi  paddle a canoe. [Source: Birk (18)] 
[?? \ck July 2nd 2013] 

wa pi  take. [Source: Birk (9) Birk, 145] [?? \cc 
can select for all IVs except for 'do', 'sit', 
and'lie' and 'stand' \ck July 2nd 2013] 

yi pi  be going; leave. [Source: Birk (118)] [?? 
\ck July 2nd 2013] 

pay tyed pi  sneak up on. nende pana dek 
yawug nuwe yerra-nen pulity yawug-nen 
pay-tyed pi yide he follows the old man 
and is going to sneak up to the old man, at 
another camp [Source: Birk, 143 
DB_A01_06.021 DB_A01_06.021] [?? \cc can 
select for all IVs except for 'do' and 'sit' \ck 
July 2nd 2013] 

pay tyed dat  go to the door and look (don't 
go out). [?? \ck July 2nd 2013] 

paywat tyedyi  put something out(side). [?? 
\ck July 2nd 2013] 

lub pi  go together: 'be friends', walk together 
as friends. [Source: Birk, 144] [?? \cc can 
select for all IVs except for 'do' and 'sit' and 
'lie' \ck July 2nd 2013] 

aldidity pi  go past. [Source: Birk, 144] [?? 
\cc can select for all IVs except for 'do', 'sit', 
and'lie' and 'stand' \ck July 2nd 2013] 

tyurru pi  sink. [Source: as tyurr pi Birk, 145] 
[?? \cc can select for all IVs except for 'do', 
'sit', and'lie' and 'stand' \ck July 2nd 2013] 

tyurrk pi  go inside. [?? \ck July 2nd 2013] 
pi diny tyed  dislike, not want to. [Source: 

Birk, 145] 
piwat  go. [Source: DB_A02_02.11] 

25/Jul/2014. [?? \cc can select for all IVs 
except for 'do', 'go', '#go', 'sit', and'lie' and 
\ck July 2nd 2013 \ck July 2nd 2013] 

pid  cov. miss something, miss a target. endi pid 
wuta they throw the spear and missed each 
other [Source: DB_A01_03.223] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \rl madyanpid \ck July 
2nd 2013] 

Biddy  n_prop. name for speaker BL. [Source: 
DH12_V36_02.002] 14/May/2014. 

pity  cov. rub, together, rub firesticks together. 
Variant: pitypity; pityma. [Source: Birk (7) 
DH12_A25_07.057] 06/May/2014. [?? \ck 
July 2nd 2013] 

pityak  n. bee, honey, beehive. 
dae pityak  edible honey. pityak lak 

angudume we eat honey [Source: Birk, 98 
Ian Green: pidjak Plants and Animals book 
DB_A02_07.302] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \rl 
yagabiny \ma wemerr \ma yagabiny \ck 
July 2nd 2013] 

Nicholas_Creek_0281.pcx;1.5";1.13";PCX 
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pitypity  cov. rub something together, rub 
firesticks together repeatedly. See main 
entry: pity. [Source: Birk, 95] 02/Dec/2014. 
[?? \ck July 2nd 2013] 

pityma  cov. rub something, rub something 
together, weave tightly. pityma wuete, 
naman they roll it on the thigh, they say See 
main entry: pity. [Source: Plants and Animals 
book DH12_A25_07.054] [?? \ma minygerre 
\ma pirrpirrma \iv go (DH12_A25_07.054) 
\ck July 2nd 2013] 

pityma  weave tightly. [Source: 
DH12_A25_08.198] 02/Dec/2014. 

pik  cov. make rope. pik taty-ma=delk he might 
(take the kidney) to make a rope [Source: 
Birk (7) DB_A01_06.006] 02/Dec/2014. [?? 
\ck July 2nd 2013] 

bilp  cov. slap. [?? \iv stand (DH13_V47_02.116) 
\iv go (July 2nd 2013) \iv do (July 2nd 
2013)] 

bilpma yide  he slaps. [?? \ck July 2nd 2013] 
tyed bilp  slap. [?? \ck July 2nd 2013] 
bilp yiminynu  he slaps him. bilp 

nuenydyue agun nuenueyung she slaps,, 
where will she be? [Source: Birk (18) Birk, 
136 DH13_V47_02.116] 02/Dec/2014. [?? 
\ck July 2nd 2013 \cc according to Birk can 
select for all six IVs \ck July 2nd 2013] 

pimili  n. elbow. pi pinguny, pimili 
wudyu=we, wa tyed? move slowly, they're 
at the elbow to be picked up [Source: 
DH12_A19_01 MalakMalak wordlist as 
pimeli wordlist 04/Oct/2012 
DH12_A42_03.077] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
July 2nd 2013] 

pin1  cov. get. 02/Dec/2014. 
pin2  cov. finished, empty. [?? \iv go (July 2nd 

2013)] 
pin wuta  finish something. 02/Dec/2014. [?? 

\ck July 2nd 2013 \cc ngerruwuna - related 
lexeme] 

Pindarrak  n_top. place name, billabong. 
[Source: map Daly River: 78-77 n-S and 75 
W-E] 12/Nov/2012. [?? \in 8] 

piny  cov. get, 
get water. 
pengudung wag piny the two of us need to 
go for water [Source: DB_A01_02.181] [?? 
\iv go (DH12_A25_03.201) \iv do (July 2nd 
2013)] 

piny yiminynu  he gets it for him. wag piny 
tyerriny warri na you go and get the water, 
tree monitor [Source: DH12_A33_01.034] [?? 
\ck July 2nd 2013 \ck July 2nd 2013] 

piny waga  get water and bring it. [Source: 
Cahir 115 Birk 141] [?? \cc can select for all 
IVs except for 'sit', 'lie' and 'stand' according 
to Birk \ck July 2nd 2013] 

piny wangki  bring up. [?? \ck July 2nd 
2013] 

piny wa pi  get water and take it. [Source: 
Birk 141] [?? \cc can select for all IVs except 
for 'sit', 'lie' and 'stand' according to Birk 
\ck July 2nd 2013] 

piny wukuty  bale water out. [Source: Birk 
141] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \cc can select for all 
IVs except for 'sit', 'lie' and 'stand' according 
to Birk \ck July 2nd 2013 \ck July 2nd 2013] 

pinyyakper  n. Rotten Cheese Fruit; Morinda 
citrifolia; the flesh of the ripe fruit can be 
chewed to treat colds and flu.; The fruit can 
be ripened by wrapping them in paperbark, 
the inner flesh is then eaten to treat colds 
and influenza. The inner flesh only can be 
eaten as the skin and seeds are too strong 
tasting to eat. The green fruit are considered 
to be poisonous. The root bark can be used 
as a dye for fibre crafts. The new leaves can 
be used to make a dark green colour. 
[Source: mpb and zml plant knowledge 
Pland and Animals book] 02/Dec/2014. [?? 
\cc take one seed from the ripe fruit and 
suck it against hard coughs. be careful not 
to bite it, it;s poisenous \ck July 2nd 2013] 

Pirak  n_prop. name of RP, Rita Pirak. [Source: 
MC10_A02_01.062] 31/Jan/2014. 

pirr  cov. move fast, walk fast, clean up. [?? \iv 
go (Nov 6 2012)] 

kuempuer wat pirr  have a runny nose, have 
a cold. [Source: Birk, 144] [?? \cc can select 
for all IVs except for 'do' and 'sit' and 'lie' 
\ck July 2nd 2013] 

pirrma yide  move fast. [Source: Nov 6th 2012] 
[?? \ck July 2nd 2013] 

pirr eye yiminy  track down. ki tyalmiyen 
pirr eye wurrunduny he follows the tracks 
straight up and spears it/he tracks it right 
down [Source: DB_A01_06.061 
DB_A01_06.061] 02/Dec/2014. 

pirrpirr  cov. put on, light fire, move fast. Ant: 
buyurr. [?? \ck July 2nd 2013 \cc 
tatypul - put out fire] 

pirrpirr tyed yide  he lights the fire. 
ngun=de pirrpirr yida=ke there? he went 
quickly [Source: Oct 27th 2012 Nov 6th 2012 
DH13_V47_02.141] 02/Dec/2014. 

pirrpirrma  cov. fan, mixed-up winds during 
monsoonal rain, move fast. [Source: as 

Pindarrak013.pcx;1.5';1.13;PCX 
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purpurma Plants and Animals book] 
02/Dec/2014. [?? \ma purpurma] 

pirri  n. perch fish. [Source: wordlist 
28/Sep/2012] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck July 
2nd 2013 \ma pidi \ck July 2nd 2013] 

birribma  cov. red, of red colour, also includes 
orange. Variant: wirrid. [Source: BL in 
DH12_A01_04 on 22/05/2012 
DH12_A01_04_0198] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \iv 
do (DH12_V36_02.045) \iv stand/lie 
(DH12_V36_03.133) \ck July 2nd 2013] 

birridwirrid  n. piwi bird, magpie+lark. ya 
birridwirrid yide Pullmerri yi 
yunguny-nuwa ngun-na the piwi goes onto 
the dry land over there to P [Source: 
DH13_V47_02.131 DH13_V47_02.113] 
02/Dec/2014. 

pirrinykam  n. green tree ant. [Source: Plants 
and Animals book MalakMalak wordlist as 
pirrinjgam] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \ma 
pirrinykam \ck July 3rd 2013] 

pirrirr  cov. untie. [Source: as pirir in Birk, 136] 
02/Dec/2014. [?? \cc according to Birk can 
select for all six IVs \ck July 2nd 2013] 

piyip  cov. be sick, be in pain. [?? \iv go (July 3rd 
2013)] 

piyipma yida  he is in pain. [Source: Birk, 
143] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck July 3rd 2013 \cc 
can select for all IVs except for 'do' and 
'stand' \ck July 3rd 2013] 

powarr  n. dark, night time, evening. [Source: 
BL in DH12_A01_02 on 22/05/2012 Birk 
(33)] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck July 3rd 2013] 

powarryinnga  n. morning, literally: 'at night'. 
yerra miri powarryinnga baiga nunu 
ka=ke yerra, yineret so when the sun comes 
up in the morning, the trees are not 
good/crooked/bent yur degaty 
powarryinnga ka enung-ga I'll sleep and 
come back early in the morning [Source: 
Birk (33) DH12_V36_03.102 DB_A02_02.35] 
02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck July 4th 2013] 

Brinken  n_prop. language name. Brinken 
Brinken wutanggi MalakMalak=na wi 
wuete the Brinken came to fight the 
MalakMalak [Source: DB_A02_03.003 
DB_A02_03.071] 09/Jul/2014. 

pubility  n. old man. pubility ngurra datma 
wudyu ngurra some other old men watches 
them See main entry: pulity. [Source: 
DB_A01_03.240] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck July 
3rd 2013] 

pud  n. chest. pud tyung-en wurruma yuyu he is 
facing the tree, standing up [Source: BL in 

DH12_A01_02 on 22/05/2012 
DH12_A08_06_0111 DH12_A13_05.083] [?? 
\rl pude] 

pudang  face somebody/something, lit. 
'chest give'. [Source: DH12_A13_05.013] 

endi-many pud ang tyedalli  face each 
other. [Source: DH12_A19_03.030] 
02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck July 3rd 2013 \ck July 
3rd 2013] 

putaty  cov. cover cooking meat with ashes. 
putaty nunde she covers it up [Source: 
DB_A01_03.090] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \iv go 
(DB_A01_03.090) \cc according to Birk, can 
select for all IVs except for 'lie' \ck July 3rd 
2013] 

Pudan  n_top. place name for Darwin. [Source: 
DH12_A25_03.095] 11/Apr/2014. [?? \ma 
Pudan] 

pudang  cov. face, look towards. pudang tyedali 
yuyu=we he is facing me [Source: 
DH12_V44_03.330] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \rl 
pud \rl ang \ck July 3rd 2013] 

putuk  cov. cover up. putuk yurr yide he covers 
himself up for sleep [Source: Birk, 139] 
02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck July 3rd 2013 \cc 
according to Birk, can select for all IVs 
except for 'lie' \ck July 3rd 2013] 

butyen  n. bushcamp. See main entry: putyen. 
[Source: Nov 8th 2012] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
July 3rd 2013] 

putyen  n. jungle, bush camp, bush. dek 
ki-many putyen alginmity-nen they took 
the kids from here out of the bush (to Daly 
River) Variant: butyen. [Source: BL in 
DH12_A01_04 on 22/05/2012 
DH12_A01_04_0273 25.09.2012 
DH12_A25_03.130] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
July 3rd 2013] 

puenuek  cov. walk barefoot, move, walk. 
del puenuek  walk. [Source: Birk, 143] 

02/Dec/2014. [?? \cc can select for all IVs 
except for 'do' and 'stand' \ck July 3rd 2013 
\ck July 3rd 2013] 

pueny  n. stomach. Variant: punyu. [Source: 
Tryon (1974) as poeny DH12_A15_04.039] 
02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck July 4th 2013] 

puenyu  n. Banyan Tree. ngunytyulmany 
puenyu muyu the snake lives in the Banyan 
tree [Source: DH12_V36_02.022 
DH12_A25_07.045] [?? \ck July 5th 2013] 

tyungpuenyu  banyan tree. [?? \ck July 3rd 
2013] 

mipuenyue  banyan tree (producing edible 
fruit). [Source: Birk, 98] 02/Dec/2014. [?? 
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\ck July 3rd 2013] 
puerrum  n. bamboo nut, used as lid for water 

carrying container made of bamboo nut. 
[Source: Nov 8th 2012] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
July 4th 2013] 

buk  mod. must, modal verb, have to. parramaty 
buk taty nuenue=we the old lady has to kill 
him [Source: DH13_V55_02.28] 
02/Dec/2014. 

=puk  =clitic. possibility, attaching to coverbs 
with IV always in the PURP, may not be 
preceded by -ma. ngun wuny-bak=puk 
yini it might cause blindness in a person 
wi=puk or we would fight numurru 
wuny=puk the eyes might go blind Variant: 
=telk. [Source: DB_A01_04.236 
DB_A06_01.216 Birk, 89 buk by Ian Green: 
might (adverse) clitic? DB_A01_04.231] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \rl ngirrkbuk \rl kulbuk] 

pugaty  cov. blow. tyewer pugaty yida-nuwa, 
nana he blew into his ears, done [Source: 
DH12_A25_10.300] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \iv go 
(DH12_A25_10.300)] 

pulang  n_kin. older brother. [Note: no 
occurrences in corpus] [Source: Mathew 
thing as pukang before] 02/Dec/2014. [?? 
\ck July 3rd 2013] 

pulpyur  cov. bend down, fire dies down. 
[Source: as fire.dying.down in Birk (22)] 

pulpyureli yide  he bends down. [?? \ck 
July 3rd 2013] 

pulpyureli wuyu  the fire dies down. 
02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck July 3rd 2013] 

pulk  n. children, branch. pulk tyurrptaty they 
cut off branches [Source: DB_A01_04.177 as 
bulk in Mathew Dakyerat in Ray 
Ngolok-Wanggar Vocabulary 
DH12_A01_04_0298 Oct 30th 2012] 
02/Dec/2014. [?? \ocl persons \cc 
identified by BL as Kuwama on July 3rd 
2013 \ot ah yeah, other pipul, like in mai 
lenguj imin sei bulk in another group neim 
detwan hmm Kuwama dei du det in BL in 
DH12_A01_04 on 22/05/2012 \cc by BL 
identified as Guwamu gwu] 

pulipuli  n. rainbow. nende dae-pulipuli yide 
he is a rainbow dreaming See main entry: 
pulluluyi. [Source: DB_A06_01.227] 
02/Dec/2014. 

pulity  n. elder man, old man, adult man. ngun 
yunu pulity elinyirr yunu-nu he is afraid of 
the old man Ant: parramaty. Variant: 
pubility. [Source: DH12_A05_05 
MalakMalak wordlist as pulitj 

DB_A01_04.146] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \rl 
alginmity \ck July 3rd 2013] 

Pullagang  n_top. place name, billabongs near 
s-bends on kinangga side. [Source: map 
Mount Hayward: 99-96 N-S and 64-67 W-E] 
10/Dec/2012. [?? \in 56] 

Pullmerri  n_top. place associated with the 
pigmy goose story. ya birridwirrid yide 
Pullmerri yi yunguny-nuwa ngun-na the 
piwi goes onto the dry land over there to P 
[Source: DH13_V47_02.113] 16/Jul/2014. 

pullu  n. ashes from fire, ash. [Source: Plants and 
Animals book] [?? \ma furrung \rl 
ngentyalkpullu] 

pundu-pullu  grey hair (lit. head+ashes). 
[Source: DB_A06_01.206 Birk (11) as 'dust' 
BL in DH12_A01_04 on 22/05/2012 
DH12_A01_04_0253 25.09.2012] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck July 3rd 2013] 

pullupullu  cov. enclosed, inside container. 
[Source: wordlist 25/Sep/2012] 

wag pullupullu  water in a bottle. [Source: 
wordlist 25/Sep/2012] 02/Dec/2014. [?? 
\ck July 3rd 2013] 

pulluluyi  n. rainbow. 
dae-pulluluyi  rainbow dreaming. dae-nen 

ka yida=ke pulluluyi the rainbow came out 
(and got the baby) Variant: pulipuli. [Source: 
Birk, 98 wordlist 27/Sep/2012 
DH12_V36_03.078] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
July 3rd 2013 \ma pulluluyi] 

pulu  n. Bush Potatoe; brachystelma 
glabriflorum; edible root or yam?, ready to 
eat all year?; The small disc-shaped yam is 
eaten, they are found during Arimada (Mal) 
or Karawong (Mat) in the early wet season 
when the annual, above ground stems 
appear. The small dark flowers point in the 
direction of other yams. The flesh of the 
yam is very tasty; it is generally eaten raw, 
but can be lightly roasted. 

mipulu  bush potatoe. [Source: mpb and zml 
plant knowledge Plant and Animals book] 
02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck July 3rd 2013 \ma 
tyerrak \ck July 3rd 2013] 

pulyu  n. white soft-barked tree. [Source: 
DH12_V36_04.48] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
July 3rd 2013] 

pulyurr  cov. light, alight. Ant: birrbirr. 
tyung pulyurr kat  light a fire. [Source: 

27/Sep/2012] [?? \ck July 5th 2013] 
pulyurr katy yuyuwa  he makes a fire. 

[Source: Oct 27th 2012] [?? \ck July 5th 2013] 
taty pulp yiminy  extinguish the fire. 
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02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck July 5th 2013 \ck July 
5th 2013] 

pundat  n. hat, hat on the head. [Source: 
DH12_A05_04 Nov 8th 2012] 02/Dec/2014. 
[?? \ck July 3rd 2013 \cc related to pundu 
'head'] 

pundu  n. head, roof, brain. [Source: Capell 
1940_1 (p. 271/30) DH12_A05_04 
MalakMalak Wordlist] [?? \cc as pondu in 
Ray Ngolok-Wanggar Vocabulary and in 
Mathew Daktyerat in Ray Ngolok-Wanggar 
Vocabulary, as puntu in Tryon (1974) \ocl 
parts of the body \ck July 3rd 2013 \cc may 
be semantically extended to mean 
'breathing hole' or any kind of lid(?) placed 
on top as found in DH12_V36_05.126] 

pundu-pullu  grey hair (lit. head+ashes). 
[Source: DB_A06_01.206] 

pundu pedped yiminy  having a headache. 
[Source: Oct 30th 2012] [?? \ck July 3rd 
2013] 

pundu purrarr yuyu  getting dizzy from 
spinning/rotates. eye wuwunduny-nen 
pundu-wuna lak wuwunduny he shoots it 
and only eats the head [Source: Nov 5th 
2012 DB_A01_06.088] 25/Jun/2014. [?? \ck 
July 3rd 2013] 

pundupurrarr  n. riverbend from right to left. 
[Source: wordlist 27/Sep/2012] 
02/Dec/2014. [?? \rl duemulung \rl 
krirrkrirr \rl krirrktyed tyalmiyen wute \ck 
July 3rd 2013] 

pundupurrarr  cov. turning of the tides. 
[Source: wordlist 27/Sep/2012] 
02/Dec/2014. [?? \rl pundu \rl purrarr \ck 
July 4th 2013] 

pundumet  n. hair, on the head. [Source: as 
pondo-mat in Ray Ngolok-Wanggar 
Vocabulary, as pondomer in Mathew 
Daktyerat in Ray Ngolok-Wanggar 
Vocabulary] [?? \ocl parts of the body \ck 
July 4th 2013] 

pundumet tyulul  long hair. [Source: 
DH13_V57_03.032] 02/Dec/2014. 

Pundumiri  n_prop. late dry season when it's 
humid and hot between September and 
October. [Source: mpb and zml plants 
knowledge Plants and Animals book 
DH12_V36_05.042 25/Sep/2012] 
03/Jul/2013. [?? \ck July 3rd 2013] 

punduny  cov. limp. [?? \iv go (Nov 6th 2012)] 
pundunyma yide  he limps. [Source: Nov 6th 

2012] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck July 4th 2013] 
punduwerr  cov. bold. 02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 

July 4th 2013] 
punuk  n. ground, earth, soil. [Source: 

DH12_A05_01 MalakMalak wordlist as 
pinuk DH12_A08_05_0199] 04/Jul/2013. 
[?? \rl pawurrk \ma yurru \ck July 4th 
2013] 

pung  cov. be dirty. [?? \iv go (July 4th 2013)] 
pungma yunguny  it becomes dirty. [Source: 

Tryon 10 as 'be hurt'] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
July 4th 2013] 

bungaty  cov. river current, slow water. [?? \iv 
go (July 4th 2013)] 

bungatyma wuete  it flows slowly. [Source: 
wordlist 27/Sep/2012] 02/Dec/2014. [?? 
\ck July 4th 2013 \ck July 4th 2013] 

pungaty  cov. smoke. keen pungaty-ma yida 
he smokes next to me [Source: 
DB_A01_04.016] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \iv go 
(DB_A01_04.016) \ck July 4th 2013] 

pungarr  n. in the middle, in between, middle. 
en perperdelli pungarr yide he is going 
through the middle [Source: 
DH12_A13_05.174 BL in DH12_A01_03 on 
22/05/2012] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck July 4th 
2013] 

pungpung  cov. burn. 02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
July 4th 2013] 

punggul  n. knee. [Source: DH12_A04_04 
MalakMalak wordlist as punggul for lower 
leg in contrast to ankle? Ian Green: 
punggul] [?? \ck July 4th 2013] 

punggul numurru  kneecap. [?? \ck July 
3rd 2013] 

punggul turp pak  kneel down. [Source: 
Birk, 144] [?? \cc can select for all IVs 
except for 'do', 'lie' and 'stand' \ck July 4th 
2013] 

punggul darrdarr  cross legs. [Source: Birk, 
144] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \cc can select for all 
IVs except for 'do', 'go', '#go' and 'stand' \ck 
July 4th 2013] 

punggul numurru  n. kneecap. 02/Dec/2014. 
[?? \ck August 7th 2013] 

Punggulerrp  n_prop. the wind from the 
south-east, dangit, begins and the stems of 
the spear grass dry out and burning can 
begin, between May and June. [Source: mpb 
and zml plant knowledge] 04/Jul/2013. [?? 
\ck July 4th 2013] 

burk  cov. howl (of dogs). muyiny burk 
werrk-ma wutanggi the dogs are howling 
[Source: DH12_A26_02.041] 02/Dec/2014. 
[?? \iv stand (DH12_A26_02.043) \iv go 
(DH12_A26_02.041)] 
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purkin  n. Grey Kangaroo, White Kangaroo. 
[Source: Birk (18) Ian Green: purukin] 
02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck July 4th 2013] 

burr  cov. be warm. 
burrburrtyed  to be warm. [Source: 

QUEST_079] 
burr niminy  she is getting warm. [Source: 

QUEST_080] 02/Dec/2014. 
purrat  cov. jump. purrat nuendung you jump 

Variant: purratma. [Source: DB_A03_05.101] 
[?? \iv go (DH12_A40_03.147)] 

purrat yida  he is jumping. [Source: Birk, 144 
Oct 17th 2012] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck July 
4th 2013 \cc can select for all IVs except for 
'do'] 

purratma  cov. bounce (up and down), jump. 
purratma wuyu it jumps See main entry: 
purrat. [Source: DH12_A09_03 
DH12_A43_03.029] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
June 17th 2013 \ck July 4th 2013] 

purrang  cov. be happy. pana purrang-ma 
wutanggi-arrpurru they are happy to come 
and fight [Source: DB_A02_03.120] 
02/Dec/2014. [?? \iv go (DB_A02_03.120)] 

purrarr  cov. go round, whirly. Tyinkarrang 
watwat purrarr enung-ga I wanna go 
fishing around Bamboo Creek [Source: 
DB_A02_02.14] [?? \iv go 
(DH12_A25_03.020) \rl Wag Purrarrma \ck 
July 4th 2013] 

kat purrarrma  play around. [Source: Cahir 
115] [?? \ck July 4th 2013] 

dat purrarrma  look around. [Source: Birk, 
142] [?? \cc can select for all IVs except for 
'do' \ck July 4th 2013] 

mi taty purrarrma  forage (for yams). 
[Source: Birk, 142] [?? \cc can select for all 
IVs except for 'do' \ck July 4th 2013] 

pundu purrarr yuyu  it spins/rotates. 
[Source: Nov 5th 2012] [?? \ck July 4th 2013] 

warrad purrarrma yida  he wanders 
around. [Source: Nov 14th 2012] 
27/Jun/2014. [?? \ck July 4th 2013] 

purrarraty  cov. cross over, go across. 
purrarraty yide  cross over (anything). 

[Source: Oct 17th 2012] 02/Dec/2014. [?? 
\ck July 4th 2013] 

purrp  cov. make fire, grass fire or camp fire, 
light. akana purrp wuta ngak -ma 
wutu-nuwa yerra ngerrpma=na awu they 
didn't make a fire/cook it, the dogs ate the 
cheeky yam raw, maybe [Source: 
DH12_V36_03.030 Plants and Animals 
book] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \iv go 

(DH12_V36_03.030) \iv do 
(DH12_V36_03.032) \rl ngay \ma yimpurrp 
\ck July 4th 2013] 

purrpurrma  cov. be hot, make fire, cook 
something. tyung enung purrpurrma=wa 
I'm gonna go make fire [Source: as poiyadu 
Mathew Dakyerat in Ray Ngolok-Wanggar 
Vocabulary DB_A02_01.027] 02/Dec/2014. 
[?? \iv sit (DB_A02_01.031) \iv go 
(DB_A02_01.027) \ocl unclassified with adj 
\ck July 3rd 2013] 

purrk1  n. shin, shinbone. [Source: 
DH12_A04_04] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck July 
3rd 2013] 

purrk2  cov. cook. purrk-ma yide he cooks it 
[Source: DB_A01_04.268] 02/Dec/2014. [?? 
\rl purrup \iv go (DB_A01_04.268) \iv do 
(DB_A01_06.121)] 

Purrgulpna  n_top. placename. [Source: 
DB_A06_01.050] 15/Jan/2014. 

Purrinyu  n_top. place name, billabong. [Source: 
DH12_A15_04.237] 04/Dec/2012. [?? \qu 
ask for exact location!] 

purrngpurrng  cov. bubble, bubbling, boil. 
purrng-purrng wuyu it's boiling now 
purrngpurrng maburra mi yida-nu=wa::: 
wag he follows the bubbles in the water 
[Source: DB_A01_02.188 MC09_A01_01.11] 
02/Dec/2014. [?? \iv stand 
(DB_A01_02.188) \ck July 4th 2013 \ck July 
4th 2013] 

burru  cov. warm up of food, heat up. Variant: 
burrung. 

burruma yide  he warms it up. muyiny a 
burru-tyed the dog warms up in the sun 
[Source: Birk, 145 DH12_A26_02.052] 
02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck July 4th 2013 \cc can 
select for all IVs except for 'do', 'sit', and'lie' 
and 'stand' \ck July 4th 2013] 

purru  cov. crawl. [Source: Birk, 145 Oct 17th 
2012] [?? \cc can select for all IVs except for 
'do', 'sit', and'lie' and 'stand'] 

purruma yida  he is crawling. purru wuete 
werena the two are crawling [Source: 
DH12_A24_01.067] [?? \ck July 4th 2013] 

purru payadma yide  sneak up on 
something. [Source: Oct 17th 2012] 
02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck July 4th 2013] 

purrup  cov. boil, cook. dae purrup 
wurrungguny they cook the meat now 
[Source: DB_A01_03.184 Oct 17th 2012] 
02/Dec/2014. [?? \rl nguyet \rl purrung 
\rl purrk \ck July 4th 2013 \ck July 4th 
2013] 
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burrug  cov. be smart, be intelligent. 
wutanytyung burrug -ma yide dingos are 
smart [Source: QUEST_030] 16/Jul/2013. 

purrum  n. wrist, joint. 
wurru purrum  wrist. [?? \ck July 4th 2013] 
wurru piminliny  elbow. [?? \ck July 4th 

2013] 
wurru teberr  upper arm. [Source: 

DH12_A19_01 wordlist 04/Oct/2012] 
04/Jul/2013. [?? \ck July 4th 2013] 

purruma  cov. snore. [Source: Birk, 143] 
04/Jul/2013. [?? \cc can select for all IVs 
except for 'do' and 'stand' \ck July 4th 2013] 

burrung  cov. warm up. See main entry: burru. 
burrungtyed yida  he warms up (the water). 

[Source: QUEST_081] 17/Jul/2013. 
purrung  cov. boil. [Source: Birk, 95 Birk, 145 

Birk (18) Oct 17th 2012] 09/May/2013. [?? 
\rl purrup \rl ngutyed \cc can select for all 
IVs except for 'do', 'go', '#go', 'sit', and'lie'] 

purrung  cov. boil. [?? \ck July 4th 2013] 
purrungpurrungma wuyu  it boils/bubbles. 

[Source: DH13_A01_01] 04/Jul/2013. [?? 
\ck July 4th 2013] 

purrungbung  cov. boil (of water). wag 
purrungbungma boiling water [Source: 
wordlist Oct 8th 2012] 04/Jul/2013. [?? \ck 
July 4th 2013] 

purrungpurrung  cov. boil continously. 
purrungpurrung muyu=we it was boiling 
See main entry: purrung. [Source: 
DB_A02_01.139 Birk, 94] 27/Jun/2014. [?? 
\iv go (DH12_A34_02.189) \iv stand 
(DB_A02_01.139)] 

Purrunyu  n_top. placename, billabong. 
[Source: DH12_A15_03.183 
DH12_A15_04.261] 21/Nov/2012. [?? \qu 
location of billabong is roughly towards 
nul] 

purrurr  cov. snore. 
purrurr yida  he snores. [Source: Nov 10th 

2012] 04/Jul/2013. [?? \ck July 4th 2013] 
purrurrarraty  cov. go across. [Source: 

26.09.2012] 04/Jul/2013. [?? \ck July 4th 
2013] 

purungpurung  cov. boil. [Source: Birk (18)] 
10/Dec/2012. 

puy  cov. disbelieve. 
puy yiminynu  he doesn't believe him. 

[Source: Birk 140] 04/Jul/2013. [?? \cc can 

select for all IVs except for 'stand' according 
to Birk \ck July 4th 2013] 

puyi  cov. float (of item). 
puyuma yida  it floats. [Source: Oct 27th 2012] 
puyi pi yida  float away. [?? \ck July 5th 

2013] 
puyikaty yide  sweep (the floor). [Source: 

QUEST_070] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck July 5th 
2013] 

puyipuyi  cov. flap, fan flame. [?? \iv go 
(DB_A01_04.195)] 

puyipuyi yide  he fans the flame to light the 
fire. mundurl puyipuyi-ma agun naman 
yiminy how should I flap with my 
shoulders, he said [Source: 
DH13_V51_05.054 Birk, 136] 06/Jun/2014. 
[?? \ck July 3rd 2013 \cc according to Birk 
can select for all six IVs] 

puyima  cov. hover, float. See main entry: puyi. 
puyima yide  hover. [Source: June 13th 2013] 

02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck June 13th 2013] 
puyinytyity  n. yellow flower tree growing on 

the river. [Source: Oct 30th 2012] 
05/Jul/2013. [?? \ck July 5th 2013] 

Puyuguny  n_top. place name, billabong. 
[Source: map Daly River: 76 N-S and 86 
W-E] 03/Nov/2012. [?? \in 13] 

puyunduk  adv. underneath. yur puyunduk 
arabung-ma eniyung-ga I want to lie down 
inside and smoke Ant: wangarri. [Source: 
DH12_A05_01 DB_A02_01.064] [?? \cc in 
Birk 164 as piyantuk \ck July 5th 2013] 

duk puyunduk  inside. [Source: 
DH12_A05_02_0191] 

puyunduken  downwards. [Source: 
DH12_A08_05_0032 Birk (18) as piyantuk] 
26/Jun/2014. [?? \cc used as duk 
puyunduk \cc The terms duk puyunduk 
and wangarri are not necessarily used for 
inside and outside (or maybe it was just not 
recognised as such?), but seemed to be 
connected to the deictic centre of the 
speaker (duk puyunduk is closer and 
wangarri further away \ck July 5th 2013] 

Puyurruny  n_top. place name for today's 
location of the pub and police station at 
Daly River near the Daly River Crossing. 
[Source: map Daly River: 78 N-S and 84-85 
W-E] 03/Nov/2012. [?? \in 14] 
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C  -  c 
 
Coppermine  n_top. placename. 

Coppermine-nen pi enguny I go to the 
Coppermine [Source: DB_A02_02.07] 

27/Jun/2014. 
 

 

D  -  d 
 
=da  =iv. reduced form of inflecting verb go. 

babolo yawug babolo yawug darrad 
purrarr -ma =da he looks around for which 
of the buffalo is wounded See main entry: 
yida. [Source: DB_A06_01.080] 
25/Apr/2014. 

-ta  -sfm. sentence final marker if a sentence 
ends in a consonant. Variant: -a; -ka. [Source: 
Birk 148-150] 24/Jan/2013. 

=ta  =clitic. focal suffix/clitic marking 
oremphazising the verb complex attaching 
to inflecting verbs only. Variant: =na. 
[Source: Birk, 84-85] 23/Jan/2013. [?? \qu 
what is the actual usage of this? It is used 
when something comes into focus in 
discourse?] 

dab  cov. look for. See main entry: darrdbarra. [?? 
\iv do (DH12_A34_02.348) \iv go 
(DH12_A46_05.023)] 

dab yiminynu  he looks for him. yerra 
maburr dab yiminy-nu pi the snake is 
looking for Kumugut following him, he 
goes [Source: DH12_A33_01.106] 
28/May/2014. [?? \ck July 5th 2013 \ck 
July 5th 2013] 

dap  cov. grab, touch. [?? \iv do 
(DH12_A25_03.182) \iv go (] 

dap aya  I touch. yuenduen mindyidek 
eye-dap-ma wuwunduny one guy shoots 
himself [Source: Oct 30th 2012 Nov 14th 
2012 DB_A06_01.092] 28/May/2014. [?? 
\ck July 5th 2013] 

tap  cov. grab, seize, touch. [Source: Birk, 96 Nov 
14th 2012] 

tap aya  he touches. Variant: tarap; dabma. 
[Source: Birk, 139] [?? \ck July 5th 2013 \cc 
according to Birk, can select for all IVs 
except for 'lie'] 

tap-yurr  hold down. [Source: 
DB_A01_04.222] 

tap pam  grab and keep. [Source: Birk 141] [?? 
\cc can select for all IVs except for 'sit' and 

'stand' according to Birk \ck July 5th 2013] 
taptap-ali  cov. hold on to something moving 

(animal). [Source: Birk (19)] [?? \ck July 5th 
2013] 

wun men tap yiminy  having diarrhea. 
[Source: Oct 31st 2012] [?? \ck July 5th 2013] 

tap wurrunduny  touch something. [Source: 
Oct 31st 2012] [?? \ck July 5th 2013] 

tap turrugaty yunuwa  he pushes 
(somebody) away. [Source: Nov 7th 2012] 
[?? \ck July 5th 2013] 

tap yiminyny werrakma yida  he holds 
and twists and he is crying out. yana=kna 
yida tyinang waya tyiny kalawun tap 
yiminy that one goes away and one stays 
here and feels the feathers [Source: 
DH13_V47_02.105] 12/Jun/2014. [?? \ck 
July 5th 2013] 

tapat  cov. walk slowly. tapat-ma yida he runs 
slowly [Source: Birk, 145 general 
questionnaire 012c] 24/Jul/2014. [?? \cc 
can select for all IVs except for 'do', 'sit', 
and'lie' and 'stand' \ck July 5th 2013] 

tabak  cov. break something. [?? \iv do (July 5th 
2013) \iv go (QUEST_047, DB_A01_05.031)] 

tabak yiminy  he breaks. tapak tyalk wuta 
tyung =ke the dry tree (branch) falls down 
[Source: QUEST_047] [?? \ck July 11th 2013 
\ck July 5th 2013] 

tapak yiminy  he breaks it. [?? \ck July 5th 
2013] 

tapak wuta  it breaks. Variant: tapuerruek. 
[Source: Birk (9) Birk, 136 Birk 157 wordlist 
Oct 8th 2012 Dh12_A47_01.115] [?? \ck July 
5th 2013 \cc according to Birk can select for 
all six IVs \ck July 5th 2013] 

tabakma yide  it is broken (?). [Source: 
wordlist Oct 8th 2012 05.10.2012 Ian Green: 
tavak with do IV] 20/Jun/2014. [?? \ck July 
5th 2013] 

taparriny  cov. roll up. 
tap yiminyarriny   
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taparriny  he rolls it up. [Source: Birk, 159] 
05/Jul/2013. [?? \ck July 5th 2013] 

dappiyip  cov. wind, wind something up. 
tappiyip yiminy  he winds it up. [Source: 

Birk, 132] 05/Jul/2013. [?? \ck July 5th 
2013] 

tappiyip  cov. wind around. [Source: Birk 140] 
05/Jul/2013. [?? \cc can select for all IVs 
except for 'lie' according to Birk \ck July 5th 
2013] 

taptyirr  cov. drop, lose. [Source: Birk (19)] 
tapyirr yide/yiminy  he loses it. 

05/Jul/2013. [?? \ck July 5th 2013] 
tapeli  cov. hold, have something for a long 

time, be married. [?? \iv go 
(DH12_A26_02.032) \rl meltapeli] 

meltapeli  wife. [Source: DB_A01_05.059] 
yinya tapeli yide  he is married. [?? \ck July 

5th 2013] 
nga tapeli  my husband. yinya mel 

tapeli -wang the husband says to his wife 
mel tapali-wang lam tyak wangarri you 
stop them from talking/fighting/argument 
[Source: DB_A01_02.051 DB_A01_04.142 
DB_A01_02.056 Birk, 145] [?? \cc can select 
for all IVs except for 'do', 'sit', and'lie' and 
'stand'] 

wabili katy yur  knock down. [?? \ck July 
5th 2013] 

karrkareli katy yur  buck of a horse. [?? \ck 
July 5th 2013] 

tarrp yur  put inside and leave. [?? \ck July 
5th 2013] 

katy yurr  pitch of a canoe. [Source: Birk, 145] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \cc can select for all IVs 
except for 'do', 'sit', and'lie' and 'stand' \ck 
July 5th 2013] 

tapkuty  cov. squeeze. 
tapkuty yide/yiminy  he squeezed. [Source: 

Nov 10th 2012] 05/Jul/2013. [?? \ck July 
5th 2013] 

tapiyip  cov. twist, bend. 
tapiyip yida  he twists. [Source: Nov 14th 

2012] 02/Jul/2013. [?? \ck July 2nd 2013] 
tapma  cov. close touching. yawug dabma yide 

angundu-many and the other mob is 
coming behind [Source: DB_A01_03.173] 
16/Jul/2014. [?? \iv go (DH13_V47_02.061) 
\ck July 5th 2013] 

tapnu  cov. catch. 
ngaty pak yuyu  he is hiding. [Source: 

wordlist Oct 27th 2012] 04/Jul/2013. [?? 
\ck July 4th 2013] 

Tapnuk  n_prop. name for Jimmy Tapnuk. 

[Source: DH12_A25_03.085] 04/Apr/2014. 
tapuerruek  cov. break of multiple objects. 

[Source: DH12_V36_03.099] 
tappuerruek yiminy  he breaks all of it. [?? 

\ck July 5th 2013] 
tappuerruek wute  they all break. tyangar 

tapuerruek-ma=de we migth break the 
spear tyung tapuerruek the branches broke 
See main entry: tapak. [Source: Birk, 96 
DB_A01_04.293 QUEST_088] 13/Jun/2014. 
[?? \ck July 5th 2013 \ck July 5th 2013] 

tabuk  cov. shake, shake of earth, earthquake. 
[Source: DH12_A28_02.162] 14/May/2014. 

tabul  cov. stop, finish, light fire. nimbid nende 
dabul wirriminy stop that whole 
recording? [Source: DH12_A15_03.242] 

tabul aya  I stops it. [?? \ck July 5th 2013] 
tapul yipi yida  he puts out the light and 

leaves. 05/Jul/2013. [?? \ck July 5th 2013] 
tapulp  cov. extinguish fire with fingers as 

opposed to feet. 
tapulp yide/yiminy  extinguish the fire 

with fingers. [Source: Birk (18)] 05/Jul/2013. 
[?? \ck July 5th 2013 \ck July 5th 2013] 

tabulyp  cov. put out the fire. 
tabulyp yiminy/yide  he puts out the fire. 

[Source: Ian Green: tavulyp] 11/Jul/2013. 
[?? \ck July 11th 2013] 

tapuyty  cov. squeeze. [Source: Birk, 139] 
05/Jul/2013. [?? \cc according to Birk, can 
select for all IVs except for 'lie' \ck July 5th 
2013] 

tapwapakkaty  cov. turn over (of turtle). 
tapwapakkaty yide/yiminy  he turns it 

over. 05/Jul/2013. [?? \ck July 5th 2013] 
dat  cov. look, watch, see, look at, be awake. 

kaduken dat-ma yiyu it looks over 
there/yonder Variant: darrd; tat; tarrat; 
datma; datpak. [Source: Harvey 1989:92 BL 
in DH12_A01_02 DH12_A01_02] [?? \iv go 
(DH12_A25_02.108) \iv do 
(DH12_V36_03.027) \ck July 9th 2013 \ka 
dey \cc datma yide – he’s upright sitting or 
standing. Datma yuyu – lying down but 
awake (email from 05th March 2013) \cc as 
dat in Ray Ngolok-Wanggar Vocabulary] 

tity dat  look back. [Source: as tik dat in Cahir 
115 Birk (9) as tat and 'see/find' Birk, 138] 
[?? \cc according to Birk can select for all 
six IVs \ck July 9th 2013] 

dat wa yiminy  catch. [Source: Ian Green: 
datwa with do IV as 'find'] [?? \ck July 9th 
2013] 

dat purrarrma  look around. [Source: Birk, 
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142] [?? \cc can select for all IVs except for 
'do' \ck July 9th 2013] 

dat yurr  sleep fitfully (see and lie down), be 
awake. [Source: Birk, 143] [?? \cc can select 
for all IVs except for 'do' and 'stand' \ck 
July 9th 2013] 

tity dat yurr  come back to life (myth). 
[Source: Birk, 145 as tik dat way] [?? \cc can 
select for all IVs except for 'do', 'sit', and'lie' 
and 'stand' \ck July 9th 2013] 

dey dat  look out for somebody. [Source: 
DH12_A22_05.071] [?? \ck July 9th 2013] 

datpak  sit and look. [Source: Oct 27th 2012] 
[?? \ck July 9th 2013] 

dat yiminynu  he sees somebody. [Source: 
Nov 5th 2012] [?? \ck July 9th 2013] 

darratma yiminy  catch someone/seize 
someone. [Source: Nov 5th 2012] [?? \ck 
July 9th 2013] 

dat-tyalk-wat wirrminy-many  they 
might knocked it down. [Source: 
DH12_V36_02.025] 21/May/2014. [?? \ck 
July 9th 2013] 

tad  cov. make good, create. dad yiminy 
ngarriny nguluk wuta I make a good one, 
there is lots of language for that [Source: 
DH12_A15_03.093] 05/Jul/2013. [?? \ck 
July 5th 2013] 

tat  cov. find. aniny ata led pensil nende 
tat-arruny we had pencils then (we found 
it) wi tat wurrunduny and they start that 
fight See main entry: dat. Variant: tarat. 
[Source: Birk, 96 DH12_A25_03.188 
DB_A02_03.081] [?? \iv do 
(DB_A02_03.081) \ck July 9th 2013] 

tart tyed yi aya  I find and leave. [Source: 
Birk 141] [?? \cc can select for all IVs except 
for 'sit', 'lie' and 'stand' according to Birk 
\ck July 9th 2013] 

tat wur ayuwa  be missing I am missing. 
[Source: Birk (19)] [?? \ck July 9th 2013] 

wi tat yiminy  he starts to fight. [Source: 
DB_A02_03.081] 09/Jul/2014. 

tatap  cov. catch (somebody). 
tatap nunuwa  catch somebody. [Source: 

wordlist Oct 27th 2012] 19/Sep/2013. [?? 
\ck Sep 19th 2013] 

datma  cov. look continuously. wiyang 
yuenduen datma yida his mother was 
watching See main entry: dat. [Source: 
DH12_A25_02.108] 12/Jun/2014. [?? \cc 
does not appear to occur without -ma suffix 
in discourse \iv stand (DH12_A34_02.227) 
\iv go (DH12_A34_02.336) \iv sit 

(DB_A01_04.250) \ck July 9th 2013] 
datmangga  cov. watch out, be careful! 

datmangga you look carefully! 
15/Aug/2013. [?? \ck August 15th 2013] 

datnu  cov. hit, beat, beat up. [Source: BL in 
DH12_A01_04 on 22/05/2012 
DH12_A01_04_0088] [?? \ck July 9th 2013] 

datnu yide  he beat up. [Source: 26.09.2012] 
[?? \ck July 9th 2013] 

datnu yiminy  he beat him. [Source: Oct 31st 
2012] 09/Jul/2013. [?? \ck July 9th 2013] 

taty  cov. hit, join, make, produce, get. [?? \iv go 
(DB_A01_04.074) \iv do (DB_A01_05.122) 
\iv sit (DH12_A34_02.313) \iv stand 
(DB_A01_05.010)] 

taty-man  cover up. [Source: 
DH12_V36_03.005] 

taty-ma wuete  they hit X. dei bin main 
bayang etyang join na taty yiminy Father 
Leary=we my father and grandmother 
joined F L taty yiminy-nue muyiny nende 
he hit the dogs once tyerriny-nu pawurr 
endi taty wutu wunduta, ngunytyul nende 
the monitor and the snake are both fighting 
(at the bank?) Variant: taraty. [Source: 
DB_A01_04.074 BL in DH12_A01_04 on 
22/05/2012 DH12_A01_04_0096 
DH12_A25_05.14 Cahir 27 
DH12_A33_01.119] [?? \rl entaty \rl 
tyurrptaty \ck July 9th 2013 \ot ai bin kilim 
yuno laik det] 

tatyurrk  hit something. [Source: 
DH12_A25_03.110] 

taty aya  I hit (it). [Source: 26.09.2012] 
taty niminy  she hit it. [Source: 

DH12_A01_04_0132 Birk (9) Birk, 137] [?? 
\cc according to Birk can select for all six 
IVs \ck July 9th 2013] 

paliny taty  clap hands. [Source: Birk 141] [?? 
\cc can select for all IVs except for 'sit' and 
'stand' according to Birk \ck July 9th 2013] 

pundu werrk taty yur  cover up. [?? \ck 
July 9th 2013] 

taty lam  tell off. [Source: Birk (21) as capsize] 
[?? \ck July 9th 2013] 

payak durrk tyed  capsize, be upside down. 
[?? \ck July 9th 2013] 

deng taty  hit repeatedly. [Source: Birk (18) as 
tang taty] [?? \ck July 9th 2013] 

paliny taty  clap hands. [Source: Birk 141] [?? 
\cc can select for all IVs except for 'lie' and 
'stand'] 

taty parar  forage (for yams/fruit). [Source: 
Birk, 142] [?? \cc can select for all IVs 
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except for 'do' \ck July 9th 2013] 
taty werr  splash. [Source: Birk, 145] [?? \cc 

can select for all IVs except for 'do', 'sit', 
and'lie' and 'stand' \ck July 9th 2013] 

taty wukutyma yide  shoo away flies. 
[Source: Nov 5th 2012] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
July 9th 2013] 

tatyalkwat2  cov. knock down, knock over. [?? 
\iv do (DH12_V36_02.025) \ck August 8th 
2013] 

tatyalkwat yiminynu  he knocks him down. 
tatyalkwat wirrminy -many they might 
knocked it down [Source: 
DH12_V36_02.025] 14/May/2014. 

tatyeli  cov. hit, kill, beat. 
tatyeli yide  he has been hitting him before 

he is sick now and he is hitting again. 
[Source: Dh12_A47_01.032] 10/Jul/2013. [?? 
\ck July 10th 2013] 

datyirr  cov. be careful, act carefully. 
warrad datyirreli nuenduen  be careful 

walking! numurru diny dayirr dat try and 
look carefully! [Source: DH12_A15_04.136] 
11/Jul/2013. [?? \ck July 11th 2013] 

tatyirr  cov. properly, be perfect. [Source: Birk 
(39)] [?? \ck July 9th 2013] 

tatyirreli  put down in an orderly manner. 
[Source: wordlist Oct 27th 2012] 

tatyirr wa yida  he's getting better. parrat 
yuyu =ke tatyirr pat - pi yida he gets up 
and flies away well [Source: 
DH12_A47_03.37 DH13_V51_05.104] 
22/Nov/2013. 

datyurr  cov. wake up, awaken. 
datyurr aya  I wake up. datyurr-a kat yide 

nana yur wurrunguny they wake up and 
play and they sleep away from the animals 
[Source: Nov 14th 2012 DH12_V36_02.281] 
21/May/2014. [?? \ck July 9th 2013] 

tatyurrk  cov. kill something, hit something. 
tatyurrk muta dim -nen wudyu ngurru=we 
parragud=de they fought each other over a 
woman, a grave is there (at the 
Coppermine), the white people [Source: 
wordlist Oct 8th 2012 DH12_A25_03.110] 
11/Apr/2014. [?? \rl taty \ck July 9th 2013] 

tatyuwerr  cov. splash. 
tatyuwerr yide  he splashed. [Source: Nov 

10th 2012] 09/Jul/2013. [?? \ck July 9th 
2013] 

tatywerrk  cov. hit and scream. 09/Jul/2013. 
[?? \ck July 9th 2013] 

dae  n. meat, edible animal. dae ngenwi 
yuyu-wa nguna dat aya-nu <yu gon atha 

wei> the cheeky animal (the snake) stood 
over there, I've seen him, go the other way 
(tyerriny says to Kumurgut) [Source: Cahir, 
21 BL in DH12_A01_02 on 22/05/2012 
DH12_V36_05.116] 09/Jul/2013. [?? \cc 
also noun class marker for edible animals, 
meat food \ck July 9th 2013 \cc as 'bird' 
and 'fish' in Ray Ngolok-Wanggar 
Vocabulary, as te in Tryon (1974)] 

dae- (from: dae-)  NCmark-. animals hunted for 
food. dae-wu yunu the barra sits there 
[Source: Cahir, 21 DH13_V57_02.25] 
27/May/2014. [?? \cc used to classify food 
animals hunted for food, also generic 
nominal form meaning 'meat'] 

daewuet  n. type of flatfish, noun class marker 
for edible animal and noun, brim. See main 
entry: wuet. [Source: Birk, 98] 09/Jul/2013. 
[?? \ck July 9th 2013] 

daeyit  n. sand palm, used for making dillybags. 
[Source: Dh12_A47_01.111] 09/Jul/2013. [?? 
\ck July 9th 2013] 

daeyit  n. sand palm. [Source: DH12_A25_08] 
16/Sep/2013. [?? \cc merrepen: 
Ngangumeri \ma kuenburr \ck Sep 16th 
2013] 

dakaty  cov. touch, lean on something, rustle. 
[Source: Birk, 138 as tagaty 
DH12_A15_03.398 DH13_A01_01] 
09/Jul/2013. [?? \cc according to Birk can 
select for all six IVs \ck July 9th 2013] 

tagaty  cov. touch, come in contact with. awat 
tagaty don't touch anything [Source: 
DH12_A09_03 as agaj May 28th 2013] 
28/May/2013. [?? \ck May 28th 2013] 

dagaldap  cov. touch over and over, touch up. 
dagaldap yuda-nuwa tyewer pundu he 
touches him up over and over, ears and 
head See main entry: dap. [Source: 
DH12_A25_10.301] 13/May/2014. 

dakdak  n. sugar ant. [Source: Oct 17th 2012] 
09/Jul/2013. [?? \ck July 9th 2013] 

daggil  n. lightening. [Source: wordlist 
25/Sep/2012] 15/Aug/2013. [?? \ck July 
9th 2013] 

dagill  n. thunderstorm, thunder, lightening. 
[Source: DH12_A12_05.015 wordlist 
25/Sep/2012 in Plants and Animals book as 
zml term for lightening] [?? \ck July 9th 
2013] 

mada pud  big clouds producing thunder , 
thunderstorm. 09/Jul/2013. [?? \ck July 9th 
2013] 

dagill  n. lightening. [Source: Plants and 
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Animals book] 20/Sep/2013. [?? \ck Sep 20 
2013 \ma wanarr \ck Sep 20 2013] 

tait  cov. strike. Variant: eadema. [Source: Ray 
Ngolok-Wanggar Vocabulary] 
25/Apr/2012. 

dalagaty  cov. lift up. [?? \ck July 9th 2013] 
dalagaty yuyuwa  he lifts up. [Source: Nov 

6th 2012] [?? \ck July 9th 2013] 
dalagaty yiminynu  wurru dalagaty yelliyen 

yide yawugen he's lifting up one elbow, 
and the other one is standing straight 
[Source: DH12_A15_04.168 Birk (41) as 
talwakaty] 17/Sep/2013. 

Dalagarr  n_top. place name, billabong. [Source: 
map Mount Hayward: 95 N-S and 73 W-E] 
04/Nov/2012. [?? \in 40] 

talptalp  cov. run 
along playing, 
run. [?? \iv go (DH12_A25_03.020)] 

talptalpma yide  he runs. talptalp yurr -eli 
wuyu =we chair=we it's on the side being 
put down after play [Source: Nov 5th 2012 
Birk (22) Birk, 144 DH12_V44_01.232] 
28/Mar/2014. [?? \ck July 9th 2013 \cc can 
select for all IVs except for 'do' and 'sit' and 
'lie' \ck July 9th 2013] 

talyerrp  cov. bend. 09/Jul/2013. [?? \cc is zml!!! 
\ck July 9th 2013 \cc according to Birk, can 
select for all IVs except for 'lie'] 

talyub  cov. muster animals. dae talyubma yide 
he is mustering the animals (pigs) 
09/Jul/2013. [?? \ck July 9th 2013] 

dalyurrb  cov. hit against. 
dalyurrbma yida  hit agains 

something/make noise while hitting. 
[Source: Oct 31st 2012] 09/Jul/2013. [?? \ck 
July 9th 2013] 

dam  cov. close, near. damali wuete they are 
close to one another Ant: derrwerr. Variant: 
dam; murrdam. [Source: DH12_A13_05.203] 
[?? \rl nguyetdam \ck July 9th 2013] 

dam tyedtyed  stick to/catch onto 
(predicated of a spark). [Source: Birk, 145] 
[?? \cc can select for all IVs except for 'do', 
'go', '#go', 'sit', and'lie' \ck July 9th 2013] 

dam tyedali wuyu  it sticks to something. 
[Source: Nov 14th 2012] [?? \ck July 9th 
2013] 

damdamdeli  be tight. [Source: 
DH12_A25_08.177] 03/Dec/2014. 

tamaty  cov. try. en tamaty tyagad -ma yida 
purru purrarr -ma yida tyuk yida wirrk he 
tries to run, he crawls around, he burns and 
is finished [Source: DH13_V47_04.45] 

17/Jan/2014. 
tamal  adj. white colour, light colour. Variant: 

tamarl. [Source: BL in DH12_A01_04 on 
22/05/2012, and DH12_A06_04 
DH12_A01_04_0212] 09/Jul/2013. [?? \ck 
July 9th 2013] 

tamalma  cov. white. [Source: 
DH12_V36_02.053] 14/May/2014. [?? \rl 
tamal \rl tamar] 

tamar  adj. white. tamarl-ma yuyu nimbid 
nende , <kala>, peipa =we, tamarrlma the 
background is white, on the paper, it is 
white See main entry: tamal. [Source: 
DH12_A15_04.167] 09/Jul/2013. [?? \ck 
July 9th 2013] 

damtyed  cov. be sticky, lit. close+stand. 
dim-man ngenyilk =na damtyed-damtyed 
wuenuen ede I have sticky fingers (I can't 
touch that wallaby) [Source: 
DH12_A40_03.127] 27/May/2014. 

=tan  =suf. negation or adversative suffix 
attaching to coverbs and lexical adjectives. 
ngaty yuenduen muk - muk =tan -ma 
wurrunduny, awu? he asked them and they 
didn't anwer Variant: =wur. [Source: Birk 
92-93 Birk 171 DH13_V57_02.22] 
25/Mar/2014. 

tanbak  cov. move back and forth, race. 
danbak yunuwa  he bumps. [Source: Nov 

5th 2012 DH12_A09_03] 18/Feb/2014. [?? 
\ck July 9th 2013] 

tang=  clitic=. still, temporal specifier attaching 
to coverbs only. [Source: Birk, 89] [?? \rl 
tyintang] 

tang taty  hit repeatedly. [Source: Birk (18)] 
24/Jan/2013. 

dangarra  n. south easterly wind. 10/Jul/2013. 
[?? \cc is zml \me dangid \ck July 10th 
2013] 

dangid  n. southeasterly wind, wind blowing 
from southeasterly direction, cold wind 
usually blowing in the dry season, it's not as 
good to fish any more then, because the fish 
don't like the cold. [Source: 
DH12_A05_01_0043 Plants and Animals 
book] 10/Jul/2013. [?? \ck July 10th 2013 
\ma dangarr] 

tar  cov. crush. 
tarma yida  he crushes it. [Source: as tar Birk 

(8) Birk, 138] [?? \ck July 10th 2013 \cc 
according to Birk can select for all six IVs] 

punggul tartar  cross legs. [Source: Birk, 144] 
10/Jul/2013. [?? \cc can select for all IVs 
except for 'do', 'go', '#go' and 'stand' \ck 
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July 10th 2013] 
tarap  cov. grab of plural objects. 

tarap nenyilk yide  he grabs a lot of things 
with his hands. See main entry: tap. [Source: 
Birk, 96] 10/Jul/2013. [?? \ck July 10th 
2013] 

tarat1  cov. watch. Variant: tarattarat. [Source: 
Birk, 95] [?? \ck July 10th 2013] 

tarat wat  watch and go. [Source: Birk, 136] 
10/Jul/2013. [?? \cc according to Birk can 
select for all six IVs \ck July 10th 2013] 

tarat2  cov. find multiple objects. [?? \ck July 10th 
2013] 

taratma yiminy  he finds it. See main entry: 
tat. [Source: Birk, 96] 10/Jul/2013. [?? \ck 
July 10th 2013] 

taraty  cov. hit with plural objects, strike. 
taraty yiminy  he hits them. See main entry: 

taty. [Source: Birk, 96] 10/Jul/2013. [?? \ck 
July 10th 2013] 

tararrtarar  cov. knock, knock on door. [Source: 
Birk, 95] 10/Jul/2013. [?? \ck July 10th 
2013] 

tardil  cov. blunt piercing. 17/Sep/2013. [?? \ck 
Sep 17th 2013] 

darik  n. Black Wattle; Acacia auriculiformis; the 
leaves and pods may be rubbed in water to 
produce a soapy lather for washing. The 
lather can also be used as a fish poison to 
stun fish in small pools.; The leaves and 
pods may be rubbed with water to produce 
a soapy lather that is good for washing 
with. The leaves and pods may also be used 
as fish poison, Taratywolul. Colour to dye 
fibre is obtained from the roots, while the 
bark of young trees is used to make string. 
The gum can be rubbed on the stems of 
Delik (Phragmites vallatoria) and Ngirri 
(Chionachne cyathopoda) when these 
plants are used to construct fish, mussel and 
water rat traps that are placed in water. This 
has the effect of water proofing the stems so 
that they last a lot longer. [Source: mpb and 
zml plant knowledge Plants and Animals 
book] 10/Jul/2013. [?? \ck July 10th 2013] 

tarr1  cov. bite. Variant: tarrarr. 
tarr yiminy  he punches him. [?? \ck July 

10th 2013] 
tarri yiminy  he bites. pi yuenuerrang ki 

tarr maburr-wuna, naman he's coming here 
fast to kill all of us, he says Variant: tarra; 
tarrimy. [Source: Birk (8) Tryon 15 
DH12_V36_05.117 Birk 140] [?? \ck July 
10th 2013 \cc can select for all IVs except for 

'sit' and'lie' according to Birk] 
tarr pet  bite off. [Source: Birk, 136] [?? \cc 

according to Birk can select for all six IVs 
\ck July 11th 2013] 

tarr tity ka  bounce back. [Source: wordlist 
Sep 26th 2012] [?? \ck July 11th 2013] 

kubuk darr  dive for fish (of eagle). [Source: 
Oct 31st 2012] 15/Jul/2014. [?? \ck July 
11th 2013] 

tarr2  cov. be quick. pi yuenuerrang-nggi, tarr 
maburr-wuna naman he's coming here, he 
is following us quickly (to kill all of us) See 
main entry: turr. [Source: DH12_V36_05.117] 

tarr tity ka  bounce back. 03/Jul/2014. [?? 
\ck July 11th 2013] 

tarra  cov. bite, slap, punch. See main entry: tarr. 
[?? \iv go (DH12_A34_02.282)] 

tarra katy yuyuwa  fall over from punch. 
[Source: Oct 27th 2012] 16/May/2014. [?? 
\ck July 10th 2013] 

tarra  cov. make. tarra ngirrk yiminynu I will 
make it die [Source: Dh12_A47_01.066] 

tarra ngirrk  kill. [Source: Dh12_A47_01.066] 
[?? \ck July 11th 2013] 

tarra yiminy arriny  it stings me. [Source: 
Nov 14th 2012] 11/Jul/2013. 

darrad  cov. look for, search. darrad purrarr-ma 
yide he's looking around See main entry: dat. 
[Source: DH12_A22_05.006] [?? \iv sit 
(DH13_V47_02.102)] 

darradma yide  he searches. [Source: Nov 5th 
2012] 16/Jul/2014. [?? \ck July 10th 2013] 

tarraty  cov. kill (of multiple). [?? \iv go 
(DH12_A25_03.153)] 

tarraty yiminy  he hits them. nana tarraty 
they kill them [Source: DH12_A25_03.114] 
20/Jun/2014. [?? \ck July 10th 2013] 

tarrarr  cov. bite. naman tarrarr-ma 
enung-ga-nungkurru I want to bite all of 
you See main entry: tarr. [Source: 
DH12_A46_05.074] 06/Jun/2014. [?? \iv go 
(DH12_A46_05.074)] 

tarrawayat  cov. stir stomach up. [Source: Birk, 
136 as manparartyed] 12/Sep/2013. [?? \cc 
according to Birk can select for all six IVs] 

tarrp  cov. stop, be still, stand still, be ontop. 
tarrp tyed  stand on top of something, tight 

of clothing (predicated of an inanimate 
object). [Source: Birk, 145 
Positionals_BL_009] [?? \cc can select for all 
IVs except for 'do', 'go', '#go', 'sit', and'lie' 
\ck July 10th 2013] 

tarrp yur  lie and stop predicated of an 
inanimate object. yingki-nue tarrp-tyed yi 
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yanakna he leaves one for supper 
tarrp-tyed yide=na tarrp he gets them and 
put them in a bag [Source: Birk, 145 
DB_A01_05.050 DB_A01_03.164] 
20/Jun/2014. [?? \cc can select for all IVs 
except for 'do', 'go', '#go', 'sit', and 'stand' 
\ck July 10th 2013] 

darrdarr  cov. be on one leg. 
tyed darrdarr yuyuwa  he stood on one leg. 

[Source: Nov 10th 2012] 10/Jul/2013. [?? 
\ck July 10th 2013] 

darrdarrat  cov. watch, see, look. eniken ki aya 
darrdarrat today we have iron roofs - we 
had only seen it then for the first time See 
main entry: tarat. [Source: DH12_A25_03.065 
Birk, 95] 16/Jul/2014. [?? \iv go 
(DH12_A33_01.072)] 

tarrdarrun  adv. first time, for the first time. 
tarrad arrunynue they see them for the first 
time 10/Jul/2013. [?? \ck July 10th 2013 
\ck July 10th 2013] 

darrdityga  cov. bounce, bounce back, bounce 
from. Variant: tarrdiga. [Source: 
DH12_A09_03] 28/Jan/2014. 

tarrdiga  cov. bounce back. See main entry: 
darrdityga. [Source: DH12_A09_03] 
28/Jan/2014. 

tarrktarrkma  n. Burdekin Duck, Radjah 
Shelduck, Tadorna radjah; The flesh can be 
eaten after roasting, it is quite tasty. The 
birds are gutted, the feathers burnt off and 
the chest opened up. They are then laid on 
hot coals to roast. They are now hunted 
with shotguns, in the past they were hunted 
with throwing sticks made fromWiriny 
(Phyllanthus reticulatus). These sticks were 
about 40cm long with one swollen end. 
Hunters carried them and as the ducks were 
flushed toward them they would hurl them 
into the flock. [Source: Plants and Animals 
book wordlist 28/Sep/2012] 10/Jul/2013. 
[?? \ma tarrarrma \ck July 10th 2013] 

darrimin  cov. bite (of animal), bite (of human). 
[Source: wordlist Oct 8th 2012] 
06/May/2013. 

tarrimy  cov.iv. he bites. darrd muda tarrimy it 
saw him being bitten tarrimy-arriny=ye he 
might bite me See main entry: tarr; yiminy. 
[Source: DH12_V36_05.137 DB_A02_01.022] 
15/Jul/2014. 

daruk  n. wooden spear. See main entry: kolmin. 
[Source: Mathew Dakyerat in Ray 
Ngolok-Wanggar Vocabulary] 
25/Apr/2012. [?? \ocl unclassified 5] 

Darwin  n_top. placename. 23/May/2013. 
dawud  n. blood. kulpbuk aya dawud nana I 

clean all the blood out, and finish it [Source: 
Capell 1940_1 (p. 271/30) BL in 
DH12_A01_04 on 22/05/2012 
DH12_A01_04_0229 MalakMalak wordlist 
as dawurr Birk (9) as tawut DB_A02_01.134] 
27/Jun/2014. [?? \ck July 11th 2013] 

dayi  n. Arius graefei, smaller salmon; All 
young catfish fingerlings are called 
Dityurruk (Mal), or Tyirrnytyirriny (Mat). 
These are often born into small pools 
(created by big tides) in the dry season. 
When catfish become adults they are 
classified by their appropriate names. The 
flesh of all catfish is eaten, and it is 
considered excellent food by many. The 
flesh can be roasted, boiled or fried, it can 
even be made into a curry. wangayi 
karrk-wat dayi=we getting out catfish in 
fishing net [Source: Plants and Animals 
book wordlist 28/Sep/2012 
DB_A02_05.199] 04/Aug/2014. [?? \rl 
dityurruk \ck July 11th 2013 \ma dayi] 

dayurrdalb  cov. cut in half. karrk-wat 
dayurrdalb dae mutyurr-wuna-nue they 
bind it and they cut the rest of the meat in 
half (all the people) [Source: 
DB_A01_06.085] 25/Jun/2014. 

=de  =clitic. =FOC. See main entry: =we. 
15/Oct/2012. 

=de  =iv. (he) goes, (they) go, etc, reduced form 
of 'go.PRS'. titypi=de dek we go back home 
alalk niyerriny =de young people go See 
main entry: yide; wuete. [Source: 
DB_A06_01.070 DB_A02_01.163] 
27/Jun/2014. 

tebed  cov. open something. 
tebedma yide  open something. 

11/Jul/2013. [?? \ck July 11th 2013] 
teberruk  n. twig. [Source: 05.10.2012] 

11/Jul/2013. [?? \ck July 11th 2013] 
det  n. lap. det -yinnga wuyu it is between the 

legs [Source: DH12_V44_02.174] 
11/Jul/2013. [?? \ck July 11th 2013] 

detang  cov. be upside down, be upside down 
(on its own), be on the wrong side, be 
wrong. 

teible detang wuyu  the table is on the 
wrong side. endi stil niyerring detang 
karrarr-ma yide so he is still upside down 
that one [Source: DH13_V51_05.129 
DH13_A01_01] 16/Jan/2014. [?? \ck July 
11th 2013] 
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Tedperrety  n_top. placename for billabong in 
the vicinity of Dyamalgany and 
Ngawurruny. [Source: DH13_V50_01.032] 
09/Oct/2013. 

Tedberrety Ngawurrung  n_top. place name, 
billabong. [Source: map Mount Hayward: 95 
N-S and 74 W-E] 28/Jan/2014. [?? \in 39] 

Detmuwerr  n_top. place name, billabong (i.e. 
eat meat). [Source: map Mount Hayward: 88 
N-S and 75 W-E] 04/Nov/2012. [?? \in 42] 

dek  n. camp, house, home, place. dek enduwen 
wuyu WaliWali=we naman niminy the 
river is close, she says, he says (wallaby 
says that)\ Variant: duk. [Source: BL in 
DH12_A01_04 on 22/05/2012 Nov 8th 2012 
DH12_A01_04_0265 DH12_A40_03.119] 
27/May/2014. [?? \cc by Tryon (1974) as 
'tek' \ck July 15th 2013] 

dek  cov. be solid, be like the ground. 
dek-dek-ma -nue =we to make it solid 
[Source: DH12_A25_09.023] 22/May/2014. 
[?? \rl dek] 

degaty  n. dawn, early morning. yur degaty 
powarryinnga ka enung-ga I'll sleep and 
come back early in the morning See main 
entry: tekaty. [Source: DB_A02_02.35 
DH12_A25_10.264] 27/Jun/2014. 

tekaty  n. dawn, morning. Variant: degaty. 
tekaty wungguny  the morning is coming up. 

[Source: Birk 153 DB_A01_03.210] 
13/May/2014. [?? \ck July 15th 2013 \qu or 
coverb? \ck July 15th 2013] 

degud  cov. show. yewud atu degud peipa 
nunu-wa we showed you the paper See 
main entry: degut. Variant: dekan. [Source: 
DH12_A15_03.204] 

degud yide  he shows. [Source: Nov 5th 2012] 
20/May/2014. 

degut  cov. show. dek degut - degut 
purrarr -ma yida the croc goes around 
showing the dog to everybody Variant: 
degud. [Source: Birk, 137 DH12_A34_02.404] 
20/May/2014. [?? \cc according to Birk can 
select for all six IVs \ck July 9th 2013] 

dekwuna  n. nothing; also for deciduous plant 
without leaves. [Source: DH13_V55_04.04] 

dembel lyeb wuyinngginy  the leaves are 
brown/falling. ngaty nana wag -man 
dekwuna awu there was no water on the 
way, right [Source: DH13_A35_02.156 Plants 
and Animals book] 28/Feb/2014. [?? \ck 
July 15th 2013 \ma dembelnyur 
dakayukutu] 

del1  cov. shut. [?? \ck July 15th 2013 \rl lamdel] 

del-del warra  patch up. dim del he shuts 
the hole arr do del they shut the door 
[Source: DB_A01_06.148 DH12_A33_01.027 
DH12_A25_03.144] 

arrdel  close lid. [Source: 06.10.2012] 
del pat  keep someone company. [Source: 

Birk, 143] [?? \cc can select for all IVs 
except for 'do' and 'lie' \ck July 15th 2013] 

del puenuek  walk on ground. [Source: Birk, 
143] [?? \cc can select for all IVs except for 
'do' and 'stand' \ck July 15th 2013] 

yininy del yunguny  blocked nose. [Source: 
wordlist Oct 27th 2012] 04/Dec/2014. [?? 
\ck July 15th 2013] 

del2  n. hip, buttocks. dae nende, tyung angundu 
nerriny, del tyedalli wuyu the animal is 
standing with its buttocks to the fence, the 
tree is behind the fence [Source: MalakMalak 
wordlist DH12_A15_03.094] 28/Jan/2014. 
[?? \ck July 15th 2013 \cc check!!] 

del perrmer  n. hip joint. del perrmer yida like 
it is going to the hip joint [Source: 
DH12_A04_04 DH12_V44_02.066] 
15/Jul/2013. [?? \ck July 15th 2013] 

delbunuk  cov. footwalk, walk on foot. warrad 
pi errguenduen -ma delbunuk we're 
walking on foot [Source: DB_A01_03.034] 
18/Feb/2014. [?? \ck July 15th 2013] 

delding  cov. sideways, with the side , walk 
another way, change the walk. delling 
tyedalli yuyu he is standing sideways 
[Source: DH12_A13_05.010] 28/Jan/2014. 
[?? \ck July 15th 2013] 

delelyi  cov. go to the toilet. nga tyin akana 
delelyi I can't go to the toilet, it would fall 
straight through [Source: DH13_V47_04.23] 
17/Jan/2014. 

delk  n. Stringybark. See main entry: ngendilk. 
[Source: DH12_A15_04.257] 19/Jul/2013. 

=delk  =clitic. possibility, attaching to coverbs 
with IV always in the PURP, may be 
preceded by -ma. waya altak-ma=delk they 
break our fence wendi taty -ma =delk (if 
you don't share the food,) we make a hole in 
the canoe See main entry: =telk. [Source: 
DB_A06_01.059 DB_A01_04.291] 
13/Jun/2014. 

=telk  =clitic. possibility, attaching to coverbs 
with IV always in the PURP, may be 
preceded by -ma. karrarra =puk nindini 
yurr you might go up and sit down Variant: 
=puk; =delk. [Source: DH12_V36_03.124 
Birk, 89] 21/Jan/2014. 

delkna  cov. singe fur, burn up. delknaya daema 
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I'm singing off the wallaby fur nguyet 
nuenma delkna nana you warm it up and 
singe it alright, finished [Source: 
DH12_A25_07.068] 07/May/2014. [?? \ck 
July 15th 2013] 

telknga  cov. singe hair off wallaby before 
cooking. Variant: telkngatelknga. [Source: 
Birk, 95 Birk, 137] 15/Jul/2013. [?? \cc 
according to Birk can select for all six IVs 
\ck July 15th 2013] 

telkngatelknga  cov. singe hair off wallaby 
repeatedly. See main entry: telknga. [Source: 
Birk, 95] 15/Jul/2013. [?? \ck July 15th 
2013] 

-deli  -suf. participial suffix attaching to coverbs. 
See main entry: -ali. 24/Jan/2013. 

delik  n. cane grass. [Source: DH12_A33_01.001] 
15/Jul/2013. [?? \ck July 15th 2013] 

deling  cov. walk as showoff. 
lub delingma wude  they are walking 

together in a line in a showoff competition. 
[Source: Oct 17th 2012] 18/Feb/2014. [?? \ck 
July 1st 2013] 

dellngendad  cov. recognize. dae ngun 
dellngendad yiga yida -nu ngenwi-nen the 
animal (Kumurgut) recognized the 
dangerous snake and went back for him 
[Source: DH12_A33_01.048] 16/Jul/2014. [?? 
\ck July 15th 2013 \iv do 
(DH12_A33_01.054) \iv go 
*DH12_A33_01.048)] 

dembel  n. leaf, generic. [Source: MalakMalak 
wordlist DH12_A15 Plants and Animals 
book] [?? \ck July 15th 2013 \ma dembel] 

dembel duem  tree changing leaves to get 
ready for fruit - lit. weak leaves. [Source: 
wordlist 25/Sep/2012] 15/Jul/2013. [?? \ck 
July 15th 2013] 

dembelety  cov. roll up swag, roll up, fold. [?? 
\iv do (DB_A01_06.143) \iv go (Oct 27th 
2012)] 

dembelety yida  he folds. [Source: Oct 27th 
2012] 

dembelliny yirrk wiminy  roll over. beg 
dembelety wuwunduny he rolls up the bag 
[Source: Nov 5th 2012 Birk, 137 
DB_A01_06.143] 25/Jun/2014. [?? \cc 
according to Birk can select for all six IVs 
\ck July 15th 2013] 

-den  -suf. -DIR. See main entry: -yen. 
04/Nov/2012. 

Denisibal  n_top. Belyuen. mity nga keen 
wurrka-ma nuende Denisibal my sister 
works in Belyuen [Source: DB_A02_05.137] 

04/Aug/2014. 
deng  cov. join. meet. [?? \rl dengpam] 

endideng  mix up. [Source: 
DH13_V55_03.024] 

deng wuta  they join. [?? \ck July 15th 2013] 
deng tyed  put together. [?? \ck July 15th 

2013] 
dengeyema yida  he missed. deng taty-ma 

wuta-nuwa:: nanayuwayi yide they knock 
him around and when they are finished, he 
moves towards (there?). deng yide-nu he 
meets him [Source: DB_A06_01.021 as tang 
Birk (8) DH13_V55_04.30 DB_A01_05.106] 
04/Dec/2014. 

dengpam  cov. put twice, put again. [?? \rl deng 
\rl pam \ck July 15th 2013] 

dengpam yiminy  he puts another one in. 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck July 15th 2013] 

terrp  cov. put up high, hang up on fork. [?? \ck 
July 15th 2013] 

kanyuk derrp tyed enmawa  put something 
up on top of a tree. [Source: Nov 7th 2012] 
04/Dec/2014. 

derret  cov. mess up, break, bring into disrepair. 
endi derret tyurrk-many yida=we one 
breaks it again and comes inside from that 
one Variant: derretderret. [Source: 
DB_A06_01.063] 04/Dec/2014. 

derretderret  cov. mess up. See main entry: 
derret. [?? \ck July 15th 2013] 

derretderret yide  mess up (hair from wind). 
[Source: Nov 6th 2012] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
July 15th 2013] 

dewerr  cov. separate, apart. Ant: damali. [?? 
\rl ngen \ck July 15th 2013] 

dewerrgad  be separate. 04/Dec/2014. [?? 
\ck July 15th 2013] 

tey  cov. wait. tey-ma ada-nunu-wa I was 
waiting for you dey yida-ma yida he was 
waiting Variant: teytyed; teytyerret. [Source: 
Cahir 27 Birk, 133 DH12_A33_01.071 Birk, 
142] [?? \ck July 15th 2013 \cc can select for 
all IVs except for 'do'] 

tey dat  look out for somebody. [Source: 
DH12_A22_05.071] [?? \ck July 15th 2013] 

tey-en wa yida  he turns into sth. [Source: 
DH13_V47_02.063] 04/Dec/2014. 

teytyed  cov. not interfere, leave alone, wait, 
take a way around. tetyad-ma-na he can't 
interfere (with them) [Source: 
DB_A01_02.046] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \iv 
stand (DB_A01_05.090) \iv go 
(DB_A01_05.102) \iv sit (DB_A01_05.105) 
\rl tey \rl tyed \ck July 15th 2013] 
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teytyerred  cov. wait of multiple. yinya 
teytyerred the men are waiting See main 
entry: tey; tyed. [Source: DB_A01_06.056] 
04/Dec/2014. 

teyka  cov. come. [?? \rl tey \rl ka \ck August 
29th 2013] 

teyka wuda  they are coming across. [Source: 
Oct 31st 2012] 04/Dec/2014. 

deyid  n. sandpalm string to use in 
manufacturing tools, baskets etc. yen 
deyid-many yerrap errdue larrp-ma=we 
the thing from the sandpalm, get the wood 
off (after bark) and tie it around (we do) 
[Source: Nov 8th 2012 DH12_A25_07.053] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck July 15th 2013] 

deyma  cov. wait for. deyma nunu-wa tyimiliny 
dae-tyud wangirr nana the snake was 
waiting for him, the poisenous one, and he 
never came back [Source: Birk (118) 
DH12_V36_05.072] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \iv go 
(DH12_A33_01.071) \ck July 15th 2013] 

di- (from: di-)  pre-. repeating suffix meaning 
'again' attaching to coverbs, again. [?? \ck 
July 15th 2013] 

dityed yiminy!  [Source: general 
questionnaire 005a] 16/Jul/2013. [?? \ft do 
it again! \ck July 15th 2013] 

dip  cov. wink. 
numurru dipma errdae  I wink. [?? \ck July 

15th 2013] 
maldib yida  he winks. [Source: Nov 14th 

2012] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck July 15th 2013] 
Tipperary  n_top. placename for large cattle 

station on MalakMalak country. 
20/Sep/2013. 

did1  n. stick, tooth. [Source: Birk, 133 as tit Ray 
Ngolok-Wanggar Vocabulary as diid 
wordlist 04/Oct/2012] 04/Dec/2014. [?? 
\ck July 15th 2013 \ocl parts of the body] 

did2  n. river bank. nende did yeri wuyu enduk 
they slept on the road/on the riverbank/ 
make a house there [Source: wordlist 
27/Sep/2012 DH12_V36_03.263] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck July 19th 2013] 

didid  n. Cheeky Yam; Amorphophallus galbra; 
The large yam or tuber may be eaten after it 
has been cooked for a long period, usually 
3-4 hours in a ground oven. While it is 
being cooked the water must be drained out 
of it; this water is tested on the finger or 
tongue to see if it is ready to eat or if it is 
still a bit cheeky. However, there are two 
types, one of which cannot be eaten. To 
check for edibility the stem is broken and if 

a watery juice comes out the tuber may be 
prepared and then eaten. If no watery juice 
comes out of the broken stem the tuber 
cannot be eaten and it is placed back in the 
ground. In the past this was an important 
food source for MalakMalak and Matngala 
people, and was eaten commonly during 
the early dry season. In recent times it has 
only been eaten occasionally. The tubers are 
dug up during Punggulerrp or Aridangit 
(Mal), Keredangarr (Mat), around April or 
May, when they are fattest. There are 
several types of this yam. Yellow coloured 
yams have the best taste; white yams are 
not as tasty. Brown yams are also found. In 
the creation period or dreamtime this yam 
was cooked and eaten by Kerrk (Mal) or 
Num (Mat), the “Chicken Hawk” (Black 
Kite), who was able to cook it because he 
had stolen the fire sticks from 
Wurranytyung (Mal) or Yimdiny (Mat), the 
dingo. mi-didid cheeky yam [Source: Plants 
and Animals book Birk (9) as titit 
DB_A02_05.092] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck July 
19th 2013 \ma monondek/ muenundek] 

ditmirrit  cov. tease. [Source: Birk, 143] [?? \cc 
can select for all IVs except for 'do' and 'lie' 
\ck July 19th 2013] 

ditmirrit yide  he teases. 04/Dec/2014. [?? 
\ck July 19th 2013] 

tity  cov. outgoing tide, tide flowing into the sea, 
come out, exit. tity tyurrurk tity baiga-ma 
yide he went in and out drinking ka-tity 
enggudung you and me will come back 
after Variant: tityka; titypi. [Source: 
Dh12_A47_01.065 DB_A02_01.175] [?? \rl 
titynge \iv go (DH12_A25_03.007) \ck July 
19th 2013] 

tity yininginy  the tide is going out. [Source: 
DH12_A01_02_0275] [?? \ck July 19th 2013] 

tityka  to come out (towards deictic centre). 
[Source: DH12_V36_05.058 
DH12_V36_05.253] 

titypi  to go out (away from deictic centre). 
Ant: ngambaty. 

pitityka  go back and forth. [Source: 
DH12_A34_02.304] 

titypi yunguny ngambatyyen  turning 
tide (?). [Source: DH12_A01_02_0297] 

tityka yunguny  turning tide (?). [Source: 
DH12_A01_02_0304] 

tityka  bring. [Source: wordlist Oct 8th 2012] 
tarr tityka  bounce back. [Source: wordlist Sep 

26th 2012] [?? \ck July 19th 2013 \ot en titj 
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yininginy, en imin sei, 'ah det woda gonbek' 
(DH12_A01_02_0259)] 

tity angnue  give back. [Source: Oct 27th 2012] 
[?? \ck July 19th 2013] 

parrad tyed tity pak  he gets up and sits 
back down. [Source: Nov 10th 2012 Nov 
10th 2012] 

tity pak yide  he sits down. [Source: Nov 10th 
2012 BL in DH12_A01_02 on 22/05/2012 
DH12_A01_02_0257] 

wa titypi  take back. [Source: Cahir 115 Birk 
97] [?? \ck July 19th 2013] 

tityka  come back, return. [Source: Cahir 115 
Birk 97 Birk, 145] [?? \cc can select for all 
IVs except for 'do', 'sit', and'lie' and 'stand' 
\ck July 19th 2013] 

tity dat  look back. [Source: Cahir 115 Birk 97 
Birk (9) Birk, 142] [?? \cc can select for all 
IVs except for 'do' \ck July 19th 2013] 

tity dat yurr  come back to life (myth). 
[Source: Birk, 145] [?? \cc can select for all 
IVs except for 'do', 'sit', and'lie' and 'stand' 
\ck July 19th 2013] 

tity katy  throw back. [Source: 
DH12_V36_03.092] [?? \ck July 19th 2013] 

titynge ada  I exhale. 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
August 7th 2013] 

titypi  cov. come out, literally come out + go. 
titypi wuta they went back See main entry: 
tity; pi. [Source: DH13_V55_03.041] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \iv go 
(DH12_A25_03.020) \iv do 
(DB_A02_03.098)] 

tityka  cov. come back, bring back, literally 
come out+come. tityka enung-ga yingki I 
will come back in the afternoon way akana 
tityka erruenguny-ga not long, we come 
back! See main entry: tity; ka. [Source: 
DB_A02_01.008 DB_A02_03.193] [?? \iv go 
(DH12_A25_03.012)] 

pitityka  go back and forth. [Source: 
DH12_A34_02.304] 04/Dec/2014. 

titynge  cov. exhale. [?? \rl tity \rl nge] 
titynge ada  I exhale. 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 

August 7th 2013] 
dityurruk  n. generic term for juvenile catfish. 

[Source: Plants and Animals book wordlist 
28/Sep/2012] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \rl dayi 
\ma tyirrnytyirriny \ck July 19th 2013] 

tik  cov. move back, grow up, become fat. dik 
yininginy he's fat tyung tik wa yiminy he 
(chicken hawk) picks it (the fire) up quickly 
and goes away Variant: tirik. [Source: 
DH12_V36_03.034] [?? \iv sit (August 6th 

2013) \ck August 6th 2013] 
dik yunuwa  he is growing. [?? \ck July 

19th 2013] 
tik wa yiminy  pick up quickly (and move 

away). [Source: DH12_V36_03.034] 
dik yiningginy  he's getting fat. 

21/May/2014. [?? \ck July 19th 2013] 
digal  cov. lie, put down, lie down. Variant: tigal; 

tigalma; digalma; digalal. [Source: 
DH12_A15_03.085 Harvey 1989: 50] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck July 19th 2013 \ka 
wut] 

digalal  cov. lie down of plural subjects. digalal 
wuete they all lie down See main entry: 
digal. [Source: Birk, 96 wordlist Oct 27th 
2012 DB_A01_02.039] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \iv 
go (DH12_V36_03.114) \ck July 19th 2013] 

digalma  cov. lie (continously). digalma wuyu 
walg-en it is lying on the rock See main 
entry: tigalma. Variant: digal. [Source: 
DH12_A33_01.303 Positionals_BL_043] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \iv stand 
(DH12_V36_03.231) \ck July 19th 2013] 

tigalma  cov. lie and continous marker 
grammaticalized. nende tigel -ma yueyue 
not even when it lies down! Variant: 
digalma. [Source: Ian Green: tigel lie down 
stative? as tigel DH12_A08_06_0120] 
25/Jun/2014. [?? \iv lie (DB_A01_06.070) 
\ck July 19th 2013] 

diggide  qu. which, what. diggide nende? 
what's that? [Source: DH12_A15_04.257] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck July 19th 2013] 

dilp  cov. get a blister, be blistered. karr-katy 
tabak-ma yida tyiny dilp yiminy he broke 
the paddle and then the pigmy goose got a 
blister [Source: DH13_V47_02.032] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \iv do 
(DH13_V47_02.032)] 

Dilk  n_top. placename for Dilk Range. [Source: 
DH13_V51_05.206] 22/Nov/2013. 

dilmirrk  n. red-tailed black cockatoo. [Source: 
MalakMalak wordlist as dirrmilk in Plants 
and Animals book] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
August 6th 2013] 

dim  n. hole, graveyard. dim del he shuts the 
door perrdung, dim-nana we all go to the 
graveyard [Source: DH12_A33_01.027 
DB_A02_05.016] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck July 
19th 2013 \ck July 19th 2013] 

dimana  cov. maybe, not true, nothing, 
temporary. dimana wuete they teach them 
dimana endinidi tyak they don't stop (as of 
now) (cursing each other (the group with 
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spears and without spears)) [Source: 
DB_A02_03.087 DB_A01_02.107] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \iv go (DB_A02_03.087) 
\ck July 19th 2013 \ma denygoyu] 

timkut  cov. bury (rubbish etc.). [Source: Birk (18) 
Birk, 139] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \cc according 
to Birk, can select for all IVs except for 'lie' 
\ck July 19th 2013] 

dingding  cov. sweet. [?? \ck July 19th 2013] 
dingdingma  sweet. [Source: 

DB_A03_01.153] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck July 
19th 2013] 

dingirri  n. Pink Bush Apple; Syzygium 
eucalyptoides; produces a sweet fruit and 
flowers that attract bees and sugarbag 
(native bee hives); The fruit are eaten when 
they turn pink, they are quite sweet. 
Sugarbag (native bee-hives), Pityak may be 
found in this tree, the bees collect pollen 
and nectar from the flowers. The site on the 
Daly River near Browns Creek where there 
is a formal campground is called 
Dingirriyet. It is named after this tree 
because the colour of the ripe fruit is the 
same colour as the exposed soil in the 
riverbank. [Source: MalakMalak wordlist 
mpb and zml plant knowledge Plants and 
Animals book] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ma 
bunggarra \rl Dingirriyet \ck July 19th 
2013] 

Dingirriyet  n_top. Brown's Creek ca. 18 km 
upstream from Daly River crossing on 
kinangga side of the river, name includes 
creek and settlement, white colour of the 
ground is like the white apple dingirrin. 
[Source: map Mount Hayward: 90-88 N-S 
and 73/74 W-E MC10_A02_01.031] 
31/Jan/2014. [?? \cc from Fisherman 
Map - check for pronunciation, meaning 
and accuracy! \ck July 19th 2013] 

diny1  adv. try, want to. wangarri diny yurr try 
put it down [Source: DH12_A15_03.313 Ian 
Green: dinj as particle? Birk (8) as tiny] 

dinyyur apapaya  try to go to sleep, you are 
sick. [?? \ck July 19th 2013] 

pi diny tyed yinginy  he doesn't feel well. 
[Source: Birk, 145 as 'dislike'] [?? \cc can 
select for all IVs except for 'do', 'go', '#go', 
'sit', and'lie' and \ck July 19th 2013] 

diny tyendak yide  he tries to listen. [Source: 
Nov 14th 2012] 27/May/2014. [?? \ck July 
19th 2013] 

diny2  disc. imperative discourse marker 
meaning 'your turn/try'! diny tyed stop 
running! diny pak sit down! [Source: 
general questionnaire 004a 
DH12_V36_03.130] 22/May/2014. [?? \ck 
July 19th 2013] 

tirik  cov. grow up of plural subjects. See main 
entry: tik. [Source: Birk, 96] 04/Dec/2014. 
[?? \ck August 6th 2013 - not sure about 
this, identified as dirik = neck] 

dirr  cov. track someone. [?? \iv do 
(DB_A02_01.160) \iv go (Nov 14th 2012)] 

dirr yida  track someone's footprints. mu dirr 
wurrunduny they track (and shoot) magpie 
geese [Source: Nov 14th 2012 
DB_A02_01.160] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
August 6th 2013] 

dirra  n. people, family. eye wutume muta 
yawug-ken dirra-man ka wuta-ngayi 
kurrut, awu her family has to leave her, 
another family comes and takes the spear 
out (her husband's family) and cleans up 
the wound [Source: DB_A01_05.202] 
04/Dec/2014. 

dirrik1  n. single person, single man, single 
woman. dirrik wangarri mindyidek you 
are yourself a single man/woman [Source: 
DB_A01_04.071] 04/Dec/2014. 

dirrik2  n. neck, back of the neck. [Source: 
DH12_A05_05 MalakMalak wordlist as 
yirrilme DH12_A19_01 as dirrig] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck July 19th 2013] 

dirriny  n. turtle. mu, dirriny, wutanggi they 
go (hunting) for turtle and geese [Source: 
MalakMalak wordlist as didinj for longneck 
turtle Ian Green: didinj DB_A02_01.161 
DB_A02_01.165] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ma 
durriny \ck August 6th 2013] 

Dirriwag  n_prop. late wet season when the 
rains are stopping in March. [Source: mpb 
and zml plant knowledge Plants and 
Animals book] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ma 
Tyunmuwak] 

driyam  cov. be on top of riverbank. 
driyam tyed  stand on top of bank. [Source: 

Birk, 144] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \cc can select 
for all IVs except for 'do' and 'sit' and 'lie' 
\ck August 6th 2013] 

dup  cov. move, go. Syn: pi. 
punggul dup pak  kneel down. [Source: Birk, 

144] [?? \cc can select for all IVs except for 
'do', 'lie' and 'stand' \ck August 8th 2013] 

dub pi yida  he goes slowly. 04/Dec/2014. 
[?? \ck August 8th 2013] 
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tubayi  cov. weave, weave dillibag. [Source: 
DH12_A25_08.177] 04/Dec/2014. 

dud  cov. cause, used as causative in complex 
predicates. tyewer lengerrk dud he cleaned 
his ears Variant: durut. [Source: 
DH12_A25_10.307 Birk, 133 as tut] [?? \iv 
go (DH12_A26_02.070)] 

wangarr dud nuende  tidy up. [Source: 
wordlist Oct 27th 2012] 

witybi dud yiminy  become small. [Source: 
Nov 5th 2012] [?? \ck August 6th 2013] 

dud yiminy  he says to him. [?? \ck August 
8th 2013] 

dudma yide  he says. tity pi yide wurru 
wunnguna dud tyerriny goes back and tells 
everybody that the snake is there (warning) 
[Source: DH12_V36_05.234] 04/Dec/2014. 
[?? \ck August 8th 2013 \ck August 8th 
2013] 

dudtyed  cov. block something, hold up. 
dutyed wuwunduny he makes a holw in 
the ground for roasting [Source: 
DB_A01_03.087] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \rl dud 
\rl tyed \ck August 6th 2013] 

dudyurr  cov. across, sideways, in an angle, 
crossed. dudyurr tyedalli yuyu he is 
standing across/sideways? [Source: 
DH12_A08_06_0028] [?? \rl dud \rl yurr] 

dudyurr tyed  be crossways. [Source: 
DH12_A06_05] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
August 6th 2013] 

due  cov. roast in hole. 04/Dec/2014. [?? \rl 
tueguerrup \ck August 6th 2013] 

tueguerrup  cov. roast in a hole. tueguerrup 
yiminy he roasts in a hole [Source: Birk 141] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \rl due \ck August 6th 
2013 \cc can select for all IVs except for 'sit' 
and 'stand' according to Birk \ck August 
6th 2013] 

duem  adj. weak, soft. [Source: Birk, 133] 
dembel duem  tree changing leaves to get 

ready for fruit - lit. weak leaves. duem-nen 
the soft part [Source: wordlist 25/Sep/2012 
Plants and Animals book as cabbage of 
palm tree DB_A02_01.118] 04/Dec/2014. 
[?? \ck August 6th 2013 \ma muenuerr \ck 
August 6th 2013] 

duemtyuk  cov. spit out. 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
August 6th 2013] 

tuemtyurrp  cov. degut mullet, kangaroo, any 
animal. duemtyurrp yiminy he deguts it 
[Source: Birk, 139] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
August 6th 2013 \cc according to Birk, can 
select for all IVs except for 'lie'] 

tuemuel  n. testicles. [Source: wordlist 
04/Oct/2012] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 
6th 2013] 

duemulung  n. riverbend from left to right, 
river corner pocket. [Source: wordlist 
27/Sep/2012 DH13_A33_02.134] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \rl punduburra \ck 
August 6th 2013] 

duenue  n. jungle. [Source: Birk, ,168] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 6th 2013] 

duerl  n. stick. duerl-nen warrad-ma ada I went 
with a walking stick [Source: Birk, 133 as 
tuel DH12_A22_05.031 DB_A02_01.119] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 6th 2013] 

duewerrk  cov. cry. yerra duewerrk yuendung 
he cries for food duewerrkma yuyu he cries 
[Source: DB_A01_05.056 Birk, 142] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \iv go (DB_A01_05.056) 
\iv stand (August 6th 2013) \ck August 6th 
2013 \rl due \rl werrk \cc can select for all 
IVs except for 'do' \ck August 6th 2013] 

tuey  cov. straighten a bamboo. tueyma yide he 
straightens it [Source: Birk 141] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \cc can select for all IVs 
except for 'sit' and 'stand' according to Birk 
\ck August 6th 2013] 

dueyuen  n. Diamond Mullet fish, Liza alata; 
The flesh may be eaten after roasting, it is 
very tasty. This fish also spends a lot of time 
in salt-water areas. [Source: Plants and 
Animals book as Doyony wordlist 
28/Sep/2012 DH12_A25_07.077] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 8th 2013 \ma 
biyiny \ck August 8th 2013] 

duk  n. place, camp. See main entry: dek. 
duk puyunduk  the place inside. [Source: 

DH12_A05_02_0141] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
August 6th 2013] 

duk  cov. take someone else's part in a quarrel. 
duk yidanuwa he takes part yuenduen ki 
akana duk yundung-ngayi he can't take 
part in killing her [Source: Birk, 144 
DB_A01_05.201] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \iv go 
(DB_A01_05.086) \cc can select for all IVs 
except for 'do', 'lie' and 'stand' \rl murrtuk 
\rl madyanduk \ck August 6th 2013] 

dugurr  n. pandanus fruit. [Source: Plants and 
Animals book] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \rl muram 
muram \ma duwurr \ck August 6th 2013 
\ck August 6th 2013] 

dugurrup  cov. cook in coals, bury meat and 
cook it in coals, put it into the fire. didid 
dugurrup ada I cook yam in the coals 
[Source: Oct 17th 2012 QUEST_104] 
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04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 6th 2013 \ck 
August 6th 2013] 

duidui  cov. nod. 
doidoi yide  he nods. [Source: Nov 7th 2012] 

[?? \ck August 6th 2013] 
duidui yide  he stretches after getting up. 

04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 6th 2013] 
dul  cov. be in a heap, be in a pile. dulma yunu it 

is in a pile [Source: Positional_BL.103] [?? 
\ck August 6th 2013] 

payak dul-tyed  be upside down. dul 
yiminy [Source: DB_A01_04.190] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 6th 2013] 

tul  cov. get angy. Variant: tultul. [Source: Birk, 
95] 

tullma yida  he is sulky. [?? \ck August 7th 
2013] 

tul yiminy  he is wild for something. 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 7th 2013] 

tultul  cov. reduplication of get angry: get angry 
continuously, dislike, be angry. See main 
entry: tul. [Source: Birk (118), Birk 95 Birk, 
138] [?? \cc according to Birk can select for 
all six IVs] 

tultulma yida  he's very sulky. 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 7th 2013] 

dulk  n. ankle. [?? \ck August 7th 2013 \rl 
payakdulk] 

dulk purrum  hamstring. dulk pak-ma 
wuta=ke they're sit down at that dreaming 
place [Source: DH12_A34_02.340 
DH12_A04_04 DH12_A19_01 MalakMalak 
wordlist as dirrpirrim - check!!] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 7th 2013] 

dulkpurrum  n. hamstring. [Source: 
DH13_A49_11] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
August 7th 2013] 

dulgdulg  n. ridge. [Source: DH12_A09_03 
wordlist 26/Sep/2012] 07/Aug/2013. [?? 
\ck August 7th 2013] 

dulkdulk  cov. swell up from mosquito bite. [?? 
\ck July 19th 2013] 

dulkdulk yiminy  swell up from mosquito 
bite. [Source: Oct 31st 2012] 04/Dec/2014. 
[?? \ck July 19th 2013 \ck August 7th 2013 
\cc delyed yiminy - he is choking \ck July 
19th 2013] 

dulkmel  n. calf of the foot. [Source: 
DH12_A04_04] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \cc as 
'foot in Mathew Dakyerat in Ray 
Ngolok-Wanggar Vocabulary \ocl parts of 
the body \ck Sep 16th 2013] 

dulkmuerrut  n. shin. [Source: wordlist 
26/09/2012] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 

7th 2013] 
dulgut  cov. remove root from yam or else as 

seeds. [Source: DH13_V47_01.123] 
04/Dec/2014. 

tulkwut  cov. pull down, dig up, pull up. [Source: 
Birk, 139] [?? \cc according to Birk, can 
select for all IVs except for 'lie'] 

dulkwut yiminy  he pulls it down. [?? \ck 
August 7th 2013] 

tulkwut katy  dig for tucker with hands. 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 8th 2013 \ck 
August 7th 2013] 

dull  cov. rake leaves. 
dullma wuyu  he rakes leaves. 

04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 7th 2013] 
tull  cov. still, still water, water standing still, 

water not moving, sulky, being sulky, sulk. 
nuende tull-ma nuende nuende tull-ma 
lam muta wutu wundut the two women sit 
there sulking for a long time Variant: 
tulluma. [Source: DB_A01_02.065] [?? \ck 
August 7th 2013 \qu gemini liquid sound? 
(compare DH12_A02_01_0097) \ma wurrg] 

tull yiminy  he is standing still. [Source: 
DH12_A02_01_0084 Nov 14th 2012] [?? \ck 
August 7th 2013] 

tull -ma wuyu  it stands still/is sulky. 
[Source: DH12_A05_02_0010] [?? \ck 
August 7th 2013 \ot Madngala dei sei 
wurrg dagjat x, MalakMalak wag tull 
yiminy (DH12_A02_01_0084)] 

tullurl yida  he is sulky. [Source: Nov 14th 
2012 DH12_A05_02? Birk, 142] 
25/Jun/2014. [?? \ck August 7th 2013 \cc 
can select for all IVs except for 'do'] 

tulluma  cov. still, still water. See main entry: tull. 
[Source: wordlist 27/Sep/2012] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 7th 2013] 

dullyed  cov. rake leaves. 
dullyed yide  rake leaves. [Source: Nov 7th 

2012] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 7th 
2013] 

dulyurr  cov. go away multiple. dulyurr pi 
wuerruenguny they are going away [Source: 
DH12_A15_04.047] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
August 7th 2013] 

dumburrkma  cov. hiccough, hickups. 
dumburrkma yide  he has hickups. [Source: 

Birk (118) Birk, 138] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
August 7th 2013 \cc according to Birk can 
select for all six IVs \ck August 7th 2013] 

dumurrk  cov. cold, shudder. Variant: mark. 
[Source: BL in DH12_A01_04 on 22/05/2012 
DH12_A01_04_0307] [?? \ck August 7th 
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2013 \cc in Ray Ngolok-Wanggar 
Vocabulary as dumurk] 

dumurrk yide  he shudders. [Source: Nov 5th 
2012] [?? \ck August 7th 2013] 

dumurk kerrkerrya niminy  she is getting 
cold. [Source: QUEST_080] 07/Aug/2013. 
[?? \ck August 7th 2013] 

dunyu  n. heavy rain, strong rain, raintime, one 
year, course of one year. [Source: wordlist 
25/Sep/2012] [?? \ot det rain foldan 
bigwan, strongwan \rl dunyunggul \ck 
August 7th 2013] 

dunyu-dunyu  permanently, for the 
foreseable future, even during the rainy 
season. [Source: DB_A01_06.044] 

dunyu karrg  one year as 'arrive at high 
place' in Birk 166. wutu =wa dunyu karrk a 
flood came dunyu-na pak wuta, payak-na 
during the heavy rains they go to stay on an 
island, (sitting in a dry place) [Source: 
DH13_V55_03.043 DB_A01_04.057] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 7th 2013] 

dunyunggul  cov. floodwater, rushing water 
coming from the Topend (from kanjuk(en). 
[?? \rl dunyu] 

dunyunggul ka wuta  the floodwaters 
come. [Source: DH12_A05_02_0022 wordlist 
26/Sep/2012] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 
7th 2013 \ot if im fladwoda wi kol -im 
dunyunggul (DH12_A05_02_0022) \ot from 
topen, im stil woda] 

turakaty  cov. push. [Source: Birk, 138] [?? \cc 
according to Birk can select for all six IVs] 

turakaty yiminy  he pushes it. 04/Dec/2014. 
[?? \ck August 8th 2013] 

durlgdurlg  cov. be itchy. [?? \ck August 8th 
2013] 

durlgdurlg yiminy  be itchy. [Source: Oct 
31st 2012] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 8th 
2013] 

turr  cov. be quick, quickly. turr nyurrk yiminy, 
Kumugut=na he asks him to get water 
quickly from K Variant: tarr. [Source: 
DH13_V50_01.091] 

dab turr katy yunuwa  he pushes 
(somebody) away touching. [Source: Nov 
7th 2012] 04/Dec/2014. 

turrp  cov. handle plant. Variant: turrpam. [?? 
\ck August 8th 2013] 

turrpam  pulling weed. [?? \ck August 8th 
2013] 

turrp tyed yiminy  stick plant in ground. 
[Source: Birk, 141 / DH12_A34_02.417] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \cc can select for all IVs 

except for 'sit', 'lie' and 'stand' \ck August 
8th 2013] 

turrpam  cov. plant seeds, plant. eyiny, delik 
nende, turrpam yiminy K is planting the 
seeds for the cane grass See main entry: 
turrp. [Source: Dh12_A47_01.048] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 8th 2013] 

durrk  cov. drink. wag-nue durrk enma=wa I 
wanna drink beer [Source: DB_A02_01.190] 
[?? \iv go (DH12_A25_03.077) \iv do 
(DH12_A25_03.053) \ck August 8th 2013 
\rl durrkwat] 

durrk wat  swallow. [Source: Cahir 115] [?? 
\ck August 8th 2013] 

durrkma yida  he drinks. [Source: Oct 17th 
2012] 

witybi durrkma yide  he sips. [Source: Nov 
10th 2012 Birk 97 Birk (21) Birk, 138 Birk (7)] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 8th 2013 \cc 
according to Birk can select for all six IVs] 

turrkaty  cov. push. Syn: kurrkaty. [?? \rl turr 
\rl katy] 

dab turr katy yunuwa  he pushes 
(somebody) away touching. [Source: Nov 
7th 2012] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 6th 
2013] 

durrkwat  cov. swallow. [?? \rl durrk \rl wat 
\ck August 7th 2013] 

durrkwat yiminy  he swallows. [Source: Nov 
14th 2012] 

durrkwat yide  he swallows. [Source: Nov 
14th 2012] 04/Dec/2014. 

durru  n. cloud. [Source: Ian Green: durru 
26.09.2012 as duru in Plants and Animals 
book p.c. Rob Lindsey phone call 
15.10.2012 - check with BL and others!] [?? 
\ck August 8th 2013 \ma perk \ck August 
8th 2013 \ck Sep 19th 2013] 

durru wagyur  big dark 
cloud/thunderstorm. 

durru kirriny  big lump of cloud, sheep 
clouds. [?? \ck August 8th 2013] 

pundu durru  many clouds/ be cloudy. [?? 
\ot no rain kos im olredi gon \ck August 
8th 2013] 

durru eigeig  approaching rain cloud/ dark 
cloud. [?? \ot det rain kamin na \ck August 
8th 2013] 

durru wul wunggunyye  raincloud 
building up. [?? \ck August 8th 2013] 

durru puyima  thin cloud. [?? \ot im flotin 
laik nathing fomin det rein im jis flot 
natural] 

durru dimana  white cloud. [?? \ot dimana 
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det min temporary no woda laik detwan im 
fominap fo la rein \ck August 8th 2013] 

durru kadurruk/kantyuk  white cloud. 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ot far away cloud \ck 
August 8th 2013] 

turruma  cov. big waves come, bore tide. 
turruma wute  big waves come. ma nimbid 

nikkiti wag turruma-nggi wuta naman 
wirrminy and they called, and they tried to 
run from the bore tide coming in, they said 
[Source: Birk, 145 DH13_V51_04.27] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 7th 2013 \cc 
can select for all IVs except for 'do', 'sit', 
and'lie' and 'stand'] 

durrungma  cov. ache, be in pain. durrungma 
yide he is in pain [Source: 06.10.2012] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 7th 2013] 

turut  cov. cause with plural subjects. See main 
entry: tut. [Source: Birk, 96] 04/Dec/2014. 

duruwuna  n. large, tall clouds of the build up 
and wet season. [Source: Plants and Animals 
book] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 7th 
2013 \ma perk kuluwarrang] 

duwuyi  n. nit. 04/Dec/2014. [?? \cc there is a 
dreaming place near Mount Green for this 
nit \rl Duwuyiwani \ck August 7th 2013] 

Duwuyiwani  n_top. dreaming place at Mount 
Green, dreaming for nits. [Source: map 
Billawock: 59/60 N-S and 83 W-E] 
02/Nov/2012. [?? \in 3 \rl duwuyi] 

duyi  cov. look down. 
duyima yuyu  he looks down. [Source: Nov 

6th 2012] [?? \ck August 8th 2013] 
duyi-pi  bend. [Source: DH12_A25_07.073] 

04/Dec/2014. 
tuyituyi  cov. stretch (intr) continuously. See 

main entry: tuy. 
tuyiduyi angun yide  he stretches after. 

[Source: Nov 14th 2012 Birk (16), Birk, 95 
Birk, 139] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \cc according 
to Birk, can select for all IVs except for 'lie' 
\ck August 8th 2013] 

tyabul  n. steel spear. dyabul-wang eye 
wirrminy awu they speared with a steel 
spear [Source: DH12_A26_02.079] 
04/Dec/2014. 

tyak  cov. stop, also indicated as 'verb root 
complement' by Birk (154) somewhat 
influencing the coverb. [?? \rl murrtyak \rl 
lamtyak \rl tyaktyed] 

lam tyak  stop. [Source: Cahir 115] 
tyak tyed  prepare. [Source: Birk, 155] 

04/Dec/2014. 
tyagad  cov. run. elinyirr tyagad pi yida he ran 

away frightened [Source: Birk, 144 as tyakat 
Dh12_A47_01.029] [?? \rl tyangarra \iv go 
(DH12_A25_10.256) \cc can select for all IVs 
except for 'do', 'sit', and'lie' and 'stand' \ck 
August 8th 2013 \ck August 8th 2013] 

tyagadyuwayi  run away (predicated of an 
individual). [Source: Birk, 144 
DH12_A25_10.256] [?? \cc can select for all 
IVs except for 'do', 'sit', and'lie' and 'stand' 
\ck August 8th 2013] 

parrat tyagad  get up quickly. [Source: Birk, 
145] 04/Dec/2014; 11/Feb/2013. [?? \cc 
can select for all IVs except for 'do', 'sit', 
and'lie' and 'stand' \ck August 8th 2013] 

tyaktyed  cov. make fire. tyaktyed wuete 
tyung-wang they build a fire [Source: Ian 
Green: tjekyet with go IV DB_A01_04.193] 
[?? \iv go (DB_A01_04.193) \rl tyak \rl 
tyed] 

tyaktyed aya  I make a fire. 04/Dec/2014. [?? 
\ck August 9th 2013 \ck August 9th 2013] 

tyal  n. root, generic. [Source: Plants and Animals 
book 28/Sep/2012 DH12_A25_07.056] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 8th 2013 \rl 
tyalmulk \ma merpey \ck August 8th 2013] 

tyalala  cov. long, tall. wurru tyalala yida the 
arms were long Variant: tyalal; tyalalalan. 
[Source: BL in DH12_A01_03 on 22/05/2012 
DH12_A01_03_0084 DH12_A34_02.319] 
06/Jun/2014. [?? \iv go 
(DH12_A34_02.319) \ck September 9th 
2013] 

tyalalk  cov. fall of multiple things. daewun 
tyalalk wuete the meat would fall straight 
through See main entry: tyalk. [Source: 
DH13_V47_04.23] 04/Dec/2014. 

tyalarl  cov. scatter. [?? \ck September 9th 2013] 
pak tyalarl wutu  it scatters. [Source: Nov 

5th 2012] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck September 
9th 2013] 

tyalk  cov. go down, descend, fall. miri tyalk 
ngunguny the sun gues down, west Ant: 
baiga. Variant: tyalalk. [Source: BL in 
DH12_A02_01 on 23/05/2012 Ian Green: 
tjelk with go IV Harvey 1989:92 as 'fall' 
DH12_A02_01_0130 Birk (21)] [?? \rl 
wagtyalkma \rl ngentyalkpullu \ck 
September 9th 2013 \rl tyalalk (they foldan) 
\ka jalk \ma tyalk \ck August 8th 2013] 

tyalk yur  bend over. [Source: Birk, 145] [?? 
\cc can select for all IVs except for 'do', 'go', 
'#go', 'sit', and 'stand' \ck August 8th 2013] 

murrtyirr tyalk  slip and fall. [Source: Birk, 
142] [?? \cc can select for all IVs except for 
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'do' \ck August 8th 2013] 
meldety tyalk  trip and fall. [?? \ck August 

8th 2013] 
wag tyalkma  waterfall, spring. [Source: 

wordlist 28/Sep/2012] [?? \ck September 
9th 2013] 

miri tyalk  sunset, west. [?? \ck September 
9th 2013] 

tyalk yureli  bend down/bend over. [Source: 
08.10.2012] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
September 9th 2013] 

tyalilk  cov. spit. [Source: Ian Green: tjelil 
normally as wak tjelil] 04/Dec/2014. [?? 
\ck August 9th 2013] 

tyalilk  n. fence, string. 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
Sept 18th 2013] 

tyalmiyiny  cov. right hand, right hand side, 
right arm, straight. ki tyalmiyen pirri eye 
wurrunduny he follows the tracks straight 
up and spears it/he tracks it right down 
Ant: yanbarr. [Source: DB_A01_06.061 
DH12_A05_01 \ DH12_A08_06_0038] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck September 9th 2013] 

tyalmulk  n. bamboo root. [Source: Plants and 
Animals book] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
August 8th 2013 \rl tyal \rl mulk \ma 
merpey kanbi \ck August 8th 2013] 

Dyamalagany  n_top. place name, shark 
billabong. nikitti nende yunu=we 
kumugut gulbdyurr Dyamalagany and 
why do we forget about the place where he 
cooks tucker, at Dyamalagany? [Source: map 
Mount Hayward: 96/95 N-S and 72/73 W-E 
DH12_A33_01.261] 18/Sep/2013. [?? \in 38 
\cc travelled to Dyamallagany on 
01/10/2012] 

tyambarr  n. log, 
hollow log. 
[Source: QUEST_056] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
August 8th 2013] 

tyamueltyed  cov. sharpen, make sharp, be 
sharp ,sharpen stick. tyamueltyed 
wuwunduny he makes it sharp [Source: 
DB_A01_04.198] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \rl tyed 
\iv do (DB_A01_04.198) \rl tyed] 

tyang  n. chin. 
tyang bat yida  he walks with his flip up. [?? 

\ck August 8th 2013] 
tyangnen wag yida  he wade thourgh water 

up to your chin. [Source: Nov 14th 2012] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 8th 2013] 

tyangar  n. long bamboo spear. tyangar tyid 
wuwunduny they grab the spear [Source: 
DH12_A05_05 MalakMalak wordlist as 

tjengar Ian Green: tjengar DB_A01_03.219] 
[?? \ck August 8th 2013 \cc as tyangar in 
Tryon (1974)] 

tyangar parrarr katy  throw spear in wrong 
direction / throw the spear by accident. 
[Source: Birk, 145] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \cc can 
select for all IVs except for 'do', 'sit', and'lie' 
and 'stand' \ck August 8th 2013] 

tyangarra  cov. run away. yerra yuendung 
tyangarra wayurr dae-nen Kumugut now 
Kumugut runs away from the snake to pick 
up (the water) [Source: DH12_A33_01.050] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \rl tyagad \rl yuwayi] 

tyanginy  cov. lean. 
tyanginy tyed tyedali wudyu  a lot of 

things are leaning on a tree. [Source: Nov 
7th 2012] [?? \ck August 8th 2013] 

tyanginy tyed yiminy  something is leaning 
on something standing. [Source: Nov 6th 
2012] 

tyanginy tyedali wuyu  it is leaning. 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 8th 2013] 

tyangirr  cov. be shallow, shallow water. 
tyangirryed wuta=kna eye eye-ma 
yida-nuwa they go to the shallow water 
and he kills it dek ki nga tyangirr anu I sat 
down in the shallows [Source: 
MC09_A01_01.12 DH12_A46_05.040] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \iv sit 
(DH12_A46_05.040) \ck August 8th 2013] 

tyarrakaty  cov. rain heavily, tip out. [?? \rl 
katy] 

tyarra katy  rain heavily. [Source: Birk 140] 
[?? \cc can select for all IVs except for 'sit' 
and'lie' according to Birk \ck August 8th 
2013] 

mada dyerragaty yiminy  the rain is falling. 
[Source: not on tape, fieldnote on 05.11.2012, 
speaker FM, location: Nauiyu in front of the 
store] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 9th 
2013] 

tyawuty  cov. whisper. [Source: Birk 140] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 20 2013 \cc can 
select for all IVs except for 'lie' according to 
Birk] 

=tye  =clitic. focus. See main entry: =we. 
28/Jan/2014. 

Tyebiny  n_top. place name, Marion Hill. 
[Source: map Mount Hayward: 94 N-S and 
79/80 W-E] 04/Nov/2012. [?? \in 30 \cc on 
Kamu country possibly also Kamu name?] 

tyed1  cov. stand, be born, born, stay, live, stop. 
aniny nga tyed yiminy-arriny I was born 
by him (uncle) kumugut tyed agun where's 

IMG_0285.pcx;1.50";1.13";PCX 
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the place that kumugut lives Tyinkarrang 
watwat enung-ga tyed, wu I will go fishing 
for barramundi to Bamboo Creek, I want to 
stand there Syn: wurruma. Variant: 
aptyedali; tyerrad; tyet. [Source: Birk, 144 
DB_A06_01.187 DH12_A33_01.292 
DB_A02_02.15 Harvey 1989:50] [?? \cc can 
select for all IVs except for 'do' \ck August 
8th 2013 \iv do (DH12_V36_02.295) \iv 
stand (DH12_A40_03.147) \iv go 
(DB_A01_04.067) \rl tyedtyi \rl 
ngubaktyed \rl meltyed \rl mantyed \rl 
lerrityed \rl kurrunguntyed \rl kumtyed 
\rl gulbtyed \rl tyerrktyed \rl tyedyi \rl 
tyamueltyed \rl tyaktyed \ka jed] 

kal tyed  carry on head. [Source: Cahir 115] 
tyed wuta  they make X. [Source: 

DB_A01_04.067] 
tyed yiminy  be born. wiyang tyed 

niminy-arriny=ye to the place where my 
mother gave birth to me [Source: 
DB_A06_01.187 DB_A02_05.107] 

payak dulk tyed  turn over onto back. 
[Source: Birk 140] [?? \cc can select for all 
IVs except for 'sit' and'lie' according to Birk 
\ck August 8th 2013] 

turrp tyed  plant (single object). [Source: Birk 
140] [?? \cc can select for all IVs except for 
'sit' and'lie' according to Birk \ck August 
8th 2013] 

payak dul-tyed  be upside down. [Source: 
DB_A01_04.190] 

dab tyed yi  be still and leave (as for making 
demper). [Source: Birk 141] [?? \cc can select 
for all IVs except for 'sit', 'lie' and 'stand' 
according to Birk \ck August 8th 2013] 

many tyed yi yingginy  cover up and leave. 
[Source: Birk 141] [?? \cc can select for all 
IVs except for 'sit', 'lie' and 'stand' according 
to Birk \ck August 8th 2013] 

tyamuel tyed  sharpen stick. [Source: Birk, 
139] [?? \cc according to Birk, can select for 
all IVs except for 'lie' \ck August 8th 2013] 

watyuk tyed yi  fill up and leave. [Source: 
Birk, 141] [?? \cc can select for all IVs 
except for 'sit', 'lie' and 'stand' \ck August 
8th 2013] 

tyed wat  'drop' a person off after giving 
him/her a lift. [Source: Birk, 141] [?? \cc can 
select for all IVs except for 'sit', 'lie' and 
'stand' \ck August 8th 2013] 

tyed katy  burn grass. [?? \ck August 8th 
2013] 

many tyed  float up. [Source: Birk, 142] [?? 

\cc can select for all IVs except for 'do' \ck 
August 8th 2013] 

nguny tyed  sweat. [Source: Birk, 142] [?? \cc 
can select for all IVs except for 'do' \ck 
August 8th 2013] 

pay tyed pi yide/yiminy  sneak up on 
somebody. [Source: Birk, 143] [?? \cc can 
select for all IVs except for 'do' and 'sit' \ck 
August 8th 2013] 

diram tyed  stand on top of bank. [Source: 
Birk, 144] [?? \cc can select for all IVs 
except for 'do' and 'sit' and 'lie' \ck August 
8th 2013] 

lerrp tyed yingginy  be hot in the sun. 
[Source: Birk, 144 as walk around in grass] 
[?? \cc can select for all IVs except for 'do', 
'lie' and 'stand' \ck August 8th 2013] 

wuenet tyed way  worry. [Source: Birk, 145] 
[?? \cc can select for all IVs except for 'do', 
'sit', and'lie' and 'stand' \ck August 8th 
2013] 

pi diny tyed yingginy  dislike. [Source: Birk, 
145] [?? \cc can select for all IVs except for 
'do', 'go', '#go', 'sit', and'lie' \ck August 8th 
2013] 

dam tyed  stick to/catch onto (predicated of 
a spark). [Source: Birk, 145] [?? \cc can select 
for all IVs except for 'do', 'go', '#go', 'sit', 
and'lie' \ck August 8th 2013] 

dam tyedali  walk on the riverside. [?? \ck 
August 8th 2013] 

dam tyedmangga yida  walk on the 
riverside. 

tarrp tyed  stand on top of something 
(predicated of an inanimate object). [Source: 
Birk, 145] [?? \ck August 8th 2013] 

tyak tyed yida  prepare (fire). [Source: Birk, 
155] [?? \ck August 8th 2013] 

parrat tyed  stand up. [Source: 
DH12_V44_04.043] [?? \ck August 8th 
2013] 

tyung tyed kat  make big bush fire. [Source: 
wordlist 25/Sep/2012] [?? \ck August 8th 
2013] 

tity kulpak tyed  get into. [?? \ck August 8th 
2013] 

tyulumurru tyed  get out of. [?? \ck August 
8th 2013] 

kurrungun tyed  chase and catch somebody. 
[Source: wordlist Oct 27th 2012] [?? \gt 
einholen \ck August 8th 2013] 

arrdel tyed yi yiminy  close something up 
and leave it. [Source: wordlist Oct 27th 2012] 
[?? \ck August 8th 2013] 
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birrbirryed yide  he extinguishes the fire. 
[Source: Oct 27th 2012] [?? \ck August 8th 
2013] 

tyed warra yuyu  he hesitates. [Source: Oct 
31st 2012] [?? \ck August 8th 2013] 

parrat tyed tity pak  he gets up and sits 
down again. [Source: Nov 10th 2012] [?? \ck 
August 8th 2013] 

tyed darrarr yuyuwa  he lies down 
crosslegged. [Source: Nov 10th 2012] [?? \ck 
August 8th 2013] 

tyed darrarr yunuwa  he sits down 
crosslegged. [?? \ck August 8th 2013] 

parr murraya  I step on something. [?? \ck 
August 8th 2013] 

tyed werra winginy  he stops. [Source: Nov 
14th 2012] [?? \ck August 8th 2013] 

tyurrptyed katy  cut something. [Source: 
DH12_V36_02.140] [?? \ck August 8th 
2013] 

tyurrp tyalkwat  cut something down. [?? 
\ck August 8th 2013] 

karrarr tyed wuyu  it pokes into the ground. 
[Source: QUEST_073] [?? \ck August 8th 
2013] 

burrburryed  be hot. [Source: QUEST_079] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 8th 2013] 

tyed2  n. upper leg, leg. dek akana-nen pi ede 
tyed akana naman I can't go to that place, I 
have no legs [Source: DH13_V47_04.14 
MalakMalak wordlist as tjetmirr 
DH12_A04_04 DH12_A19_01 
DB_A01_02.021] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \gt 
Oberschenkel \ck August 9th 2013 \cc also 
tjed-mel] 

tyedali  cov. stand, stand up in one place. delling 
tyedali yuyu he is standing sideways 
Variant: tyedareli. [Source: 
DH12_A13_05.010] 

endi-many pudang tyedali  stand the other 
way around. [Source: DH12_A19_03.030] [?? 
\ck September 9th 2013] 

dap tyedali yuyu  he stands still. [?? \ck 
September 9th 2013] 

tyurrk tyedali yuyu  be inside. [Source: 
DH12_V44_04.143] [?? \ck August 9th 
2013] 

watyug tyedali wuyu  fill up. [Source: 
wordlist Oct 27th 2012] 04/Dec/2014. [?? 
\ck August 9th 2013] 

tyedareli  cov. stand (multiple subjects). lub 
tyedareli wudyu they are standing up See 
main entry: tyedali. [Source: 
DH12_A15_03.132] 

lub tyedareli  stand next to each other, stand 
close to each other. [Source: 
DH12_A19_02.221] 

dewerr tyedareli  stand apart from each 
otherso DH12_A19_02.233. 04/Dec/2014. 

tyedmel  n. leg, thigh. [Source: BL in 
DH12_A01_04 on 22/05/2012] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \cc also used for middle 
sized barramundi \ck September 9th 2013] 

tyedmel2  n. medium-sized barramundi, a little 
bit bigger than tyirrerrer, juvenile, from 
compound of leg+calf. [Source: 
DH12_A01_04_0071] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \rl 
medtyendit \rl tyirrerer \ma tyarraktyarrak 
\ck August 9th 2013 \ma malwud \ck 
August 9th 2013] 

Tyedurruntyed  n_top. Charlie's Creek ca. 21 
km upstream from Daly River Crossing on 
ngunanggi side of the river. [Source: map 
Mount Hayward: 87/86 N-S and 71/72 
W-E] 04/Nov/2012. [?? \in 46 \cc as 
Tyedromtyet on Fisherman Map - check for 
pronunciation, meaning and accuracy!] 

tyetwerremenggil  n. tree fork. [Source: Plants 
and Animals book] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ma 
tyerripalgany \ck August 9th 2013 \ck 
August 9th 2013] 

tyety  n. Yellow Kapok; Cochlospermum fraseri; 
the flowers signal that freshwater crocodile 
eggs are ready to be collected and eaten; 
The swollen taproot of young plants is dug 
up and eaten. The production of the yellow 
flowers signal that Crocodile eggs are ready 
to be collected and eaten. The yellow 
flowers are also used as dye, they are sun 
dried, then boiled in water with pandanus 
fibre to give the fibre a yellow colour. The 
fibrous inner bark can be stripped off in 
long strips. This is used to wrap around the 
mouthpiece of a didgeridu if sugarbag wax 
is not available. It may also be wrapped 
around the outside of a pandanus 
didgeridu to make it stronger, last longer 
and to improve the sound. [Source: mpb and 
zml plant knowledge Plants and Animals 
book] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 9th 
2013] 

tyetyerr  cov. sing corroborree. tyetyerr 
nuende-nue she might sing corroborree 
Variant: tyetyerrma. [Source: 
DB_A06_01.135] 

tyetyerr yide  he sings corroborree. [Source: 
Nov 10th 2012] 04/Dec/2014. 

tyetyerrma  cov. sing corroborree with 
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clapsticks. See main entry: tyetyerr. 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 9th 2013] 

tyedyi  cov. put down one thing on an elevated 
platform. wu powarr pi-many akana ngaty 
nen <dram> tyurrkwat tyedyi they couldn't 
walk around at night, go outside, they had a 
drum inside as a toilet [Source: 
DH12_A25_03.146] [?? \rl tyed \rl yi] 

tyedyi aya  I put down (one thing only). 
[Source: Nov 7th 2012] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
August 9th 2013] 

Tyellayiyenben  n_top. place name for 
billabong. [Source: map Billawock: 57/58 
N-S and 85/84 W-E] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \in 
4] 

tyendak  cov. listen, think, think about, 
remember. Variant: tyeyandak. [Source: Ian 
Green: tjendak with sit as listen] [?? \iv go 
(DH12_A34_02.078) \ck August 9th 2013] 

tyerrinydak yuyuwa  he remembers. dek 
akana tyendakma wurruwa we (all of us) 
never listened to them [Source: Nov 5th 2012 
DH12_A25_01.10] [?? \ck August 9th 2013] 

tyendaknu yiminy  listen to somebody. 
[Source: Nov 6th 2012] 

tyendak yide  listen to somebody. [Source: 
Nov 7th 2012] 

tyendak bagali yunu  they listen carefully. 
[Source: Nov 14th 2012] [?? \ck August 9th 
2013] 

tyendak yureli yuyuwa  he is listening. 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 9th 2013] 

tyendid  n. frill neck lizard. [Source: 
28/Sep/2012] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 
9th 2013] 

tyeny  cov. make. <bikos> tyerriny tyen-ma 
wuete dim dellurum because dyerriny 
made a hole and knew how to lock the door 
Variant: tyenyeny. [Source: Birk, 96 Birk, 138 
DH12_V36_05.125] [?? \iv do 
(DH12_A25_02.104) \iv go 
(DH12_A25_08.193) \iv stand 
(DH12_A34_02.145) \ck August 9th 2013 
\cc according to Birk can select for all six 
IVs] 

tyeny katy yiminy  arrange / make 
something. [Source: Birk, 141] [?? \cc can 
select for all IVs except for 'sit', 'lie', 'go', and 
'#go' \ck August 9th 2013] 

tyeny  write. [Source: DH12_A25_03.180] 
04/Dec/2014. 

tyenyeny  cov. make of plural objects. See main 
entry: tyeny. [Source: Birk, 96] 04/Dec/2014. 
[?? \iv do (DH12_A34_02.186)] 

tyerr  cov. sting. [Source: Birk 141 Birk, 142] [?? 
\cc can select for all IVs except for 'sit', 'lie' 
and 'stand' according to Birk \cc 
reduplicated form can select for all IVs 
except for 'do'] 

tyerrma yide  he stings. 04/Dec/2014. [?? 
\ck August 9th 2013] 

tyerrad  cov. stand with a plural subject. tyerrad 
wudyu=wa they were all born See main 
entry: tyed. [Source: DB_A06_01.186 Birk, 
144 Birk, 91, 96] [?? \ck August 9th 2013 \iv 
stand (DH12_V36_03.101) \iv do 
(DB_A01_04.062) \rl tyerradgaty \cc can 
select for all IVs except for 'do'] 

tyerrrad wudyuwa  many people stand. [?? 
\ck August 9th 2013] 

midtyen yida  paint (ceremonially). [Source: 
Birk, 144] [?? \cc can select for all IVs 
except for 'do' \ck August 9th 2013] 

tyerrad wurrunduny  they build X. [Source: 
DB_A01_04.062] 

tyerrad warra wudyu  stand still (of plural 
subjects). [Source: Birk, 144] 04/Dec/2014. 
[?? \cc can select for all IVs except for 'do' 
\ck August 9th 2013] 

tyerradgaty  cov. leave for a while, leave for a 
long time. [?? \rl katy \rl tyerrad \iv 
stand(DB_A01_06.142)] 

mada tyerrarrgaty yuyu  rain fell down. 
[Source: DB_A01_06.142] 

tyerrarrgaty ayuwa  I make it empty. karala 
dat tyerrarrkaty yiminy put it onto the skin 
and leave it for a while [Source: 
DH12_V36_02.171] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
August 9th 2013] 

tyerrk  cov. snap of wood, break. [?? \rl 
tyerrktyed] 

tyerrkma yide  he snaps. [Source: Birk, 144] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 9th 2013 \cc 
can select for all IVs except for 'do'] 

tyerrktyed  cov. hunch, hunch down, talk, 
speak. [?? \gt in die Hocke gehen \ck 
September 9th 2013 \rl tyed \rl tyerrk] 

tyerrktyed pakali  he is hunching. 
tyetyerrkman ede I'm still talking [Source: 
DH12_A15_03.148] 04/Dec/2014. 

tyerringiny  n. clapstick. [Source: Nov 8th 2012] 
tyerringiny nganman yide  he plays the 

chapstick. [Source: Nov 7th 2012] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 9th 2013] 

tyerriny  n. tree monitor, goanna. dae-tyerriny 
naman yiminynu the tree monitor tell him 
[Source: Plants and Animals book 
DH12_A33_01.012] 04/Aug/2014. [?? \ck 
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August 9th 2013 \cc important dreamtime 
story involving this goanna concerning a 
place where two of those goannas went into 
hiding with the help of kumurgut 
(blue-tongue lizard) from King Brown 
Snake by hiding and eventually killed the 
snake by a kind of magic empowerment 
\ma arrany (small goanna) \ck August 9th 
2013 \ma werrek (big goanna) \ck August 
9th 2013] 

tyerriyen  cov. know. nen-wuna-na tyerriyen 
ete=we we know there are a lot there See 
main entry: tyewurriyen. [Source: 
DB_A06_01.124] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \iv go 
(DH12_A25_03.191)] 

tyewer  n. ear. tyerrwuyen ede I know [Source: 
DH12_A04_04 MalakMalak Wordlist 
QUEST_132] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \cc as 
tyawoer in Tryon (1974), as monindyaur in 
Mathew Dakyerat in Ray Ngolok-Wanggar 
Vocabulary, as dyauel in Ray 
Ngolok-Wanggar Vocabulary \ck August 
9th 2013] 

tyewurrdarr  cov. forget, remind. 
tyewuerrdar yiga  I forgot. [?? \ck August 

9th 2013] 
tyewuerrtar katy  remind. dae nende 

tyewurrdarr aka I forgot about this place 
and this animal before! [Source: Birk, 142 
DH12_A33_01.424] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \cc 
can select for all IVs except for 'do' \ck 
August 9th 2013] 

tyewurriyen  cov. know. Variant: tyerriyen. [?? 
\iv sit (DH12_A25_04.36) \iv go 
(DB_A01_06.035)] 

tyewurriyen ada  I know something. akana 
tyewurriyen wuta a dae akan nikkitimany 
da-rra-ma wuete wutu mutyurr they didn't 
know, they used to walk around on the 
head, many sat down [Source: Oct 31st 2012 
DH13_V47_03.18] 04/Dec/2014. 

tyeyaty  cov. die out, die off, kill flames, 
extinguish. yerrk-yerrk-man-ga yide 
alawar pi angundu tyeyaty aya angun=de 
he's scraping and the women is behind (she 
says) I die out the flames afterwards [Source: 
DB_A01_04.206] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \iv do 
(DB_A01_04.206)] 

tyeyandak  cov. listen. See main entry: tyendak. 
[Source: Birk, 142] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \cc can 
select for all IVs except for 'do'] 

tyeyik  cov. scrounge, ask for food. endi kaduk 
melbabu-man=ye yerra kaduk nam <shea> 
ngungguny tyeyik she gives the food away, 

to the old man, she shares it with his father 
[Source: DB_A01_04.286] [?? \iv lie 
(DB_A01_04.286)] 

tyeyik aya  I scrounge. [Source: Birk 154 as 
noun scrounger] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
August 9th 2013 \ck August 9th 2013] 

tyeyu  n. White Cheek Shark; Carcharinus 
dussumieri; A small shark, the flesh is eaten 
after roasting. These sharks are caught in 
the same way as Blacktip Sharks (above). 
[Source: DH12_A05_05 Birk (9) as tyeyue 
Plants and animals book as tyeyyu] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 9th 2013 \ma 
arrdany \ck August 9th 2013 also 
Ngangumeri \cc as dyayoe in Ray 
Ngolok-Wanggar Vocabulary \ocl animals] 

tyeyud  n. male antilopine kangaroo; female 
antilopine kangaroo. [Source: Plants and 
Animals book as tyey’yut DH12_A05_04 
DB_A01_04.152 as djejud in Capell 1940_1 
(p. 271/30), as te-tyeyoet 'red kangaroo' in 
Tryon (1974) MalakMalak wordlist as keyit 
Ian Green: sjeyut Birk (9) as tyeyuet 'red 
kangaroo'] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 
9th 2013 \rl purkin \ma tyayirr \ck August 
9th 2013] 

tyi  cov. adjust position from one to another 
state. [?? \rl karrtyikat \rl tyiyangwat \rl 
tyiyang] 

endi-tyi  marry someone. [Source: 
DB_A06_01.212] 

tyedtyi  stand up. [?? \ck August 9th 2013] 
paktyi  sit up. 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 

9th 2013] 
tyity  cov. have, take. nana tyity 

wirrminy-wurru yerramany tyurrkwat, 
naman they came back to them and yes 
they put him inside again, they said Variant: 
tyityali; tyityal. [Source: DH13_V57_03.068] 
[?? \rl tyitypak \iv go (DH12_A25_03.103, 
DH12_A25_07.032) \iv do 
(DH13_V57_03.068)] 

tyitypak  pile up. [Source: DH13_A32_01.06] 
maburra tyityma  track someone. [Source: 

DH12_A25_02.094] 
tyitypi  take away. ki nunu, werena tyity 

niminy she's sitting, she got two things 
[Source: DH12_A25_07.117 DB_A01_03.063] 

tyity ka  bring. [Source: Dh12_A47_01.133] 
tyitypi wuta  take along. [?? \ck August 9th 

2013 \ck DH13_V55_03.035 +32] 
tyity tyurrk wat  put inside/away. [Source: 

DH12_V36_05.124] [?? \ck August 9th 
2013] 
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tyity-wat  bring along. [Source: 
DH13_V55_03.036] 04/Dec/2014. 

tyityal  cov. have. parragud tyityal wuta first 
time we saw a white person See main entry: 
tyity. Variant: tyityali. [Source: 
DH12_A25_03.189] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \iv go 
(DH12_V36_02.046)] 

tyityali  cov. have something in hand, take 
something. yinya werena tyidyala 
wutu-wurru dud they still held two men 
back and told them yinya ngurra tyidyali 
wuta tyinang ngurra some men they took 
there and they held them there See main 
entry: tyity. Variant: tyityal. [Source: 
DH13_A01_01 DH13_V55_03.072 
DH13_V55_03.057] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
August 9th 2013] 

tyitypak  cov. pile up. mi nana tey-ma tyitypak 
wutu they waiting for the fire to come 
piling up all the yam [Source: 
DH13_A32_01.06] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \rl 
tyity \rl pak] 

Tyigadiny Witybi  n_top. place name, Red 
Lily Lagoon (small). [Source: map Daly 
River: 79/78 N-S and 84/85 W-E] 
28/Jan/2014. [?? \in 16] 

Tyigadiny Wunelli  n_top. place name, Red 
Lily Lagoon (big). [Source: map Daly River: 
79/78 N-S and 85 W-E] 04/Dec/2014. [?? 
\in 15] 

tyikpi  cov. bring back, return. 04/Dec/2014. [?? 
\rl pi \ck August 9th 2013] 

Tyillarra  n_top. place name, Chilara Billabong. 
[Source: map Daly River: 77 N-S and 82/83 
W-E] 29/Nov/2012. [?? \in 12] 

Tyiman  n_top. 
placename 
for a mining place on the ngunanggi side 
(southeastern) of the River. [Source: 
DB_A02_02.29] 27/Jun/2014. 

tyimbitytyimbity  n. boomerang, curved 
wooden stick for hunting animals without a 
sharp end. [Source: BL in DH12_A01_04 on 
22/05/2012 DH12_A01_04_0234 
MalakMalak wordlist as tjimbitj tjimbitj Ian 
Green: tjimbitj tjimbitj in Plants and Animal 
wordlist as zml term for boomerang!] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 9th 2013 
corrected on Sep 9th as only beig zml... \rl 
kunyunguny \ma tyimbitytyimbity \ck 
August 9th 2013] 

tyimiliny  n. King Brown snake faster moving 

than tyud. [Source: Plants and animals book] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 9th 2013 \cc 
important dreamtime story involving this 
snake demanding water from a blue-tongue 
lizard (kumurgut). He tricked the snake into 
waiting and hid from him. King Brown is 
eventually killed by a magically powerful 
goanna (tyerriny). \rl tyud zml is mandarra 
\ck August 9th 2013 \ma duengngut \ck 
August 9th 2013] 

tyin  n. bottom, bum, behind, bodypart. dae-mu 
yintyerrik dae tyin akana yida a small 
goose, the bottom is missing werena tyin 
kantyuk wudyu two are on top (with their 
bottom) [Source: DH13_V55_04.16 
Positionals_BL_047] [?? \rl tyinpitit \rl 
tyinang] 

tyinang yureli yuyu  bend down. 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 9th 2013] 

tyinang  cov. stay, sit, compound coverb 
developed into a habitual specifier, lit. 
bottom+give. [Source: DH13_A01_01 Nov 
6th 2012] [?? \rl tyin \rl ang] 

tyinang pak  stay in one place. [Source: Nov 
6th 2012] [?? \ck August 9th 2013] 

tyinang tyed  stay in one place. yana=kna 
yida tyinang waya tyiny kalawun tap 
yiminy that one goes away and one stays 
here and feels the feathers [Source: 
DH12_V36_02.249 DH13_V47_02.105 Birk 
(32) as tyintang] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
August 9th 2013 \ck August 9th 2013] 

Tyinbayingity  n_top. place name, billabongs 
near s-bends on ngunanggi side. [Source: 
map Mount Hayward: 98-96 N-S and 63-65 
W-E] 28/Jan/2014. [?? \in 55] 

tyinpitit  n. anus people and animals. [Source: 
Birk (41)] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \rl tyin \ck 
August 9th 2013] 

tyinpurrat  n. emu. [Source: Plants and Animals 
book MalakMalak wordlist as djinburret] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 9th 2013 \ma 
nuwut \ck August 9th 2013] 

tyintarr  cov. trip out, pour, knock over. 
tyintarrwuguty  pour out water. ela wag 

tyintarr-eli wuyu=wa it knocked it over 
[Source: DH12_A15_03.403] [?? \ck August 
9th 2013] 

parr tyintarr yide  it spilled/was knocked 
over. [Source: Nov 10th 2012] [?? \ck 
August 9th 2013] 

parr tyintarr niminy  it spilled/was knocked 
over. [Source: Nov 10th 2012 Tryon 15 Birk, 
139] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 9th 2013 
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\rl tyintarrtyintarr \rl tyintarrwukuty \cc 
according to Birk, can select for all IVs 
except for 'lie' \ck August 9th 2013] 

tyintarrtyintarr  cov. spill. [Source: Birk, 144] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 9th 2013 \rl 
tyintarr \cc can select for all IVs except for 
'do'] 

tyintarrwukuty  cov. tip out. [Source: Birk, 139] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \rl wukuty \rl tyintarr 
\cc according to Birk, can select for all IVs 
except for 'lie' \ck August 9th 2013] 

Tyinkarrang  n_top. Bamboo Creek ca. 12,5km 
upstream from Daly River Crossing on 
kinangga side of the river. Tyinkarrang 
watwat purrarr enung-ga I wanna go 
fishing around Bamboo Creek Variant: 
Tyinkarrarrang. [Source: DB_A02_02.14 
map Mount Hayward: 90/89 N-S and 79 
W-E DH12_A33_01.007] 27/Jun/2014. [?? 
\in 45 \cc as Chin Kewerang on Fisherman 
Map - check for pronunciation, meaning 
and accuracy!] 

Tyinkarrarrang  n_top. Bamboo Creek. See 
main entry: Tyinkarrang. [Source: 
DH13_V51_01.100] 10/Oct/2013. 

tyinwitan  cov. avoid fights. [?? \rl tyin \rl wi 
\rl tan] 

tyinwitan ede  I'm harmless. [Source: Birk, 
142] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 9th 2013 
\cc can select for all IVs except for 'do'] 

tyingaty  cov. move back and forth. 
tyingatyma yide  he moves back and forth. 

[Source: Nov 6th 2012] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
August 9th 2013] 

tyingibany  cov. be worried, worry. yerra 
melbabu nunu=wa tyingibany the boy is 
worried about the father (being away so 
long) [Source: DB_A01_02.130] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 9th 2013] 

tyiny  n. Green Pygmy Goose, Nettapus 
pulchelllus; The flesh is very tasty after 
alight roasting, it is hunted in the same way 
as Burdekin Ducks. The dreaming site for 
this bird is located on what is now called 
Elizabeth Downs Station. [Source: Plants 
and Animals book DH12_V36_04.36] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ma tyiny \ck August 9th 
2013 \ck August 9th 2013] 

tyinytyari  n. Blacktip Shark, Carcharhinus 
melanopterus; The flesh is eaten after 
roasting and is considered to be quite tasty. 
In earlier times special traps were made for 

capturing sharks. When fishing with 
traditional a very strong rope was needed 
and it was made from Mer (Mal) or Meriki 
(Mat) (Brachychiton megaphyllus). The 
hook was made from a wallaby shinbone 
and was called Murot. The rope is attached 
to a short length of strong bamboo and the 
fisher digs a hole to stand in to get a better 
grip. When the shark was hooked it was 
flipped straight up onto the bank. This 
required strength and skill, and was 
undertaken by strong, senior fishermen. 
[Source: Plants and Animals book wordlist 
28/Sep/2012] 07/Oct/2013. [?? \ck August 
9th 2013 \ma nimganbe (that language like 
you laughing) \ck August 9th 2013] 

tyirrerrer  n. barramundi, small barramundi, all 
considered male and not yet breeding, 
juvenile.barramundi. [Source: Plants and 
Animals book DH12_A01_04_0049] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 15th 2013 \rl 
medtyendit \rl tyedmel \rl wu \ma 
tyarraktyarrak (small one) \ck August 15th 
2013 \ma malwud (big barra)] 

tyirrityirri  n. willy wagtail. 04/Dec/2014. [?? 
\ck August 15th 2013 \ma tyirrityirri \ck 
August 15th 2013] 

tyirrimi  n. tree to make canoe. [Source: Nov 8th 
2012] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 15th 
2013 \rl tyurrungulu (kapok tree) \ck 
August 15th 2013] 

Tyirrinytyirri  n_top. place name, billabong 
close to Woolianna school (opposite) | 
name of Willy Wagtail. [Source: map Mount 
Hayward: 84 N-S and 81 W-E] 
15/Aug/2013. [?? \in 21 \ck August 15th 
2013] 

tyirrmil  cov. female initiation. [Source: 
QUEST_038] 

tyirrmil yinenggi  she became a woman. 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 15th 2013] 

Tyirrmilyinenggi  n_top. place name for 
women's ceremony place on Elizabeth 
Downs property, literally it means 
'female.initiate + new person'. [Source: 
DH13_V55_02.03] 27/Feb/2014. [?? \rl 
tyrirrmil \rl yinenggi] 

tyirrminy  n. egg. dek dae wa purrarr mi 
dae-mu tyirrminy mu tyirrminy the men 
get goose eggs [Source: Ray 
Ngolok-Wanggar Vocabulary 
DH12_A04_04 DB_A01_04.255] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ocl animals \ck August 
15th 2013] 
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tyirrya  cov. sneeze. [?? \rl murrtyirr] 
tyirrinyama yide  he sneezes. [Source: Nov 

10th 2012 Birk (118) Birk, 138] 04/Dec/2014. 
[?? \ck August 15th 2013 \cc according to 
Birk can select for all six IVs \ck August 
15th 2013] 

tyiyali  cov. have got, possess, have. akana 
warrad-ma nenyilk yida tyiyali endi 
dap-dap-ma nenyilk he can't walk, he goes 
on his hands, he only has fingers to walk 
touching (the ground) [Source: 
DH13_V55_04.18] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
August 15th 2013] 

tyiyang  cov. give. yinya tyiyang 
wuwunduny-nu he gives it to him [Source: 
DB_A01_04.288 Birk, 155 DB_A01_03.098] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 15th 2013 \rl 
tyi \rl ang] 

tyiyangwat  cov. send over (food). [Source: Birk 
(19)] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \rl tyi \rl ang \rl 
wat \ck August 15th 2013] 

tyiyity  cov. pick up, catch multiple things. ki pi 
wutu tyangar tyiyity they wanna go and 
get a spear, because they're coming with a 
spear [Source: Birk (9) Birk, 138, 
DB_A02_05.247 DB_A01_02.106] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 15th 2013 \cc 
according to Birk can select for all six IVs] 

Tyllimurru  n_top. place name for billabong. 
[Source: DH13_V55_03.034] 27/Feb/2014. 

tyuan  n_kin. grandfather. tyuan etyang nga 
datma wuta dek wuta ki=we my grandpa 
and grandma were alive then and came to 
this place [Source: DH13_V47_01.016] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \sp etyang \ck August 
15th 2013] 

tyubak  cov. spit. tyubak katy nunu she is 
spitting [Source: May 28th 2013] [?? \ck 
August 15th 2013 \rl tyuek \rl pak] 

tyubak katy  spitting. [Source: May 28th 
2013 Birk, 137] [?? \cc according to Birk can 
select for all six IVs] 

tyubakma yide  he spit. [Source: Nov 10th 
2012 DH12_A05_05] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
August 15th 2013 \ck May 28th 2013] 

tyud  n. King Brown snake with a smaller head 
than tyimilliny and lighter colour, 
yellowish. [Source: Plants and animals book 
as tyut DH12_A33_01] 04/Dec/2014. [?? 
\cc important dreamtime story involving 
this snake demanding water from a 
blue-tongue lizard (kumurgut). He tricked 
the snake into waiting and hid from him. 
King Brown is eventually killed by a 

magically powerful goanna (tyerriny). \rl 
tyimilliny \ma dungut (tyimilliny) \ck 
August 15th 2013 \ma dewer (tyud) \ck 
August 15th 2013] 

tyud  cov. wake up. [?? \ck August 15th 2013 
\iv go (DH12_A34_02.464)] 

tyud yiminyngayi  he wakes me up. akana 
tyud yunguny-wurru he didn't wake them 
up ani yinya nende tyut wuwunduny-nu 
the husband is waking up then [Source: 
Birk, 138 DH12_A34_02.464 
DB_A01_02.178] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
August 15th 2013 \cc according to Birk can 
select for all six IVs \ck August 15th 2013 
\rl tyudtyud] 

tyudtyud  n. belly button. [Source: 
DH12_V36_02] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \rl tyud 
\ck August 15th 2013 \rl yeri (biblical 
cord)] 

Tyutywuyi  n_top. placename in Kamu 
country station. a pi enung-ga 
Tyutywuyi-na pak I go to T. and sit down 
[Source: DB_A02_02.40] 27/Jun/2014. 

tyuek  cov. spit. [?? \ck August 15th 2013 \rl 
tyubak] 

tyuek katy  spitting. 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
August 15th 2013] 

tyuel  cov. shake out, dust, dust something 
down. Variant: tyueltyuel. [Source: Birk, 95] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 15th 2013] 

tyueltyuel  cov. shake out, dust, dust something 
down continuously. See main entry: tyuel. 
[Source: Birk, 95 Birk, 139] 04/Dec/2014. [?? 
\cc according to Birk, can select for all IVs 
except for 'lie' \ck August 15th 2013] 

tyuk  cov. be burnt, get burnt. tyukma wudae 
burned country [Source: wordlist Oct 8th 
2012] [?? \iv go \ck August 15th 2013] 

ari tyuktyuk  talk too much. [Source: Birk, 
144] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \cc can select for all 
IVs except for 'do', 'sit', and'lie' and 'stand' 
\ck August 15th 2013] 

tyugaty  cov. pluck. dae yuenduen lak-ma-nu 
yanakna tyugaty wuwunduny he plucks 
one for himself to eat ya tyugaty etini anda 
endi ngerrpma na ngak he cleans the goose 
well and then eats it raw Variant: tyukaraty. 
[Source: Birk, 96 Birk, 139 DB_A01_05.014 
DH13_V55_04.22] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
August 15th 2013 \cc according to Birk, can 
select for all IVs except for 'lie' \iv do 
(DB_A01_05.014) \iv sit (DH13_V55_04.22) 
\iv do (DB_A01_05.028)] 

tyukaraty  cov. pluck of plural objects. See main 
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entry: tyukaty. [Source: Birk, 96] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 15th 2013] 

Tyullkyinnga  n_top. placename for small hill 
on top pf which Kumugut went and saw 
the treeline of the river when he travelled 
from Kumugut Gulbyurr to 
Kumugutyinnga. [Source: 
DH13_V50_01.036] 09/Oct/2013. 

tyullumurru  cov. go down, descend, move 
downwards, move towards the bottom, 
recede (of water), climb down. Variant: 
tyulul. [Source: DH12_A09_03 wordlist 
27/Sep/2012] [?? \ot riva godan diswei 
tuward de sea \ck August 15th 2013] 

tyullumurru tyed  get off. 04/Dec/2014. 
tyulul  cov. go down, descend, recede of water, 

climb down. [Source: DB_A01_04.094] [?? 
\iv lie (DB_A01_04.276) \ck August 15th 
2013] 

pundumet tyulul  long hair. tyulul 
yungguny he climbs down/he goes down 
tyulul wurru dae lak wurrunduny they go 
down and they eat it See main entry: 
tyullumurru. [Source: DH13_V57_03.032 
Birk (10) 06.10.2012 DB_A01_04.276] 
04/Dec/2014. 

tyumburr  cov. make splash. [?? \ck August 
15th 2013] 

tyumburr kubuk  dive making a splash. 
[Source: Birk, 143] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \cc can 
select for all IVs except for 'do' and 'lie' \ck 
August 15th 2013] 

tyung  n. tree, wooden stick, trunk, fire. [Source: 
as tyoeng in Tryon (1974) DH12_A01_02 
Plants and Animals book as yung] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ma yim \ck August 15th 
2013 \ck August 15th 2013] 

tyung- (from: tyung-)  NCmark-. trees. [Source: 
Cahir, 20] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \cc used to 
classify 'trees', also has nominal meaning of 
'fire' and may be used as a generic noun for 
some trees] 

tyungarra  n. chicken hawk, black kite. 
tyungarra payi Mutu nuende nunpayin the 
old cripple (Kitty) knows this story of the 
chicken hawk well [Source: 
DH12_V36_03.013] 04/Dec/2014. 

tyur  cov. don't need, have no need for. tyur 
dyangarr ede I don't need a spear [Source: 
Birk, 138] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \cc according 
to Birk can select for all six IVs \ck August 
15th 2013 \ck August 15th 2013] 

tyurr  n. waterplant eaten by fish. 04/Dec/2014. 
[?? \ck August 15th 2013] 

tyurrp  cov. cut. wuerruenduen dae tyung 
tyurrp-ma they cut firefood Variant: 
tyurrup. [Source: Cahir 22 Birk (18) Birk, 138 
DH12_A25_03.197] [?? \ck August 15th 
2013 \rl tyurrptaty \cc according to Birk 
can select for all six IVs] 

tyurrp warra wat  cut something. [Source: 
DH12_A25_03.072] 

tyurrp yiminy  he cuts. [?? \ck August 15th 
2013] 

tyurrp pam  cut and stack up wood. [Source: 
Birk, 139] [?? \ck August 15th 2013] 

tyurrp yida  he cut (something). [Source: Oct 
17th 2012] [?? \cc according to Birk, can 
select for all IVs except for 'lie'] 

tyurruptyurrp yida  slice something. [Source: 
Nov 10th 2012] [?? \ck August 15th 2013] 

tyurrptyed katy  cut something. [Source: 
DH12_V36_02.140] [?? \ck August 15th 
2013] 

tyurrpwa yiminy  cut and get it. [Source: 
DH13_V51_05.071] 04/Dec/2014. 

tyurrptaty  cov. cut something into pieces. 
tyurrptaty wirrminy larrblarrb pi yida they 
cut off that robe and he keeps on rolling 
down with that rope yerra tyurrptaty 
yiminy yangaty yipi yida he broke the net 
and , and the water rose over him [Source: 
as tyattyarrp Birk, 137 DH12_A34_02.367 
DH12_A46_05.053] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \rl 
tyurrp \rl taty \iv do (DH12_A34_02.367) 
\cc according to Birk can select for all six 
IVs \ck July 11th 2013] 

tyurrptyurrup  cov. cut. dae tyurrptyurrup 
enue I cut up the animal See main entry: 
tyurrup. [Source: DH12_A01_04_0319] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 15th 2013] 

tyurrk  cov. go inside, enter, bury, throw in. 
tyurrk-ma, nana he throws it in, finished 
tyurrk pi yunguny wurrunguny wundut it 
goes inside - they (two pigs) go inside ya 
amaneli-malak tyurrk-a I don't know when 
we will bury him Variant: tyurrurk. [Source: 
Birk (7) as bury DH12_A25_07.048 
DH12_A13_05.027 DB_A02_05.012] [?? \iv 
do (DH12_A26_02.112) - as bury \iv go 
(August 15th 2013) - as go inside \ck 
August 15th 2013 \rl ngetyurrkwat \rl 
eltyurruk \rl tyurrkwat \cc can select for all 
IVs except for 'sit', 'lie' and 'stand'] 

tyurrk yiminy  he buries X. [Source: Cahir 32] 
[?? \ck August 15th 2013] 

tyurrk yida  he enters/goes inside. [Source: 
Cahir 32] [?? \ck August 15th 2013] 
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tyurrk wat  put inside. [Source: Cahir 115 
Birk, 97 Birk 140 DH12_V36_02.132] [?? \cc 
can select for all IVs except for 'lie' 
according to Birk \ck August 15th 2013] 

endi-wat tyurrk wirrminy  they buried 
him. [Source: MC10_A02_01.069] 

tyurrk pak  be inside. [Source: 
DH12_V36_05.143] [?? \ck August 15th 
2013] 

katy tyurrk wat  throw away. [Source: Birk 
140] [?? \cc can select for all IVs except for 
'sit' and'lie' according to Birk \ck August 
15th 2013] 

tyurrk tyedali  be inside. tyid tyurrk wa 
wirrminy arrdell wirriny they put him 
inside and shut the door [Source: 
DH12_V44_04.143 DH12_V36_05.124] [?? 
\ck August 15th 2013] 

tyid tyurrk wat  put inside. [Source: 
DH12_V36_05.124] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
August 15th 2013] 

tyurrkwat  cov. put inside, hold breath, keep in 
one place. [?? \iv do (DH12_A46_05.037) 
\iv go (DB_A01_06.144) \rl ngetyurrkwat 
\rl tyurrk \rl wat] 

tyurrkwat aya  I hold my breath. [?? \ck 
August 7th 2013] 

tap-tyurrkwat  hold on and take inside. 
[Source: DH12_A25_10.188] 

katytyurrkwat  throw into. [Source: 
DH12_A34_02.188] 

watyurrkwat  put inside. a neksraun titypi 
yerra nana tyurrkwat and they came back 
and put him inside again (the mermaid put 
the man inside) keen-en tyurrkwat they 
kept them there [Source: DB_A01_06.144 
DH13_V57_03.058 DH12_A25_03.132] 
04/Dec/2014. 

tyurriyetma  cov. leak. [Source: Birk, 95] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 15th 2013] 

tyurrngulung  n. Kapok tree. dek yewud=de 
wendi-nen tyurrngulung-many ata before, 
we made canoes from the Kapok Tree 
[Source: DH12_A25_03.071] 04/Dec/2014. 

tyurru  cov. go down. [?? \ck August 15th 2013] 

tyurru pi  sink. [Source: Birk, 145] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \cc can select for all IVs 
except for 'do', 'sit', and'lie' and 'stand' \ck 
August 15th 2013] 

tyurrup  cov. cut with plural objects. yur-yi=yu 
wuerruenduen tyurrup-ma yunu=wa he 
leaves it to them, and cuts it up (to share) 
See main entry: tyurrp. [Source: Birk, 96 Oct 
17th 2012 DB_A01_02.016] [?? \iv do 
(DB_A02_01.131) \iv sit (DB_A01_02.016) 
\iv go (Oct 17th 2012) \ck August 15th 
2013] 

tyurrup yida  he cuts (something). [Source: 
Oct 17th 2012] 

tyurruptyurrp yida  slice something. See 
main entry: tyurrp. [Source: Nov 10th 2012] 
04/Dec/2014. 

tyurrum  cov. duststorm, whirlwind, whirl. 
[Source: 25.09.2012] [?? \ck August 20th 
2013] 

tyurrum yida  he whirls. [Source: Nov 14th 
2012] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 20th 
2013] 

tyurrurk2  cov. enter with plural objects, bury. 
tyurrurk pak they buried themselves/go 
inside sitdown See main entry: tyurrk. 
[Source: Dh12_A47_01.033] 04/Dec/2014. 
[?? \ck August 20th 2013] 

Tyurruyiny2  n_top. place name, Lookout Creek 
(i.e. Look back), place of Johny Sullivan 
(chinaman). [Source: map Mount Hayward: 
04/03 N-S and 62-64 W-E] 20/Aug/2013. 
[?? \in 57 \rl tyurruyiny \ck August 20th 
2013] 

tyurruyiny1  cov. look back. 
tyurruyiny yide  he looks back. 

04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 20th 2013 \rl 
Tyurruyiny] 

tyurryed  cov. drop, water drop. [Source: 
wordlist 25/Sep/2012] [?? \ck August 8th 
2013] 

tyurryedma  water drop. [Source: wordlist 
25/Sep/2012] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 
8th 2013] 

 
 

E  -  e 
 
ede  iv. I (and only I) go. tyetyerrkman ede I'm 

still talking [Source: DH12_A12_05.059 
DB_A02_01.147 DH12_A15_03.148] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 20th 2013] 

ete  iv. (yunmi) we go. yawurru anda ete yeah 
we (all) are alright wi pana oldei endeyi ete 
we fight all day [Source: DH12_A12_05.086 
DH12_A12_05.096 DB_A02_03.134] 
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04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 20th 2013] 
edeni  iv. I sit for. ya kina dae edini I'm waiting 

here (snake says to Kumurgut) [Source: 
DH12_V36_05.053] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
August 20th 2013] 

edeni  iv. I'm staying, I sit down. dimana edini 
I'm staying (here) See main entry: nunno. 
[Source: May 28th 2013 Mathew Dakyerat in 
Ray Ngolok-Wanggar Vocabulary] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 20th 2013 \ck 
May 28th 2013] 

etini  iv. we (not you) sit for. [?? \ck August 
20th 2013] 

pak etini  we (not you) sit down (two). ya 
tyugaty etini anda endi ngerrpma na ngak 
he cleans the goose well and then eats it raw 
[Source: DH13_V55_04.22] 04/Dec/2014. [?? 
\ck August 20th 2013] 

etinginy  iv. we (not you) are sitting. 
pak etinginy  we (not you) sit down. 

04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 20th 2013] 
ediyang  iv. I stand for. 

wurruma ediyang  I stand up. 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 20th 2013] 

etiyang  iv. we (not you) stand for. 
wurruma etiyang  we (not you) stand. 

04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 20th 2013] 
etue  iv. we (not you) sit. [Source: DB_A01_04.172] 

pak etue  we (not you) sit. menyilk akana 
etue we don't do corroborre ya yewud=de 
dek-na etue Wuliana we sit down at 
Woolianna [Source: DB_A06_01.138 
DB_A02_03.183] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
August 20th 2013] 

edueme1  iv. we (not you) do for. nguyet ang 
edueme-nu we are cooking and giving it to 
him [Source: DB_A01_02.182] 04/Dec/2014. 
[?? \ck August 20th 2013] 

edueme2  iv. only I do for. naman edueme I talk 
[Source: QUEST_132] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
August 20th 2013] 

eduerrang  iv. I go for. 
pi eduerrang  I go. 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 

August 20th 2013] 
etuerrang  iv. we (not you) go for. 

pi etuerrang  we (not you) go. 04/Dec/2014. 
[?? \ck August 20th 2013] 

edueyung  iv. I lie for\. 
tigalma edueyung  I lie down. 

04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 20th 2013] 
etueyung  iv. we (not you) lie for. 

tigalma etueyung  we (not you) lie down. 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 20th 2013] 

edung  iv. I go for. 

pi edung  I go. akana naman edung muta=na 
no, I ask her afterwards watwat pi edung I 
want to go fishing [Source: DH13_V57_02.37 
DB_A02_01.120] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
August 20th 2013] 

etung  iv. we (not you) go for. 
pi etung  we (not you) go. dek yawug etung 

akana kantrimen there are no countrymen 
in another place [Source: DB_A02_05.252] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 20th 2013] 

etyang  n_kin. grandmother. dek-a tyerriyen ada 
bayang wiyang-many dud-ma wuta eyang 
etyang-many my mother and father and 
grandparents told us before, but we didn't 
know [Source: Birk (10) as adyang 
DH12_A05_05 MC10_A02_02.006] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \sp tyuan \ae mokali \ck 
August 20th 2013] 

edyinginy  iv. we (not you) are standing. 
wurruma edyinginy  we (not you) stand up. 

04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 20th 2013] 
edyu  iv. we (not you) stand. 

wurruma edyu  we (not you) stand. yewud 
tyerrad edyu=wa we were born here 
[Source: DB_A02_05.266] 04/Dec/2014. [?? 
\ck August 20th 2013] 

edyu  iv. we (not you) stood. wurruma edyu we 
stand up lub tyerradeli edyuwurru we 
stand up together (two people) stuck 
together [Source: May 28th 2013 May 28th 
2013] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck May 28th 2013] 

eke2  interj. what's going on? , emphatic 
interrogative: what? with co-extensive high 
rise in pitch. [Source: Birk (43) as aka] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck May 28th 2013] 

ekek  cov. vomit. [Source: Birk (7) Birk, 135 as 
akak] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \cc according to 
Birk can select for all six IVs \ck May 28th 
2013] 

eig  cov. black, dark. tyung eig wapi yida he 
picked up the black stick/firelight See main 
entry: eigeig. [Source: DH12_V36_03.152] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 20th 2013] 

eigeig  cov. black colour, dark colour, black soil. 
mi nimbid nende walg eigeig=ke because 
of that food, the rocks are black Variant: eig. 
[Source: DH12_V36_03.113 Ray 
Ngolok-Wanggar Vocabulary BL in 
DH12_A01_04 on 22/05/2012 
DH12_A01_04_0208] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
August 20th 2013 \cc as eyukeyuk in 
Mathew Dakyerat in Ray Ngolok-Wanggar 
Vocabulary] 

eltyurruk  cov. smash up of multiple items. [?? 
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\ck August 20th 2013 \rl tyurrk] 
eltyurruk yunuwa  smash up/break 

something. [Source: Nov 10th 2012] 
04/Dec/2014. 

-eli  -suf. participial suffix attaching to coverbs. 
See main entry: -ali; -deli. 05/Oct/2013. 

elimirri  adv/cov. front, in the front of 
something, first, ahead. warri ki-na pak na 
perrdung elimirri naman niminy aragug 
=we now the frog says: you sit down here 
and I go first Variant: elimirrimany. [Source: 
DH12_A40_03.145 BL in DH12_A01_03 on 
22/05/2012] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \cc 
intrinsic/relative FoR \ck August 20th 
2013] 

elimirrimany  num. first, literally 
'front+ablative'. dek ki=we mishanri 
elimirrimany wuta, tyerriyen wuta they 
were the first people to come to this 
country - they knew the country See main 
entry: elimirri. [Source: DH12_A25_03.094] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \rl -many] 

elinyirr  cov. be frightened, be afraid. dyawad 
waya yida elinyirr Kumurgut is running 
away again, frightenend Variant: 
elinyirriny. [Source: Birk, 166 as alintyirr 
DH12_V36_05.228 Oct 27th 2012] [?? \iv sit 
(DH12_A25_03.052) \iv go 
(DH12_A25_10.241) \ma niwerrirr \ck 
August 20th 2013] 

elinyirrang yide  give a fright to 
somebody/startle somebody. [Source: Nov 
10th 2012] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 
20th 2013] 

elinyirriny  cov. be frightened, be afraid. wuyu 
elinyirriny he is frightened See main entry: 
elinyirr. [Source: DB_A01_04.290] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \iv go (DB_A01_05.112)] 

eliyang  n_kin. daughter. lam del yida eliyang 
nana tyak he tells the daughter - stop them 
[Source: DB_A01_02.054 DB_A01_02.061] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \sp neyang \ck August 
20th 2013] 

ellelle  cov. move fast, move quickly, go fast, 
fast flowing water, water flowing fast due 
to tidal influence, but not due to floodwater 
(dunyungull). Variant: ellellema. [Source: 
DH12_A05_01 DH12_A09_03 
DH12_A05_02_0010 wordlist 26/Sep/2012] 
[?? \ck August 20th 2013] 

ellelle pi yunguny/yida  roll of ball. ellelle 
pi yida he rolled down [Source: Nov 5th 
2012 DH12_A34_02.359] 04/Dec/2014. 

ellellema  cov. flow, move fast, roll, rush. wag 

ellellema wude the water is flowing See 
main entry: ellelle. [Source: May 28th 2013 
Tryon 12 as alalama] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
May 28th 2013] 

elmengirrk  n. Pongamia pinnata, 
FABACEAE; The leaves are used to wrap 
shark meat to keep it fresh. The leaves are 
used when cooking shark meat to improve 
the flavour of the meat. The timber may be 
used as firewood. This plant has special 
spiritual healing powers for MalakMalak 
babies. A dilly bag made from the new 
leaves of Dayit (Livistona humilis) is used 
to put a baby in sometimes with Elmengirrk 
leaves and the baby is taken around in this 
dilly bag. The leaves are also used to gently 
hit or tap the eyes and ears of the baby to 
make it speak and hear well. The knees may 
also be rubbed to improve walking and 
running ability. The smoke from burning 
logs of Elmengirrk is then allowed to waft 
around the baby, and the baby may be laid 
upon a bed of leaves. This has the effect of 
improving the physical and spiritual health 
of the baby at the time and in the future and 
to quicken the learning to walk process. 
This plant can also play a role in the healing 
of adults, it has powers that allow the 
identification of the cause of a persons 
illness. This illness may be physical or 
spiritual and Elmengirrk can identify and 
heal a wide range of illnesses. [Source: 
Plants and Animals book DH12_V36_02.120 
Oct 30th 2012] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
August 20th 2013 \ma karmunggat \ck 
August 20th 2013 \cc tree can also be used 
to heal headache] 

elu1  n. Green Plum; buchanania obvata fruit 
ready to eat all year?; the bark of elu is used 
in preparation for the treatment of skin 
sores and fungal infections; The bark is 
chipped off the trunk and boiled in water. 
The liquid is allowed to cool and is used as 
a wash from the neck down to treat scabies 
and skin sores. The wash is left on for a 
short period and then carefully washed off 
completely. This has a quick and potent 
healing action on sores and scabies. The 
fruit are eaten when ripe, still green but soft 
to touch. The flesh is tasty and much sought 
after. The seeds can be crushed and then 
eaten. [Source: mpb and zml plant 
knowledge Plant and Animals book] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 20th 2013 
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\ma kerewey \ck August 20th 2013] 
elu2  n. Billy Goat Plum; Terminalia 

ferdinandiana; The fruit are eaten when 
ripe, pale green and soft, they are often 
collected off the ground. The colour and 
waviness of the leaf indicates whether the 
tree is bearing fruit or not. The darker and 
less wavy the leaves the more likely the tree 
is bearing fruit. The bark is used as 
medicine. It is chipped off the trunk and 
then allowed to sit for a day to settle. It is 
then boiled in water and the liquid used as 
a wash to treat scabies, infections and cuts. 
The liquid should be washed off, as it is too 
strong to leave on the skin. This medicine is 
a very potent and effective medicine. 
[Source: mpb and zml plant knowledge 
Plants and Animals book] 04/Dec/2014. [?? 
\ck August 20th 2013 \ma kerewey \ck 
August 20th 2013] 

emen  adv. soon, today. [Source: DH13_A49_13] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 20th 2013] 

Emitil  n_top. place name, English for Hermit 
Hill. [Source: DH12_A25_04.06] 
17/Apr/2014. 

-en1  -suf. directional suffix. See main entry: -yen. 
04/Dec/2014. 

-en2  -suf. comitative. See main entry: -yen. 
29/Nov/2012. 

Enbedtyi  n_top. place name for billabong. 
[Source: map Billawock: 58 N-S, 87/86/85 
W-E] 28/Jan/2014. [?? \in 2] 

Enbungul Dirriny  n_top. place name, 
billabong (i.e. turtle). [Source: map Mount 
Hayward: 92-90 N-S and 70 W-E] 
04/Nov/2012. [?? \in 52] 

entaty  cov. hit each other. wi entaty-ma they 
killed each other [Source: 
DH12_A25_02.100] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \rl 
endi \rl taty] 

ende  n. thing, person. See main entry: nende. 
04/Dec/2014. 

endeyi  cov. fight each other. pi wurru endeyi 
they go and fight each other ngaty yinya 
yinya endeyi the men are all fighting each 
other [Source: DB_A02_03.083 
DB_A01_05.154] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \rl endi 
\rl eye] 

endi1  qu. what. See main entry: digidi. [Source: 
DH12_A25_08.056] 

endi nikkitimany  what's the matter. [Source: 
DB_A01_03.036] 04/Dec/2014. 

endi2  cov. go, come, move, turn towards. yerra 
endi wi yide now he starts to fight [Source: 

DB_A06_01.117] [?? \iv go 
(DB_A02_03.068)] 

endideng  mix up. [Source: 
DH13_V55_03.024] 

endi-tyi  marry someone. [Source: 
DB_A06_01.212] 

endi-many pudang tyedalli  stand the other 
way around. [Source: DH12_A19_03.030] 

endi-wat tyurrk wirrminy  they buried 
him. [Source: MC10_A02_01.069] [?? \ck 
August 20th 2013] 

wi endima wutae  they are having an 
argument. [Source: 06.10.2012] 09/Jul/2014. 
[?? \ck August 20th 2013] 

endi3  disc. discourse marker meaning 'later, 
then'. endi-many nguluk degud wudyu 
MalakMalak laram mutuwa then they 
showed them the language, both ways 
(blackfellas to white fellas and the other 
way around - then the priests spoke MM) 
[Source: DH12_A25_01.16] 04/Dec/2014. 

endi4  adv. reciprocal adverb, one another. 
alawar-nue endi taty-ma wuta they kill 
each other over women [Source: Birk (39) as 
andi DH12_A25_03.115] 04/Dec/2014. [?? 
\ck May 30th 2013 \rl endeyi \rl entaty] 

endindi  cov. have argument, be in a fight, 
argue, quarrel, argue, fight. alawar yerra 
endindi wuete the women are having an 
argument [Source: DB_A01_02.043] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 20th 2013] 

enduk  n. house. wa-tyurrkwat nunde 
enduk-en she put it inside the house 
[Source: DH12_A05_04 as anduk in Mathew 
Dakyerat in Ray Ngolok-Wanggar 
Vocabulary, as unduk in Ray 
Ngolok-Wanggar Vocabulary 
DB_A01_06.144] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
August 20th 2013 \ocl unclassified 5] 

endurruk  cov. be jealous. ngaty endurruk-nu 
wutu wundut they are jealous of each other 
[Source: DB_A01_03.268] 04/Dec/2014. [?? 
\ck August 20th 2013] 

enduwen  cov. close, closeby, near. mi werena 
birribma enduwen-enduwen two things 
are close to each other, two red ones [Source: 
Birk (36) andawan DH12_A23_07.012] 
06/Feb/2014. [?? \ck August 20th 2013 \ck 
May 29th 2013] 

eni  iv. I will sit. ngun-en eni=wa I will sit 
towards there [Source: DH12_A08_06_0206] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck May 29th 2013] 

eniken  qual. today, temporal qualifier. eniken 
akana -nen not any more [Source: Ian Green: 
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enagan DH12_A25_02.097] [?? \ck August 
20th 2013] 

yingki tyed  afternoon. 
ngenyilk yawug  day after tomorrow. 
pentyi yawug  day before yesterday. 
puwarrina  early morning. 
yarriny tyalk  late afternoon. 
meridal  mid morning (between 9 and 11). 
puwarr  midnight, night. [?? \ot dakwan 

taim] 
miri (pundu) tyalmiyen  noon. [Source: 

May 29th 2013] 
miri ngarrik  after lunch/afternoon about 

1pm. [?? \ot ngarrik is cheek] 
mirityalk  dusk. 
ngubarrk tyed  become dark/early evening. 

[Source: May 29th 2013] 
ngu  midnight, dark night. [Source: May 29th 

2013] 
melk (light) langaty (come out) yiminy 

 early morning before dawn, dawn. 
[Source: May 29th 2013] 

karriny (shadow) tyalk  2 or 3 pm. [Source: 
May 29th 2013] [?? \ot from middle imin 
diswei na] 

nguyu yawug  tomorrow. 
penyimany  yesterday. 04/Dec/2014. 

eninginy  iv. I am sitting. 
pak eninginy  I sit down. 04/Dec/2014. [?? 

\ck August 20th 2013] 
eniyang  iv. I will stand. 

eniyangga  I don't want to go/I want to 
stand. yerra kumyurr eyingginy dek ki-na 
eniyang-ga naman I am drowning here in 
this place, he says Variant: eniyung. [Source: 
DH12_A40_03.161] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
August 20th 2013] 

eniyung  iv. I will stand. digalma eniyungga I 
lay it down See main entry: eniyang. [Source: 
QUEST_077] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 
20th 2013] 

enma  iv. I will do. 
naman enma  I will tell. mulmulma aman 

enmawa naman what am I gonna do with 
my soft foot? errbung enma=wa I wanna 
smoke now Variant: enmuwa. [Source: 
DH13_V50_01.027 DB_A01_04.013] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 20th 2013] 

enmel  n. spiritual world, heaven, a land where 
no living person has been and whence none 
returns, a country far away whwere the sun 
rises, sky. enmel nende dek kantyukna 
bayangnu the lord is in heaven [Source: 
Stanner (1933): 21 as anmel May 30th 2013 

Ray Ngolok-Wanggar Vocabulary 
DH12_A05_05 26/Sep/2012] 04/Dec/2014. 
[?? \ck May 30th 2013 \cc as anbulk in 
Mathew Dakyerat in Ray Ngolok-Wanggar 
Vocabulary \ocl natural objects \ck August 
20th 2013] 

enue  iv. I sit. enue wangarri nuenue I'm sitting 
down and you are sitting down parragud 
enue a yinya enue wat errunma=wa the 
white people asked the black fellas to go 
and get wood Variant: menue. [Source: 
DH12_A02_01_0020 DH12_A02_01_0024 
DH12_A25_03.199] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
May 30th 2013] 

enuerrang  iv. I will go. nguyu tityka 
enuerrang I will go away [Source: May 30th 
2013] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck May 30th 2013] 

enueyung  iv. I will lie. yur enueyungga I'm 
gonna lie down [Source: May 30th 2013] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck May 30th 2013] 

enung  iv. I will go. akana pi enungga I don't 
want to go naman tarrarr-ma 
enung-ga-nungkurru I want to bite all of 
you [Source: DB_A01_03.122 
DH12_A46_05.074] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
May 30th 2013] 

enuwa  iv. I sat. tatyba-ma-nu nende enuwa I'm 
trying to kill him pak enuwa I stayed there 
See main entry: anuwa. [Source: 
DH12_A33_01.073 DB_A02_01.092] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck May 30th 2013] 

enggarra  iv. I went. pi enggarra you and me 
went [Source: June 5th 2013] 04/Dec/2014. 
[?? \cc as angguwurra before \ck June 5th 
2013] 

enggidini  iv. I sit for. dim enggidini you and 
me sitting in the hole [Source: 
Dh12_A47_01.022] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
May 30th 2013] 

enggidiyang  iv. I stand for. tyed enggidiyang 
you and me stand up [Source: May 30th 
2013] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck May 30th 2013] 

enggini  iv. I will sit. lubpak enggini two 
people will sit down [Source: May 30th 
2013] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck May 30th 2013] 

enggininginy  iv. I am sitting. pak 
enggininginy you and me sitting down 
right now [Source: May 30th 2013] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck May 30th 2013] 

enggininy  iv. I might sit. pak enggininy you 
and me should sit down [Source: May 30th 
2013] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck May 30th 2013] 

engginiyang  iv. I will stand. wurruma 
engginiyang you and me will stand up 
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[Source: May 30th 2013] 04/Dec/2014. [?? 
\ck May 30th 2013] 

engginy1  iv. I may go. pi engginyye you and 
me should go/may go [Source: May 30th 
2013] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck May 30th 2013] 

engginy2  iv. I might stand. wurruma engginy 
you and me should stand [Source: May 30th 
2013] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck May 30th 2013] 

engginy3  iv. I might lie. tigalma engginy you 
and me should lie down [Source: May 30th 
2013] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck May 30th 2013] 

enggiyenginy  iv. I am standing. wurruma 
enggiyenginy you and me standing up 
[Source: May 30th 2013] 04/Dec/2014. [?? 
\ck May 30th 2013] 

enggudung  iv. I go for. pi enggudung you 
and me walking together/ I'm coming as 
well! lub-ali enggudung we go together 
wag-wuna enggudung-en naman ah you 
and me walk on wet ground, he said 
[Source: DB_A02_01.171 DH12_A40_03.132 
DH13_V50_01.029] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
May 30th 2013] 

engguedueme  iv. I do for. naman 
engguedueme you and me are talking 
[Source: May 30th 2013] 04/Dec/2014. [?? 
\ck May 30th 2013] 

enggueduerrang  iv. I go for. pi 
engueduerrang you and me are going 
[Source: May 30th 2013] 04/Dec/2014. [?? 
\ck May 30th 2013] 

engguedueyung  iv. I lie for. digalma 
enguedueyung you and me lie down 
[Source: May 30th 2013] 04/Dec/2014. [?? 
\ck May 30th 2013] 

engguenduen  iv. I do. naman enguenduen 
ngulukke you and me talk over and over 
[Source: May 30th 2013] 04/Dec/2014. [?? 
\ck May 30th 2013] 

engguenue  iv. I sit. yenggi=we duk 
puyunduk engguenue you and me sit 
down inside [Source: DH12_A05_02_0191] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck May 30th 2013] 

engguenuerrang  iv. I will go. pi 
enguenuerrang you and me will go [Source: 
May 30th 2013] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck May 
30th 2013] 

engguenueyung  iv. I will lie. digalma 
engguenueyung you and me will lie down 
[Source: May 30th 2013] 04/Dec/2014. [?? 
\ck May 30th 2013] 

engguerwuerre  iv. I go. ka engguerwuerre 
you and me come back [Source: May 30th 
2013] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck May 30th 2013] 

engguewuereny  iv. I am going. pi 
engguewuereny you and me are going 
[Source: May 30th 2013] 04/Dec/2014. [?? 
\ck May 30th 2013] 

enggueyue  iv. I stand. tyed enggueyue you 
and me stand [Source: May 30th 2013] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck May 30th 2013] 

enggueyuenguny  iv. I am lying. digalma 
enggueyuenguny you and me are lying 
down [Source: May 30th 2013] 04/Dec/2014. 
[?? \ck May 30th 2013] 

enggunma  iv. I will do. naman enggunma you 
and me will talk [Source: May 30th 2013] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck May 30th 2013] 

enggunung  iv. I will go. 
pe enggunung  you and me will go. 

04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 20th 2013] 
enggunguny  iv. 1 am going. 

pi enggunguny  you and me go. Variant: 
penungen; penunga. 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
August 20th 2013] 

engguyu  iv. I lay, I stood. tigalma engguyu 
you and me lay down tyerradeli engguyu 
you and me stood up [Source: June 5th 2013 
June 5th 2013] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck June 
5th 2013 \ck June 5th 2013] 

enguny  iv. I'm going. Coppermine-nen pi 
enguny I go to the Coppermine [Source: 
DB_A02_02.07] 

pi enguny  I'm going. 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
August 20th 2013] 

errbung  cov. smoke a cigarette. [Source: Ian 
Green: eru with 'sit; IV] 

errbung nuende  she smokes. [?? \ck August 
21st 2013] 

eravuma  give a smoke. errbung enma=wa I 
wanna smoke now [Source: Ian Green: 
eravuma DB_A01_04.013] 04/Dec/2014. [?? 
\ck August 21st 2013] 

errde  iv. We (including you) go. 
pi errde  we go. endi yewud mindyidek 

yerra=we nguluk nende lamlam errde 
bayang-nue=we we now pray ourselves in 
the language of our father 04/Dec/2014. [?? 
\ck August 20th 2013] 

errdini  iv. we (including you) sit for. 
pak errdini  we sit down. 

yinyerrik-yinyerrik ma errdini L We've 
been here a short short while [Source: 
DH13_V55_03.121] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
August 20th 2013] 

errdinginy  iv. we (including you) are sitting. 
pak errdinginy  we sit. 04/Dec/2014. [?? 

\ck August 20th 2013] 
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errdiyang  iv. we (including you) stand for. 
nangarra errdiyang naman yiminy-nu we 
sit down now, he says (he's gone) [Source: 
DB_A01_02.151] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
August 20th 2013] 

errdiyang2  iv. we might stand. 
wurruma errdiyang  we might stand. 

04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 21st 2013] 
errdue  iv. we (including you) sit. mutyurr-wuna 

ngak-ma errdue the whole lot of us are 
eating now [Source: DB_A01_03.112] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 20th 2013] 

errdueme  iv. We (including you) do for. gulb 
errdueme we roast it in the ground [Source: 
DB_A01_03.083] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
August 20th 2013] 

errduerrang  iv. we (including you) go for. 
pi errduerrang  we are going. pi errduerrang 

kuk we wait for them to come [Source: 
DB_A02_03.168] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
August 20th 2013] 

errdueyung  iv. we (including you) lie for. 
ki-na tigalma errdueyung we (including 
you) gonna lie down here [Source: 
Dh12_A47_01.018] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
August 20th 2013] 

errdung  iv. We (including you) go for. ka-yipi 
errdung naman I wanna go Variant: 
perrdung. [Source: DH13_V51_05.161] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 20th 2013] 

errdyenginy  iv. we (including you) are 
standing. 

wurruma errdyenginy  we stand up. 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 20th 2013] 

errdyu  iv. we (including you) stand. 
wurruma errdyu  we stand. 04/Dec/2014. 

[?? \ck August 20th 2013] 
errdyue  iv. we (including you) lie. Variant: 

=yue. 
tigalma errdyue  we lie down. 04/Dec/2014. 

[?? \ck August 20th 2013] 
errdyuenguny  iv. we (including you) are 

lying. 
digalma errdyuenguny  we lie down. 

04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 20th 2013] 
errgininy  iv. we (including you) might sit. 

pak errgininyya  we might sit. 04/Dec/2014. 
[?? \ck August 20th 2013] 

errginiyang  iv. we (including you) will stand. 
wurruma errginiyang  we will stand. 

04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 20th 2013] 
errginy1  iv. We (including you) may go. 

pi errginy  all of us may go. 04/Dec/2014. [?? 
\ck August 20th 2013] 

errginy2  iv. we (including you) might lie. 
tigalma errginy  we all might lie. [?? \ck 

August 20th 2013] 
wurruma errginy  all of us may stand. 

yewud=de nak-ap errginy we stop as well 
[Source: DB_A02_03.182] 04/Dec/2014. [?? 
\ck August 20th 2013] 

errguenduen  iv. we (including you) do. 
naman errguenduen  all of us tell. 

04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 20th 2013] 
errguenuerrang  iv. we (including you) will 

go. 
pi errguenerrangngga  we are going there. 

04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 20th 2013] 
errguenueyung  iv. we (including you) will 

lie. 
tigalma errguenueyungga  we will lie there. 

04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 20th 2013] 
errguewuerreny  iv. we (including you) are 

going. yerra yibarr errguewuerreny we're 
leaving now [Source: DH12_A33_01.132] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 20th 2013] 

errgunma  iv. we (including you) will do. 
naman errgunma  all of us will talk. 

04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 20th 2013] 
errgunung  iv. We (including you) will go. 

pi errgunung  we will go. <paip> ki-na 
errgunung enma-wa=ke I wanna smoke a 
pipe [Source: DB_A01_04.001] 04/Dec/2014. 
[?? \ck August 20th 2013] 

errgunungga  iv. we (including you) went. pi 
errgunungga you and me went ngaty nana 
errgunungga the fight is finished [Source: 
June 12th 2013 DB_A01_05.160] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \cc as arrguwurra \ck 
June 12th 2013 as errgununga] 

errgunguny  iv. We (including you) are going. 
pi errgununy  all of us are going. nen 

perrunguny pak errgunguny-nu 
Coppermine we will sit down at the 
Coppermine [Source: DB_A02_05.041] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 21st 2013] 

erridini  iv. we (not you) might sit. 
pak erridini  we might sit down. 

04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 21st 2013] 
erridiyang  iv. we (including you) will stand. 

wurruma erridiyang  all of us will stand. 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 21st 2013] 

erridung  iv. we (not you) may go. 
numbang pi erridung  we might go. 

04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 21st 2013] 
errini  iv. we (not you) will sit. 

pak errini  we will sit down. 04/Dec/2014. 
[?? \ck August 21st 2013] 
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erriny  iv. we might lie. 
tigalma erriny  we might lie. <wan pleis> 

dek ki-na erriny-nuwa dek yanak-en kina 
we (not you) gotta stay in one place, you 
can't go anywhere [Source: DB_A02_05.030] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 21st 2013] 

errma  cov. make noise in undergrowth, rustle. 
[?? \cc according to Birk, can select for all 
IVs except for 'lie'] 

errma wutu  they make noise in 
undergrowth. 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 
20th 2013] 

errnung  iv. we (not you) will go. wu lak-ma 
errnung-ga we will eat barra [Source: 
DB_A02_05.051] 04/Dec/2014. 

errue  iv. we (not you) lie. errue-en karrak wutu 
wundut the two come out now [Source: 
DB_A01_03.182] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
August 21st 2013] 

erruenduen  iv. we (not you) do. 
naman erruenduen  we say that. tyenyen 

erruenduen we fix it [Source: 
DB_A06_01.068] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
August 21st 2013] 

erruenuerrang  iv. we (not you) will go. 
pi erruenuerrang  we go one day. 

04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 21st 2013] 
erruenueyung  iv. we (not you) will lie. 

tigalma erruenueyung  we will lie. 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 21st 2013] 

erruenguny  iv. We (not you) are going. naman 
wuerruenduen-nu tyed yerra titypi 
erruengunyngga they talk (for a while) and 
then the blackfella goes back way akana 
tityka erruenguny-ga not long, we come 
back! [Source: DB_A01_02.150 
DB_A02_03.193] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
August 21st 2013] 

erruereny  iv. we (not you) are going. 
pi erruereny  we are going. 04/Dec/2014. 

[?? \ck August 21st 2013] 
erruerre  iv. we (not you) go. erruerre-na, 

kurrput wurrundu wundut, nana wirrngak 
they both cover it up , and they leave it 
there [Source: DB_A01_02.001] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 21st 2013] 

errundu  iv. we (not you) might do. 
naman errundu  we might say. 

04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 21st 2013] 
errunma  iv. we (not you) will do. 

naman errunma  we will say. parragud enue 
a yinya enue wat errunma=wa the white 
people asked the black fellas to go and get 
wood [Source: DH12_A25_03.199] 

04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 21st 2013] 
errunguny  iv. we (not you) are going. aman-an 

pi errunguny today/now you and me go 
[Source: DB_A01_03.041] 04/Dec/2014. [?? 
\ck August 21st 2013] 

eruwen  quant. quantifier = together. yinya 
eruwen wudyu two men stand up together 
nguluk eruwen warri=we together with 
your language [Source: Birk (29) as arawan 
June 5th 2013 DH13_V55_03.074] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck June 5th 2013] 

ewarra  cov. cry of plural subjects. ewarra 
wutuwa they cry [Source: Birk, 143 as 
awarra June 12th 2013] 04/Dec/2014. [?? 
\cc can select for all IVs except for 'do' and 
'lie' \ck June 12th 2013] 

ewininy  iv. I might sit. 
pak ewininy  I might sit down. 

04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 21st 2013] 
ewiny1  iv. I may go. 

ewinynintya  I want to stop / I don't wanna 
go. 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 21st 2013] 

ewiny2  iv. I might lie. 04/Dec/2014. 
ewuenduen  iv. I do. naman ewuenduen I'm 

telling you again [Source: QUEST_130] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 21st 2013] 

ewuerre  iv. I go. 
pi ewuerre  I'm going. 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 

August 21st 2013] 
ewuerreny  iv. I am going. 04/Dec/2014. 
eye  cov. spear, shoot. [Source: Ian Green: eye 

with 'do' Birk (10) as ey] [?? \rl endeyi \iv 
go (DH12_A25_03.117) \iv do 
(DH12_A26_02.079) \iv sit 
(DB_A01_05.199)] 

eyelak  spear to eat. [Source: DB_A01_06.052] 
pirri eye yiminy  track down. [Source: 

DB_A01_06.061] 
eye yiminyye  he spears. yuenduen 

mindyidek eye-dap-ma wuwunduny one 
guy shoots himself [Source: DB_A06_01.092] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 21st 2013] 

eyik  n. burning coals, fire, burning fire. 
tyungeyik the burnt tree (still alive) 
yewud=de eyik-wang tyeny-ma ma 
pawurr-kna we had charcoal before, 
making us dark eyik wurruny yarrp they 
are rubbing the black charcoal - (to make 
the string strong) [Source: Plants and 
Animals book as ayik June 12th 2013 
DH12_A25_03.179 DH12_A25_07.069] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ma it \ck June 12th 
2013] 

eyingginy  iv. I am standing. yerra kumyurr 
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eyingginy dek ki-na eniyang-ga naman I 
am drowning here in this place, he says 
wurruma eyingginy I stand up Variant: 
eyiny. [Source: DH12_A40_03.161 June 12th 
2013] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck June 12th 2013] 

eyiny1  iv. I am standing. See main entry: 
eyingginy. 

wurruma eyiny  I'm standing. aragug eyiny 
ma naman yiminy-nu, aragug I want to 
jump first, the frog said to the wallaby 
[Source: DH13_A33_02.020] 04/Dec/2014. 
[?? \ck August 21st 2013] 

eyiny2  qu. who?, where? eyiny=de who's that? 

eyiny wuete who's that mob there? [Source: 
08.10.2012 Birk (26) Tryon (17) as ayin Ian 
Green: as eyin DB_A01_03.042 
DH12_A25_07.050] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
August 21st 2013] 

eyue  iv. I stand. ngangaty kawurrda tyed eyue 
I came out and stopped and stood here 
[Source: DB_A01_03.048] 04/Dec/2014. [?? 
\ck August 21st 2013] 

eyuenuny  iv. I am lying. 
tigalma eyuenuny  I'm lying. 04/Dec/2014. 

[?? \ck August 21st 2013] 
 

 

F  -  f 
 
Father Leary  n_prop. name of Father Leary, 

promiment white missionary from the 
catholic mission's early days servicing the 

Daly and the Wadeye area. 11/Apr/2014. 
 

 

G  -  g 
 
-ga  -clitic. distal directional. winu ka 

nuendung-ga you wanna come to fight? See 
main entry: -ngga. [Source: DB_A02_03.033] 
28/Aug/2014. 

ka  cov. come with deictic component (come 
towards speaker). pi enuwa lak-ma nana 
ka anu-ngga I go to eat and I come back 
Variant: kanggi. [Source: Birk, 144 Harvey 
1989:89 DB_A02_02.34] [?? \iv go 
(DH12_A25_03.107) \iv sit 
(DB_A01_05.147) \cc can select for all IVs 
except for 'do', 'sit', and'lie' and 'stand' \ka 
ga \iv go (DH12_A25_02.077) \ck August 
21st 2013 \rl tityka \rl katyyiga] 

kayur  get up, lit. come+lie.down. [Source: 
DB_A01_06.009] 

pitityka  go back and forth. [Source: 
DH12_A34_02.304] 

tik ka  come back. [Source: Cahir 115 Birk, 145] 
[?? \cc can select for all IVs except for 'do', 
'sit', and'lie' and 'stand' \ck August 21st 
2013] 

piny waga  get water and bring it. [Source: 
Cahir 115] [?? \ck August 21st 2013] 

pad ka wa  fly and pick up. [Source: Cahir 
115] [?? \ck August 21st 2013] 

ka yi  come here. [Source: DH12_V36_05.077] 
[?? \ck August 21st 2013] 

yika  go back, return. dae ngun dellngendad 
yi ka yida-nu ngenwi-nen the animal 
(Kumurgut) recognized the dangerous 
snake and went back for him ka-tity 
enggudung you and me will come back 
after [Source: DH12_A33_01.048 
DB_A02_01.175] [?? \ck August 21st 2013] 

karrkarr  punt. [Source: Birk, 144] [?? \cc can 
select for all IVs except for 'do' \ck August 
21st 2013] 

wa karrk wat  take out. [?? \cc according to 
Birk, can select for all IVs except for 'lie' \ck 
August 21st 2013] 

tity ka  bring. [Source: wordlist Oct 8th 2012] 
[?? \ck August 21st 2013] 

tarr tity ka  bounce back. [Source: wordlist 
Sep 26th 2012] [?? \ck August 21st 2013] 

tyid ka  bring. [Source: Dh12_A47_01.133] 
tarr tity ka  bounce back. 04/Dec/2014. [?? 

\ck August 21st 2013] 
-ka  -sfm. sentence final marker if a sentence 

ends in a consonant. ani yerrk-ma yide eyik 
eyik-ka they scrape the wood away, until 
the charcoal is gone, (then they sharpen it 
again in the fire) See main entry: -ta. [Source: 
DB_A01_04.199] 06/Jun/2014. 

Kabat  n_prop. personal name for speaker RK. 
13/Dec/2012. 
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kabuk  cov. bathe, occurs only with 'kubuk'. 
kabuk kubuk yi algitybi=we they go into 
the water and they swim and leave the boy 
[Source: 06.10.2012 DB_A01_02.027] [?? \ck 
August 21st 2013 \rl kubuk] 

kabuk kubuk  bathe. [Source: 06.10.2012] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 21st 2013] 

kat  cov. play, laugh, smile. alalk mutyurr-wuna 
kat-ma wurru=wa the little kids were 
playing Variant: katkat. [Source: 
DB_A02_01.140] [?? \ck August 21st 2013 
\iv stand (DB_A01_06.084) \iv lie 
(DB_A02_01.140) \rl katmerr] 

alalk kat yida  the child is playing. [Source: 
Birk, 142 Birk 154] [?? \ck August 21st 2013 
\cc can select for all IVs except for 'do'] 

kat purrarr  play around. [Source: Cahir 115 
Birk, 142 DB_A01_03.136] [?? \cc can select 
for all IVs except for 'do' \ck August 21st 
2013] 

tyung tyed kat  make big bush fire. [Source: 
wordlist 25/Sep/2012] [?? \ck August 21st 
2013] 

tyung pulyurr kat  light a fire. 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 21st 2013] 

kade  iv. came, went. 26/Jun/2014. [?? \rl ka \rl 
yide \ck August 21st 2013] 

katkat  cov. laugh, smile. See main entry: kat. 
[Source: Tryon 14 Birk, 148] 04/Dec/2014. 
[?? \ck August 27th 2013] 

katmerr  cov. tell a joke. [?? \rl kat \rl merri] 
katmerr errdini  we tell jokes. 04/Dec/2014. 

[?? \ck August 20th 2013] 
Katnga  n_prop. name for dreamtime man 

asscoiated with the Malpali dreaming. 
[Source: DH13_V55_04.09] 28/Feb/2014. 

Katngak  n_prop. placename/name of 
dreamtime ancestor in relation to Malpali 
story. [Source: DH13_V47_04.63 
DH13_V55_04.09] 28/Feb/2014. 

kaduk  dem. that way, that direction, there, 
yonder. ngurra kaduk tyiyang he takes it 
and gives it to some other people Ant: keen. 
Variant: kadurruk. [Source: BL in 
DH12_A01_02 on 22/05/2012 
DH12_A05_01_0066 Birk (33) as 'yonder' 
DB_A01_03.109] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
August 21st 2013 \ot det im lukin datwei 
(BL in DH12_A01_02 on 22/05/2012) \ot 
kaduk -en min detwan im go -wei det 
woda, flobek (DH12_A05_01_0123) \qu the 
point away from the keen point, where the 
angle is projected towards] 

kadurruk  dem. extended distance, very far 

away, very different, highly unusual. See 
main entry: kaduk. [Source: Birk 171 as 
katuruk and 'high'] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
August 21st 2013] 

katy  cov. throw, shoot, use weapon, strike, 
affect. [?? \ck August 21st 2013 \iv go 
(DH12_V36_02.250) \iv lie (DB_A01_05.128) 
\iv sit (DB_A02_03.062) \iv stand 
(DH13_V55_03.060) \rl mulmulkaty \rl 
maburrakaty \rl kurrugaty \rl kurrgaty \rl 
kubugaty \rl karrarrkaty \rl katyyi \rl 
katyyiga \rl katyyuwarra \rl tyerradgaty 
\rl tyarrakaty] 

yerr katy  kill. [Source: DB_A01_06.022] 
katyyi  leave behind. [Source: 

DH13_V55_03.094] 
katyyiga  leave behind. [Source: Nov 14th 

2012 DH12_A09_03 Harvey 1989:91] [?? \ka 
gatj] 

katytyurrkwat  throw into. [Source: 
DH12_A34_02.188] 

dab turr katy yunuwa  he pushes 
(somebody) away touching. [Source: Nov 
7th 2012] 

katy wat  let go. [Source: Cahir 115 Birk 97] [?? 
\ck August 21st 2013] 

katy yi pi  leave behind (tr). [Source: Cahir 
115 Birk, 144] [?? \cc can select for all IVs 
except for 'do', 'sit', and'lie' and 'stand' \ck 
August 21st 2013] 

parat katy  lift up. [Source: Cahir 117] [?? \ck 
August 21st 2013] 

katy tyurrk wat  throw inside. [Source: Birk 
140] [?? \cc can select for all IVs except for 
'sit' and'lie' according to Birk \ck August 
21st 2013] 

tyarra katy  rain heavily / spill. [Source: Birk 
140 as rain heavily] [?? \cc can select for all 
IVs except for 'sit' and'lie' according to Birk 
\ck August 21st 2013] 

katy kurpukat  put into water (e.g. of canoe). 
[?? \cc according to Birk, can select for all 
IVs except for 'lie' \ck August 21st 2013] 

nguyet dam katy  cook something wrapped 
up / cook in ashes. [Source: Birk 140] [?? \cc 
can select for all IVs except for 'sit' 
according to Birk \ck August 21st 2013] 

tyeny katy  arrange (something for 
someone). [Source: Birk, 141] [?? \cc can 
select for all IVs except for 'sit', 'lie', 'go', and 
'#go' \ck August 21st 2013] 

lurrung katy  sweep. [Source: Birk, 142] [?? 
\cc can select for all IVs except for 'do' \ck 
August 21st 2013] 
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tyewuerrtar katy  remind. [Source: Birk, 142] 
[?? \cc can select for all IVs except for 'do' 
\ck August 21st 2013] 

tapali katy yur  buck of a horse; pitch of a 
canoe; knock somebody down. [Source: Birk, 
145] [?? \cc can select for all IVs except for 
'do', 'sit', and'lie' and 'stand' \ck August 
21st 2013] 

tyangar par katy  throw spear in wrong 
direction. [Source: Birk, 145] [?? \cc can 
select for all IVs except for 'do', 'sit', and'lie' 
and 'stand' \ck August 21st 2013] 

waba katy  turn over. [Source: DH13_A01_01] 
[?? \ck August 21st 2013] 

pulyurr katy yuyuwa  he lights a fire. 
[Source: Oct 27th 2012] [?? \ck August 21st 
2013] 

tarra katy yuyuwa  he falls over from a 
punch. [Source: Oct 27th 2012] [?? \ck 
August 21st 2013] 

katykatyma yide  he shoots. [Source: Nov 
5th 2012] [?? \ck August 21st 2013] 

tyurrptyed katy  cut something. [Source: 
DH12_V36_02.140] [?? \ck August 21st 
2013] 

wubu katy yide  throw. katy yida 
kantyuken it's being thrown upwards 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 21st 2013 \ck 
August 21st 2013] 

katyyi  cov. leave behind. yinya alawar dek 
mutyurr wuta dek ngun-na nga=we 
katy-yi kaduk-en man and woman, a lot of 
people are there for me, leaving this far 
away behind [Source: DH13_V55_03.094] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \rl katy \rl yi] 

katyyiga  cov. lose, leave behind. [?? \rl katy 
\rl yi \rl ka] 

katyiga yida  he leaves behind. plendi 
ngun-wang=da=we katyyiga karrarr=da 
dek=ke there were plenty left behind there 
(at Woolianna) [Source: Nov 6th 2012 
DH13_V47_02.134] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
August 21st 2013] 

katyyuwarra  cov. leave alone. nen-many =na 
katyyuwarra wuta they left them alone 
[Source: DH13_V47_03.25] 04/Dec/2014. [?? 
\rl katy \rl yuwarra] 

kag  n_kin. uncle. kag nga tyed kag nga=we (he 
is) my uncle See main entry: kagang. [Source: 
DB_A06_01.183] 04/Dec/2014. 

kagak  cov. far, far away. baibi wuta kagak 
baibi yida they go out, he comes from far 
away [Source: DH12_A05_05 
DH12_V36_02.293 Birk (10)] 04/Dec/2014. 

[?? \iv stand (DB_A02_03.093) \ck August 
27th 2013] 

kagang  n_kin. uncle. kagang degud yuyu=wa 
uncle showed that Ant: ngawanty. Variant: 
kag. [Source: Ian Green: kagang 
DH12_V36_03.198] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \sp 
ngawan \ck August 27th 2013] 

kalawun  n. feather. yana=kna yida tyinang 
waya tyiny kalawun tap yiminy that one 
goes away and one stays here and feels the 
feathers [Source: DH13_V51_05.121 
DH13_V47_02.105] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ma 
kalawun] 

kalpam  cov. carry of plural objects. kalpam-eli 
yide ngun dae tyagad yide algitybi=we the 
boy runs to meet him for tucker kalpam-eli 
wuta wuty-pam he carrys the kangaroo and 
throws it off the shoulder/puts it onto the 
shoulder [Source: wordlist Oct 27th 2012 
DB_A01_05.020 DB_A01_06.065] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \iv go (DB_A01_06.065) 
\rl pam \cc according to Birk, can select for 
all IVs except for 'lie' \ck August 27th 2013] 

Kaleykaley  n_prop. the refreshing wind called 
Kaleykaley begins to blow between April 
and May. [Source: mpb and zml plant 
knowledge Plants and Animals book 
25/Sep/2012] 27/Aug/2013. [?? \ck 
August 27th 2013 \ma Kerek \ck August 
27th 2013] 

kalyurr  cov. carry. ah ngun-na kalyurr 
wuwunduny he carries it over there 
(putting it on his head) Variant: kalpam. 
[Source: DB_A01_05.026] [?? \rl yur \ck 
August 27th 2013] 

kal yur  carry. [Source: Birk (20)] [?? \ck 
August 27th 2013] 

kal tyedali punduyinnga  carry on head. 
[Source: Cahir 115 Birk (18)] 04/Dec/2014. 
[?? \cc according to Birk, can select for all 
IVs except for 'lie' \ck August 27th 2013] 

kamban  n. settlement, town. pi enung-ga 
kamban-nunu I go to your settlement 
[Source: DB_A02_01.084] 04/Dec/2014. [?? 
\cc possibly Kriol or some other origin?] 

Kamu  n_prop. Kamu tribe, tribal name for 
Kamu. [Source: DH12_A25_02.165] 
28/Mar/2014. 

kandap  cov. like, like someone. yak kandap 
yida-nuwa he didn't like him [Source: 
DH12_A25_10.253] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \iv go 
(DH12_A25_10.253)] 

kantyuk  cov. top, on top, above, over, TopEnd. 
wirrid-ma kantyuk puyunduk it's red on 
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top and underneath [Source: 
DH12_V36_02.018] [?? \ot kanjuk na, ol det 
min ontop, topen ontop, the southwestern 
side of the Daly Crossing \iv sit 
(DH12_A40_03.160) \ck August 27th 2013] 

kantyuken  upwards. [Source: 
DH12_A08_05_0036 BL in DH12_A02_01 on 
23/05/2012 DH12_A02_01_0108 
DH12_A05_01] 28/May/2014. [?? \cc 
kanjuk(en) is the term used for TopEnd - the 
upper side of the river, before the crossing] 

kanggi  cov. come, come towards, come.PROX. 
ka yida kanggi yida tity yininginy it came, 
it came, the tide is coming out See main 
entry: ka; -nggi. [Source: 
DH12_A02_01_0059] [?? \ck August 27th 
2013 \iv go (DB_A02_01.093)] 

kanggi yida  it came. [Source: 
DH12_A02_01_0059 Ian Green: ka BL in 
DH12_A02_01 on 23/05/2012] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ot det min kam, kangi 
yida (DH12_A02_01_0060)] 

kanggudung  cov. come. dae pengudung lak 
kanggudung he's going and eats beef and 
comes back [Source: DB_A01_03.025] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 27th 2013 \rl 
kanggi \rl pengudung] 

kanygulyi  n. itchy grub in freshwater 
mangrove trees; it must be avoided as it 
causes severe irritation if it comes into 
contact with the skin. The leaves are used to 
wrap small fish, Yerrgit prior to smoking 
them to take away the fishy smell. [Source: 
mpb and zml plant knowledge Plants and 
Animals book] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
August 27th 2013 \rl menytyil \ma 
indinykerre \ck August 27th 2013] 

karala  n. skin of animal and 'tree', scale of 
goanna, also used for human skin, bark. See 
main entry: ngalyil. [Source: 28/Sep/2012 
Mathew Dakyerat in Ray Ngolok-Wanggar 
Vocabulary DH12_A05_05 DH12_A19_01 
MalakMalak wordlist as karla or karula] [?? 
\ma karala \ck August 27th 2013 \ocl parts 
of the body] 

karala yinet yide  he is not feeling well. [?? 
\ck August 27th 2013] 

karala yunpayin yide  he is a healthy 
person. See main entry: yididinyen. [Source: 
Mathew Dakyerat in Ray Ngolok-Wanggar 
Vocabulary] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 
27th 2013] 

karambang  n. headband. [Source: Plants and 
Animals book] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 

August 27th 2013 \ma karambang \ck 
August 27th 2013] 

karr  cov. poke, trod, stuck, moult feathers. 
Variant: karrkarr. [Source: Cahir 118 as 
moult feathers Birk, 135 as moult feathers] 
[?? \cc according to Birk can select for all 
six IVs \rl karrnguyet \rl karrlak \rl 
karrwuyi \rl karrtyikat] 

karrima yida  he pecks. [?? \ck August 27th 
2013] 

karr-dap yiminy  poke with a stick. [Source: 
DH13_V55_02.63] 

karrma  knitting. [?? \ck August 27th 2013] 
karr katy  punt. [Source: Birk, 144] [?? \cc 

can select for all IVs except for 'do' \ck 
August 27th 2013] 

karrala nil yiminy  break skin (against an 
object), skin a wallaby. [Source: Birk, 144] 
[?? \cc can select for all IVs except for 'do', 
'sit', and 'stand' \ck August 27th 2013] 

karr-ma  prod ground continuously. [Source: 
Birk 157] 

karr-kayi  yell out loudly. [Source: 
DB_A06_01.096] 

karr yiminy  he staps. [?? \ck August 29th 
2013] 

karr-katy tabakma yida  he broke the 
paddle. [Source: DH13_V47_02.032] 
04/Dec/2014. 

karragut  cov. heal, repair. karragut nunu she 
heals him [Source: DH13_V51_05.059] 
04/Dec/2014. 

karrakwarrat  cov. take a number of objects out 
of (some container). See main entry: 
karrkwat. [Source: Birk (16) Birk (41)] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 27th 2013] 

Karrangany  n_prop. name of dreamtime being 
associated with Mission Hole and other 
places on Enlisabeth Downs. [Source: 
DH12_A25_03.161] 14/Apr/2014. 

karrarr1  cov. up, upwards, move up, be on top, 
be up, climb. karra dat yiminy he climbs up 
(ontop of the stones) Variant: karrarrk. 
[Source: DH12_A05_05 Ian Green: karar 
'climb' with go IV DH12_A33_01.270] [?? 
\iv go (DH12_A34_02.185) \rl karrarrpak 
\ck August 27th 2013] 

karra yide  he climbs up. [Source: wordlist Oct 
27th 2012] [?? \ck August 27th 2013] 

karrar katy yide  he throws on top. [Source: 
DH12_A46_05.015] 

karrarrpak  sit on top. 
karrarr tyed  be on top. [Source: 

DH12_V36_03.175] 
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karrarr yureli  lie across. [Source: 
Positionals_BL_021] 

karrarrwat  put on top. 04/Dec/2014. [?? 
\ck August 27th 2013] 

karrarr2  cov. poke. See main entry: karr. [?? \rl 
karrarrkaty] 

karrarr yide/yuyuwa  he pokes it. [Source: 
Nov 7th 2012] [?? \ck August 27th 2013] 

karrarrkaty yida  punting. [Source: checking 
MC09_A01_01.07 in DH13_A26_02 
DH13_A32_02.02] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
August 27th 2013] 

karrarrpak  cov. sir on top. endi karrarrpak 
nindini you can sit down there [Source: 
DH12_V36_03.124] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
August 27th 2013 \rl pak \rl karrarr \iv sit 
(DH12_V36_03.124)] 

karrarrk  cov. move up. See main entry: karrarr. 
karrarrkwat  go in and out. yerra karrarrk 

wuta they went on top [Source: 
DH12_A46_05.065 DH13_V57_03.053] 
04/Dec/2014. 

karrarrkaty  cov. punt, lit. move.up+throw. 
<im> karrarrkaty tyalk-ma yida the goose 
punted and then fell down [Source: 
DH13_A32_02.11] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \iv go 
(DH12_V36_04.37) \rl karrarr \rl katy] 

karrtyikat  cov. poke. [Source: Birk, 137] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \rl karr \rl tyi \rl kat \cc 
according to Birk can select for all six IVs 
\ck August 27th 2013] 

karrk  cov. move up, ascend, move upwards, 
move towards the top, river runoff, go up. 
[Source: Birk (18) Birk 157] [?? \rl karrkwat 
\ck August 27th 2013] 

dunyul karrk  go up away to a high place 
for a year or more. karrk yide he cuts it up 
Variant: karrarg. [Source: Birk, 166 
DB_A01_03.174 Birk, 96 DH12_A09_03 Nov 
6th 2012] [?? \ck August 27th 2013] 

wa karrg wat  take out. [Source: Cahir 115] [?? 
\ck August 27th 2013] 

karrg wat  take out. [Source: DB_A01_03.095] 
[?? \ck August 27th 2013] 

karrkwat  place onto. [Source: 
DH13_V47_04.41] 04/Dec/2014. 

karrkarr  cov. prod ground continuously with 
yamstick, crawl (of insect), poke. 
karrkarrma muwerrwuna yide the insects 
(meat-eating?) are crawling See main entry: 
karr. [Source: Oct 17th 2012 Nov 7th 2012 
Oct 17th 2012] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \cc 
according to Birk, can select for all IVs 
except for 'lie' \ck August 27th 2013] 

karrkwat  cov. take out, take from fire, remove. 
Variant: karrakwarrat. [Source: Birk (21)] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \rl karrk \rl wat \ck 
August 27th 2013] 

Karrirr  n_top. placename of billabong associated 
with green pigmy goose and canoe 
dreaming. [Source: DH13_V47_01.012] 
20/Sep/2013. 

karrirr  n. sandpalm dillybag. karrirr karrarr-ma 
nunda=ke she's making a sandpalm 
dillybag [Source: DH12_V36_03.007 
DH12_A25_08.159 / DH12_A25_08.156] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ma karrarr \ck August 
27th 2013] 

karriyuwuyi  n. fish poison. 04/Dec/2014. [?? 
\cc using the itchy tree leaves (menyil), 
yilili (milkwat tree - used for mosquito 
repellent), and passion fruit tree 
(mutukmutuk), and another one - put the 
leaves in the water and drag it all around 
the water, the fish come up quickly and are 
dead, you take the fish out and put them in 
clean water and wash them thoroughly (for 
an hour or so leave it in there), and then 
hang them up, you can taste the poison \ck 
July 10th 2013] 

karrlak  cov. pick edibles out of the ground to 
eat it (e.g. bird picking worm). 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \rl karr \rl lak \ck 
August 27th 2013] 

karrnguyet  cov. light pipe or cigarette. nga=ye 
karrnguyet eyiny I will light it myself 
[Source: Birk, 135 DB_A01_04.018] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \rl karr \rl nguyet \iv 
stand (DB_A01_04.018) \cc according to 
Birk can select for all six IVs \ck August 
27th 2013] 

karrwuyi  cov. stir, stir up, mix. [Source: Birk, 
135] [?? \rl karr \cc according to Birk can 
select for all six IVs] 

karrwuyima yide  he stirs it. 04/Dec/2014. 
[?? \ck August 29th 2013] 

karryit  cov. comb hair. [Source: Birk (20) Birk, 
137 as karryit] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \cc 
according to Birk can select for all six IVs 
\ck August 29th 2013] 

kawul  n. wave. 
kawul tatyma wute  big waves come 

crashing. 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 7th 
2013 \ck August 7th 2013] 

kayi  cov. call out, call. kayi purrarr-ma yide 
wurru-wa he (the stray lizard) is calling out 
from the place he is walking around in 
[Source: DH12_V36_05.130] [?? \iv go 
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(DH12_A26_02.044) \ck August 29th 2013] 
karr-kayi  yell out loudly. [Source: 

DB_A06_01.096] 04/Dec/2014. 
kayikayi  cov. scream continuously, call 

continuously. kaykay wuta they were 
screaming [Source: Cahir 30] 04/Dec/2014. 
[?? \rl kayi \ck August 29th 2013] 

=ge  =clitic. =FOC. See main entry: =we. 
04/Dec/2014. 

=ke  =clitic. =FOC. See main entry: =we. 
04/Dec/2014. 

=ke  =clitic. =FOC. See main entry: =we. 
23/Jan/2013. 

kepuny  cov. have a hole. [Source: 
DH13_A33_02.131] 

kepuny wuyu  it has a deep hole. walg-wani 
kepuny a stone (dreaming) with a shallow 
hole [Source: DH12_A33_01.298] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 29th 2013] 

Ketyurrumtyed  n_top. place name for Charly 
Creek at the Daly River, significant spot for 
the saltwater crocodile dreaming story. 
Ketyurrumtyed dae, yingi larr, nana he's 
tearing up the basket at Charly Creek 
[Source: DH12_A34_02.091] 16/May/2014. 

keen  dem. proximal deictic, being in close 
proximity, close to the deictic centre. Ant: 
kaduk. [Source: DH12_A05_01_0069] 
23/Jun/2014. [?? \qu the deictic centre 
itself? orientation of the figure's front?, fixed 
point on the ground/within the figure, from 
which spatial description is projected? \ck 
August 29th 2013] 

kek  cov. hurt. [Source: Birk (7) as kak] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 27th 2013] 

-ken1  -suf. directional. See main entry: -yen. 
30/Jan/2013. 

-ken2  -suf. comitative, 'having'. See main 
entry: -yen. 30/Jan/2013. 

kenyak  cov. cough. kenyak-ma ada nana I was 
coughing all the time [Source: Cahir 29 Birk 
(118) Birk, 137] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
August 27th 2013 \cc according to Birk can 
select for all six IVs] 

Kenyim  n_top. place name for mermaid 
dreaming site on Elisabeth Downs. 
27/Mar/2014. 

kerrpkerrp  cov. crunch continuously. [Source: 
Birk, 135] [?? \ck August 29th 2013 \cc 
according to Birk can select for all six IVs] 

kerrpkerrpma yunuwa  dog crunching. 
[Source: Oct 17th 2012] 04/Dec/2014. [?? 
\ck August 29th 2013] 

kerrpiny  cov. sharp piercing, spear piercing. 

kerrpiny yide  he spears him. [Source: Nov 
7th 2012] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 29th 
2013] 

kerrerrang  n. waterlily root. kerrerrang, 
dae-dirriny water lily roots, and turtle 
mi-kerrerrang lily seeds [Source: 
DB_A01_06.116 DB_A02_05.090] 
04/Dec/2014. 

kerrgerrty  cov. cool, cool down, be cold. 
kerrgerrty yerra wudyu-na nga:::k 
kerrgerrtyma wuwunduny algitybi=we she 
cools it down and it's ready for the little one 
to eat kerrgerrtyma durrk wuwunduny he 
drinks the cold tea now [Source: 
DB_A01_03.103 DB_A01_02.192] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 29th 2013] 

=kka  =clitic. focal suffix/clitic marking or 
emphazising the verb complex attaching to 
inflecting verbs only. Variant: =kna. [Source: 
Birk, 82-84] 23/Jan/2013. [?? \qu what is 
the actual usage of this? It is used when 
something comes into focus in discourse?] 

-gi  -suf. direction towards attaching to 
inflecting verbs, demonstratives and 
adverbs following a case-marker, coverbs. 
See main entry: -nggi. 04/Dec/2014. 

ki  dem. here. [Source: DH12_A12_05.126] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 29th 2013] 

kityilili  cov. tickle. [?? \ck August 29th 2013] 
kityilili yidanu  he tickles. [Source: Nov 14th 

2012] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 29th 
2013] 

kin  cov. hang. [?? \rl kinwat \rl kinwa] 
kinwat  hang up. kinwat tyed yiminy it 

hangs up [Source: Birk (19) 
Positionals_BL.142] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
August 29th 2013 \ck August 29th 2013] 

kinangga  n_top. northeastern bank of the Daly 
(Woolianna and Nauiyu side), this side. 
Ant: ngunanggi. [Source: BL in 
DH12_A01_02 on 22/05/2012 
DH12_A02_01_0014 DH12_A01_02_0325] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ot bikos yu got a riva in 
de midl en yu yu krosova, ngunangi 
kinanga dissaid, yeah woda la det midl 
(DH12_A02_01) \rl kinanggi \rl kina \rl ki 
\ck August 29th 2013 \ot dissaid is ey 
kinangga] 

kinanggi  dem. this side, PROX. kinanggi yuyu 
he's on this side Ant: ngunangga. [Source: 
DH12_A15_04.032] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \rl 
kinangga \ck August 29th 2013] 

kinwa  cov. hang down. kinwa-deli wuyu it's 
hanging down [Source: Positionals_BL003] 
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04/Dec/2014. [?? \rl kin \rl wa] 
kinwat  cov. hang over, be put over, be over r. 

[Source: Posititionals_BL.127] 04/Dec/2014. 
[?? \rl kin \rl wat \ck August 29th 2013] 

=kna  =clitic. focal suffix/clitic marking or 
emphazising the verb complex attaching to 
inflecting verbs only. ngaty wuta ki-na 
kubuk warra wutu=kna ya tyagad yuwayi 
yida then they sit down here, they go 
swimming, and one runs away Variant: 
=kka. [Source: Birk, 82-84 
DH13_V47_02.104] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \qu 
what is the actual usage of this? It is used 
when something comes into focus in 
discourse?] 

krirrk  cov. windy (path), bent, crooked. [Source: 
DH12_A09_03] [?? \ot krukidwan, 
bendiwan] 

krirrk tyed  it is windy. 04/Dec/2014. [?? 
\ck September 9th 2013] 

-gu  -case. accusative case-marker? alawar 
mawun-gu kurpuk-ma=nue the women 
wash clothes (for all of us) [Source: 
DB_A01_06.048] 24/Jun/2014. 

kububuk  cov. swim (partially reduplicated), 
enter water. nguluk eyiny wutu=wa nana 
kububuk wuta the floodwater came and 
knocked them around See main entry: 
kubuk. [Source: DH13_V55_03.016] 
04/Dec/2014. 

kubuk  cov. dive, go down, fall down into the 
water, swim, bathe, wash, enter water. 
Variant: kuwbuk; kububuk; kubukwuk. 
[?? \iv go (DH12_A34_02.241) \ck August 
29th 2013 \rl kabuk \rl kubugaty] 

kabuk kubuk  bathe. nen tyadyadelli 
kubuk yida where he fell down into the 
water [Source: 06.10.2012 DH12_V36_05.119 
Birk, 143] [?? \ck August 29th 2013 \cc can 
select for all IVs except for 'do' and 'lie'] 

tyumburr kubuk  dive making a splash. 
[Source: Birk, 143] [?? \cc can select for all 
IVs except for 'do' and 'lie' \ck August 29th 
2013] 

kubuk tyurrk pi yide  dive into the water. 
[Source: Oct 17th 2012] [?? \ck August 29th 
2013] 

kubuk darr  dive for fish (of eagle). [Source: 
Oct 31st 2012] [?? \ck August 29th 2013] 

kubukma yida  he swims. [Source: Nov 14th 
2012] [?? \ck August 29th 2013] 

kubukma yunu  he washes. [Source: Nov 
14th 2012] [?? \ck August 29th 2013] 

kubuk-wat  put into water. [Source: 

DB_A01_04.224] 04/Dec/2014. 
kubugaty  cov. soak, enter water. [?? \ck 

September 9th 2013 \rl kubuk \rl katy] 
kubugaty pam wuyu  it soaks. [Source: Nov 

10th 2012] 
katy kubugaty  throw into water. [Source: 

DB_A02_05.193] 
tity-yi kubugaty  throw back into water. 

wag wuta kubugaty they go to soak in the 
water [Source: DB_A02_05.201 
DH12_A25_10.305] 04/Dec/2014. 

kubukwuk  cov. flood. kubukwuk wuta the 
flood came See main entry: kubuk. [Source: 
DH13_V55_03.026] 04/Dec/2014. 

kuelmin  n. baby carriying device made of 
paperbark. 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 
29th 2013] 

kuempuer  cov. be cold, have a cold, have a 
runny nose. [?? \ck August 29th 2013] 

kuempuer wat pir  have a cold (can't clean 
the nose). [Source: Birk, 144] 04/Dec/2014. 
[?? \cc can select for all IVs except for 'do' 
and 'sit' and 'lie' \ck August 29th 2013] 

kuk  cov. wait. pi errduerrang kuk we wait for 
them to come See main entry: kuguk. 
[Source: DB_A02_03.168] 04/Dec/2014. [?? 
\rl kukway] 

kukpindi  n. armband from woody vine, bangle. 
[Source: DH12_A25_08.024 Plants and 
Animals book] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
August 29th 2013 \ma pinbin \ck August 
29th 2013] 

kuguk  cov. wait. Variant: kuk. 
kugukma yida  he is waiting. [Source: 

DH12_A33_01.272 DH13_V47_03.03] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 29th 2013 \ck 
August 29th 2013] 

kukway  cov. wait for a long time. [Source: Tryon 
18 DH13_A49_13] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
August 29th 2013 \rl kuk \rl way \rl emen] 

kul  cov. stab, stab turtle, pierce, have contact 
with. [Source: Birk (10)] [?? \ck August 29th 
2013 \rl kulpak \rl kulbuk] 

wa kul pat  load objects into boat/car etc. 
[Source: Birk, 144] [?? \cc can select for all 
IVs except for 'do' and 'sit' and 'lie' \ck 
August 29th 2013] 

kul pak  board (boat). [Source: Birk, 155] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 29th 2013] 

gulb  cov. roast, cook. nikitti nende yunu=we 
kumugut gulb dyurr Dyamalagany and 
why do we forget about the place where he 
cooks tucker, at Dyamalagany? Variant: 
gulbtyed. [Source: DH12_A33_01.261 Birk 
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(22) as kuelp] [?? \ck August 29th 2013 \iv 
do (DB_A01_06.071)] 

gulb tyed  roast. [Source: Birk 140] [?? \cc 
can select for all IVs except for 'stand' 
according to Birk \ck August 29th 2013] 

gulb dyurr  roast. [Source: 
DH12_A33_01.261] 25/Jun/2014. [?? \ck 
August 29th 2013] 

kulpat  cov. load into canoe. Variant: kulparad. 
[Source: Birk, 96] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \rl 
wakulpat \ck August 29th 2013] 

kulpak  cov. get in, board, get on. muyiny 
kulpak he pulls the dog into the water 
kulpak pi yidake he gets onto the raft 
[Source: DH12_A34_02.239 
MC09_A01_01.07] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \rl pak 
\rl kul \ck August 29th 2013] 

kulparad  cov. load of plural objects. alginmity 
kulparad wirrk dae-fish-ing ma-pi 
wendi=we all the kids got into the boat for 
fishing See main entry: kulpad. [Source: Birk, 
96 DH12_A25_03.073] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \iv 
go (DB_A01_04.269) \ck August 29th 2013] 

gulbtyed  cov. roast. See main entry: gulb. 
[Source: Oct 17th 2012] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \rl 
tyed \ck August 29th 2013] 

kulbuk  cov. clean floor, clean. kulbuk aya 
dawud nana I clean all the blood out, and 
finish it ki kulbuk niminy she cleans the 
floor [Source: DB_A02_01.134 QUEST_070] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 29th 2013 \rl 
kul \rl buk \iv do (DB_A02_01.134)] 

kumpak  cov. bury. [?? \rl kumtyed \rl pak] 
kumpak yiminy  he buries. [Source: Birk 140] 

04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 29th 2013 \cc 
can select for all IVs except for 'sit' and'lie' 
according to Birk] 

kumtyed  cov. bury. kumtyed yur burying 
[Source: DH12_V36_03.273] 04/Dec/2014. 
[?? \rl kumpak \rl tyed] 

kumutypuluk  n. sand goanna; Varanus 
gouldii; best meat. This goanna is the most 
common one seen. They are often chased up 
trees and then hit with a stick, other wise 
they can be chased along the ground and 
killed with a stick. Occasionally they are 
dug out of burrows. During the wet season 
they stay in their burrows, they are more 
active in the dry weather. [Source: Plant and 
Animal book DH12_V36_05.109] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 29th 2013 
\ma parangkerre \ck August 29th 2013] 

kumugut  n. blue-tongue lizard. Variant: 
kumurgut. [Source: Plants and Animals 

book as kumukut dreaming story 
DH12_A33_01] 29/Aug/2013. [?? \ck 
August 29th 2013 \cc important dreamtime 
story involving this lizard concerning a 
place where he tricked a King Brown Snake 
by hiding in a hole that was then killed by a 
magically powerful goana (tyerriny) \rl 
Kumugutyinnga \ma pirrir \ck August 
29th 2013] 

Kumugutyinnga  n_top. place name, 
dreaming place near bamboo creek for the 
blue-tongue lizard where cane grass 
continues to grow after every flood even 
though all surrounding areas are washed 
down by the floods and support no plant 
life. Variant: Kumurgutyinnga. [Source: 
DH12_A33_01 map Mount Hayward: N-S 
and 78 W-E] 10/Dec/2012. [?? \in 58 \ma 
Pirriryende] 

kumurgut  n. blue-tongue lizard. See main 
entry: kumugut. 10/Dec/2012. 

Kumurgutyinnga  n_top. placename. See main 
entry: Kumugutyinnga. 04/Dec/2014. 

kumyurr  cov. drown. [?? \ck August 29th 2013 
\iv stand (DH12_A40_03.161) \iv lie 
(DH13_A33_02.132)] 

kumyurruwa yuyuwa  he drowns. yerra 
kumyurr eyingginy dek ki-na eniyang-ga 
naman I am drowning here in this place, he 
says warri =we kumyurr nuenueyung-ga 
you might drown [Source: Oct 27th 2012 
DH12_A40_03.161 DH13_A33_02.132] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 29th 2013] 

Kunbuk  n_prop. name of Michael Kunbuk 
(MK) living in Belyuen and brother to Rita 
McGregor (RMc). [Source: 
MC10_A02_01.060] 04/Dec/2014. 

kunduwurru  n. silver paperbark, light-blue 
coloured with thin paperbark and hard 
bark; silver paperbark tree with hard bark. 
Variant: merrir. [Source: DH12_A25_09] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck September 9th 2013 
\ma merrey \ck September 9th 2013] 

kunerra  n. healing tree, Canarium 
australianum, BURSERACEAE; The gum is 
used to plug holes in didgeridus. It is 
melted it first to make it soft, when it sets it 
is very hard. The seeds inside fruit can be 
eaten after they are extracted from the fruit. 
The wood often contains large Witchetty 
grubs, Dirri that are good to eat. Torres 
Strait Pigeons, Pondutyomo (Mal) or 

Kumurgut_0538.pcx;1.5";1.13";PCX 
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Potyotyom (Mat) and Bowerbirds, 
Tyurrikma eat the fruit. This plant has 
special spiritual healing powers for 
MalakMalak people. If an adult or child is 
having problems with their spiritual well 
being this tree can play an important role in 
healing or remedying their spiritual health.; 
can be used to stop itching after a bite by a 
black whip snake in combination with 
goose or goanna bone marrow fat and red 
ochre or charcoal. It may also be used to 
heal 'madness'. [Source: Plants and Animals 
book, as Kunerre DH12_V36_02] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \qu check scientific name 
\ck August 29th 2013 \me kunerra] 

kunyunguny  n. boomerang. [Source: Plants 
and Animals book] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ma 
tyimbitytyimbity \rl tyimbitytyimbity \cc 
as tyimbitytyimbity elicted from speakers 
from DH as well as recorded by Ian Green 
but maybe thi sis only zml? as said on Sep 
9th 2013 \ck September 9th 2013] 

kurr  cov. pull, push. [Source: Birk, 135] [?? \iv 
go (DH12_A48_02.039) \cc according to 
Birk can select for all six IVs \ck September 
9th 2013 \rl kurrgaty] 

kurr wapi  drag along. [Source: Cahir 115 Birk 
118 and 20] 

kurr karrarrwat yide  save someone after 
he/she fell into the water. nukut kurr 
waba-katy tap-yurr you turn over to the 
small logs, hold them down and then push 
it [Source: Nov 5th 2012 DB_A01_04.222] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck September 9th 2013] 

kurrarei  adj. ochre, brown, brown-reddish. 
[Source: BL in DH12_A01_04 on 22/05/2012 
DH12_A01_04_0221] 09/Sep/2013. [?? \ck 
September 9th 2013] 

kurrpit  cov. miss with a weapon. [Source: Birk, 
135] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \cc according to Birk 
can select for all six IVs \ck September 9th 
2013] 

kurrbut  cov. cover, cover up. erruerre-na, 
kurrput wurrundu wundut, nana wirrngak 
they both cover it up , and they leave it 
there [Source: Birk (41) as kurrput Birk, 135 
DB_A01_02.001] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \cc 
according to Birk can select for all six IVs 
\ck September 9th 2013] 

kurrgaty  cov. push, push away. Syn: turrkaty. 
[?? \rl kurr \rl katy] 

kurrgatyma yida  he pushed. 04/Dec/2014. 

[?? \ck September 9th 2013] 
kurru  cov. pull, drag, grow up. [?? \iv go 

(DH13_V55_03.078) \rl kurrugaty] 
kurruma yida  he pulls it. ngaty dek 

ngun-na yida kurru he grew up there in 
another country [Source: Nov 7th 2012 
DH13_V55_03.078] 04/Dec/2014. 

kurrut  cov. remove, pull out. eye wutume muta 
yawug-ken dirra-man ka wuta-ngayi 
kurrut, awu her family has to leave her, 
another family comes and takes the spear 
out (her husband's family) and cleans up 
the wound Variant: kurrurrut. [Source: Birk, 
135 DB_A01_05.202] [?? \iv do 
(DB_A01_05.204) \cc according to Birk can 
select for all six IVs \ck September 9th 2013] 

kurrut ang  take off and give. [Source: Cahir 
117] [?? \ck September 9th 2013] 

kurrut tyedyi  take clothes off for 
swimming. [Source: Birk, 137] 04/Dec/2014. 
[?? \cc according to Birk can select for all 
six IVs \ck September 9th 2013] 

kurrug  cov. bendy, bent, windy, in sign 
language. kurrug naman=yu he says in sign 
language [Source: DH13_V51_01.043 
wordlist 27/Sep/2012] 

kurrugkurrug  bendy river, crooked road. 
[Source: wordlist 27/Sep/2012] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck September 9th 2013] 

kurrugaty  cov. throw. 04/Dec/2014. [?? \rl 
kurru \rl katy \ck September 9th 2013] 

kurrugurrma  cov. sing. [Source: Ian Green: 
kuruguru with 'sit' and also others yida] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck September 9th 2013] 

kurrunguntyed  cov. hold back, grab. [?? \ck 
September 9th 2013 \rl kurrungun \rl tyed] 

kurrunguntyed  hold back somebody. 
[Source: wordlist Oct 27th 2012] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \gt einholen] 

kurrurr  n. dillybag. kurrurr-nen nikkiti what's 
that dillibag? [Source: DH12_A25_08.006] 
04/Dec/2014. 

kurrurrut  cov. remove. yerrk-ma wuta 
wirrngak nimbid-nen kurrurrut they 
scratch the bark off/skin the stick/finish the 
thing, and open the stick and get the string 
out See main entry: kurrut. [Source: 
DH12_A25_07.049] 04/Dec/2014. 

Guwema  n_prop. language name. 
07/Dec/2012. 
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H  -  h 
 
hmm  interj. hm. 13/Oct/2012. 
 
 

J  -  j 
 
Jigbala  n_prop. nickname of speaker FM. 

04/Nov/2012. 
 

 

L  -  l 
 
labarr1  cov. light, not heavy. 

wuyu labarr  it is light. [Source: Birk (42)] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck September 9th 2013] 

labarr2  n. lighter version of boomerang made of 
white trunk after bark is removed. [Source: 
Nov 8th 2012] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 
18th 2013] 

labarra  n. lungs. [Source: DH12_A19_01 
MalakMalak wordlist as menlava] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck September 9th 2013] 

lak  cov. eat, chew, eat meat. tyulul wurru dae 
lak wurrunduny they go down and they eat 
it lak-ma eninginy I am sitting down 
(stative) eating Variant: larrak; lakadema; 
larak. [Source: DB_A01_04.276 Cahir 29 
DH12_A04_04 Oct 27th 2012 Birk (10) as 'eat 
meat' Birk, 136] [?? \rl karrlak \iv sit 
(DH12_A46_05.075) \iv go 
(DB_A01_04.102) \iv do (DB_A01_04.118) 
\iv lie (DB_A02_05.065) \ck September 9th 
2013 \cc according to Birk can select for all 
six IVs \ck September 9th 2013] 

eyelak  spear to eat. [Source: DB_A01_06.052] 
04/Dec/2014. 

lalarr  cov. tear up, burst open. 
lalarrma yida  it tears up. 04/Dec/2014. [?? 

\ck September 9th 2013] 
lalarrk  cov. sore, be in pain. 

yide lalarrk  he is sore. [Source: 
Dh12_A47_01.106] [?? \ck September 10th 
2013 \ck September 10th 2013] 

lalarrk wabili ede  I got a sore foot. [Source: 
Nov 6th 2012] 04/Dec/2014. 

lam  cov. talk, speak. Variant: lamlam; larram; 
larra. [Source: Birk, 142 Harvey 1989:59] [?? 
\iv go (DH12_A25_04.15) \ck September 
9th 2013 \rl lamtyak \rl lamdel \cc can 

select for all IVs except for 'do' \ka lam] 
lam tyak  stop. [Source: Cahir 115 Birk 97 

DB_A01_02.109] [?? \ck September 9th 
2013] 

taty lam  capsize. [Source: Birk (21)] [?? \ck 
September 9th 2013] 

tad lam  tell off. [?? \ck September 9th 2013] 
lam del  stop and sit down. [Source: 

DB_A01_02.108] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
September 9th 2013] 

lamdel  cov. quarrel stop (someone from doing 
something), stop someone from quarrelling, 
stop arguing, stop fighting. ngurra 
lamdel-ma wuete the others are quarreling 
[Source: Birk (18) as lamtel Birk, 136 
DB_A01_03.241] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \rl lam 
\rl del \cc according to Birk can select for 
all six IVs \ck September 9th 2013] 

lamtyak  cov. stop talking, be quiet. [Source: Birk, 
136] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \rl lam \rl tyak \cc 
according to Birk can select for all six IVs 
\ck September 9th 2013] 

lamlam  cov. talk continously. nguluk lamlam 
manue you came to talk language See main 
entry: lam. [Source: DH12_A12_05.160] 
09/Sep/2013. [?? \ck September 9th 2013] 

langaty  cov. sunrise, light comes, become light 
daylight. enlighten, light up. [Source: 
QUEST_036] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
September 10th 2013] 

langgalangga  n. butterfly. [Source: Plants and 
Animals book 16.08.2013 DH13_A49_10] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \cc Lepidoptera, many 
taxa All butterflies are referred to as 
Langalanga, though different species are 
recognised \ck September 10th 2013] 

larr  cov. swell, tear. 
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larrarr yida  it swells up. nga yeli larr aya I 
tear paperbark Variant: larrlarr. [Source: 
Birk, 171 Cahir 26 Birk, 136] 04/Dec/2014. 
[?? \ck September 10th 2013 \ck September 
10th 2013 \iv do (DH12_A34_02.076) \cc 
according to Birk can select for all six IVs 
\ck September 10th 2013] 

larra  cov. talk. nguluk-wang larra muta the 
priests talked Malak See main entry: lam. 
[Source: DH12_A25_02.074] 04/Dec/2014. 
[?? \iv go (DH12_A25_04.21)] 

larrap  cov. bind of plural objects, tangle. See 
main entry: larrp. [Source: Birk, 96] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck September 10th 2013] 

larrak  cov. eat of multiple people, eat meat of 
multiple entities; eat with plural objects, eat 
meat of multiple entities. dae yerrgit larrak 
errdue-ma we all want to eat fish See main 
entry: lak. [Source: DB_A02_06.186 Birk, 96 
Oct 27th 2012] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
September 10th 2013] 

larram  cov. talk with plural subjects. See main 
entry: lam. [Source: Birk, 96] 04/Dec/2014. 
[?? \ck September 10th 2013] 

larrarr  cov. swell, tear up. 
larrarr nuende  she swells up/tears up. 

[Source: Nov 14th 2012] 04/Dec/2014. [?? 
\ck September 10th 2013] 

larrawa  n. smoking pipe, long stemmed. 
[Source: Plants and Animals book] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck September 10th 2013 
\ma larrawa \ck September 10th 2013] 

larrp  cov. bind, tie, entangle. Variant: larrap; 
larrplarr. [Source: as 'to crack' in Harvey 
1989:90] [?? \iv do (DH12_A34_02.366) \ck 
September 10th 2013 \ka larlp] 

larrp arrdel nunuwe  zip up something. 
[Source: wordlist Oct 27th 2012] [?? \ck 
September 10th 2013] 

wa-ngga larrb wirrminy  they tied (it) up. 
[Source: DH12_A46_05.035] 

larrp yiminy  tie up. yen deyid-many yerrap 
errdue larrp-ma=we the thing from the 
sandpalm, get the wood off (after bark) and 
tie it around (we do) Variant: lararp; larrb. 
[Source: Birk (9) DH12_A25_07.053] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck September 10th 2013] 

larrplarrp  cov. be tangled. Ant: kulbul. See 
main entry: larrp. [?? \ck September 10th 
2013] 

pundu larrplarrpeli nuende  she is tangled 
(hair). tyurrptaty wirrminy larrplarrp pi 
yida they cut off that robe and he keeps on 
rolling down with that rope [Source: Oct 

27th 2012 DH12_A34_02.367] 04/Dec/2014. 
[?? \ck September 10th 2013] 

larrlarr  cov. swell and tear. See main entry: larr. 
[Source: Birk, 171] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
September 10th 2013] 

=le  =clitic. focus marker. mi-tyal=le the string 
from the P tree root [Source: 
DH12_A25_07.040] 25/Jun/2014. 

lemberrengety  n. Native Cherry; flacourtia 
territirialis; a favoured sweet fruit that is 
eaten when red-brown, ready to eat during 
Arimada; The fruit are eaten when ripe, 
red-brown, they are very tasty and sweet. 
This plant is common in jungles on the river 
bank. [Source: mpb and zml plant 
knowledge Plants and Animals book] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck September 10th 2013 
\ma ngarangga \ck September 10th 2013] 

lengerrk  cov. clean. tyewer lengerrk dud he 
cleaned his ears lengerrk watyuk aya I 
clean it and put it into (the saucepan) 
[Source: DH12_A25_10.307 DB_A02_01.137] 

lengerrk yide  it is clean. [Source: BL in 
DH12_A01_04 on 22/05/2012 
DH12_A01_04_0305 Cahir 118 asn 
lengkarrg] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck September 
10th 2013 \cc in Ray Ngolok-Wanggar 
Vocabulary as lengak \ck September 10th 
2013] 

lerra  cov. be gone, not be there. yinya ki lerra 
wutu wirrk=wa wag-nen <yu luk> ka 
wuta=kna they all left and went back to 
Darwin , they came endi yub yida wirrg-a 
lerra a lot died there [Source: 
DH12_A25_03.076 DH12_A25_03.098] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \iv sit 
(DH12_A25_03.078)] 

lerrp1  cov. gather, walk to come together. lerrp 
wuete mutyurr-wuna they all gather 
together [Source: DB_A01_02.142] [?? \ck 
September 10th 2013] 

lerrp-purrp  make fire walking around. 
[Source: DB_A01_05.033] 

lerrp tyed  come together. [Source: Birk, 144 
move around in grass (as that)] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \cc can select for all IVs 
except for 'do', 'lie' and 'stand'] 

lerrp2  cov. be hot. Variant: lerrpma. 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck September 10th 2013] 

lerrpma  cov. be hot, being hot, hot, sweat. Ant: 
kerrgerrtyma. See main entry: lerrp. [Source: 
DH12_A05_05 Birk, 142] 04/Dec/2014. [?? 
\cc as 'not being hot' in Ray 
Ngolok-Wanggar Vocabulary \cc can select 
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for all IVs except for 'do' \ck September 
10th 2013] 

lerri  cov. be spread out, spread out. na yewud 
yerra errdue=wa we spread out lerri pi 
wuta all animals have gone away [Source: 
DB_A06_01.031 DH12_V36_03.062] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \rl lerrityed] 

lerrityed  cov. go away, leave. [Source: 
DB_A01_05.066] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \rl lerri 
\rl tyed] 

lerrrperrd  cov. burst, break into pieces, blow 
up. 

lerrperrd wuyuwa  it breaks up into pieces. 
[Source: wordlist Oct 8th 2012] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck September 10th 2013 
\ck September 10th 2013] 

lirringid  cov. locked up, crack. 
pungurl lirringid eyingginy  the knee 

cracks while getting up/it locks down. 
pungul durrk pak kneeling down [Source: 
Nov 6th 2012] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 
6th 2013 \ck August 6th 2013] 

lub  cov. be the same, be together. lub-ali 
enggudung we go together lub tyedarelli 
wudyu they stood up in the same 
way/close to one another [Source: 
DH12_A40_03.132 DH12_A15_03.132] [?? 
\iv go (DH12_A40_03.132)] 

lub pi wurrungguny  go together: 'be 
friends'. [Source: Birk, 144] [?? \cc can select 
for all IVs except for 'do' and 'sit' and 'lie' 
\ck September 10th 2013] 

lublub  gather. [Source: Birk, 159] 
lubpelingna wute  they are walking 

together in a line. [Source: Oct 17th 2012] [?? 
\ck September 10th 2013] 

lub tyedali  gather. 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
September 10th 2013] 

lublub  cov. gather something. [?? \iv go 
(DH12_A25_03.191)] 

lublubma yida  collect/gather. pi 
wuta-ngeli lublub muta they pick up 
freshwater mussles [Source: Oct 27th 2012 
Nov 7th 2012 DH13_V57_03.054] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck September 10th 2013] 

lukluk  adj. happy. Variant: luklukma. [?? \ck 
September 10th 2013] 

luklukma yida/yunuwa  he's happy. 
lukluk katy nuenydyue=wa eniken she is 
happy at the moment [Source: QUEST_086] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck September 10th 2013 
\ck September 10th 2013] 

luklukma  adj. happy. See main entry: lukluk. 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck September 10th 2013] 

lunggurr  n. water cave. [Source: QUEST_052] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck September 10th 2013] 

lurru  cov. move fast, have no time, be in a hurry, 
hurry. 

lurru yunuwa  he has no time to talk and 
rushes past. [?? \ck September 10th 2013] 

lurrunggaty  clean something up. lurru, yur 
yuyuwa he puts it down quickly [Source: 
DH12_V36_02.285] [?? \ck September 10th 
2013] 

lurru katy  wait around for food. [Source: 
Birk, 142] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \cc can select 
for all IVs except for 'do'] 

lurrud  cov. grind. [Source: Birk, 136] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck September 10th 2013 
\cc according to Birk can select for all six 
IVs] 

lurrung  cov. clean. [Source: Birk, 136 wordlist 
Oct 27th 2012] [?? \cc according to Birk can 
select for all six IVs] 

lurrungma yide  sweep somthing up. 
[Source: wordlist Oct 27th 2012 QUEST_070] 
[?? \ck September 10th 2013] 

lirringgidma yida  clean teeth. 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck September 10th 2013] 

 
 

M  -  m 
 
ma  n. agile wallaby. dae-ma wallaby [Source: 

Plants and Animals book DH12_A05_04 
DB_A02_05.081] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
September 10th 2013 \ma ngandiny \ck 
September 10th 2013] 

ma  cov. come out, exit with deictic component 
when speaker is outside. [?? \iv go 
(DH12_A25_03.147)] 

ma wuerruenung-wurru  they will teach 

them. ma yid tyurrk pak he goes inside and 
outside, and sits down [Source: 
DH12_A25_03.175 DH13_V51_01.058] 
04/Dec/2014. 

-ma  -suf. continuative suffix attaching to 
coverbs, cannot occur in complex 
predictates with 'do' IV, most often occurs 
in combination with 'go' IV. Variant: -mang. 
[Source: Birk 89-91 Harvey 1989:52] 
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21/May/2013. [?? \ka -ma] 
maburra  cov. follow, pursue, chase. [?? \iv sit 

(DH12_V36_02.288) \iv do 
(DB_A02_03.082) \rl maburrakaty] 

maburra wat  chase away. wi maburra 
wirrunduny they fight and chase each other 
[Source: DH12_V36_03.027 Birk (16) Birk 141 
DB_A02_03.082] [?? \cc can select for all 
IVs except for 'sit' and 'stand' according to 
Birk \ck September 10th 2013] 

maburra yida  follow 
somebody/something. [Source: Oct 27th 
2012] 

maburra yiminy  he chased somebody. 
[Source: Nov 7th 2012] [?? \ck September 
10th 2013] 

maburra tyityma  track someone. [Source: 
DH12_A25_02.094] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ma 
biri] 

maburrak  n. stick spear, spear made of a 
wooden stick, made of bamboo, long and 
strong, sharp and straight. tyung nen 
nikkiti maburrak=we what's that long 
straight spear called to kill people with 
[Source: DH12_A26_02.082 
DH12_A34_02.147] 04/Dec/2014. 

maburrakaty  cov. chase. [Source: Birk 140] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \rl maburra \rl katy \cc 
can select for all IVs except for 'sit' 
according to Birk \ck September 10th 2013] 

mada  n. rain, thunderstorn. mada-yen titypi 
wuta mada <monsun> they went back with 
the rain, the monsoon [Source: 
DH13_V55_03.044 Mathew Dakyerat in Ray 
Ngolok-Wanggar Vocabulary 
DH12_A05_05 Birk (7) as mata wordlist 
26/Sep/2012] [?? \ck September 10th 2013 
\cc as madda in Ray Ngolok-Wanggar 
Vocabulary \ocl natural objects] 

mada tyerragaty yiminy  the rain is falling. 
[Source: not on tape, fieldnote on 05.11.2012, 
speaker FM, location: Nauiyu in front of the 
store] [?? \ck September 10th 2013] 

mada mirima yide  thunderstorm. [Source: 
not on tape, fieldnote on 05.11.2012, speaker 
FM, location: Nauiyu in front of the store] 
[?? \ck September 10th 2013] 

mada yinelli  rain flood. [Source: wordlist 
27/Sep/2012] [?? \ck September 10th 2013] 

mada witybi  light rain. [Source: wordlist 
27/Sep/2012] [?? \ck September 10th 2013] 

mada tyurruma  big rain. [Source: wordlist 
27/Sep/2012] 

ngalwarr / labali  light rain. 04/Dec/2014. 

[?? \ck September 10th 2013] 
Madayinnga  n_top. Aboriginal name for 

Woolianna settlement and name of rockbar 
in river that covers most of the river, ca. 14 
km upstream from Daly River Crossing. 
Madayinnga naman wirrminy=ye we call it 
M [Note: mpb and zml language meaning 
rain place from mada and yinnga?] [Source: 
map Mount Hayward: 89 N-S and 77 W-E 
DH12_A25_01 and MC10_A02_04 
DH12_A25_03.033] 28/Mar/2014. [?? \co 
13°41'11''S, 130°41'6'' E \in 50] 

Matngele  n_prop. language name. yinya nende 
MalakMalak Matngele tyi-tyal-a wuta they 
brought people from mpb and zml together 
[Source: DH13_V55_03.022] 04/Dec/2014. 

maty  cov. heavy, fat. 
matyma yida  be heavy. [Source: 06/11/2012] 

04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck September 10th 2013] 
madyan  n. foot, feet. Variant: mel. [Source: 

DH12_A04_04 wordlist 26/Sep/2012 Ray 
Ngolok-Wanggar Vocabulary 
DH12_A04_04 MalakMalak wordlist as 
madjen Birk (7) as matyan] [?? \rl 
madyanduk \rl madyanpid \ocl parts of 
the body \ck September 10th 2013] 

madyan ngerru  nails/toes; lit. sit inside 
foot. [Source: DH13_V50_01.040] 

madyanwun yubeli yide  he is limping on 
both feet. [Source: DB_A01_06.069] 
04/Dec/2014. 

madyanpid  n. toe. [Source: DH13_A49_11] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \rl madyan \rl pid \ot 
cause we're walking on it \ck September 
10th 2013] 

madyanduk  n. sole of foot. madyanduek 
ki=we yerr-yerr-ma yide he has a sore sole 
of the foot [Source: DB_A02_01.113] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \rl madyan \rl duk \ck 
September 10th 2013] 

Matyarr  n_prop. Aboriginal name of Don White. 
31/Jan/2014. 

mag  cov. message, make message. 
mag yenyinma yida  he makes a stick 

message. [Source: Nov 14th 2012] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 12th 2013] 

Magat  n_prop. name of dreamtime being, man 
associated with Malpali dreaming. [Source: 
DH13_V47_04.08] 17/Jan/2014. 

Malak  n_prop. MalakMalak. See main entry: 
MalakMalak. 28/Mar/2014. 

-malak  -suf. dubiative, can be glossed as 'I don't 
know'. dek agun-den-malak pi yida I don't 
know where he goes ya amaneli-malak 
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tyurrk-a I don't know when we will bury 
him [Source: Birk (110) DH13_V47_02.072 
DB_A02_05.012] 11/Jul/2014. 

MalakMalak  n_prop. language name. yinya 
nende MalakMalak Matngele tyitya-a 
wuta they brought people from mpb and 
zml together Variant: Malak. [Source: 
DH13_V55_03.022] 27/Jun/2014. 

Malpali  n_top. placename, place on Elisabeth 
Downs Station, a hill and surrounding area 
including a small creek with a big dreaming 
story. [Source: DH13_V47_04.06] 
17/Jan/2014. 

maldip  cov. move eyes, blink. 
maldip yide  moving eyes. [Source: Nov 6th 

2012] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 12th 2013] 
mamak  cov. goodbye, say goodbye. mamak-ma 

wat goodbye now, he's gone [Source: 
DB_A01_02.164] 03/Dec/2014. 

mamyerr  n. bushes, hair. payagang tyedali 
yuyu mamyirr he's facing away from the 
bushes [Source: DH12_A22_05.023] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 12th 2013] 

man  cov. cover, cover up. [Source: Oct 17th 
2012] [?? \rl mantyed] 

man yide  cover something up. [Source: Oct 
17th 2012] 

taty-man  cover up. [Source: 
DH12_V36_03.005] [?? \ck Sep 12th 2013 
\rl manyur] 

man tyed yi  cover up and leave. [Source: Birk 
141] [?? \cc can select for all IVs except for 
'sit', 'lie' and 'stand' according to Birk \ck 
Sep 12th 2013] 

man parrad  resemble. [Source: Birk, 142] [?? 
\cc can select for all IVs except for 'do' \ck 
Sep 12th 2013] 

man tyed  cover up. [Source: Birk, 142 as float 
up] [?? \cc can select for all IVs except for 
'do' \ck Sep 12th 2013] 

miri man niminynu  sun eclipse. [?? \ck 
Sep 12th 2013] 

yelk man yiminynu  moon eclipse. 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 12th 2013] 

-man1  -case. ablative case marker suffix attaches 
to nouns and demonstratives. dek 
yawugman from a place far far away See 
main entry: -many. [Source: 
DH12_A12_05.127] 24/Jan/2013. 

-man2  -suf. continuous attaching to coverbs. 
tyetyerrkman ede I'm still talking [Source: 
DH12_A15_03.148] 28/Jan/2014. 

-man3  -suf. like, resemblence marker. [Source: 
Birk, 171] 24/Jan/2013. 

manaya  cov. be pregnant. [Source: as pueny 
(stomach) in Birk, 143] [?? \cc can select for 
all IVs except for 'do', 'go', '#go' and 'lie' \ck 
July 3rd 2013] 

manaya pueny  be pregnant. 12/Sep/2013. 
[?? \ck July 3rd 2013 \ck Sep 12th 2013] 

manbak  cov. come back, resurface, return to the 
water surface after diving. badbad-ma yida 
manbak-ma yida he rolled over and came 
out of the water [Source: DH12_A34_02.384 
Oct 17th 2012] 20/May/2014. [?? \iv go 
(DH12_A34_02.384) \ck Sep 12th 2013] 

mantyed  cov. float. [?? \rl tyed \rl man] 
mantyed wuyuwa  it floats. 03/Dec/2014. 

[?? \ck August 15th 2013] 
mandyulin  n. rope. [Source: 

DH13_V51_05.065] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
Sep 12th 2013] 

manmal  n. wing. manmal wabuny alawar x, 
alawar ki -na the women kindle the fire 
with a fan/wing [Source: Birk (19) 
DB_A01_04.194] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 
12th 2013] 

manman  cov. jog, run. See main entry: man. 
[Source: general questionnaire 002] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 12th 2013] 

manman  cov. jog, run. Variant: manman. 
[Source: general questionnaire 002] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 12th 2013] 

-mang  -suf. continous marker, old-fashioned? 
See main entry: -ma. 21/May/2013. 

mangalinyen  n. sardine. [Source: wordlist 
28/Sep/2012] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \rl pari \ck 
Sep 12th 2013] 

-many  -case. from, departing from, can have 
elative function, act as an agentless 
instrumental, has the function of 
foregrounding the actor from whom the 
action proceeds, departing suffix attaching 
to coverbs or inflecting verbs. wi-many 
yida=we the argument is finished now 
Variant: man. [Source: Harvey 1989:73 Birk, 
91-92 DB_A01_03.264] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \rl 
elimirrimany \ka -diyn] 

=manynga  =clitic. clitic that transforms 
adjectives into their antithesis, might also 
work with inflecting verbs as in the 
example? ki nunda=manynga muta-nu you 
almost kill him after manynga::: 
endeyi=manynga::: wirrk they kill each 
other, and on and on, done [Source: Birk, 105 
DB_A01_05.124 DB_A02_03.180] 
10/Jul/2014. 

manyur  cov. cover with a blanket to sleep. 
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[Source: Birk (19)] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \rl man 
\rl yur \ck Sep 12th 2013] 

mariny  n. story, message. mariny ngun-na 
lamlam purrarr wuete all the people walk 
around telling stories/talking a lot mariny 
lamlam-ma=nue he's telling a story [Source: 
Birk, 134 DB_A01_02.041 DB_A01_05.060] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 16th 2013] 

marra  cov. loose, slack. 
marra wuta  this is loose. [Source: 06.11.2012] 

16/Sep/2013. [?? \ck Sep 16th 2013] 
marraka  n. flower generic. [Source: 

DH12_A04_04 as mi-marrka in Tryon (1974) 
Plants and Animals book wordlist 
26/09/2012] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 16th 
2013 \ma marraga \ck Sep 16th 2013] 

Marranunggu  n. language name 
Marranunggu. [Source: DH13_V51_05.211 / 
DB_A02_03.071] 09/Jul/2014. 

mawun  n. clothes, cloth. [Source: Birk, 133 
Positionals_BL_009] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
Sep 16th 2013] 

mayaty  n. Nematalosa erebi; The flesh can be 
eaten after roasting or frying. It contains 
many bones and it is easier to scrape the 
flesh off the bones with your fingers. 
Generally this fish is fairly small, up to 
about 20 cm. [Source: Plants and Animals 
book wordlist 28/Sep/2012] 03/Dec/2014. 
[?? \ma duwurr \ck July 4th 2013] 

medtyendit  n. barramundi, larger specimen, 
recognized as females. [Source: Plants and 
Animals book] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 
16th 2013 \rl tyirrerer \ma tyarraktyarrak 
\ck Sep 16th 2013 \ma malwud] 

-mety  -suf. suffix attaching to nouns to indicate 
a young one? ani angunduelimirri wudyu 
wundut alal yinya-mety nende So in a row 
they are standing, two young guys [Source: 
DH12_A15_03.140] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
Sep 16th 2013] 

mekang  n_kin. female cousin. [Note: no 
occurrences in corpus] [Source: 
DH12_A05_04] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 
20 2013 \ck Sep 16th 2013 \sp awang \ma 
kapi] 

mel1  aff. proprietive can occur as suffix or prefix 
on nouns and coverbs, general sense is that 
of 'responsibility' or 'source', often used in 
kinship terms. naman wuwunduny 
mel-wi-na he says, we will come to fight/to 
kill you ngurrngut-mel yide he's getting 
tired/the eyes are getting sleepy [Source: 
Birk (110) DB_A01_05.077 DB_A01_02.035] 

03/Dec/2014. [?? \rl meltyed \rl meltapeli 
\rl melbabu \rl melawang \rl melalundu 
\ck Sep 16th 2013] 

mel2  cov. talk. mel-mel-ma nunu=wa yipi the 
snake is talking to Kumurgut (the stray 
wan), then the snake is going away [Source: 
DH12_V36_05.067] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
Sep 16th 2013] 

Mel Kumbarra  n_top. place name, S-Bend tight 
corner of Daly River. [Source: map Mount 
Hayward: 96 N-S and 69 W-E] 
04/Nov/2012. [?? \in 54] 

melalundu  n_kin. sister. melalundu 
nuenduen-nu his sister [Source: 
DB_A01_03.243] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \sp 
melnungundu \rl mel \ck Sep 16th 2013] 

melawang  n_kin. brother in law. [Note: no 
occurrences in corpus] [Source: 
DH12_A05_04] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \rl mel 
\rl awang \ck Sep 12th 2013 \ck Sep 16th 
2013] 

melbabu  n_kin. father (reference as opposed to 
address). nen-yunu melbabu nuenduen the 
boy's mother and father dae-nen wapi 
nunda=we melbabu-wang ang she gives 
the meat to his father first Variant: babu. 
[Source: Birk (16) as melpalu DB_A01_02.122 
DB_A01_04.285] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \rl mel 
\ck Sep 16th 2013] 

Melbelbel  n_top. place name, billabong close 
to Woolianna School (behind). [Source: map 
Mount Hayward: 84 N-S and 81 W-E] 
03/Nov/2012. [?? \in 20] 

meltapeli  n. wife, literally 'because of having 
something'. ki meltapeli akan lam 
yida-ngayi he doesn't growl at her (the 
husband) [Source: DB_A01_05.059] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \rl mel \rl tapeli] 

meldaty  cov. trip, trip over. 
meldaty yida  he trips over. meldaty tyalk 

ada I trip and fall meldaty ada tyung 
yintyerrik I tripped on the little stick 
[Source: Oct 27th 2012 QUEST_046 
DB_A03_08.080] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 
16th 2013] 

Meltarrtarrkma  n_top. Diesel Creek ca. 38km 
upstream of Daly River Crossing on 
kinangga side of the river. 19/Oct/2012. [?? 
\cc from Fisherman Map - check for 
pronunciation, meaning and accuracy!] 

meltyed  n. daughter-in-law. [Source: 
DB_A01_02.052 DB_A01_05.022] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \rl mel \rl tyed \ck Sep 
16th 2013] 
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melelpal  n. Plumed Whistling Duck. See main 
entry: melminma. 03/Dec/2014. 

melminma  n. Plumed Whistling-Duck, 
Dendrocygna eytoni; The flesh is eaten after 
roasting. They are hunted with throwing 
sticks in the same way as Burdekin Ducks. 
Variant: melelpal. [Source: Plants and 
Animals book wordlist 28/Sep/2012 
DH13_V51_05.056] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
Sep 16th 2013 \ma putyurung \ck Sep 16th 
2013] 

melnungundu  n_kin. brother. melnungundu 
yuenduen-nu=we his brother is there as 
well [Source: DB_A01_05.087 
DB_A01_03.250] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 
16th 2013 \ma nida \sp melalundu \ck Sep 
16th 2013] 

mememak  adv. many, a lot, very much. pi 
mememak ka wutu a lot of them came 
[Source: DB_A01_05.147] 03/Dec/2014. [?? 
\rl mutyurr] 

men1  n. stomach, belly. akana lak nuende 
algitybi lak men ngelk the woman can't eat 
that, the boy is full now - has a full stomach 
men ki-wuna in his stomach Variant: 
mandulma. [Source: Ray Ngolok-Wanggar 
Vocabulary Capell 1940_1 (p. 271/30) BL in 
DH12_A01_04 on 22/05/2012 
DH12_A01_04_0167 Birk (7) as man 
DB_A01_06.078 DH13_V55_04.17] [?? \ocl 
parts of the body \ck Sep 16th 2013 \rl 
menwuyug] 

wun mendab yiminy  having a stomach 
ache/diarrhea. [Source: Oct 31st 2012] 

menwuyug  be hungry. [Source: 
DH13_A32_01.12] 03/Dec/2014. 

men2  cov. hot. 03/Dec/2014. [?? \rl menmiri 
\ck Sep 16th 2013 (only menmiri)] 

menpurity  cov. be satisfied, be happy. 
menpurity yiminy  he is happy. [Source: 

Birk (118) Birk, 136] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
Sep 12th 2013 \cc according to Birk can 
select for all six IVs \ck Sep 12th 2013] 

mendel  cov. be sick, be ill. 
mendel yida  he is sick. pulity-nen werr-ma 

yida mendel ki the old men are crying out, 
they are a bit sick [Source: 
DH12_V36_02.286] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
Sep 16th 2013 \ck Sep 16th 2013] 

mendit  n. caterpillar. [Source: 16.08.2013 
DH13_A49_10] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 
16th 2013] 

mendulma  n. heart. See main entry: men. 
[Source: Mathew Dakyerat in Ray 

Ngolok-Wanggar Vocabulary 16.08.2013 
DH12_A19_01 MalakMalak wordlist as 
memdulma Birk (41) as mantulma] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 12th 2013 \ocl 
parts of the body] 

mendum  n. spike of animal. [Source: wordlist 
04/Oct/2012] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 
9th 2013] 

mentyik  cov. tie, tie up. 
mentyik-tyed  tying up. [Source: 

DB_A01_05.011] 03/Dec/2014. 
meningity  n. porcupine, spiny ant-eater. 

[Source: MalakMalak wordlist 
DB_A01_04.153] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 
16th 2013] 

menmiri  n. hot sun literally, meaning the 
direction of north. 03/Dec/2014. [?? \rl 
men \rl miri \ck Sep 16th 2013] 

menwirr  cov. roar of crocodile. [?? \ck Sep 
16th 2013] 

menwirrma yide  the crocodile roars. 
[Source: Nov 5th 2012] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
Sep 16th 2013] 

menwuyug  cov. be hungry, lit. 
stomach+be.loose. yenggi akana 
menwuyug dae you and me are not hungry 
(for meat) any more menwuyug aya I'm 
hungry [Source: DB_A02_07.363 
DB_A03_01.207 Birk (19) Birk, 136] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 12th 2013 \iv do 
(DH12_A25_10.100) \rl men \rl wuyug \rl 
menyikarr \ck Sep 12th 2013 \iv do 
(DH13_A32_01.12) \iv sit 
(DH13_A32_01.13) \cc according to Birk 
can select for all six IVs \ck Sep 12th 2013] 

menggil1  n. cocoon. [Source: Plants and 
Animals book as long woomera for fighting 
and for moth 16.08.2013 DH13_A49_10] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \cc cocoon used by 
caterpillars to transform into a butterfly 
\ma yirrimatya \ck Sep 16th 2013 \ck Sep 
16th 2013] 

menggil2  n. short cane grass spear. [Source: 
DB_A02_03.042] 03/Dec/2014. 

mengit  n. white cockatoo. dek ki wutana, 
mengit here are white cockatoos [Source: 
MalakMalak wordlist DH13_V51_05.016 
Birk (11) as mengkit] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
Sep 16th 2013] 

Mengil Mengil  n_top. place name, creek at 
S-Bend. [Source: map Mount Hayward: 
97-95 N-S and 69/70 W-E] 04/Nov/2012. 
[?? \in 53] 

menytyil  n. Freshwater Mangrove; 
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Barringtonia acutangula; The bark is used 
as a fish poison, Taratywolul in water holes. 
The outer and inner bark is chipped off the 
trunk and smashed into small pieces, these 
are then placed in a cylinder of paperbark 
and tied at each end. This cylinder is then 
taken into the water and shaken. This has 
the effect of taking the oxygen out of the 
water and the fish become stunned and 
float to the surface where they are easily 
collected. The water is then re-oxygenated 
by placing leaves of this species in the water 
hole. The itchy grub in this tree is called 
Indinykerre (Mat) and Kanygulyi (Mal) and 
it must be avoided as it causes severe 
irritation if it comes into contact with the 
skin. The leaves are used to wrap small fish, 
Yerrgit prior to smoking them to take away 
the fishy smell. [Source: mpb and zml plant 
knowledge Plants and Animals book 
28/Sep/2012] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 
16th 2013 \cc itchy tree \rl kanygulyi \ma 
menyyer \ck Sep 16th 2013] 

menyik  n. throat, neck. aka menyik 
tyetyerr-nen wutu nende menyik=na no, 
they are singing corroborree, throatsinging 
[Source: DH12_A05_05 DB_A05_01.071] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 16th 2013 \cc as 
menyoek in Ray Ngolok-Wanggar 
Vocabulary \ocl parts of the body] 

menyik tyanbarr  n. adam's apple. [Source: 
DH13_A49_11] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 
16th 2013] 

menyik kalalurr  n. lymph node. [Source: 
wordlist 04/Oct/2012] 03/Dec/2014. [?? 
\ck Sep 16th 2013] 

menyikarr  cov. be thirsty. [?? \rl menyik \rl 
arra] 

menyikarr yida  he's thirsty. 03/Dec/2014. 
[?? \ck Sep 12th 2013] 

menyilk  n. corroborree. menyilk yende wutu 
anda we all do corroborre well [Source: 
DB_A06_01.144] 03/Dec/2014. 

mer  n. Ironwood Tree; Erythrophleum 
chlorostachys; pods are burnt before the 
seeds inside are eaten; This tree is 
considered poisonous and can cause 
blindness, it is not used for any purpose 
because of its toxicity. The poison itself is 
from the sugar inside the thick bark that is a 
little bit wet. The green leaves are used 
during funeral ceremonies. They are placed 
over hot coals and flames so that they 
produce smoke. This smoke is allowed to 

waft around and cleanse areas of spirits that 
may be associated with the deceased. The 
hard, heavy wood is used for clap sticks 
and fighting sticks. Spearheads are also 
made and are attached to bamboo shafts, 
the fish must be speared in the temple and 
it makes the fish dizzy and he floats to the 
surface. The root can be dug and then 
heated on a fire until the wax or gum is 
exuded. This is soft when it is hot or warm 
but when it cools it sets very hard and is 
used to “glue” heads onto spears. The 
timber burns too hot to be used for 
firewood. tyung-mer ki muyu an ironwood 
tree stood there [Source: DH12_A08_06_0227 
mpb and zml plant knowledge Plants and 
Animals book] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 
16th 2013 \ma pawity \ck Sep 16th 2013] 

merri  cov. sit around. naman merri ngun:::: pi:: 
<go-bek la kemp> we were like that sitting 
around there, we went, went back, to the 
camp [Source: DH12_A25_03.177] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \rl katmerr] 

merriken  adv. first. niyerring karragut 
yiminy-nu merriken, wirrk kalawun tyeny 
yiminy the duck fixes up the fox first, 
finished, and then the fox gives him 
feathers [Source: DH13_V51_05.200] 
03/Dec/2014. 

Merrinmud  n_top. place name, Whitelaws 
Creek. [Source: map Mount Hayward: 98-96 
N-s and 74-77 W-E] 04/Nov/2012. [?? \in 
34] 

Merrir  n_top. big billabong on Elisabeth Downs 
property where the Whip Snake Dreaming 
takes place? Or just an in anecdotal incident 
involving such snakes? [Source: 
DH12_V36_02.228] 16/May/2014. 

merrir  n. silver paperbark tree with hard bark. 
[Source: DH12_A05_05 DH12_A25_09.115] 
[?? \cc as marrir in Cahir, 20] 

tyung-merrir  silver paperbark tree with soft 
bark. Variant: kunduwurr. [Source: 
Wightman DH12_A25_09] 03/Dec/2014. 
[?? \ck Sep 17th 2013 \ck Sep 17th 2013 
\ma merrey] 

merrum  n. stingray. [Source: Ian Green: meram] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 16th 2013] 

mi  n. vegetable food, tucker, generic fruit, 
non-meat. [Source: Tryon (1974) Cahir, 21 
DH12_A04_04 Ian Green: miyi Plants and 
Animals book] 11/Apr/2014. [?? \ck Sep 
17th 2013 \ma mi \ck Sep 17th 2013] 

mi- (from: mi-)  NCmark-. edible vegetables and 
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fruit. mi-yilik red lily mi-muntyalk 
mutyurr a lot of waterlilies [Source: 
DB_A02_05.083 DB_A02_05.084] 
04/Aug/2014. [?? \cc used to classify 
vegetables and fruit that are edible, also 
generic nominal form meaning 'vegetable 
food'] 

Midinyen  n_prop. name of Solomon Dunbar's 
wife Queenie. [Source: DB_A06_01.003] 
27/Nov/2013. 

midmid  cov. painted. See main entry: mityity; 
mid. [?? \ck Sep 17th 2013] 

mid tyerrad  paint (ceremonially) person. 
[Source: Birk, 144] [?? \cc can select for all 
IVs except for 'do' \ck Sep 17th 2013] 

midmid nende  painted thing. [Source: 
DH12_A43_02] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 
17th 2013] 

mity  n_kin. brother, sister, sibling. mity nga 
keen <wurrka>-ma nuende <Denisibal> 
my sister works in Belyuen See main entry: 
mityang. [Source: DB_A02_05.137 
DB_A02_06_053] 03/Dec/2014. 

mityang  n_kin. sibling, that is brother or sister. 
mityang-nen wuta=ke my brothers were 
with them mityang dat yur yuyu=wa-ka 
my brother woke up Variant: mityangma; 
mity. [Source: Ian Green: midjang 
DH12_A25_01.12 DB_A03_11.019] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 17th 2013 \ma 
ngorugar] 

mityangma  n_kin. brother. See main entry: 
mityang. [Note: no occurrances in corpus] 
[Source: Ray Ngolok-Wanggar Vocabulary] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ma nida \ck Sep 16th 
2013 \ocl persons] 

mityity1  n. white person, white woman. 
mityityi nuende  she draws. [Source: Oct 17th 

2012] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 17th 2013] 
mityity2  cov. write, paint. Variant: midmid. 

mityity yida  he writes/paints. [Source: Nov 
14th 2012] [?? \ck Sep 17th 2013] 

mityity yunu  paint. [Source: Nov 7th 2012] 
mityiy enmawa  I paint (my place). [Source: 

tep as Birk, 138] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck July 
11th 2013 \cc according to Birk can select 
for all six IVs] 

Mijon  n_top. Mission, Daly River Mission, 
Nauiyu Nambiyu Community. na pi 
enung-ga pi-wat, yeah Mijon nunuwu pak 
I want to go and sit down at the mission 
[Source: DB_A02_02.11] 27/Jun/2014. 

mil  cov. fall asleep. 
mil yida  he falls asleep. [Source: Oct 27th 

2012] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 17th 2013] 
milk1  n. forehead. milk tarrarr-ma wuete:::: 

ngun the old man cuts the forehead [Source: 
Mathew Daktyerat in Ray Ngolok-Wanggar 
Vocabulary DH12_A04_04 DB_A01_04.187] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ocl parts of the body \ck 
Sep 17th 2013] 

milk2  cov. decorate forehead, rub, rub into skin, 
rub against skin. milk-milk endi dat 
babwaya=we he rubbed against the 
barbwire and that's where I saw it [Source: 
DB_A06_01.079] 

milkma yida  he decorates his forehead. 
[Source: Birk, 136] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 
17th 2013 \cc according to Birk can select 
for all six IVs] 

milnginy  n. hill. [Source: Ian Green: milnginy] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 17th 2013] 

mindyidek  prn. reflexive pronoun. 
mindyidek ngakma nunu she eats it by 
herself [Source: DB_A01_03.105] 
17/Jun/2014. [?? \ck Sep 17th 2013] 

mininggity  n. echidna. [Source: QUEST_053] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 17th 2013] 

minma  n. halfcast. [Source: DB_A01_03.015] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 17th 2013] 

minuwa  n. ladybug. dae-minuwa wat-wa 
yiminy yid-yur the ladybug came down 
(took the fire) and took off again [Source: 
DH12_V36_03.048] 03/Dec/2014. 

mir  cov. melt, sweat, be hot, be shiny on the 
forehead. Variant: mirmir. [Source: Birk, 95 
Birk, 142] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \cc can select 
for all IVs except for 'do' \ck Sep 17th 2013] 

mirtyarrity  n. tears. [Source: Birk (8) as miri] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 17th 2013] 

miri  n. sun. miri keen tyed nuenydyue-na the 
sun is up like for late afternoon [Source: 
DB_A01_03.187] [?? \gd fem \ck Sep 17th 
2013 \rl miriyen \rl miri tyalk \rl miri 
baiga \rl miri kantyuk \rl menmiri] 

miri purrarr  midday. [Source: 
DH12_V36_05.056 Ray Ngolok-Wanggar 
Vocabulary Capell 1940_1 (p. 271/30) BL in 
DH12_A01_02 on 22/05/2012] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ocl natural objects] 

miri baiga  n. sunrise, east. 28/Jan/2014. [?? \rl 
miri tyalk \rl miri \rl miriyen \rl miri 
kantyuk \ck Sep 17th 2013] 

miri tyalk  n. sunset, west, sundown. 
28/Jan/2014. [?? \rl miri \rl miri baiga \rl 
miriyen \rl miri kantyuk \ck Sep 17th 2013] 

miri kantyuk  n. midday, north. miri numbang 
kantyuk at midday/in the north [Source: 
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DH12_A22_06.087] 28/Jan/2014. [?? \rl 
miri \rl miri baiga \rl miri tyalk \rl miriyen 
\ck Sep 17th 2013] 

miriyen  adv. daytime, day, daylight, during the 
day. nguyu miriyen warrad pi enung-ga 
tomorrow at daylight I will go walkabout 
[Source: Birk (33) as 'during the day' 
DB_A02_01.006] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \rl miri 
\ck Sep 17th 2013] 

mirmir  cov. melt, sweat. See main entry: mir. 
[Source: Birk (16), Birk 95] 03/Dec/2014. [?? 
\ck Sep 17th 2013] 

mirr  n. kids, children generic. mishanri tityka 
wuta lublub mirr the missionaries came 
and gathered all the kids [Source: 
DH12_A25_03.093] 03/Dec/2014. 

mirrpala  n. nulla-nulla and shield. [Source: 
Plants and Animals book] 03/Dec/2014. [?? 
\ck Sep 17th 2013 \ma nullanulla \ma 
tyemung \ck Sep 17th 2013] 

mirrginyang  n_kin. great-grandfather. dat 
mirrginyang-many-nu=we this is my 
grandfather's father [Source: 
MC10_A02_01.072] 03/Dec/2014. 

Mirrikmirrok  n_prop. The period when it is 
really hot and the new leaves are on many 
of the trees it is called mirrikmirrok (Mal) 
and manmantyalk (Mat). It is like a small 
sub-season within Pundumirri. [Source: 
Plants and Animals book] 17/Sep/2013. [?? 
\ck Sep 17th 2013 \ma mirrikmirrok \ck 
Sep 17th 2013] 

Mirriny  n_top. place name, billabong. [Source: 
map Mount Hayward: 86 N-S and 78 W-E] 
04/Nov/2012. [?? \in 41 \cc frequently 
mentioned in Men & Tree games by 
Woolianna Speakers] 

mirrmirr  n. thunder, kids. [Source: Plants and 
Animals book] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 
17th 2013 \ma mirrimirri \ck Sep 17th 2013] 

miwiny  iv. it may go. bawu kumugut 
gulbdyurr nen miwiny-nena right, so the 
lizard is roasting this thing [Source: 
DH12_A33_01.296] 03/Dec/2014. 

miwuet  n. water cabbage. [Source: Birk, 98] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 17th 2013] 

miyang  n_kin. brother. miyang, aka tyuan the 
brother, not the grandfather! [Source: 
DH12_V36_02.299] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ma 
nida] 

Moil  n_prop. Moil language and tribal name, 
also for a general area. [Source: 
DH13_V47_02.031] 06/Dec/2013. 

mu  n. magpie goose, most often with nominal 

classifier dae-mu. algitybi yide mu the 
child is goose dreaming mu dirr 
wurrunduny they track (and shoot) magpie 
geese [Source: DB_A06_01.176 
DB_A02_01.160] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 
17th 2013] 

mubarrk  cov. night, dark, dark time, night 
time. [Source: BL in DH12_A01_02 on 
22/05/2012 wordlist 26/Sep/2012] [?? \ot 
ai want miriyelk hiya, det min muwarkjet, 
wi kant luk, det min muwarkjet, wi kan luk, 
in de dak] 

mubarrk tyed  it becomes dark. 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 18th 2013] 

mupik  n. olive python. [Source: Plants and 
Animals book MalakMalak wordlist as 
mubik rock python] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
Sep 17th 2013 \me wandaweli \ck Sep 17th 
2013] 

muta1  iv. it went. 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 17th 
2013] 

muta2  temp. later, afterwards, temporal specifier, 
sometime. nguluk durd muta, bayang later, 
my father told us a story dae nikkiti 
wurrunduny-nu muta=we what did the 
animal do to him after? [Source: Birk (32) 
(DH13_A49_13) DH12_A25_01.11 
DH12_A25_10.039] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
Sep 17th 2013] 

muta3  iv. they went. Pudan pak muta=we they 
stayed in Darwin See main entry: wuta. 
[Source: DH12_A25_03.095] 03/Dec/2014. 

mutama  cov. be crippled. [Source: 
DH13_A35_02.001] 03/Dec/2014. 

Mutuk  n_prop. name for Kitty Walliwarra. 
[Source: DH12_A25_03.018] 28/Mar/2014. 

mutukmutuk  n. wild passionfruit. 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 18th 2013] 

muty  n. bush, scrubs. 17/Sep/2013. [?? \ck Sep 
17th 2013] 

mutyurr  num. plenty, many, much, a lot. 
mutyurr -wuna lerri they are all gone alalk 
mutyurr-wuna kat-ma wurru=wa the little 
kids were playing [Source: DH12_A05_04 
MalakMalak wordlist as mutjurr and 
mutjurrwuna - 'very big mob' 
DB_A01_06.042 DB_A02_01.140] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \cc two-based number 
system with other option yanakka 'one', 
compounds until 'five' and then mujurr 
'plenty' \ck Sep 17th 2013 \rl yanakka \rl 
werena \rl mememak] 

muede  iv. it goes. mi nguna gulbdyurr muede 
walg-na angundu ka yida he goes to roast 
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tucker over there on that stone, and 
afterwards he came here Variant: mutu. 
[Source: DH12_A33_01.372] 03/Dec/2014. 
[?? \qu which form is that? neuter? 
animated neuter? \ck Sep 17th 2013] 

muendung  iv. it goes for. 03/Dec/2014. [?? 
\ck Sep 17th 2013] 

muendurl  n. shoulder. [Source: 26/Sep/2012] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 17th 2013] 

mueneli  adj. big (of body part). Variant: yinali; 
nuenali; wuenali. [Source: Tryon (1974)] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 17th 2013] 

muenue  iv. it sits. wag nyurrug warrang ki 
muenue dae-nen tyud wangarri the snake 
asks: 'you go and get the water' [Source: 
DH12_A33_01.113] 03/Dec/2014. 

muenyung  n. bush turkey, bustard. [Source: 
MalakMalak wordlist as minjung Plants 
and Animals book] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
Sep 17th 2013 \ma ngurrangurra \ck Sep 
17th 2013] 

mueyue  iv. it stands. 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 
17th 2013] 

muk  cov. ask. alawar ngak akana muk nuende 
she is not asking the husband [Source: 
DB_A01_02.077] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \iv go 
(DH12_A25_03.015) \ck Sep 17th 2013] 

mulang  n. shade, tree. nguluk yanak dek 
yanakna mulang=ke one family group (one 
fire/one place) - in the shade [Source: 
DB_A01_06.064] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 
17th 2013] 

mulk  n. bamboo. [Source: Birk (10)] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \rl tyalmulk \ck Sep 17th 
2013] 

mulmul  cov. ripe, soft. yerrp-ma nana 
mulmulma nguyet take out the white bits, 
make it soft, and warm it up again - stretch 
it [Source: Birk (20) DH12_A25_07.072] [?? 
\rl mulmulkaty \ck Sep 17th 2013] 

mulmuldud yiminy  he makes dough. [?? 
\ck Sep 18th 2013] 

lurrud yinmawa  he grinds. [?? \ck Sep 
18th 2013] 

muyumuldud wirriminy  grind. [Source: Oct 
30th 2012] 03/Dec/2014. 

mulmulkaty  cov. soften. 03/Dec/2014. [?? \rl 
mulmul \rl katy \ck August 29th 2013 \rl 
larrplarrp] 

mulyu  n. fat. endi-den mulyuwang yarrpma 
wuta they put fat on an rub it into the 
wound [Source: DB_A01_03.012 
DH12_V36_02.069] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
Sep 17th 2013] 

Mumbe  n_top. place name, Mango Farm 
Billabong. [Source: map Mount Hayward: 81 
N/S and 81 W-E] 03/Nov/2012. [?? \in 17] 

munankarra  cov. beautiful. 
munankarra yide  he is pretty. [Source: Birk 

(16)] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 17th 2013 
\ck Sep 17th 2013] 

munpayin  adj. good (of plant). Variant: 
yunpayin; nunpayin; wunpayin. [Source: 
Tryon (1974) DH12_A04_04] 

munpayin  good shade. [Source: wordlist 
04/Oct/2012] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 
17th 2013] 

mundu  cov. be round and hollow. wadi-nen 
mundu dek agun? where is the hollow 
stick? [Source: DH12_A28_02.174 
DH13_A33_02.010] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
Sep 17th 2013] 

mundurl  n. shoulder. [Source: BL in 
DH12_A01_02 on 22/05/2012 MalakMalak 
Wordlist Birk (11) as muentuel] 
17/Sep/2013. [?? \cc as mindil in 
MalakMalak Wordlist \ck Sep 17th 2013] 

muntyalk  n. Waterlily; Nymphaea 
macrosperma; have large seeds that can be 
roasted or eaten raw. In the past the seeds 
were collected, dried and kept wrapped in 
Paperbark in preparation for the wet season 
when food was short.; The large seeds are 
taken out of the fruit, Kararrang and eaten, 
they may be eaten raw or roasted. The stem 
of the flowers is eaten after the outer skin is 
peeled off. The tuber may be eaten after 
roasting. Muntyalk is considered the best 
food resource and the tastiest of the three 
waterlilies. Muntyalk can have pink, blue or 
white flowers, if it grows in the swampy 
area it has brownish coloured flowers. The 
seeds can be collected and sun dried and 
wrapped in Wunybu, Paperbark or placed 
in tightly woven dillybags, which were 
hung in trees and stored for times when 
food is short. This often happened in 
Ariwak (Mal) or Kerewari (Mat), the wet 
season when large areas were flooded and it 
may be hard to collect food. The seeds can 
then ground to coarse flour and made into 
damper then eaten. The seeds could be 
stored for up to 6 months. mi-muntyalk 
mutyurr a lot of waterlilies [Source: 
DB_A02_05.084 DH12_A05_05 mpb and 
zml plant knowledge Pland and Animals 
book] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 17th 2013 
\ma keter \ck Sep 17th 2013] 
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muntyurruk  adj. short of neuter items such as 
trees. tyung muntyurruk a short tree 
[Source: DB_A03_01.156] 03/Dec/2014. [?? 
\ck Sep 17th 2013] 

munet  adj. sour, bad. [Source: DB_A03_01.147] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 17th 2013] 

munenput  n. White Currant; Flueggea virosa; 
The fruit are eaten when the fruit are white 
in the mid to late wet season. Straight dry 
stems may be used as firesticks to light fires, 
though other species are preferred as 
firesticks. [Source: mpb and zml plant 
knowledge Plants and Animals book] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 17th 2013 \ma 
matyamatya \ck Sep 17th 2013] 

mungam  n. Emu Berry; grewia retursfolia; fruit 
are eaten when they turn brown, the leaves 
and roots are boiled in water and used to 
treat diarrhoea, turkey tucker; The fruit are 
eaten when they turn brown, they are quite 
sweet. Bush Turkeys, Monyyong (Mal) or 
Ngurrangurra (Mat) also eat the fruit. The 
leaves and roots are used medicinally. They 
are boiled in water and the liquid is drunk 
to treat diarrhoea. [Source: mpb and zml 
plant knowledge Plants and Animals book] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 17th 2013 \ma 
mungam \ck Sep 17th 2013] 

muralin  n. short neck turtle. [Source: 
MalakMalak wordlist Ian Green: mureling] 
17/Sep/2013. [?? \ck Sep 17th 2013] 

murlg  n. bamboo trunk hollowed out to carry 
water, closed with 'purrum' bamboo nut. 
[Source: Nov 8th 2012] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
Sep 17th 2013] 

murr  cov. move feet around, tred, dance. 
Variant: murrdam; murruma; murru. 
[Source: Birk 140] [?? \cc can select for all 
IVs except for 'sit' and'lie' according to Birk 
\rl murrtyirr \rl murrtyak \rl murrtuk \ck 
Sep 17th 2013] 

dulk murr  touch someone on ankle. [Source: 
Birk 140] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \cc can select 
for all IVs except for 'sit' and'lie' according 
to Birk] 

murramurra  n. pandanus; pandanus spiralis; 
collected all year?; The fruit is called 
Dugurr (Mal) or Duway (Mat), the seed 
inside is cooked and eaten. The seed is 
chopped out of the hard woody fruit. The 
peduncle that remains when the fruit have 
all fallen can also be eaten. The cabbage at 
the base of the leaves is not eaten as it is 
considered to be a bit cheeky. Sometimes 

wallabies eat the cabbage when other foods 
are scarce and they are starving. Cockatoos 
eat the fruit and seeds, and often carry the 
fruit from place to place. The leaves are 
used to make baskets. Dry stems that 
naturally become hollow are used to make 
didgeridus. Dry stems may also be used to 
carry fire. One end is lit in the fire and the 
branch smoulders slowly without 
producing flame, this can be carried for 
relatively long distances before it smoulders 
through its entire length. In the past this 
method was used to carry fire to negate the 
strenuous process of lighting a fire using 
the traditional fire drill method. The small 
prop roots are heated and placed on bends 
in bamboo spear shafts. This has a softening 
effect allowing the shaft to be straightened. 
[Source: mpb and zml plant knowledge 
Plants and Animals book] 03/Dec/2014. [?? 
\ck Sep 17th 2013 \ma tyangatya \ck Sep 
17th 2013 \rl dugurr] 

murrdam  cov. step on, block sth. [?? \rl murr 
\rl dam] 

murrdam yunu  he blocks something. 
[Source: Birk, 137] [?? \ck Sep 18th 2013 \cc 
according to Birk can select for all six IVs] 

yida murrda tyedalya  he steps on 
something. [Source: Nov 10th 2012] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 18th 2013] 

murrduk  cov. hatch. 
murrduk yida  he hatches. [Source: Birk (18) 

Birk, 137] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 18th 
2013 \rl murr \rl duk \cc according to Birk 
can select for all six IVs] 

murrtyak  cov. kick, smash with feet. 
murrtyak katy yiminynu  he kicks him. 

murrtyak-ma wudyu they kick (at the 
rocks) [Source: DH13_V55_02.71 as 
taymurrk in Birk, 137] 03/Dec/2014. [?? 
\ck July 11th 2013 \rl murr \rl tyak \cc 
according to Birk can select for all six IVs] 

murrtyirr  cov. trip, trip over, be slippery. 
Variant: murr; tyirr. [Source: Birk, 133 Birk 
140] [?? \cc can select for all IVs except for 
'lie' according to Birk \ck Sep 18th 2013] 

murrtyirr tyalk  trip and fall. [Source: Birk, 
142 05.10.2012] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \cc can 
select for all IVs except for 'do' \ck Sep 18th 
2013 \ck Sep 17th 2013] 

Murriny Patha  n_prop. language name for 
Murriny Patha spoken around Wadeye. 
[Source: DH13_V47_02.057] 11/Dec/2013. 

murru  cov. dance. [?? \rl wirrb] 
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wangga murruma yida  he is dancing. 
[Source: Oct 17th 2012] 03/Dec/2014. [?? 
\ck Sep 18th 2013] 

murrud  n. bone. [Source: BL in DH12_A01_04 
on 22/05/2012 DH12_A01_04_0231 
DB_A01_02.021 DH12_A25_07.061] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 18th 2013] 

murrug  n. bamboo container to carry water. 
tyung-many karrarrkaty-ma yida murrug 
using a bamboo stick for punting [Source: 
DH12_A25_09 DH13_A32_02.59] 
03/Dec/2014. 

murruma  cov. move feet continuously, tred 
continuously, dance. madyan murruma 
yide you can walk See main entry: murr. 
Variant: murru; murruma. [Source: 
DH12_V36_02.077] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \iv go 
(DH12_V36_02.081) \ck Sep 18th 2013 \ck 
Sep 18th 2013] 

murrumurru  n. pandana nut tree. [Source: 
DH12_A04_04] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 
17th 2013 \ma tyangatyat] 

murrurru  n. sapling, cripple. [Source: Oct 30th 
2012] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 18th 2013] 

muru  cov. die, become soft, be dead. See main 
entry: ngirkelli. [Source: Mathew Dakyerat 
in Ray Ngolok-Wanggar Vocabulary] 

muru yiminy  go soft/ be dead. [?? \ck Sep 

18th 2013] 
muru tyedtyu  he is dying. 03/Dec/2014. [?? 

\ck Sep 18th 2013] 
muwandi  n. poor bugger, poor thing. nenyilk 

yinmety, nen ki muwandi he has small 
hands now, the poor bugger [Source: 
DH13_V51_01.068] 03/Dec/2014. 

muwerr  n. red meat ant. [Source: DH12_A27_02] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 18th 2013 \cc 
check!!] 

Muwerryinnga  n_top. place name, billabong, 
Daly River Barra Resort, i.e. the place to eat 
meat. [Source: not on tape on 10/10/2012 
DH12_A27_02 map Mount Hayward: 86 
N-S and 80/81 W-E] 06/Nov/2012. [?? \co 
13°43'3" S, 130°40'36" E] 

muyiny  n. dog, pet dog. [Source: Tryon (1974) 
BL in DH12_A01_04 on 22/05/2012 
DH12_A01_04_0360 MalakMalak wordlist 
as muyinj] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 18th 
2013] 

muyu  iv. it stood. tyung-mer ki muyu an 
ironwood tree stood here purrungpurrung 
muyu=we it was boiling [Source: 
DH12_A08_06_0227 DB_A02_01.139] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 18th 2013] 

 

 

N  -  n 
 
=na  =clitic. focal suffix/clitic marking 

oremphazising the verb complex attaching 
to inflecting verbs only. Variant: =ta. [Source: 
Birk, 84-85] 23/Jan/2013. [?? \qu what is 
the actual usage of this? It is used when 
something comes into focus in discourse?] 

-na1  -case. to, into, onto. wag-na yida he went to 
the water Variant: -an; -ana. [Source: Harvey 
1989:71 DH12_A33_01.404 Birk (115) also 
Ray Ngolok-Wanggar as LOC] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ka -gin] 

-na2  -case. locative case. See main entry: -yinnga. 
25/Jan/2013. 

nam  cov. finished. See main entry: nana. 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 18th 2013] 

naman  cov. tell, say. warri-nen durd nama 
akana don't tell her I said this! Variant: 
namety; namaneli. [Source: Birk, 137 
DH12_A15_03.128] [?? \iv do 
(DH12_A25_03.016) \iv go 
(DH12_A25_03.148) \iv sit 

(DB_A02_03.089) \cc according to Birk can 
select for all six IVs \ck Sep 18th 2013] 

namaneli  be like that. [Source: 
DH13_V47_02.108] 03/Dec/2014. 

namaneli  cov. all the time, like that, always. 
akan namaneli wabili ada I never got those 
kind of things before! See main entry: 
naman. [Source: DH13_V47_02.108 
QUEST_067] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ot im laik 
det \ck Sep 18th 2013] 

namety  cov. continue talking. namety, Jigbala 
en Pirak, Jigbala goon and talk now! J and 
P See main entry: naman. [Source: 
MC10_A02_01.062] 03/Dec/2014. 

nana  dem. that one, this one. Ant: kiwe. [Source: 
Birk (8) as nan Birk (37)] 18/Sep/2013. [?? 
\ck Sep 18th 2013] 

nana  cov. finish, finished, stop, always, remain 
the same. nana yunu=wa he is there all the 
time [Source: DH12_A34_02.093] [?? \iv go 
(DH12_A25_10.080) \iv go# 
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(DB_A01_05.160)] 
nanapana  same. ngaty nana errgunungga 

the fight is finished [Source: 
DH13_V57_03.055 DB_A01_05.160 Cahir 29] 
24/Jun/2014. [?? \ma mayurr \ck Sep 16th 
2013] 

-nana  -case. locative case. See main entry: yinnga. 
13/Jun/2013. 

nanak  adv. real. dae wani nanak it's a real 
dreaming nanak wutu they were real 
[Source: Birk (38) DH12_A33_01.002 
DH13_V55_03.015] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
Sep 18th 2013] 

Nangar  n_top. Nancaar Billabong. [Source: map 
Daly River: 74/73 N-S and 86/87 W-E] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \in 10] 

nangarra  adv. desiderative adverb, 'want to' 
preceding coverbs (maybe prefix?). [Source: 
Birk (39/40)] [?? \iv stand (DB_A01_02.151) 
\iv go (Nov 10th 2012) \ck Sep 18th 2013] 

nangarra perrdu  we wanna go. nangarra 
errdiyang naman yiminy-nu we want to sit 
down now, he says (he's gone) [Source: Nov 
10th 2012 DB_A01_02.151] 03/Dec/2014. 

nangnang  cov. clap the clapsticks. [?? \ck Sep 
19th 2013] 

tyerringiny nganman yide  he plays the 
chapstick. [Source: Nov 7th 2012] 
03/Dec/2014. 

nany  n. bush cucumber. 
minany  bush cucumber. [Source: Birk (11)] 

03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 19th 2013] 
ne  adj. extremely shortened version of yineli. 

yuenduen ne=we a big one <olmen> 
ne=nue=we the big old man yerra 
ne-nue=na pi wuete they look for big geese 
See main entry: yineli. [Source: 
DB_A06_01.024 DH12_A25_02.090 
DB_A01_05.004] 03/Dec/2014. 

=ne  =clitic. focus. See main entry: =we. 
11/Oct/2012. 

Nedey  n_prop. name, BT's mother. [Source: 
DB_A02_01.096] 26/Jun/2014. 

Nekeny  n_top. place name, Morgan Hole Creek. 
[Source: map Mount Hayward: 06/05 N-s 
and 80-83 W-E] 04/Nov/2012. [?? \in 33] 

-neli  -suf. participle. See main entry: -ali. 
08/Feb/2013. 

neman  n_kin. mother, not own mother, another 
one, referential generic term. yerra neman 
parrat nunu the mother gets up [Source: 
DB_A01_02.171] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 
18th 2013] 

nen  n. thing, person. See main entry: yende. 

nenmany  from then on. dae-nen wapi 
nunda=we melbabu-wang ang she gives 
the meat to his father first [Source: 
DH12_V36_05.151 DH12_A25_03.096 
DB_A01_04.285] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 
18th 2013] 

-nen1  -case. directional, benefactive, purposive 
case marking suffix. pulity-nen mi ang 
nuenydyue-nue Did you give the old man 
the food? See main entry: -yen. [Source: 
QUEST_209] 03/Dec/2014. 

-nen2  -suf. -comitative. See main entry: -yen. 
29/Nov/2012. 

-nena  -bprn. -to it? bawu kumugut gulbdyurr 
nen miwiny-nena right, so the lizard is 
roasting this thing [Source: 
DH12_A33_01.296] 03/Dec/2014. 

nende  n. thing, person in general, that one. 
Variant: yende; nen; ende. 04/Dec/2014. 
[?? \ck Sep 18th 2013] 

nendelk  n. other people, other mob. nendelk 
elinyirr ete we are frightenend (to see the 
other mob fight) [Source: DB_A01_02.099] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 18th 2013] 

nendudeli  cov. be skinny. 
nendudeli yide  he is skinny. 03/Dec/2014. 

[?? \ck Sep 19th 2013] 
nenmanya  intj. that's it! nguluk nenmanya 

lam errdue-wurru naman we still speak 
language, he said [Source: DB_A01_04.215 
DB_A02_02.06 DH13_V55_03.092] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 18th 2013] 

nerrid  n. twig of tree. [Source: wordlist 
28/Sep/2012] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 
18th 2013] 

Nerriny2  n_top. place name, Timber Country 
Paperbark. [Source: map Mount Hayward: 
81/80 N-S and 71/72 W-E] 03/Nov/2012. 
[?? \in 23] 

nerriny  n. fishing line. nerriny wangarr katy 
kurrbugat throwing fishing lines into the 
water [Source: DB_A02_05.193] 
03/Dec/2014. 

neyang  n_kin. son, nephew. [Note: no 
occurrences in corpus] [Source: Ian Green: 
neyang] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 18th 
2013 \sp eliyang] 

ni  cov. name. ni nende niwat yiminy they give 
it a name now ni ngunytyulmany the name 
is N [Source: Dh12_A47_01.052 
DH12_V36_02.245] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \rl 
niwat \iv (go) DH13_V57_03.108 \ck Sep 
18th 2013] 

nit  cov. tell a lie. [?? \iv sit (DH12_A46_05.025) 
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\iv do (DH12_V36_02.266) \iv go 
(DH12_A46_05.047)] 

nit yiminy  tell lies. nit yiminy-nu you are 
lying to him endi-nen wuta nit nindini 
muta they went and you told him lies, they 
went [Source: DH12_V36_02.266 
DH12_A46_05.025 Birk (118) Birk, 136] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 18th 2013 \cc 
according to Birk can select for all six IVs] 

nitybi  n. girl, female child, small. Ant: yitypi. 
[Source: BL in DH12_A01_04 on 22/05/2012 
DH12_A01_04_0285] 29/Jan/2014. [?? \ck 
Sep 18th 2013] 

nitypi  adj. small (of female), small (of weapon). 
Variant: yikpi; wikpi. [Source: Tryon (1974)] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \cc not recognised by BL 
in DH12_A05_05 \ck Sep 17th 2013] 

nigbeldang  adj. small of female, small girl. 
[Source: DH12_A05_05] 03/Dec/2014. [?? 
\ck Sep 18th 2013 \rl yigbeldang \rl 
wigbeldang] 

nikki  qu. what for, why? en nen nikki pi-nu 
walk nende warri pi why does the stone go 
to him and say: you go now!? See main entry: 
nikkiti. [Source: DH12_A40_03.129] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 18th 2013] 

nikkita  qu. why. nikkita tigalma ki=we why 
are you lying here? See main entry: nikkiti. 
[Source: Birk (27) in Mushin (p.11) as 
epistemic basic form, do/happen (?) 
Dh12_A47_01.013] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
Sep 18th 2013] 

nikkiti  qu. what, how?, why?, what? nikkiti wat 
niminy-nu what's she sending to him 
Variant: nikkitin; nikkitimany; nikki; 
nikkita. [Source: Tryon 17 DB_A02_02.01] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 18th 2013] 

nikkitimany  qu. why. See main entry: nikkiti. 
Variant: diggidimany. [Source: Tryon 17] 

endi nikkitimany  what's the matter. [Source: 
DB_A01_03.036] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 
18th 2013] 

nikkitin  qu. what, what for, why. dae nikittin 
tyiyeli yide what animal has he got? See 
main entry: nikkiti. [Source: 
DH12_A13_05.021] 03/Dec/2014. 

nigittinginy  iv. you are sitting. eyiny 
wugurr-ung nam yiminy-wurru ki-na 
nigittinginy naman who was that the 
pheasant trying to get fire for them, you all 
are here, he said [Source: DH12_V36_03.023] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 18th 2013] 

nigitini  iv. you sit for. 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
Sep 18th 2013] 

nigitiyang  iv. you stand for. 03/Dec/2014. [?? 
\ck Sep 18th 2013] 

nily  cov. skin, strip off, tear off. yingi-na nily-ma 
yide he is skinning the crock [Source: Birk, 
136 MC10_A02_01.045] 03/Dec/2014. [?? 
\rl nilynily \cc according to Birk can select 
for all six IVs \ck Sep 18th 2013] 

nilynily  cov. strip bark off tree continuously, 
tear off, strip off. See main entry: nily. 
[Source: Birk, 136] [?? \cc according to Birk 
can select for all six IVs \ck Sep 18th 2013] 

nilyily nga  take bark off in small stripes 
(away from speaker). [Source: Birk (20)] 
03/Dec/2014. 

nimbid  adv. whole, all. [?? \cc in Birk, 158 as 
nimpit and swag] 

nimbid nende  nimbid nende dabul 
wirrininy? might stop that whole 
recording? [Source: DH12_A15_03.242] 
18/Sep/2013. [?? \ck Sep 18th 2013] 

niminy  iv. she does X. dae nguyet niminy the 
woman is cooking meat nikkiti wat 
niminy-nu what's she sending to him 
[Source: DB_A01_03.001 DB_A02_02.01] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 18th 2013] 

nimir  n. Long Yam; Dioscorea transversa; the 
long yam is highly sought after and often 
found in jungle patches and dug up during 
KaleyKaley; The long cylindrical yam is 
dug up, cleaned and eaten. It may be eaten 
uncooked or lightly roasted. The smaller 
yams are often eaten uncooked and the 
larger yams are lightly roasted to soften the 
flesh. The flesh is very pleasant tasting and 
is highly sought after. It is found in small 
jungles growing on rocky ridges and in 
jungles on the river levees. In the past this 
was a major food source for MalakMalak 
and Matngala people, especially during 
Kaleykaley (Mal) or Kere (Mat), the early 
dry season. The other yam that was a major 
food source was Didit (Mal) or Monondak 
(Mat), the Cheeky Yam (Amorphophallus 
galbra). [Source: mpb and zml plant 
knowledge Plants and Animals book] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 18th 2013 \ma 
tyambor \ck Sep 18th 2013] 

nimirr  n. climbing yam, long fruit like carrots. 
[Source: Plants and Animals book as 
karrarrma (go up)] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \rl 
palaty \ck August 27th 2013 \ma tyamburr 
\ck August 27th 2013] 

nimirr  n. long yam. mi-nimirr long yam 
[Source: DB_A02_05.094 13/05/2013] 
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03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 18th 2013] 
nindini  iv. you sit for. endi karrarrpak nindini 

you can sit down there [Source: 
DH12_V36_03.124] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
Sep 18th 2013] 

nindiyang  iv. you stand for. warrad 
purrarr-nen nindiyang you can walk 
around by yourself [Source: 
Dh12_A47_01.045] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
Sep 18th 2013] 

nini1  iv. she sits for. 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 
18th 2013] 

nini2  iv. you will sit. ki warri nini=wa <pitja> 
ki=we you will be in the picture, too! 
(referring to the camera) [Source: 
DH12_V36_03.164] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
Sep 18th 2013] 

nini3  iv. she will sit. 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 
18th 2013] 

nininginy1  iv. you are sitting. 03/Dec/2014. [?? 
\ck Sep 18th 2013] 

nininginy2  iv. she is sitting. 03/Dec/2014. [?? 
\ck Sep 18th 2013] 

niniyang1  iv. you will stand. warri wag-na 
niniyang-ngga you'll sit down in the water 
[Source: DH13_V47_02.089] 03/Dec/2014. 

niniyang2  iv. she will stand. 03/Dec/2014. 
ninmety  adj. young female being, young. 

muyiny katyyi kanggi wuta ma ninmety 
he got the last dog that went across [Source: 
DH12_A46_05.066] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \rl 
yinmety] 

ninggirrini  iv. you will sit. akana katy katy 
ninggirrini-yuerrue=wa he you won't 
throw me away! (this is my place!) [Source: 
DB_A02_03.060] 03/Dec/2014. 

ninggirrininy  iv. you might sit. 03/Dec/2014. 
ninggirriniyang  iv. you will stand. 

03/Dec/2014. 
ninggirriny1  iv. you may go. 03/Dec/2014. 
ninggirriny3  iv. you might lie. 03/Dec/2014. 
ninyik  cov. dislike. [Source: Birk, 136] 

03/Dec/2014. [?? \cc according to Birk can 
select for all six IVs] 

niwat  cov. call, be named, name, mention, 
literally name+send. dae-nen nikkiti niwad 
merrir what's the name of that animal 
Variant: niwarad; ni. [Source: 
DH12_V36_05.096] [?? \iv do 
(DH13_V51_05.167) \rl wat] 

niwat yiminy  call something. [Source: 
DH13_V51_05.167] 03/Dec/2014. 

niwarad  cov. call with plural objects. See main 
entry: niwad. [Source: Birk, 96] 

03/Dec/2014. 
niwininy2  iv. you might sit. 03/Dec/2014. 
niwiny1  iv. you may go. 03/Dec/2014. 
niwiny2  iv. you might stand. 03/Dec/2014. 
niwiny3  iv. you might lie. 03/Dec/2014. 
niyerring  n. black flying fox, fruit bat. [Source: 

Plants and Animals book DH13_V51_05.116 
MalakMalak wordlist as nerring] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ma darrinbiny \ck Sep 
18th 2013 \ck Sep 18th 2013] 

niyerriny  n. young man, male teenager, boy. 
niyerriny-nen yide the young boy is 
coming back Ant: alalk. [Source: Oct 30th 
2012 DB_A01_03.230] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
Sep 18th 2013] 

-nu  -bprn. to him, for him etc. kag nga-nen 
yuyu-nu <olmen> my old uncle [Source: 
DB_A06_01.188] 03/Dec/2014. 

=nue  =clitic. intentive force suffixed to coverbs 
only. ani ka yida <sineik-wan> 
taty-ma=nue yida ‘the snake came here to 
kill him’ mariny lamlam-ma=nue he's 
telling a story [Source: DH12_A33_01.378 
DB_A01_05.060 Birk, 89] 03/Dec/2014. 

-nue1  -bprn. to him. ani ka yida <sineik-wan> 
taty-ma-nue yida he came here, and he 
found the snake that wanted to kill him 
here [Source: DH12_A33_01.378] 
03/Dec/2014. 

-nue2  -suf. complement-marker to mark an 
intention and can be suffixed to either a 
noun or a coverb. akana mindyidek 
lak -ma -nue dont't eat it by yourself yerra 
ne-nue=na pi wuete they look for big geese 
kantyuk puyunduk -nue on top and 
underneath tyeytyerr nuende-nue she 
might sing corroborree taty -ma 
wurrunduny -wurru, wirrk-a-ma 
alawar-nue hambag-ma-nue-wa they 
intentionally annoyed them because of 
women and so they they hit and hurt each 
other [Source: DB_A01_04.289 
DB_A01_05.004 DH13_V47_04.44 
DB_A06_01.135 DH12_A25_03.112 Birk 
(107)] 18/Jun/2014. 

-nue3  -suf. benefactive noun marker can be 
suffixed to masculine or plural nouns. 
akana mindyidek -nue not just for himself 
dae-wu-nue wat-ma they go fishing for 
barra algitybi-nue for the young man 
[Source: DB_A01_04.281 DH12_V36_02.011 
DB_A01_04.165 Birk (107/108) 
DH12_A25_10.087] 13/Jun/2014. 

-nue4  -suf. possessive marker attaching to nouns. 
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dek warrakwarrak-many wuta mi 
parragud-nue=we they didn't know the 
white man's food aul yawug-nue aul 
yawug-nue the others are different 
dreamings [Source: Birk (106) 
DH12_A25_03.003 DB_A06_01.213] 
03/Dec/2014. 

-nue5  -suf. relator, about, because of attaching to 
any noun. taty-ma wurrunduny-wurru, 
wirrk-a-ma alawar-nue 
hambag-ma-nue-wa they intentionally 
annoyed them because of women and so 
they they hit and hurt each other [Source: 
Birk (108) DH12_A25_03.112] 03/Dec/2014. 

nuegutoerrang  iv. you go for. 03/Dec/2014. 
[?? \ck Sep 19th 2013] 

nuembuerre1  iv. you go. <pris mit-im> 
nuembuerre ngaty yida you go and meet 
the priest, so he went [Source: 
DH12_A25_02.072] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
Sep 19th 2013] 

nuembuerre2  iv. she goes. 03/Dec/2014. [?? 
\ck Sep 19th 2013] 

nuembuerreny  iv. she is going. 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 19th 2013] 

nuembuerreny1  iv. you are going. 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 19th 2013] 

-nuen  -bprn. her. yerra wurrunduny-nuen 
melnungundu these two are her brothers 
See main entry: nuenduen. [Source: 
DB_A01_05.107] 03/Dec/2014. 

nuenali  adj. big (of female). Variant: yineli; 
muenali; wunelli. [Source: Tryon (1974)] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 19th 2013] 

nuende1  iv. you go. yerra ngana diny karragut 
nuende-arriny naman yiminy-nu you try to 
mend up my tail, he says (the whistle duck) 
[Source: DH13_V51_05.083] 03/Dec/2014. 
[?? \ck Sep 19th 2013] 

nuende2  iv. she goes. pi nuende taytma she 
goes and digs it out [Source: 
DB_A01_03.070] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 
19th 2013] 

nuendueme  iv. you do for. ngarrik=ke nana 
wulk tyed nuendueme it's where you 
usually stand up at the cheeks [Source: 
DB_A01_02.055 DH12_A42_03.048] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 19th 2013] 

nuenduen  prn. she. alalk alawar lak 
wurrungguny nuenduen to the girl, to the 
women, they both eat it [Source: Ray 
Ngolok-Wanggar Green and Cahir 
DB_A01_03.134] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 
19th 2013] 

nuenduerrang1  iv. you go for. 03/Dec/2014. 
[?? \ck Sep 19th 2013] 

nuenduerrang2  iv. she goes for. 03/Dec/2014. 
[?? \ck Sep 19th 2013] 

nuendueyung  iv. you lie for. ngurrngut 
nuendueyung =nue you sleep now [Source: 
DH13_V57_03.117] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
Sep 19th 2013] 

nuendung1  iv. you go for. wag warri pi dat-ma 
nuendung wag-a you go to get the water 
winu ka nuendung-ga you wanna come to 
fight? [Source: DH12_V36_05.041 
DB_A02_03.033] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 
19th 2013] 

nuendung2  iv. she goes for. 03/Dec/2014. [?? 
\ck Sep 19th 2013] 

nuentyerrik  adj. short feminine, small 
feminine. [Source: DH12_A01_04_0143 
DH12_A05_05] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 
19th 2013 \rl yinyenik \rl yuentyerrik \rl 
wuentyerrik] 

nuenma1  iv. you will do. nguyet 
nuenma=delkna nana you warm it up and 
singe it alright, finished [Source: 
DH12_A25_07.068] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
Sep 19th 2013] 

nuenma2  iv. she will do. naman nuenma-nu 
she says to him [Source: DB_A01_05.118] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 19th 2013] 

nuenme  iv. she does for. datma yida-ngayi lak 
nuenme he watches her when she is eating 
[Source: DB_A01_05.198] 03/Dec/2014. [?? 
\ck Sep 19th 2013] 

nuenue1  iv. you sit. enue wangarri nuenue I'm 
sitting down and you are sitting down 
[Source: DH12_A02_01_0024] 03/Dec/2014. 
[?? \ck Sep 19th 2013] 

nuenue2  iv. she sits. Jigbala -nen nuenue-yen 
wutangga they are going towards where 
Jigbala is sitting [Source: DH12_A15_03.114] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 19th 2013] 

nuenuerrang1  iv. you will go. 03/Dec/2014. [?? 
\ck Sep 19th 2013] 

nuenuerrang2  iv. she will go. 03/Dec/2014. [?? 
\ck Sep 19th 2013] 

nuenueyung1  iv. you will lie. warri=we 
kumyurr nuenueyung-ga you might drown 
[Source: DH13_A33_02.132] 03/Dec/2014. 
[?? \ck Sep 19th 2013] 

nuenueyung2  iv. she will lie. 03/Dec/2014. [?? 
\ck Sep 19th 2013] 

nuenung1  iv. you will go. agu wag pi nunguny 
pin nuenung go now and get some water 
(KingBrown says) [Source: 
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DH12_V36_05.037] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
Sep 19th 2013] 

nuenung2  iv. she will go. nuenung katy ngaty 
dalagaty she wants to lift one up and throw 
one out [Source: DH12_V36_02.250] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 19th 2013] 

nuengguenuerrang  iv. you will go. [Source: 
DH12_A34_02.236] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
Sep 19th 2013] 

nuenydyue1  iv. you stand. durrk nuenydyue 
ngunda naman you have been drinking 
already [Source: DB_A01_03.039] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 19th 2013] 

nuenydyue2  iv. she stands. pud keen-en 
nuenydyue she's standing towards here 
with her chest [Source: DH12_A08_06_0098] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 19th 2013] 

nuenyue1  iv. you lie. warra ngayad 
nuenyue-nu are you hiding him in the 
hole? [Source: DH12_A33_01.098] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 19th 2013] 

nuenyue2  iv. she lies. 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 
19th 2013] 

nuenyuenuny  iv. you are lying. 03/Dec/2014. 
[?? \ck Sep 19th 2013] 

nuenyuenguny  iv. she is lying. Variant: 
nungguny. 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 19th 
2013] 

nuenyung  iv. she lies for. 03/Dec/2014. [?? 
\ck Sep 19th 2013] 

nuerrum  n. stump, finger stump after 
ceremonial finger joint amputation using a 
spiderweb, amputated finger removed from 
the second knuckle by means of cutting off 
circulation with a spider web. [Source: 
DH12_A28_02.142] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
Sep 19th 2013] 

nuewelweri  cov. make trouble. 
nuewelweri nunda  she makes trouble. 

[Source: Birk, 142] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 
19th 2013 \cc can select for all IVs except for 
'do'] 

nuewuenduen  iv. you do. 03/Dec/2014. [?? 
\ck Sep 19th 2013] 

nugut  prn. you. nikkitimany pi nugut=na 
ngun-na elinyirr-ang-ma pulity-yen 
naman What are you going there telling 
him and frightening him Variant: nukut. 
[Source: Green and Cahir DH12_V36_02.302] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 19th 2013] 

nukut  prn. you (plural). mi nukut wundut 
that's your tucker of you two See main entry: 
nugut. [Source: DH12_A12_05.080 Ray 
Ngolok-Wanggar DB_A02_02.17] 

27/Jun/2014. [?? \ck Sep 19th 2013] 
nuguta  iv. you went. Dyamalagany pi nuguta 

<weya yubala bin teik-im> you all took 
you (DH) to Dyamalagany [Source: 
DH12_A33_01.422] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
Sep 19th 2013] 

nugute  iv. you go. 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 
19th 2013] 

nugutu  iv. you sat. 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 
19th 2013] 

nugutue  iv. you sit. 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 
19th 2013] 

nugutung  iv. you go for. kubuk nugutung 
dirriny wuwunduny you go dive for turtle, 
he says pi nugutung dek yawug nathing 
you mob have to come and tell me to go 
away, you can try. but you can't [Source: 
DB_A01_03.147 DB_A02_03.066] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 19th 2013] 

nugudyinginy  iv. you are standing. 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 19th 2013] 

nugudyu  iv. you stood. 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
Sep 19th 2013] 

nugudyue  iv. you stand. 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
Sep 19th 2013] 

nuguetueme  iv. you do for. 03/Dec/2014. [?? 
\ck Sep 19th 2013] 

nuguetueyung  iv. you lie for. 03/Dec/2014. 
[?? \ck Sep 19th 2013] 

nul  n. wind blowing from northwesterly 
direction, wind coming from the sea, soft 
warm winds. [Source: DH12_A05_02_0055 
mpb and zml plant knowledge Plants and 
Animals book Birk (8) as nuly and 
'seabreeze'] [?? \ma kulwa \ck Sep 19th 
2013] 

mel nulyen  rain flood. nul taty-ma 
wuwunduny-na the northwesterly hits then 
(in the afternoon) [Source: wordlist 
27/Sep/2012 DB_A01_03.189] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 19th 2013] 

numbang  adv. maybe, perhaps. numbang 
ngaty maybe See main entry: ngaty 
numbang. [Source: DH12_A22_05.052 Birk 
(38)] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 19th 2013] 

numburra1  iv. you went. 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
Sep 19th 2013] 

numburra2  iv. she went. tabak pam numburra 
she breaks it and put it down parramaty 
tyagad numburra=wu the old man and the 
woman tried to run after him [Source: 
DB_A01_03.102 DH12_A25_10.287] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 19th 2013] 

numurru1  n. eye. [Source: Mathew Dakyerat in 
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Ray Ngolok-Wanggar Vocabulary Capell 
1940_1 (p. 271/30) DH12_A04_04 Wordlist 
26/Sep/2012 Plants and Animals book] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ocl parts of the body 
\ma miyam \ma duny (eye) \ck Sep 19th 
2013 \cc also as numaro in Ray 
Ngolok-Wanggar Vocabulary, as 
nuemoeroel in Mathew Dakyerat in Ray 
Ngolok-Wanggar Vocabulary, as numurul 
in Ray Ngolok-Wanggar Vocabulary also 
translated there as 'star' \ck Sep 19th 2013] 

numurru2  n. lily root seed, seed; they can be 
stored when food is scarce during the wet 
season, collected during Pundimiri. [Source: 
mpb and zml plant knowledge] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \rl yilik \ma 
miyangmiyang \ck Sep 19th 2013] 

numurru med  n. eyebrows. [Source: wordlist 
04/Oct/2012] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 
19th 2013] 

numurul  n. star. 
numurul  shooting star. [Source: Nov 10th 

2012 DH12_A34_02.308] 03/Dec/2014. [?? 
\ck Sep 19th 2013] 

nunpayin  adj. good (of female). naman muta 
na numbang nguluk nunpayin wa 
wirrminy they talked about, and maybe 
somebody talked about that bad stuff (the 
bucket at night) tyungarra payi Mutu 
nuende nunpayin the old cripple (Kitty) 
knows this story of the chicken hawk well 
Variant: yunpayin; munpayin; wunpayin. 
[Source: Tryon (1974) DH12_A04_04 
DH12_A25_03.150 DH12_V36_03.013] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 19th 2013] 

nunda1  iv. you went. [Source: DH12_A12_05.112] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 19th 2013] 

nunda2  iv. she went. dae-nen wapi nunda=we 
melbabu-wang ang she gives the meat to 
his father first [Source: DB_A01_04.285] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 19th 2013] 

nunde  iv. she goes. nunde alawar taty-ma 
nunde, yinya akana only the women get 
this, not the men [Source: DB_A01_03.071] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 19th 2013] 

nundulk  cov. be jealous. 
nundulk yida  he is jealous. 03/Dec/2014. 

[?? \ck August 20th 2013] 
nunet  adj.fem. bad person, bad human, bad 

female. 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 19th 
2013] 

nunu1  iv. you sat. yewud atu degud peipa 
nunu-wa we showed you the paper [Source: 
DH12_A15_03.204] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 

Sep 19th 2013] 
nunu2  iv. she sat. miri purrarr tyed pak nunu-wa 

'he's waiting there until about 3pm" [Source: 
DH12_V36_05.056] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
Sep 19th 2013] 

-nunu  -bprn. to you. a nana naman 
eyiny-nunu=we I told you so! [Source: Birk 
DH13_A33_02.146] 03/Dec/2014. 

-nungku  -bprn. to the two. dab tyerrad dek 
kin-nungku we all looked for the two in the 
camp [Source: Birk DH12_V36_02.195] 
03/Dec/2014. 

nungguerrue  iv. you lie. ya lak-ma=nue 
nungguerrue=wa alawar=na yina you all 
eat men and women [Source: 
DH12_A48_02.119] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
Sep 19th 2013] 

nungguerruenduen  iv. you do. 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 19th 2013] 

nungguerruenueyung  iv. you will lie. 
nungguerruenueyungga  you mob sleep! 

03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 19th 2013] 
nungguerruenguny  iv. you are lying. 

03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 19th 2013] 
nungguerruerre  iv. you go. wa-pi wa-titypi 

nungguerruerre naman wuwunduny yinye 
ki=we you take me back to my parents to 
the same place [Source: DB_A01_02.133] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 19th 2013] 

nungguerruerreny  iv. you are going. 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 19th 2013] 

nunggurru  iv. you lay. 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
Sep 19th 2013] 

-nungkurru  -bprn. to you. naman tarrarr-ma 
enung-ga-nungkurru I want to bite all of 
you [Source: Birk DH12_A46_05.074] 
28/May/2014. 

nunggurrundu  iv. you might do. 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 19th 2013] 

nunggurrunma  iv. you will do. 03/Dec/2014. 
[?? \ck Sep 19th 2013] 

nunggurrunung  iv. you will go. yerrguny ma 
muede endi nunggurrunung nugut 
wundut=de it comes out, you both will go 
naman nunggurrunung you say [Source: 
DH12_V36_05.008 DB_A02_03.116] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 19th 2013] 

nunggurrunguny  iv. you are going. 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 19th 2013] 

nunggurruny  iv. you do. 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
Sep 19th 2013] 

nunggurrurra  iv. you went. 03/Dec/2014. [?? 
\ck Sep 19th 2013] 

nunguny1  iv. you are going. agu wag pi 
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nunguny pin nuenung go now and get 
some water (KingBrown says) [Source: 
DH12_V36_05.037] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
Sep 19th 2013] 

nunguny2  iv. she went. 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
Sep 19th 2013] 

nungurruny  iv. you do. 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
Sep 19th 2013] 

nunydya  iv. you do (once). tyed nunydya you 
were born tyenyna ang nunydya-arriny 
tyeny-arriny thank you for giving me that 
tobacco [Source: DH12_A12_05.319 
DB_A01_04.007] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 
19th 2013] 

nunydyan  iv. she stands for. dey muk 
nunydyan-nu she waits to ask him about 
that [Source: DB_A01_02.095] 03/Dec/2014. 
[?? \ck Sep 19th 2013] 

nunydyenginy1  iv. you are standing. 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 19th 2013] 

nunydyenginy2  iv. she is standing. parrat 
tyed nunydyenginy she stands up [Source: 

QUEST_064] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 19th 
2013] 

nunydyu1  iv. you stood. 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
Sep 19th 2013] 

nunydyu2  iv. she stood. 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
Sep 19th 2013] 

nunyu1  iv. you lay. agunmany nunyu=wa aka 
naman nuende she asks him: where have 
you been sleeping? [Source: DB_A01_02.091] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 19th 2013] 

nunyu2  iv. she lay. 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 
19th 2013] 

-nuwa  -prn. him. naman-ma yida-nuwa he says 
to him [Source: Dh12_A47_01.058] 
16/Jul/2014. [?? \ck Sep 19th 2013] 

nuwundu1  iv. you might do. 03/Dec/2014. [?? 
\ck Sep 19th 2013] 

nuwundu2  iv. she might do. yerra alawar apap 
nuwundu that woman might be sick 
[Source: DB_A01_03.116] 03/Dec/2014. [?? 
\ck Sep 19th 2013] 

 
 

Ng  -  ng 
 
nga  prn. I. Variant: ngarri. [Source: Ray 

Ngolok-Wanggar Green and Cahir] 
13/May/2014. [?? \ma ngurri \ck Sep 19th 
2013] 

nga tapeli  n_kin. I hold on to (it) for a long tim 
'my husband', 'my wife'. nga tapeli 
yuenduen akana lam del yida-ngayi the 
husband can't tell his wife to be quiet/to 
stop talking [Source: DB_A01_02.051] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 19th 2013] 

ngatal  cov. tight, hard, too hard to break, be 
strong. ngatal-nen dry it up/harden it up 
[Source: wordlist Oct 8th 2012 05.10.2012 
DH12_A25_07.075] [?? \ck Sep 19th 2013] 

ngatal yide  he is strong. [Source: 
DH12_A05_01_0108 Dh12_A47_01.112] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 19th 2013 \ot det 
min im tired, tired, not flowing any more? 
(DH12_A05_01_0109) \ck Sep 19th 2013] 

ngaty1  part. free emphatic marker, 'not this-just 
that'. ngaty tulluma nuende she's sulking 
[Source: DB_A01_02.064 Birk 154 Birk (42)] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ot must be, maitbi \ck 
Sep 18th 2013] 

ngaty2  adv. maybe. See main entry: ngaty 
numbang. 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 19th 
2013] 

ngaty3  cov. hide, be lost. nimbid nende ngaty 
the thing is gone now [Source: 
DH12_A34_02.365] 

ngaty pi yida  he's lost in the bush. [Source: 
Birk, 144] [?? \ck Sep 19th 2013 \cc can 
select for all IVs except for 'do' and 'sit' and 
'lie'] 

ngaty pak yiminy  he is hiding. 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 19th 2013] 

ngaty numbang  adv. maybe. ngaty numbang, 
dis maitbi rongwan maybe, this may be 
wrong? Variant: numbang; ngaty. [Source: 
DH12_A15_03.011] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
Sep 19th 2013] 

ngatypak  cov. hide. [Source: Birk (38)] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 19th 2013] 

ngatyed  cov. be alone, alone. ngatyed-ma yida 
he is alone [Source: DB_A01_04.072] 
03/Dec/2014. 

ngak  cov. eat, eat vegetable food, eat. ngak-ma 
wutu mutyurrwuna all of them ate Variant: 
ngakngak. [Source: BL in DH12_A01_02 
Birk (30) Oct 27th 2012 Harvey 1989:58 Birk, 
136 DB_A01_03.114] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \iv 
go (DH12_A25_03.217) \iv sit 
(DH12_V36_03.030) \iv do 
(DH12_V36_03.052) \iv go# 
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(DH12_A33_01.381) \rl lak \ck Sep 19th 
2013 \ka ngak \cc in Ray Ngolok-Wanggar 
Vocabulary as ngack 'eat vegetable food' 
\cc according to Birk can select for all six 
IVs \ma ngaak \ck Sep 19th 2013] 

ngakngak  cov. eat a lot, keep on eating. See 
main entry: ngak. [Source: Birk, 95] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 19th 2013] 

ngagun  cov. ask, ask for. 
ngagun yida  he is asking. pigipigi mi 

ngagun the pigs are asking for food [Source: 
DH12_A15_04.061] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
Sep 19th 2013 \ck Sep 19th 2013] 

ngalarr  cov. swear, curse. [?? \ck Sep 19th 
2013] 

ngalarr murrkma yida  he swears. [Source: 
Nov 14th 2012 Birk, 143] 03/Dec/2014. [?? 
\ma dirrat \ck Sep 19th 2013 \cc according 
to Birk can select for all six IVs \cc can 
select for all IVs except for 'do' \ck Sep 19th 
2013] 

ngalyak  cov. lick. [Source: Birk, 137] [?? \cc 
according to Birk can select for all six IVs] 

ngalyakma yide  he licks. [Source: Nov 6th 
2012] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 19th 2013] 

ngalyilyerra  cov. peel, skin. [?? \ck Sep 19th 
2013] 

ngalyilvarra yide  peel something. yur-yi 
ngalyilyerra it's lying down, and he skins it 
(the finger) [Source: Nov 7th 2012 
DB_A01_04.189] 03/Dec/2014. 

ngambaty  cov. incoming tide, tide coming 
from the sea. Ant: tity. [Source: wordlist 
27/Sep/2012] [?? \rl wagaty] 

ngambaty yide  the tide is coming in. 
[Source: DH12_A01_02_0277] 

ngambaty wuede  the tide is coming in. 
[Source: DH12_A01_02_0283] [?? \ck Sep 
19th 2013] 

ngambaty yuwurra  the tide came in. 
[Source: DH12_A02_01_0122] 

tity pi yunginy ngambatyyen  turning 
tide (?). [Source: DH12_A01_02_0297] 

ngambaty tity yininginy  turning tide? 
[Source: DH12_A02_01_0117 BL in 
DH12_A01_02 on 22/05/2012 Ian Green: 
ngambatj] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \ot yeah, weya 
im tenaraun! (DH12_A02_01_0119) \ot im 
gota kam taid from solwata yuno, ngambaj 
\ot woda kamap from solwoda] 

ngan  part. free comparative particle 
immediately preceding the word class it 
modifies. [Source: Birk (42), 104] 
23/Jan/2013. 

ngandedil  n. kidney. [Source: wordlist 
04/Oct/2012 DB_A01_06.076] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 19th 2013] 

ngantyak  cov. grow. ngantyak karrarr-ma wutu 
ngaty bawu maybe it grows up/grows 
stronger [Source: DH12_A28_02.171] 

ngantyakpullu tud yida  he is growing. [?? 
\ck Sep 19th 2013] 

ngantyakpullu  he is tall. [Source: 
QUEST_040] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 19th 
2013] 

ngangaty  cov. stop. ngangaty kawurrda tyed 
eyue I came out and stopped and stood 
here [Source: DB_A01_03.048] 03/Dec/2014. 
[?? \ck Sep 19th 2013] 

ngar  cov. open. [?? \ck Sep 19th 2013] 
ari ngar  yawning/open mouth. [Source: 

Birk, 135 Birk, 142] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \cc 
according to Birk can select for all six IVs 
\cc can select for all IVs except for 'do'] 

ngarrp  cov. bite. Variant: ngarrpngarrpma. 
[Source: Birk 140] [?? \ck Sep 19th 2013 \cc 
can select for all IVs except for 'sit' and'lie' 
according to Birk] 

murrk ngarrp yur  twist of a limb. murrk 
ngarrp (look for) bubbles, and kill it with a 
bamboo stick [Source: Birk, 145 
DB_A01_03.163] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 
19th 2013 \cc can select for all IVs except for 
'do', 'go', '#go', 'sit', and 'stand'] 

ngarrpngarrpma  cov. crunch food 
continuously. See main entry: ngarrp. 
[Source: Birk, 137] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \cc 
according to Birk can select for all six IVs 
\ck Sep 17th 2013] 

ngarri  prn. I, me. See main entry: nga. [Source: 
DH12_A25_10.353] 13/May/2014. 

ngarrik  n. cheek. [Source: DH12_A04_04] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 19th 2013] 

ngarun  cov. help. yinya ngarun mindyidek-en 
yide nobody can help him (one 
person) - he's by himself [Source: 
DB_A01_02.073] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 
19th 2013] 

ngawan  n_kin. aunt. ngawang wa yiminy 
parragud-wang he has an aunt from the 
white man ngawan-ya my aunt [Source: 
DB_A01_03.027 DB_A01_03.003 Ian Green: 
ngawanj] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ma awuyi \sp 
kagang \ck Sep 19th 2013] 

ngawunyak  cov. smell. [?? \iv go (Sep 19th 
2013) \iv stand (Nov 10th 2012)] 

ngawunyakma yuyuwa  he smells. [Source: 
Nov 10th 2012] 
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ngawunyak yide  he smells. [Source: Birk, 
136] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 19th 2013 
\cc according to Birk can select for all six 
IVs \ck Sep 19th 2013] 

Ngawurruny  n_top. placename for billabong 
in the vicinity of Dyamalagany and 
Tedberrety. [Source: DH13_V50_01.034] 
09/Oct/2013. 

ngayad  cov. hide. warra ngayad nuenyue-nu 
are you hiding him in the hole? [Source: 
DH12_A33_01.098] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \iv lie 
(DH12_A33_01.098)] 

-ngayi  -bprn. to her, for her. dek degud-ngayi 
you wanna show her! [Source: Birk 
DH12_A15_03.239S] 03/Dec/2014. 

nge  cov. breathe. [Source: Birk (118) Birk, 136] [?? 
\cc according to Birk can select for all six 
IVs \rl titynge \rl ngetyurrkwat \rl 
ngewuguty] 

ngetyurrkwat  inhale. 
titynge ada  I exhale/breathe out. 

04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 7th 2013] 
ngetyurrkwat  cov. inhale. [?? \rl nge \rl 

tyurrk \rl wat] 
ngetyurrkwat aya  I inhale. 03/Dec/2014. [?? 

\ck August 7th 2013] 
ngelk  cov. fill up. [?? \ck Sep 19th 2013 \iv do 

(DB_A01_06.083)] 
ngelk yur  settle down/sleep tight. [Source: 

Cahir 115] [?? \ck Sep 19th 2013] 
tarngal katar ngalk  bump into someone. 

akana lak nuende algitybi lak men ngelk 
the woman can't eat that, the boy is full 
now - has a full stomach [Source: Birk, 143 
DB_A01_06.078] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \cc can 
select for all IVs except for 'do' and 'lie'] 

ngeli  n. muscle string. [Source: 
DH12_A48_02.088] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
Sep 19th 2013] 

-ngeli  -prn. -to one another. endi 
payagang-ngeli wutu=we they're going one 
way with their backs to one another pi 
wuta-ngeli lublub muta they pick up 
freshwater mussles [Source: 
DH12_A15_04.030 DH13_V57_03.054] 
03/Dec/2014. 

ngelyil  n. animal skin. [Source: as dae ngelyil 
in Tryon (1974)] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck July 
15th 2013] 

ngelyirrk  n. fishing line. ol nen-many 
ngelyirrk ata ya nende, bawu we made the 
fishing line and threw it [Source: 
DB_A02_01.121 DH12_A25_07.012] 
03/Dec/2014. 

ngen- (from: ngen-)  pre-. characteristic of 
something. ngen kantyuk hovering over 
something [Source: DH13_A01_01] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \rl dewerr \rl 
ngentyalkpullu \ck Sep 19th 2013] 

ngenpurrung  cov. show off. [Source: Birk, 142] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \cc can select for all IVs 
except for 'do' \ck Sep 19th 2013] 

ngentil  n. tongue. [Source: DH12_A05_05 
MalakMalak Wordlist] 03/Dec/2014. [?? 
\cc as njaendilg in Capell 1940_1 (p. 
271/30) \cc as ngendilk in MalakMalak 
Wordlist \rl ari \ck Sep 19th 2013] 

ngendilk  n. Eucalyptus tetrodonta, 
MYRTACEAE; The bark is used as a 
backing for paintings; it is also used as 
roofing for houses. Large sheets of bark can 
be used to make bark canoes. The timber is 
very hard but is not used. When this plant 
is flowering it is a good time to collect 
sugarbag (native Beehive), Pityak (Mal) or 
Wemerr (Mat) as the hives contain a lot of 
sweet honey. Variant: dilk. [Source: Plants 
and Animals book DH12_V36_04.20] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 19th 2013 \ma 
ngenerr \ck Sep 19th 2013] 

ngentyalkpullu  cov. grow up. [?? \ck August 
20th 2013 \rl ngen \rl tyalk \rl pullu] 

enyalk pulduyiny yida  to grow up to walk. 
[Source: Oct 30th 2012] 03/Dec/2014. [?? 
\ck Sep 19th 2013] 

ngenwi  pre.cov. be dangerous, cheeky, 
poisenous. dae ngun dellngendad yiga 
yida-nu ngenwi-nen the animal 
(Kumurgut) recognized the dangerous 
snake and wentback for him [Source: 
DH12_A33_01.048 Wordlist 26/Sep/2012] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \iv go 
(DH12_A33_01.054) \ck Sep 19th 2013 \ma 
pawirrkam] 

ngenget  cov. be on top. tyimiliny=ye 
<atsaid>-na ngenget yida ki-na the T sits 
on top [Source: Birk (8) DH13_V51_02.48] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 19th 2013 \iv sit 
(DH12_A40_03.157) \iv go 
(DH13_V51_02.48) \ck Sep 19th 2013] 

Ngengede  n_top. place name, High Bank, the 
bank of the Daly River where it is steep (?). 
dae- tyud pallam tyurrk yide tyerriny 
nyungga payu-nu ki Ngengede-nen naman 
the snake is looking for Kumugut and 
asking for him, and calling out for him and 
he is hiding at this place here Ngengede 
[Source: DH12_A33_01.107] 03/Dec/2014. 
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ngengedek  n. mermaid. [Source: 
DH13_V57_03.064 DH12_A25_10.043] 
03/Dec/2014. 

ngengey  cov. burn (intr). [Source: Birk, 159] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 19th 2013] 

ngenyilk  n. finger, whole finger, hand. 
dim-man ngenyilk=na damtyed-damtyed 
wuenuen ede I have sticky fingers (I can't 
touch that wallaby) [Source: DH12_A19_01 
MalakMalak wordlist as nanyulk in 
Mathew Dakyerat in Ray Ngolok-Wanggar 
Vocabulary DH12_A40_03.127] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \cc as nenyilk 
yanangarra - hand + side= five \ocl parts of 
the body \ck Sep 18th 2013] 

ngenyilk payak  n. back of hand. [Source: 
DH12_A19_01] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \rl duek 
(palm) \ck Sep 18th 2013] 

ngenyilk purrum  n. finger joint. [Source: 
DH12_A19_01] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 
18th 2013] 

ngenyilk tyalala  n. middle finger. [Source: 
DH12_A19_01] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 
18th 2013] 

ngenyilk nae  n. thumb. [Source: 
DH12_A19_01] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 
18th 2013] 

ngenyilk ngeru  n. fingernail. [Source: 
DH12_A19_01 MalakMalak wordlist] 
03/Dec/2014. 

ngenyilk yitybi  n. small finger. 03/Dec/2014. 
[?? \ck Sep 18th 2013] 

ngenyilk yintyerrik  n. index finger, ring 
finger. 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 18th 2013] 

ngerrp  cov. be raw. [?? \ck Sep 20 2013] 
ngerrpma nunya  she slices somehing. 

Variant: ngerrpma. [Source: Nov 7th 2012 
Ian Green: ngerrp with do and go IV Birk, 
136] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \cc according to Birk 
can select for all six IVs] 

ngerrpma  cov. raw, uncooked. ya tyugaty 
etini anda endi ngerrpma na ngak he 
cleans the goose well and then eats it raw 
See main entry: ngerrp. [Source: 
DH12_A05_05 wordlist 26/09/2012 Birk 
171 as ngapma DH13_V55_04.22] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \cc as ngapma in Tryon 
(1974) \ck Sep 19th 2013 \ck Sep 19th 2013] 

ngerru1  n. shell, shell of animal. dae-nen 
ngerru=we puyunduk-nue warrad-ma yi 
dek-na the snail is inside its shell and they 
picked it up at this place [Source: 
28/Sep/2012 DH12_V36_03.046] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 20 2013] 

ngerru2  cov. sit inside, sit in a cell, sit trapped, 
be trapped (like a transforming butterfly in 
a cocoon). tyurrk-ma ngerru=da-ka nende 
wangarr-many yuyu it used to be clear, 
now it's all full of stuff [Source: 16.08.2013 
DH13_A49_10 DH13_V57_03.131] 
03/Dec/2014. 

ngewuguty  cov. breathe. [?? \rl nge \rl 
wukuty] 

ngewuguty nuende  she breathes. [Source: 
wordlist Oct 8th 2012] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
August 7th 2013 \ck Sep 19th 2013] 

ngeyma  cov. glow, be glowing. [?? \iv sit 
(DH12_V36_03.176) \iv go (Oct 27th 2012)] 

ngeyma yide  he glows. kinangga=we 
ngeyma wunu=we on this side there are 
pink glowing stones [Source: Oct 27th 2012 
DH12_V36_03.176] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
Sep 20 2013] 

-ngga  -suf. distal directional attaching to 
inflecting verbs, coverbs and 
demonstratives and adverbs following a 
case-marker, away from. pana winu 
yunu-ngga he comes to fight again 
Ant: -nggi. Variant: -ga. [Source: 
DB_A02_03.195] 03/Dec/2014. 

-nggi  -suf. direction towards attaching to 
inflecting verbs, coverbs, demonstratives 
and adverbs following a case-marker, 
towards. Ant: -ngga. Variant: -gi. [Source: 
Ian Green: an'gi] 03/Dec/2014. 

ngit  cov. say no, decline, refuse, not being 
allowed, forbidden. <laik olmen> 
ngit-ngit-ma yunu kaduk yunu -wang=ge 
pulity yunu-man=ye the old man he tells 
them that the women are not allowed to eat 
it [Source: DB_A01_04.103 Birk, 134 Birk, 
136] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 20 2013 \cc 
according to Birk can select for all six IVs] 

ngik  cov. blow nose on tissue or ground. 
[Source: wordlist Oct 27th 2012] 

ngikma yide  he blows his nose. 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 20 2013] 

ngin  cov. keep. endi waitbala nana ngin pak 
yunu=wa the white man wants to keep the 
woman [Source: DH12_A26_02.048] [?? \iv 
sit (DH12_A26_02.048)] 

ngin pak  hold onto. [Source: 
DH12_A26_02.048] 03/Dec/2014. 

ngintyal  n. freshwater crocodile, old-fashioned 
term? dae-dirriny ngintyal=we aul=de a 
turtle and an freshwater crocodile dreaming 
Syn: ari tyalala. [Source: DB_A06_01.209] 
03/Dec/2014. 
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nging  n. Black Currant; Antidesma 
ghesaembilla; The fruit are eaten when they 
turn black. The fruit are sweet and tasty. 
[Source: mpb and zml plant knowledge 
Plants and Animals book] 03/Dec/2014. [?? 
\ck Sep 20 2013 \ma nging] 

ngirr  n. shortneck turtle, Krefft's River Turtle (as 
found by DH on 12/06/2013 in the Mango 
Orchard of the Daly River Barra Resort. 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 20 2013] 

ngirrk  cov. die. Variant: ngirrik; ngirrkbuk. [?? 
\iv do (DH12_A34_02.192)] 

ngirrk yiminy  he dies. yingi ngirrk yiminy 
the crocodile died yesterday wiyanga 
ngirrk niminy my mother died [Source: Oct 
17th 2012 Cahir 22 Birk (118) 
DB_A02_05.110] [?? \ck Sep 20 2013] 

tarr ngirrk  kill with spear. [Source: Birk 141] 
[?? \cc can select for all IVs except for 'sit', 
'lie' and 'stand' according to Birk \ck Sep 20 
2013] 

ngirrk yiminy  he is dying. [Source: Oct 17th 
2012] 

tarri ngirrk  kill. [Source: Dh12_A47_01.066] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 20 2013] 

ngirrkbuk  cov. might die. See main entry: 
ngirrk. [?? \rl ngirrk \rl =puk] 

ngirrkbuk yunu  he can't die. ngirrkbuk 
yinme he might die from the sores [Source: 
DB_A01_02.008] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 
20 2013] 

ngirrik  cov. die. <olgaman>-a pirri-man=ye 
ngaty ngirrik-ma wuta sometimes they 
didn't give them tucker and so they got sick 
and died See main entry: ngirrk. [Source: 
DH12_A25_03.090] 03/Dec/2014. 

ngiya  n_kin. son. ngiya naman tyendak nunu 
the son is also listening to what he says 
[Source: DB_A01_02.131] 03/Dec/2014. [?? 
\sp eliyang (daughter) \ma niya (son) \ck 
Sep 20 2013] 

ngu  cov. dark, in the dark, new moon. [?? \rl 
ngubaktyed] 

endi ngu yide  it is dark. nenmanya dek 
yawug ngu=we they are going to another 
place during the day [Source: 
DB_A01_03.115] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 
20 2013] 

ngubaktyed  cov. dark, black. [?? \rl ngu \rl 
bak \rl tyed] 

ngubaktyed  it is dark. [Source: Birk, 134 as 
nguparak] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 20 
2013] 

ngutyun  n. fly. [Source: Capell 1940_1 (p. 

271/30) DH12_A04_04 DB_A02_01.186 
wordlist 26/09/2012] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
Sep 20 2013 \ma karrarrnguk \ck Sep 20 
2013 \ck Sep 20 2013] 

ngul  n. penis. [Source: Ian Green: ngul Birk (8)] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 20 2013] 

Ngulkerrket  n_top. MalakMalak place name 
for Uniya. [Source: DH12_A25_03.034] 
28/Mar/2014. 

nguluk  n. language, story. dek nguluk nama 
pulity dud wuta the old people told us this 
story [Source: DH12_A33_01.224] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 20 2013] 

Nguluk Wunet  n_top. place name, 
Coppermine area (i.e. bad language). 
[Source: map Mount Hayward: 88 N-S and 
83 W-E] 03/Nov/2012. [?? \in 27] 

Ngulugurr2  n_top. place name, File Mile, 
dreaming place on Daly River Road. 
[Source: map Mount Hayward: 82 N-S and 
85 W-E] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \in 18 \ma 
Kullugurr] 

ngulugurr1  n. Bar-shouldered Dove. [Source: 
Plant and Animals book] 20/Sep/2013. [?? 
\ck Sep 20 2013 \rl Ngulugurr \ma 
kullugurr \ck Sep 20 2013] 

ngum  cov. be silent, be quiet. 
ngum pak  sit quietly. [?? \ck Sep 20 2013] 
ngumbakali  sit quietly. nuenduen 

ngun=de ngum wuwunduny he sits down 
quietly now [Source: DH12_A25_07.120 
DB_A01_02.063 Birk 171] 03/Dec/2014. [?? 
\ck Sep 20 2013] 

ngun1  n. people, persons, humans. ngun 
wuny-bak =puk yini it might cause 
blindness in a person mariny ngun-na 
lamlam purrarr wuete all the people walk 
around telling stories/talking a lot [Source: 
DH12_A15_03.374 DB_A01_04.236 
DB_A01_02.041] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 
20 2013] 

ngun2  dem. there, that way. [Source: Ian Green: 
ngun 'there'] 

ngun yide  he is there. Ant: ki. 03/Dec/2014. 
[?? \ck Sep 20 2013 \rl ngunanggi \rl 
ngunangga] 

ngunangga  dem. that side, the other side 
across from the speaker's side, other side. 
ngunangga wuyu it is on that side Ant: 
kinanggi. [Source: DH12_A15_03.159] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \rl ngunanggi \ck Sep 20 
2013] 

ngunanggi  n_top. southwestern bank of the 
Daly, other side, that side. ngunanggi-nen 
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pi wuerruenguny ka akana kumyurr 
wurru they wanted to go to the other side 
and they drowned halfway in the water 
Ant: kinangga. [Source: BL in DH12_A01_02 
on 22/05/2012 DH12_A02_01_0016 
DH12_A01_02_0329 DH13_V51_04.10] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \rl ngunangga \rl ngun 
\ot bikos yu got a riva in de midl en yu yu 
krosova, ngunanggi kinanga dissaid, yeah 
woda la det midl (DH12_A02_01) \ot 
ngunanggi det natha-said \ck Sep 20 2013] 

nguntyed  cov. sweat. 
nguntyed anguny  I sweat. [Source: Nov 

14th 2012] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 20 
2013] 

ngunytyul  n. Black Whip Snake; Demansia 
atra; The bite from this snake is not 
considered to be deadly, however, it causes 
swelling, pain and severe itchiness. This 
snake is often found under banyan trees. 
ngunytyul-many yunu tyerriyen errdini 
dekwuna wuyu ngirrk yiminy The snake 
lived here, we used to know it, now there is 
nothing, maybe he died [Source: Plants and 
Animals book DH13_V55_04.05] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 20 2013 \ma 
ngunburr \ck Sep 20 2013 \ma munybo 
\ma ngonypor \ck Sep 20 2013] 

Ngurlgargad  n_top. place name for Uniya site 
of first Jesuit mission. [Source: 
DH12_A25_05.11] 22/Apr/2014. 

ngurra  num. some of them, other, somebody 
else (PL), many, plenty of others, some. 
ngenyirr, ngurra=we wutu-wa-ke some 
others sit down here ngurra nana wutu-wa, 
dim-yen nana there are a lot of others in the 
hole already [Source: Birk, 154 
DH13_A01_01 DH12_V36_05.266 
DH12_V36_05.114 Birk (37) as 'other ones'] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 20 2013] 

ngurrk1  n. thorny plants, prickle. [Source: 
wordlist 04/Oct/2012] 03/Dec/2014. [?? 
\ck Sep 20 2013] 

ngurrk2  cov. clear throat. 
ngurrkma yide  he clears his throat. [?? \ck 

Sep 20 2013] 
ngurrkngurrkma  clear throat. 03/Dec/2014. 

ngurrkunu  n. crimson finch, finch. [Source: 
Plants and Animals Book] 20/Sep/2013. [?? 
\ck Sep 20 2013 \cc dreaming of FM and 
BL, RP (for the language group) \rl 
Ngurrkunung \ma bityma \ck Sep 20 2013] 

Ngurrkunung  n_top. place name for three 
bigger and three smaller billabongs, Red 

Finch Waterholes. [Source: map Billawock: 
56/57 N-S, 90/89 W-E] 20/Sep/2013. [?? 
\in 1 \rl ngurrkunu \ck Sep 20 2013] 

ngurrngut  cov. sleep. [Source: Ian Green: 
ngurrngut with 'lie' IV Birk (40)] [?? \rl 
ngurrngurrmi \iv lie (DH12_A34_02.454)] 

ngurrngut yur  lie down to sleep. werr-ma 
yida ngurrngut akana yur he cries out and 
he can't sleep [Source: DB_A02_05.213 
DH12_V36_02.117] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
Sep 20 2013] 

ngurrngurrmi  cov. dream. [?? \ck Sep 20 2013 
\rl ngurrngut] 

purruma yide  snore. 
ngurrngurruma yide  he dreams. [Source: 

Oct 17th 2012] 
ngurrngurruma pid yida  he has a 

nightmare. [Source: Oct 17th 2012] 
ngurrngurrmi yide  he dreams. 

03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 7th 2013 \ma 
purru] 

nguyet  cov. cook, cook meat, light something. 
nguyet ang edueme-nu we are cooking and 
giving it to him nguyet ada I put it in the 
fire dae nguyet niminy the woman is 
cooking meat mi, dae yiminy nguyet-ma 
yida he sat there and cooked vegetables and 
meat Syn: purrup; purrung. [Source: Ian 
Green: nguyet wordlist 26/09/2012 Oct 
17th 2012 DB_A01_02.182 DB_A02_01.138 
DB_A01_03.001 Birk, 137 Dh12_A47_01.084] 
[?? \iv do (DB_A02_01.062) (human agent) 
with do IV \iv go (DB_A02_01.138) \rl 
nguyetdam \rl karrnguyet \ck Sep 20 2013 
\cc according to Birk can select for all six 
IVs \ck Sep 20 2013] 

nguyetatam katy  cook something wrapped 
up. [Source: Birk 140] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \cc 
can select for all IVs except for 'sit' 
according to Birk] 

nguyetdam  cov. cook properly. [?? \rl nguyet 
\rl dam] 

nguyetdam katy ayuwa  I cook it properly. 
[Source: Birk 140] [?? \cc can select for all 
IVs except for 'sit' according to Birk \ck Sep 
20 2013] 

nguyetdam katy  cook something wrapped 
up. [Source: Birk 140] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \cc 
can select for all IVs except for 'sit' 
according to Birk \ck Sep 20 2013] 

nguyi  cov. enter of multiple. 
nguyi wuta  they go in. nguyi ete yur we go 

inside to sleep [Source: DB_A06_01.105 Birk, 
144] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 20 2013 \cc 
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can select for all IVs except for 'do' and 'sit' 
and 'lie'] 

nguyu  adv. tomorrow. nguyu warrad pi 
enung-ga tomorrow I will walk [Source: Ian 

Green: ngunyuni/nguyuny 
DB_A02_01.004] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 
20 2013] 

 
 

Ny  -  ny 
 
nyaba  cov. deaf person, also used as mocking 

word, stupid person. [Source: Birk, 142] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \cc can select for all IVs 
except for 'do' \ck Sep 20 2013] 

nyatnyat  cov. chip wood continuously. [Source: 
Birk, 136] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 20 2013 
\cc according to Birk can select for all six 
IVs] 

nyagak  cov. remain for a long time, stay for a 
long time, do something for a long time. 
tyagad yuwayi nyagak-ma are you the one 
that has been running away for a long time 
[Source: DH12_A25_10.313] 03/Dec/2014. 

nyerrp  n. rope, wild rope. yerra larrb 
yiminy-nu ngaty nyerrp he's tied up inside 
and they cut off the pine/wailrop that is 
attached to the fish trap [Source: 
DH12_A34_02.366] 03/Dec/2014. 

nyip  cov. wink, blink. numurru nyip wink 
[Source: Birk, 137 Oct 27th 2012] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 20 2013 \cc 
according to Birk can select for all six IVs] 

nyil  cov. skin something. [?? \ck Sep 18th 2013] 
karrarrla nyil yur  break skin (against an 

object). [Source: Birk, 144] 03/Dec/2014. [?? 
\cc can select for all IVs except for 'do', 'sit', 
and 'stand'] 

nyuk  cov. be rotten, be spoiled, smell bad. 
[Source: DH12_A05_05 Tryon (1974)] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 20 2013] 

nyurrk  cov. ask. [?? \ck Sep 20 2013] 
nyurrkma yide  he asks to do something. 

wag nyurrug warrang ki muenue dae-nen 
tyud wangarri the snake asks: 'you go and 
get the water' [Source: DH12_A33_01.113] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 20 2013] 

nyurrung  cov. like, love. wag nunu-wang 
nyurrung, errde we like the grog [Source: 
DB_A01_04.020] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \iv go 
(DB_A01_04.020)] 

nyurrungma  co. keep going. [Source: Birk (32) 
as HAB] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 20 2013] 

nyuwirrb  cov. blow nose. 
nyuwirrbma yida  blow nose. [Source: 

wordlist Oct 27th 2012] 03/Dec/2014. [?? 
\ck Sep 20 2013] 

 

 

R  -  r 
 
Rapid Creek  n_top. placename for Rapid 

Creek near Darwin. [Source: 
DH13_V55_03.052] 27/Feb/2014. 

 
 

U  -  u 
 
Uniya  n_top. name of first Jesuit settlement on 

the ngunanggi side of teh Daly - exact 
location to be established! ; west banks of 
the Daly a few mile sdownstream from the 
current Daly River Crossing. Uniya 
perrdung naman wirrminy we go to to 
Uniya, they said [Source: DH13_V55_03.020] 

03/Dec/2014. [?? \qu exact location!] 
-ung  -case. ergative or instrumental case 

marker. gan-ung eye muta-wurru=wa they 
shoot them with guns (in the daytime) See 
main entry: wang. [Source: 
DH12_A25_03.117] 03/Dec/2014. 
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W  -  w 
 
wa  cov. pick up, get. wuta ngaty mutyurr-wuna 

wa-ma wuete they pick up lots of eggs 
[Source: Ian Green: wa with 'do' IV 
DB_A01_04.259] [?? \iv do 
(DH13_A32_01.23) \iv go (DB_A01_04.259) 
\rl wakulpat \rl kinwa] 

wa-ngga larrb wirrminy  they tied (it) up. 
[Source: DH12_A46_05.035] 

wapam  farm, harvest. [Source: 
DH12_A25_03.170] 

wapak  get. [Source: DH12_A15_04.008] 
wa yiminy  he picks up. wa yiminy 

dae-wu=we he caught fish [Source: Birk, 138 
Harvey 1989 as 'get' wordlist Oct 27th 2012] 
[?? \ck Sep 20 2013 \cc according to Birk 
can select for all six IVs \ka wa] 

wangga murruma yida  he is dancing. 
[Source: Oct 17th 2012] 

wa karrg wat  take out. [Source: Cahir 115] 
wa tik pi  take back. [Source: Cahir 115] 
kurr wa pi  drag along. [Source: Cahir 115] 
piny wa ka  get water and bring it. [Source: 

Cahir 115] 
pat ka wa  fly and pick up. [Source: Cahir 

115] 
piny wa pi  get water and take it. [Source: 

Birk 141] [?? \cc can select for all IVs except 
for 'sit', 'lie' and 'stand' according to Birk] 

dat wa  find. [Source: Ian Green: datwa with 
do IV] 

wa pi  take, take away. [Source: Birk (9) Birk, 
145 Nov 14th 2012 DB_A01_02.012] [?? \cc 
can select for all IVs except for 'do', 'sit', 
and'lie' and 'stand'] 

wa kul pat  load objects into boat. [Source: 
Birk, 144] [?? \cc can select for all IVs 
except for 'do' and 'sit' and 'lie'] 

wa ka wat  take out. [?? \cc according to Birk, 
can select for all IVs except for 'lie'] 

wa yurr  place somethingg. [Source: 
DH12_V44_02.145] 

tyagaty wa yida  he chased (him) after 
having run away (??). [Source: wordlist Oct 
27th 2012] 

karrg wa  take out. [Source: DB_A01_03.095] 
04/Dec/2014. 

-wa  -tam. continous activity marker attached to 
inflecting verbs. dae darrdbarra yida-nu-wa 
the animal is looking for him [Source: 
DH12_A06 and A07 DH12_A33_01.091] 

03/Dec/2014. 
=wa  =clitic. focus clitic attaching to coverbs 

following -ma. [Source: Birk 128] 
23/Jan/2013. 

waba  cov. turn, turn around, lie, tell lies. [Source: 
Nov 7th 2012] 

wabakaty  turn over. [Source: DH13_A01_01/ 
DB_A01_04.222] [?? \ck Sep 20 2013] 

wabama yide  put down. [Source: Nov 7th 
2012] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 20 2013] 

wapak  cov. get something, literally, pick.up + 
sit. [Source: DH12_A15_04.008] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \rl wa \rl pak] 

wapi  cov. bring, lit. get.up + move. dae 
ngun-wuna wapi yida kina tyedyi another 
one goes and gets him and put him down 
here dae-nen wapi nunda=we 
melbabu-wang ang she gives the meat to 
his father first [Source: DH13_V50_01.065 
DB_A01_04.285] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \iv go 
(DH12_A25_02.107) \iv sit 
(DB_A02_01.169) \rl wa \rl pi] 

wabili  cov. get, got, have got. wabili yide dek 
he takes it home Variant: wabak. [Source: 
DH12_A27_03 DB_A01_02.013] [?? \iv sit 
(DH12_A25_07.107) \iv go 
(DB_A01_02.013) \ck Sep 20 2013] 

wabilinunu  they take you. [Source: 
DH12_A25_07.124] 

watyuk wabili  stop to get arms. [Source: 
wordlist Oct 27th 2012] 

wabili yide  he gets. 07/May/2014. [?? \ck 
Sep 20 2013] 

wabuny  cov. fan to kindle fire. manmal wabuny 
alawar x, alawar ki-na the women kindle 
the fire with a fan/wing [Source: 
DB_A01_04.194] 03/Dec/2014. 

waburr  cov. turn, turn over. turn around. 
waburrgaty  turn over. [Source: 

DH12_A15_03.358] 03/Dec/2014. 
waburrgaty  cov. turn, be across, move across, 

cross something. waburrgaty anggaya I 
turn it over See main entry: waburr; katy. 
[Source: DH12_A15_03.358] 03/Dec/2014. 

wat1  cov. fish. Variant: watwat; watwatma. 
03/Dec/2014. 

wat2  cov. send. tyid tyurrk wa wirrminy arrdell 
wirriny they put him inside and shut the 
door nikkiti wat niminy-nu what's she 
sending to him [Source: DH12_V36_05.124 
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DB_A02_02.01] [?? \iv do (DB_A01_05.176) 
\iv go (DB_A01_05.182) \rl ngetyurrkwat 
\rl kinwat \rl karrkwat \rl tyurrkwat \rl 
tyiyangwat \rl durrkwat] 

karrarrkwat  go in and out. [Source: 
DH12_A46_05.065] 

maburra wat  chase away. [Source: 
DH12_V36_03.027] 

tyurrp warra wat  cut something. [Source: 
DH12_A25_03.072] 

endi-wat tyurrk wirrminy  they buried 
him. [Source: MC10_A02_01.069] 

watma yide  send over. [?? \ck Sep 20 2013] 
niwat yiminy  call something. [Source: 

DH13_V51_05.167 Birk, 138] [?? \cc 
according to Birk can select for all six IVs] 

durrk wat  swallow. [Source: Cahir 115 Birk 
97 Birk (21) Birk, 138] [?? \cc according to 
Birk can select for all six IVs \ck Sep 20 
2013] 

tyurrk wat  put inside. [Source: Cahir 115 
Birk 97] [?? \ck Sep 20 2013] 

wagark wat  take out. [?? \cc according to 
Birk, can select for all IVs except for 'lie' \ck 
Sep 20 2013] 

katy wat  let go. [Source: Cahir 115 Birk 97] [?? 
\ck Sep 20 2013] 

ang wat  take. [Source: Cahir 115 Birk 97 Birk, 
139] [?? \cc according to Birk, angwat can 
select for all IVs except for 'lie' \ck Sep 20 
2013] 

wa karrg wat  take out. [Source: Cahir 115 
Birk 97] [?? \ck Sep 20 2013] 

katy tyurrk wat  throw away. [Source: Birk 
140] [?? \cc can select for all IVs except for 
'sit' and'lie' according to Birk \ck Sep 20 
2013] 

arrarr wat  spread something. [Source: Birk, 
139] [?? \cc according to Birk, can select for 
all IVs except for 'lie' \ck Sep 20 2013] 

kiny wat  hang up. [Source: Birk (19)] [?? \ck 
Sep 20 2013] 

tarat wat  watch. [Source: Birk, 136] [?? \cc 
according to Birk can select for all six IVs 
\ck Sep 20 2013] 

yukuty wat  move along, move an object 
along gradually. [Source: Birk, 137 Birk (19)] 
[?? \cc according to Birk can select for all 
six IVs \ck Sep 20 2013] 

tyed wat  'drop' a person off after giving 
him/her a lift. [Source: Birk, 141] [?? \cc can 
select for all IVs except for 'sit', 'lie' and 
'stand' \ck Sep 20 2013] 

wurru wat  wave. [Source: Birk, 143] [?? \cc 

can select for all IVs except for 'do' \ck Sep 
20 2013] 

kuempuer wat pir  have a runny nose. 
[Source: Birk, 144] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \cc can 
select for all IVs except for 'do' and 'sit' and 
'lie' \ck Sep 20 2013] 

wadarrl  n. clothes made of canefarn/weaved 
clothing made of canefarn. [Source: Nov 8th 
2012] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 20 2013] 

wadiyang  cov. share, distribute, give out. 
wadiyang purrarr nuende alawarwanga 
she gives it out to other people walking 
around that woman [Source: DB_A01_03.110 
Birk (40) as watiyang] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
Sep 20 2013 \iv sit (DB_A01_05.185)] 

watwat  cov. fish. watwat wutu dae-nen-nue-na 
they go fishing there See main entry: wat. 
Variant: watwatma. [Source: Birk, 139 
DB_A01_04.099] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \iv sit 
(DB_A01_04.099) \iv go (DB_A02_01.120) 
\cc according to Birk, can select for all IVs 
except for 'lie'] 

watwatma  cov. fish. pada watwatma ada I go 
fishing See main entry: wat. [Source: 
DB_A02_01.128] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 
20 2013 \iv go (DB_A02_01.128)] 

watya  cov. have in hand, hold. watya-deli 
ediyang-ga I have it in my hands [Source: 
DB_A03_01.160] 03/Dec/2014. 

watyuk  cov. fill, lie inside, be inside, fill up. [?? 
\ck Sep 20 2013 \iv do (DB_A02_01.135) 
\iv go (Nov 5th 2012)] 

watyuk tyed  fill up and leave. [Source: Birk, 
141] 

watyuk tyedali wuyu  lie inside a bowl. 
[Source: wordlist Oct 27th 2012] 

watyuk pakali wuyu  be inside a bowl. 
[Source: wordlist Oct 27th 2012] 

wag watyuk-ma yide  he fills up. endi 
wag-yen yitybi watyuk larrb wabili only 
for a little bit of water, you fill up water 
from the river and you get it to the tied up 
place [Source: Nov 5th 2012 
DH12_A25_09.029] 27/Jun/2014. [?? \cc 
can select for all IVs except for 'sit', 'lie' and 
'stand'] 

watyurr  adv. quickly, fast. watyurr wa yuwayi 
yida he quickly took (the fire) it away 
[Source: Birk (39), 133 DH12_V36_03.036] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 20 2013] 

wag  n. water, drink, river. wag ada I got water 
and came back [Source: Capell 1940_1 (p. 
271/30) DH12_A01_04_0376 Harvey 
1989:56 DB_A02_01.130] [?? \ka wuk \ma 
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wuk \rl wagtyalkma] 
madaman wag  rainwater. [Source: wordlist 

25Sep/2012] 
wag durkma  drinking water. [Source: 

wordlist 25/Sep/2012] 
wag pulmin  water in a bottle. [Source: 

wordlist 25/Sep/2012] 
wagtyalkma  waterfall. [Source: wordlist 

28/Sep/2012] 03/Dec/2014. 
wak  n. water, river. See main entry: wag. [Source: 

Tryon (1974) BL in DH12_A01_02 Ian 
Green: wak = water, liquid, beer] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \cc as wawk in Mathew 
Dakyerat in Ray Ngolok-Wanggar 
Vocabulary, as waok in Ray 
Ngolok-Wanggar Vocabulary] 

Wag Pungarr  n_top. the middle of the Daly 
River, being between kinanga and 
ngunanggi, billabong (i.e. middle water). 
[Source: BL in DH12_A01_02 on 22/05/2012 
map Hayward: 97 N-S and 69 W-E] 
03/Dec/2014. [?? \ot laik hiya wi sidan 
kinangga, det benk nathaseid de woda in de 
midl, wak pungarr \in 37] 

Wag Purrarr  n_top. place name. See main 
entry: Wag Purrarrma. 03/Dec/2014. 

Wag Purrarrma  n_top. Public Boat Ramp 
behind Woolianna (i.e. Whirly Water), 
where the water makes a 
'number-nine-movement'. Wag Purrarrma 
kina puny en wurruma yuyu he's standing 
towards Wag Purrarrma, with his stomach 
Variant: Wag Purrarr. [Source: map Mount 
Hayward: 89 N-S and 77 W-E 
DH12_A15_04.319 DH12_A15_04.039] 
18/Feb/2014. [?? \cc frequently mentioned 
by Woolianna speakers in Men & Tree game 
as reference point \ot Wag Purrarrma, 
whirly woda \in 49 \rl purrarr] 

Wag Eigeig  n_top. place name, billabong 
behind Muwerryinnga (i.e. black water). 
[Source: map Mount Hayward: 87/86 N-S 
and 81 W-E] 03/Dec/2014. [?? \in 29 \ma 
Wug Tyityag] 

waka  cov. bring. wuta ngurra-many wagurra 
dae ang wurrungguny algitybi nende some 
others come and they bring meat to give it 
to the little boy [Source: DB_A01_03.129] 
02/Dec/2014. [?? \iv go 
(DH12_V36_03.279) \rl wa \rl ka \ck Sep 
20 2013] 

wagaty  n. sea, ocean. wagaty-na tyityali 
wutangga they want to take it all to the sea 
[Source: 25/Sep/2012 DH12_A05_05 

DH12_V36_03.067] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
Sep 20 2013 \rl ngambaty] 

wagtyalkma  n. waterfall. [Source: Birk (19)] 
02/Dec/2014. [?? \rl wag \rl tyalk \cc 
placename as well \ck Sep 20 2013] 

wakulpat  cov. load (tr) into canoe. [Source: Birk 
140] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \rl wa \rl kulpat \cc 
can select for all IVs except for 'sit' and'lie' 
according to Birk] 

wagyen  cov. wet. [?? \ck Sep 20 2013 \rl wag 
\rl -yen] 

punuk wagyen  puddle, wet ground. 
[Source: wordlist 25/Sep/2012] 
02/Dec/2014. 

walg  n. stone, rock, ball, hill. Variant: walk. 
[Source: Nov 8th 2012 DH12_A09_03 Birk (9) 
as walk Tryon (1974) as walk] 
14/Apr/2014. [?? \ck Sep 20 2013] 

walk  n. stone, money. See main entry: walg. 
02/Dec/2014. 

Wali  n_top. Daly River. See main entry: 
WaliWali. 02/Dec/2014. 

walimba  n. tomahawk, large stone axe. [Source: 
MalakMalak wordlist] 02/Dec/2014. [?? 
\ck Sep 20 2013 \cc check!!] 

WaliWali  n_top. Daly River. Waliwali nunde 
the Daly River flows Variant: Wali. [Source: 
BL in DH12_A01_02 on 22/05/2012 
DH13_V55_03.049 MalakMalak wordlist 
DH12_A05_01_0082] 27/Mar/2014. [?? \qu 
feminine gender?] 

walwalk  n. 
rockhole. 
[Source: Tryon (1974) wordlist 26/Sep/2012] 
02/Dec/2014. 

Walyini  n_top. placename, billabong. Walyini 
karra dat tyedali wuyu it climbs up well 
and stands there now (looking towards) 
Walyiniy, towards the billabong [Source: 
DH12_A33_01.279] 02/Dec/2014. 

wamdab  cov. line up. dud wamdab they line 
up [Source: DB_A01_04.220] 02/Dec/2014. 

wan  cov. paddle, row. [?? \ck Sep 20 2013 \iv go 
(DH13_A32_02.57)] 

wendi wanma yunuwa  he paddles a canoe. 
mulk-many tyeny yiminy wan he ties up 
the bamboo and puts it all on top and 
makes a raft [Source: Nov 5th 2012 
MC09_A01_01.06] 02/Dec/2014. 

wankayi  n. dragging fishing net, large fish net 
with frame. [Source: DH12_A25_08.008 
Plants and Animals book 
DH12_A25_08.008] 09/May/2014. [?? \ma 
purrur \ck Sep 20 2013] 

WaliWali002.pcx;1.5';1.13;PCX 
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wani3  n. dreaming, dreaming place, this is 
opposed to 'aul' which is the dreamtime 
being itself. daewu wani wuta the 
barramundi dreaming Variant: -wani; 
wani-. [Source: DH13_V57_02.32 
DH13_V55_04.12] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \rl aul 
\ma dulk] 

wani-2 (from: wani-)  pre. prefix or suffix for 
dreaming place attaching to nouns. endi 
wani-niyerring niwad wurrundu rhat's 
why it is called the flying fox dreaming See 
main entry: wani. [Source: 
DH13_V51_05.117] 02/Dec/2014. 

-wani1  suf. prefix or suffix for dreaming place 
attaching to nouns. walg-wani kebum a 
stone (dreaming) with a shallow hole See 
main entry: wani. [Source: 
DH12_A33_01.298] 02/Dec/2014. 

Wani Aragug  n_top. place name, dreaming 
place near Dyamalagany where the frog 
landed when he held a jumping 
competition with the wallaby over the river 
when the wallaby created Wani Ma. [Source: 
map Mount Hayward: 92 N-S and 72 W-E] 
06/Nov/2012. [?? \in 59 \rl aragug] 

Wani-Ingya (from: Wani-Ingya)  n_top. 
dreaming place, Elliot Creek ca. 41km 
upstream from Daly River Crossing on 
kinangga side of the river. 19/Oct/2012. [?? 
\cc from Fisherman Map - check for 
pronunciation, meaning and accuracy!] 

Wani-Ma (from: Wani-Ma)  n_top. dreamtime 
place for wallaby (ma), rockbar in the river 
ca. 29,5km upstream of Daly River Crossing 
towards kinangga side of the river. 
19/Oct/2012. [?? \cc from Fisherman 
Map - check for pronunciation, meaning 
and accuracy!] 

Wani-Mengit (from: Wani-Mengit)  n_top. 
dreaming place, Rockbar ca. 5,5km from 
Daly River Crossing towards the kinangga 
side of the river. 19/Oct/2012. [?? \cc from 
Fisherman Map - check for pronunciation, 
meaning and accuracy!] 

wanngu  n. cane grass spear, short spear. 
[Source: Ray Ngolok-Wanggar Vocabulary] 
02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 20 2013 \cc 
maburrak - long spear made of cane grass 
\ck Sep 20 2013 \ocl unclassified 5] 

wang  cov. climb. wang karrkna yunungguny 
kanyuk tyungenna he's climbing onto a 
tree [Source: 06.10.2012] 02/Dec/2014. [?? 
\iv stand (DH12_A40_03.087)] 

-wang  -case. agentive marker with related 

function of instrumental (when it is used 
instrumentally, it presupposes and agent), 
can be suffixed to the transitive or 
intransitive subject, but not to a transitive 
object. dae-tyud-wang naman yiminy-nu 
the snake says to him dae-nen wapi 
nunda=we melbabu-wang ang she gives 
the meat to his father first 
Variant: -yung; -ung; -ang. [Source: Birk 
(111-112) DH12_A33_01.042 
DB_A01_04.285] 02/Dec/2014. 

wangaty  cov. sneak up, sneak up on. wangaty 
yiminy he sneaked up [Source: 
DH12_A34_02.446] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \iv do 
(DH12_A34_02.446)] 

Wanganiny  n_top. place name, Survey Creek. 
[Source: map Mount Hayward: 99-97 n-S 
and 80-89 W-E] 04/Nov/2012. [?? \in 31] 

wangarr  n. swamp. dek elimirri 
wangarr-many wuyu before the place was a 
swamp dek wangarr-many yide he comes 
from the swamp [Source: DH13_V57_03.127 
DH12_V36_03.085] 02/Dec/2014. 

wangarra2  prn. you. Variant: warra; wangarri; 
warri. 20/Sep/2013. [?? \ck Sep 20 2013] 

wangarrak  cov. clean. wangarrak yur-yi they 
make it clean the track [Source: 
DB_A01_04.218] 02/Dec/2014. 

wangarri  prn. you. eyiny wangarri who are 
you? See main entry: wangarra. [Source: 
08.10.2012 Green and Cahir] 02/Dec/2014. 
[?? \ma warranung \ck Sep 20 2013] 

wangarriny  cov.prn. give back to me ; return to 
me. wag piny wangarriny naman you go 
and get my water!, he says [Source: 
DH12_A08_04 DH13_V50_01.090] 
02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 20 2013 \rl wa 
\rl ang \rl -arriny] 

wangayi  n. fishing net. wangayi karrk-wat 
dayi=we getting out catfish in fishing net 
[Source: DH12_A25_08 DB_A02_05.199] 
02/Dec/2014. [?? \ma karrarr \ck Sep 20 
2013] 

wangkarr  n. open (unfenced) space, plains. [?? 
\ck Sep 20 2013] 

wanggarr kimany wuyuwe dekke 
 that are plains. [Source: Birk, 168 
MalakMalak wordlist as wanggarr] 
02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 20 2013 \cc 
check!!] 

wanggarra  adv. outside, further away, open 
space. wanggarra-nen lamlam errdue we 
talk outside [Source: DB_A06_01.104] 
02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 20 2013] 
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wangkity  cov. flush out, hunt out, round up. [?? 
\iv do (DB_A01_06.055)] 

wangkity pi yungguny  hunting. dek 
yawug-na alawar wangkity wurrunduny 
the women hunt down the wallaby / round 
up the wallaby [Source: Birk 140 Birk 153 
DB_A01_06.055] 25/Jun/2014. [?? \ck Sep 
20 2013 \cc can select for all IVs except for 
'sit' and'lie' according to Birk] 

wangkir  n. Torresian Crow; Corvus orru; The 
crow often makes a loud raucous call when 
an animal or person is approaching. It often 
disturbs hunters by giving away their 
approach to game. It is also considered a 
warning bird, signifying some bad news is 
coming if it “sings out” to a particular 
person. [Source: Plants and Animals book 
MalakMalak wordlist as wanggar 
DH12_A01_04_0179 as wanggir and 'crow' 
in Capell 1940_1 (p. 271/30)] 02/Dec/2014. 
[?? \ck Sep 20 2013 \ma wangkar \ck Sep 
20 2013] 

wangimin  cov. bring up. warrawarra 
wangimin he's bringing up a stick [Source: 
DH12_A15_04.036] 02/Dec/2014. 

wangirr  cov. be poisenous. tyimiliny wangirr a 
poisenous snake [Source: DH12_V36_05.049] 
02/Dec/2014. 

wangnu  n. short and dry river cane spear. 
wangnu, tyangar wurruma we have a lot of 
spears [Source: DB_A02_03.038] 
02/Dec/2014. 

wany  cov. row a boat, row. wany-an-wany-an 
wuete they paddle [Source: Birk, 138 
DB_A01_04.271] [?? \iv go 
(DB_A01_04.271) \cc according to Birk can 
select for all six IVs] 

wany pi  paddle a canoe. [Source: Birk (18)] 
02/Dec/2014. 

wanyarra  cov. be slow, slowly flowing water in 
the river. [Source: Birk (38) 
DH12_A05_02_0028 wordlist 25/Sep/2012] 
[?? \ck Sep 20 2013] 

wanyarrama yide  he moves slowly. [Source: 
Nov 6th 2012] 02/Dec/2014. 

war  cov. be ready. [Source: Birk 140] 
02/Dec/2014. [?? \cc can select for all IVs 
except for 'stand' according to Birk] 

warat  cov. take. [?? \ck Sep 20 2013] 
payi warat  bring out. [Source: Cahir 117] 

02/Dec/2014. 
wari  cov. be sideways, sideways. wari yeri 

yawug-en pi wurrunguny some are 
walking another road sideways [Source: 

DH12_A15_04.214] 02/Dec/2014. 
Warik  n_top. Elizabeth Creek ca. 39 km from 

Daly River Crossing on ngunanggi side of 
the river. 19/Oct/2012. [?? \cc from 
Fisherman Map - check for pronunciation, 
meaning and accuracy!] 

warr  cov. catch. 
datwarr yiminy  catch someone/seize 

someone. [Source: Nov 5th 2012] [?? \ck 
June 17th 2013] 

warr tyindarr yide  it spilled/was knocked 
over. [Source: Nov 10th 2012] [?? \ck June 
17th 2013] 

warr tyindarr niminy  it spilled/was 
knocked over. [Source: Nov 10th 2012] 
02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck June 17th 2013 \ck 
June 17th 2013] 

warra  prn. you. See main entry: wangarra. [Note: 
shortform of wangarra] [Source: 
DH12_A12_05.035] 02/Dec/2014. 

warra  qu. where. [Source: DH12_A12_05.112] 
02/Dec/2014. 

warra3  cov. walk, walk around. See main entry: 
warrad. [?? \iv go (DB_A01_04.247)] 

tyurrp warra wat  cut something. [Source: 
DH12_A25_03.072] 

pap yi warra  run away (predicated of a 
large number). ngaty wuta ki-na kubuk 
warra wutu=kna ya tyagad yuwayi yida 
then they sit down here, they go swimming, 
and one runs away [Source: Birk, 144 
DH13_V47_02.104] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \cc 
can select for all IVs except for 'do', 'sit', 
and'lie' and 'stand' \ck Sep 20 2013] 

warrad  cov. walk, go, move, walkabout. 
angunduelimirri warrad-ma wuta wundut 
one is in front, the other in the back, they 
are walking both of them Variant: warra; 
warrarrad; warradpi; warradmang; 
warrarad. [Source: DH12_A15_03.164] [?? 
\iv go (DH12_A25_03.124) \iv sit 
(DH13_V47_02.103) \ck Sep 20 2013] 

warradma yida  he walks. [Source: Nov 14th 
2012] 

warrad purrarrma yida  he wanders 
around. [Source: Nov 14th 2012] 

warradpi  walk away, go walkabout. 
28/Aug/2014. 

warradpi  cov. go walkabout. warradpi 
enung-ga I want to go walkabout See main 
entry: warrad; pi. [Source: DB_A02_01.007] 
02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 20 2013 \iv go 
(DB_A02_01.007)] 

warrak  cov. not know, not understand. Variant: 
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warrawarrak. [Source: Birk 171] 
02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 20 2013] 

warrakwarrak  cov. not know, not understand. 
pundu warrawarrak wuta nguluk 
parragud nenden pana they didn't 
understand English, the language of the 
white people niyerriny yide 
warrakwarrak-ma yide the young man 
came, and he doesn't know (how to fight) 
any more See main entry: warrak. [Source: 
DH12_A25_01.14 DB_A01_06.025] 
02/Dec/2014. [?? \iv go 
(DH12_A25_03.003) \iv do 
(DH12_A25_08.209) \ck Sep 20 2013] 

warrang  cov. get. wag nyurrug warrang ki 
muenue dae-nen tyud wangarri the snake 
asks: 'you go and get the water' [Source: 
DH12_A33_01.113] 02/Dec/2014. 

warrarrad  cov. walk with plural subjects. 
dae=we keen payaken warrarrad they go 
back to the island, looking for food (that 
way, towards the Top End) See main entry: 
warrad. [Source: Birk 96 DB_A01_06.050] 
02/Dec/2014. 

warrarru  n. water goanna. [Source: 
DH12_V36_05.076] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
Sep 20 2013 \ma warrarru \ck Sep 20 2013] 

warrawarra  n. stick. warrawarra wangimin 
he's bringing up a stick [Source: 
DH12_A15_04.036] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \qu 
noted in Plants and Animals book as zml 
for digging stick \ck Sep 20 2013] 

warrdueme  cov/iv. We want to pick up ]. dae 
yanak warrdueme We wanna go and get 
fish [Source: DB_A02_01.124] 02/Dec/2014. 

warri1  prn. you. See main entry: wangarra. 
02/Dec/2014. 

warri2  n. basket, fish trap. [Source: 
DH12_A25_08.130 Nov 8th 2012 Tryon 
(1974)] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 20 2013] 

warriyat  cov. meet. pi yunu warriyat pak he 
goes to him and sits down with him See 
main entry: warriyet. [Source: Birk (32) 
DB_A01_03.267] 02/Dec/2014. 

warriyang  cov. share. warriyang purrarr he 
went around sharing the food [Source: 
DH12_A25_01.39] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
Sep 20 2013] 

warriyet  cov. meet. warriyet yinya nende they 
meet the men Variant: warriyat. [Source: 
DB_A01_04.274 Birk, 143 as lerp Birk (18)] 
02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck September 10th 2013 
\cc can select for all IVs except for 'do' and 
'sit'] 

waruk  n. white-bellied sea-eagle; Haliaeetus 
leucogaster. [Source: Plants and Animals 
book DH12_A01_04_0179] 02/Dec/2014. 
[?? \ck Sep 20 2013 \ma kenken \ck Sep 20 
2013] 

warwar  cov. make (dillybag), create, produce. 
warwar-ali taty-many she's 
making/mending a dillybag [Source: Birk 
140 DH12_V36_03.070] 02/Dec/2014. [?? 
\cc can select for all IVs except for 'lie' 
according to Birk] 

wawul  n. billabong, small lake, standing water. 
wawul yawug na pi wungguny they went 
to another billabong [Source: 
DB_A03_08.039 wordlist 25/Sep/2012] 
02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 20 2013] 

way  ts. durative specifier. way akana tityka 
erruenguny-ga not long, we come back! 
[Source: DB_A02_03.193 Birk (32)] [?? \rl 
kukway] 

katyurrway  leave behind. [Source: 
DB_A01_06.079] 

tik dat way  come back to life (myth). [Source: 
Birk, 145] [?? \cc can select for all IVs 
except for 'do', 'sit', and'lie' and 'stand'] 

wuenet tyed way  worry. [Source: Birk, 145] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \cc can select for all IVs 
except for 'do', 'sit', and'lie' and 'stand'] 

waya1  cov. come here. waya wapi nunu-arriny 
you had to take me yana=kna yida tyinang 
waya tyiny kalawun tap yiminy that one 
goes away and one stays here and feels the 
feathers [Source: Birk (43) DB_A02_01.170 
DH13_V47_02.105] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
Sep 20 2013] 

waya2  cov. go still, become still. [Source: 
DH12_V36_05.082] [?? \ck Sep 20 2013] 

tyagad yi waya  run away (predicated of an 
individual). [Source: Birk, 144] 
02/Dec/2014. [?? \cc can select for all IVs 
except for 'do', 'sit', and'lie' and 'stand'] 

wayalk  cov. go fishing, go hunting, hunt. [?? 
\iv go (DH12_A25_07.119) \iv do (Oct 31st 
201)] 

wayalk enguny  I go fishing. dae 
wayalk-many tity-kanggi=we when they 
came back from hunting (you could see 
them all the way) [Source: 
DH12_A25_03.047] [?? \ck Sep 20 2013] 

wayalk yida  go hunting. [Source: Oct 31st 
2012] 

wayalk yiminy  go hunting. [Source: Oct 
31st 2012] 07/May/2014. 

wayiwa  cov. pick and drop and pick up 
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something again. tyung wa yiminy wayiwa 
yida=ke, awu? he picks up the firestick, he 
picks it up and drops it and does it again 
[Source: DH12_V36_03.016] 02/Dec/2014. 
[?? \iv go (DH12_V36_03.016) \rl wa \rl yi] 

wayurr  cov. take, place, hug. wuyu wayurr-eli 
it was placed there [Source: 
DH12_A15_03.089 DH12_V44_02.145] 
02/Dec/2014. [?? \iv do 
(DH12_A25_10.288)] 

=we  =clitic. part of clause in focus? Already 
mentioned before?, also as focus in Birk. 
wangarri=we yeah, you are! nga =we 
pungarr yuyu, parragud=de I see, the white 
man is standing in the middle Variant: =ne; 
=ke; =de; =wu; =ge; =ye; =tye. [Source: 
DH12_A12_05.147 DH12_A13_05.208] 
02/Dec/2014. 

wel  cov. be hanging, hang up (intr), bounce, 
hang without touching any ground or 
surface, free hanging. kiwe wel-ma yunu it 
is hanging here Variant: welel. [Source: Ian 
Green: wel (go#) Birk, 144 
DH12_V44_04.198] [?? \cc can select for all 
IVs except for 'do' \cc seems to always 
occur with -ma suffix] 

welma wuyu  it is hanging down. [Source: 
Nov 7th 2012] 02/Dec/2014. 

welel  cov. hang over, hang over both sides, hang 
down and over. See main entry: wel. [Source: 
Positionals_BL.120] 02/Dec/2014. 

welkuny  cov. swing (intr), be upside down. 
[Source: Birk, 143] [?? \ck Sep 20 2013 \cc 
can select for all IVs except for 'do'] 

welkuny yur yuyuwa  be upside down. 
[Source: DH13_V51_05.108] 02/Dec/2014. 

wen  n. smoke. wen errye taty we smoked (the 
house) [Source: DB_A01_04.085 Ray 
Ngolok-Wanggar Vocabulary Capell 1940_1 
(p. 271/30) wordlist 26/Sep/2012] 
02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 20 2013 \ocl 
natural objects] 

wendi  n. canoe, dugout canoe. wendi-many 
wan-ma yida he didn't paddle the canoe 
[Source: Plants and Animals book BL in 
DH12_A01_04 on 22/05/2012 
DH12_A01_04_0282 Nov 8th 2012 
DH13_A32_02.01] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
Sep 20 2013 \ma wena \ck Sep 20 2013 \cc 
in Tryon (1974) as 'wenti'] 

weni  n. grass. weni nende arra wuta wirrk they 
dried grass (and killed him) [Source: 
DH13_V47_04.33 DH12_A09_03 
DH12_A25_10.100 Ian Green: weni Plants 

and Animals book wordlist 25/Sep/2012] 
02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 20 2013 \ma wen 
\ck Sep 20 2013] 

wenngin  n. mosquito. powarr tyed wuyu=na 
wenngin pak wutangga they do that every 
night against the mosquitos they sit inside 
[Source: Plants and Animals book 
MalakMalak wordlist as wennginj 
DB_A01_04.079 DB_A01_04.082] 
02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 20 2013 \ma 
wurreng \ck Sep 20 2013] 

wer  cov. make wet. 
taty werma  splash. [Source: Birk, 145] 

02/Dec/2014. [?? \cc can select for all IVs 
except for 'do', 'sit', and'lie' and 'stand' \ck 
Sep 20 2013] 

weren  adj. two. nende weren weren four men 
See main entry: werena. [Source: 
DB_A01_04.178] 02/Dec/2014. 

werena  num. two, number two. Variant: weren. 
[Source: DH12_A05_04 MalakMalak 
wordlist as werrena] [?? \cc two-based 
number system with other option yanakka 
'one', compounds until 'five' and then 
mutyurr 'plenty' \rl yanakka \rl mutyurr 
\cc as verena in Ray Ngolok-Wanggar] 

werenayana  three. 
werena yanaknga  three. 
werenawerena  four. 02/Dec/2014. 

werenayana  num. three. werenayana tyity 
wuwunduny they get three geese [Source: 
MalakMalak wordlist DB_A01_05.040 Birk 
as werenayaena] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \rl 
werena \rl yanaka] 

werenweren  num. four. See main entry: 
werenawerena. [Source: Birk] 02/Dec/2014. 
[?? \rl werena] 

werr1  cov. cry, scream, yell, howl, roar. See main 
entry: werrk. 02/Dec/2014. [?? \iv go 
(DH12_V36_02.077) \iv do 
(DH12_A34_02.313) \ck Sep 20 2013] 

werr2  cov. crawl. wi werr-ma yida-arriny=ye 
he's crawling and fighting over me [Source: 
DB_A02_01.072] 02/Dec/2014. 

werra  cov. stop. 
tyed werra winginy  he stops. [Source: Nov 

14th 2012] 02/Dec/2014. 
Werregmalang  n_top. place name, Creek 

(Cocky Creek). [Source: map Mount 
Hayward: 86 N-S and 85-89 W-E] 
03/Nov/2012. [?? \in 26] 

werrerr  cov. take out of oven in the earth. 
[Source: Birk 140] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 
20 2013 \cc can select for all IVs except for 
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'lie' according to Birk] 
werrk  cov. cry, bark, howl, roar. muyiny 

werrkma yide the dog is howling Variant: 
werr. [Source: 06.10.2012] [?? \iv go 
(DB_A01_06.002)] 

werrkma yida  he cries/barks/roars. [Source: 
Oct 17th 2012 Nov 5th 2012 Tryon 8] 
02/Dec/2014. 

werrgad  cov. lift up, open up, remove 
something. 

werrgad yuyu  he lifts up. [Source: Nov 5th 
2012] 02/Dec/2014. 

werrkwerrk  n. Flat-tailed Catfish. [Source: Birk 
(16)] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 20 2013] 

werrwerr  cov. shake. dumurr werrwerr 
eyingginy I'm shaking from the cold 
Variant: werrwerrparrarr. 02/Dec/2014. [?? 
\ck August 7th 2013] 

werrwerrparrarr  cov. tremble. [Source: Birk, 
142] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \rl werrwerr \rl 
parrarr \cc can select for all IVs except for 
'do'] 

wi  cov. fight, dislike. Variant: wiyet; wiyen. 
[Source: Birk 154] [?? \iv sit 
(DB_A01_05.069) \iv stand 
(DB_A02_03.082) \iv go (DB_A02_03.003)] 

ari wiwima wuta  their mouths hurt. [Source: 
DH13_A32_01.31] 

wi endima wutae  they are having an 
argument. wi -many yida =we the 
argument is finished now [Source: 
06.10.2012 DB_A01_03.264] 02/Dec/2014. 

witini  iv. they sit for. 02/Dec/2014. 
witinginy  iv. they are sitting. 02/Dec/2014. 
witiyang  iv. they stand for. 02/Dec/2014. 
witybi  adj. small for thing or item. nen walk 

tinanggi wuyu=na witybi nawu the stone 
is on this side, the small one [Source: 
DH12_V36_03.173 DH12_A25_07.064 
DH12_V36_02.241] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \rl 
yitybi \rl nitybi] 

wii  n. sap. [Source: Plants and Animals book as 
dawut] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 20 2013 
\ma kuyi \ck Sep 20 2013] 

wil  cov. swim. [?? \iv go (Nov 14th 2012)] 
wilma yide  he swims. Variant: wilil. [Source: 

Nov 14th 2012 Birk, 96] 
wilpayi  cross over (to the other side). 

[Source: Birk, 143] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \cc can 
select for all IVs except for 'do' and 'sit'] 

wilam  cov. growl, literally fight+talk. wilam 
yiminy bayang-ngayi alawar ki=we the 
father growls at his wife [Source: 
DB_A01_05.058] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \rl wi 

\rl lam \iv do (DB_A01_05.058)] 
wilpayi  cov. cross the river. [?? \ck Sep 20 2013 

\rl wil \rl payi] 
wilpayi yide  cross a river. [Source: Oct 17th 

2012] 02/Dec/2014. 
wilit  n. lower leg, back of lower leg. [Source: 

DH12_A19_01 MalakMalak wordlist 
wordlist 26/Sep/2012] 28/Jan/2014. [?? \gt 
Unterschenkel \rl tyed \ot back of lower 
leg - i.e. not shinbone] 

wilikwilik  n. red-winged cockatoo; 
Aprosmictus erythropterus. [Source: Plants 
and Animals book DH12_A01_04_0178] 
02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 20 2013 \ma 
kilikkilik \ck Sep 20 2013] 

wilil  cov. swim of plural subjects. See main entry: 
wil. [Source: Birk, 96] 02/Dec/2014. 

win  n. smoke, smoke tobacco (European). 
[Source: Ian Green: win] 02/Dec/2014. 

wintyerrek  adj. short for neuter gender. 
pulluluyi wumu wintyerrek wumu tyalala 
the rainbow has a short tail and an long tail 
Variant: wuntyurruk. [Source: 
DH12_V36_03.079 DH12_V36_03.079] 
02/Dec/2014. 

wini1  iv. it sits for. 02/Dec/2014. 
wini2  iv. it will sit. 02/Dec/2014. 
wininginy  iv. it is sitting. mi wirrk wininginy 

muyiny the yam killed the dog! [Source: 
DH12_V36_03.018] 02/Dec/2014. 

winiyang  iv. it will stand. 02/Dec/2014. 
winmatyity  n. young man. See main entry: 

winmity. 02/Dec/2014. 
winmity  adj. small. Variant: winmatyity. 

[Source: MC10_A01_01_027] 02/Dec/2014. 
[?? \rl yinmity \rl ninmity] 

winu  cov. kill. datbarra-ma yide-wurru winu 
tharran bawu snake is looking for them, to 
kill them, right? na winu ka nuendung-ga 
when you come to fight pana winu 
yunu-ngga he comes to fight again [Source: 
DH12_A33_01.072 DB_A02_03.032 
DB_A02_03.195] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \iv go 
(DB_A02_03.125) \iv sit (DB_A02_03.195)] 

wir  cov. weave basket. [Source: Birk, 135] 
02/Dec/2014. [?? \cc according to Birk can 
select for all six IVs \ck Sep 20 2013] 

wirram  cov. follow. [Source: DH12_A24_03.313] 
02/Dec/2014. 

wirrb  cov. dance for women. nimbid wirrb-ma 
woman dancing [Source: DB_A06_01.149] 
02/Dec/2014. [?? \rl murr] 

wirrk  cov. finish, be finished, end, die, kill. 
Variant: wirrngak. [?? \iv go 
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(DH12_A25_03.075) \iv do 
(DH12_A25_03.008) \iv sit 
(DH12_V36_03.018)] 

yeri wirrk wuda  the road ends. yerra wirrk 
ngungurruny wundut you (both) are 
finished now? endi yub yida wirrk-a lerra a 
lot died there [Source: Oct 27th 2012 
DH12_A15_03.145 DH12_A25_03.098] 
02/Dec/2014. 

wirri  n. Northern Brown Bandicoot. [Source: 
Plants and Animals book MalakMalak 
wordlist] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \ma kurre] 

wirrid  cov. red. See main entry: birribma. 
02/Dec/2014. 

wirrini  iv. they will sit. 02/Dec/2014. 
wirrininy  iv. they might sit. 02/Dec/2014. 
wirriniyang  iv. they will stand. 02/Dec/2014. 
wirriny1  iv. they might stand/lie. ang 

wirriny-nu kayi=da wudyu-nu they try to 
give some to him, they called out, but he 
didn't answer [Source: DB_A01_06.103] 
02/Dec/2014. 

wirriny2  iv. they may go. ma wirriny parragud 
they may come out, the white people 
[Source: DH12_V36_05.007] 02/Dec/2014. 

wirrminy  iv. they do. maburr bayirr naman 
wirrminy come outside now, they say 
[Source: DH12_A33_01.133] 02/Dec/2014. 

wirrngak  cov. discourse marker marking the 
end of an episode in discourse, be finished, 
come to an end. wirrngak wirrminy 
wundut they are both finished now See 
main entry: wirrk. [Source: 
DH12_A47_01.071 Birk (41)] 02/Dec/2014. 

wirwir  cov. leak, bleed. [Source: Birk, 143] 
24/Jan/2013. [?? \cc can select for all IVs 
except for 'do'] 

wiwi  cov. leak. wiwi-ma nen-many it leaks like 
that [Source: DB_A01_06.146] 02/Dec/2014. 

wiya  n_kin. mother (in general). yewud=de 
parragud tyerrad edyu=wa wiya-many-nen 
our mother was a white woman See main 
entry: wiyang. [Source: Ray 
Ngolok-Wanggar DH13_V55_03.107] 
02/Dec/2014. 

wiyang  n_kin. 'my mother (when 
addressed)' - vocative. wiyang nuenduen 
dat-ma yida her mother was watching 
Variant: wiya; wiyanga. [Source: Ray 
Ngolok-Wanggar Ian Green: wiyang 
DB_A01_02.173 DH12_A25_02.108] 
02/Dec/2014. [?? \sp bayang] 

wiyanga  n_kin. 'my mother (when referred to 
in conversation' - reference. aka pi wapi 

wuta akana nende wiyanga-nen they didn't 
take him from here to her mother See main 
entry: wiyang. [Source: Ray 
Ngolok-Wanggar MC10_A02_01.083] 
02/Dec/2014. 

wiye  n. breasts. [Source: wordlist 04/Oct/2012] 
wiye numurru  nippel. yi, pap-an 

wurrunguny-ga wiyet they are coming 
running to fight [Source: wordlist 
04/Oct/2012 DB_A02_03.173] 
02/Dec/2014. 

wiyet  cov. fight. See main entry: wi. 02/Dec/2014. 
wiyen  cov. argue. akana endi wuyu 

wiyen-many they have no arguments about 
the food - they all share [Source: Birk, 142 
DB_A01_03.207] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \rl wi 
\cc can select for all IVs except for 'do'] 

wiyenginy  iv. it is standing. 02/Dec/2014. 
wom  n. Black Plum; vitex glabrata; fruit ready 

to eat all year?; The fruit are eaten when 
they turn black, they are sweet and tasty. 
The fruit are generally collected off the 
ground from under the tree. Older, larger 
trees produce fruit for longer periods than 
younger trees. When the timber is burnt on 
a fire it produces a pleasant smell. Straight 
dry stems and twigs may be used as The 
dry, straight stems and branches are used as 
“fire-sticks”, to create fire using the 
traditional drilling technique. A straight, 
dry stem about 50 cm long is quickly 
rubbed between the palms to create friction 
on a base plate of wood thus generating 
heat. Fine wood dust and leaf material 
placed at the base of the stick eventually 
ignites and creates fire. The fruits can also 
be stored for eating when food is short. 
Fruiting twigs are broken off and the fruit 
are allowed to fall onto Wunybu, Paperbark 
sheets, the fruit are sun dried and then 
wrapped in the paperbark for storage. The 
paperbark parcels can be stored in dillybags 
for up to 3 months. [Source: mpb and zml 
plant knowledge Plants and Animals book] 
02/Dec/2014. [?? \ma bon] 

Woolianna  n_top. place name. See main entry: 
Wuliana. 02/Dec/2014. 

Woolwangga  n_prop. tribe, Woolwangga tribe. 
[Source: DH12_A25_02.165] 28/Mar/2014. 

woyu  n. Northern Brushtail Possum, 
Trichosaurus arnhemensis; The flesh can be 
eaten after roasting or on cooking on hot 
coals. Woyu lives in hollow trees and they 
are smoked out by burning pandanus 
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leaves at the base of the tree. Possums were 
more common in the past and are thought 
to have decreased in number due to the use 
of herbicides and pesticides. They are rarely 
eaten now, however, they were eaten a lot 
more in the past. [Source: Plants and 
Animals book wordlist 26/Sep/2012 Capell 
1940_1 (p. 271/30)] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck 
Sep 20 2013 \ma bo] 

wu  n. barramundi, eatable fish, generic term for 
barramundi to catch or eat other than 
individuals who go by other names? 
dae-wu barramundi (edible) Tyinkarrang 
watwat enung-ga tyed, wu I will go fishing 
for barramundi to Bamboo Creek, I want to 
stand there [Source: Cahir, 21 DB_A02_02.15 
Ian Green: wuu (note long vowel) 
DH12_A01_04_0076 DH13_V55_03.047 
DH13_V57_02.25] 27/Jun/2014. [?? \rl 
medyendit \rl tyirrerer \ma tyarraktyarrak 
\ma malwud \ot wat wi it -im init 
(DH12_A01_04_0080)] 

=wu  =clitic. focus marker. See main entry: =we. 
02/Dec/2014. 

wub  cov. fly down. [?? \iv do (Oct 31st 2012)] 
wub yiminy  he flies down. [Source: Oct 31st 

2012] 02/Dec/2014. 
wubark  cov. change mind. durd-ma yide wurru 

<leit> wubark tyed wuyu he wanted to talk 
until late, but changed his mind [Source: 
DB_A01_02.149] 02/Dec/2014. 

Wubarrang  n_top. place name, Creek from 
Coppermine to Bamboo Creek. [Source: map 
Mount Hayward: 90-87 N-S and 80-83 W-E] 
03/Nov/2012. [?? \in 28] 

wuda  iv. it went. 02/Dec/2014. 
wuta  iv. they went. arrgunman wuta Where are 

they from? Variant: muta. [Source: 
DH12_A12_05.304] 02/Dec/2014. 

wutangga  iv. they went towards a distal 
direction. Jigbala-nen nuenue-yen 
wutangga they went towards where Jigbala 
is sitting [Source: DH12_A15_03.114] 
02/Dec/2014. 

wutanggi  iv. they went towards a proximal 
location. wurrungguny keen wutanggi, 
parrarr-ang the devildevil dance is here 
pana purrang-ma wutanggi-arrpurru they 
are happy to come and fight [Source: 
DB_A02_01.162 DB_A06_01.162 
DB_A02_03.120] 02/Dec/2014. 

wutanytyung  n. dingo, bush dog. [Source: 
Plants and Animals book BL in 
DH12_A01_04 on 22/05/2012 

DH12_A01_04_0356 DH12_A25_10.292] 
13/May/2014. [?? \ck Sep 20 2013 \ma 
yimdiny \ck Sep 20 2013 same word as for 
fire in zml] 

wudel  cov. hesitate. 
tyed wudel yida  he hesitates. [Source: Oct 

31st 2012] 
tyed wudel yiminy  he hesitates. [Source: Oct 

31st 2012] 02/Dec/2014. 
wutu  iv. they sat. ngun wutu they sat over there 

[Source: DH12_V36_05.055] 02/Dec/2014. 
wutume  iv. they sat. a nga taty wutume they 

might kill me [Source: DB_A06_01.217] 
02/Dec/2014. 

wuty  cov. gather, gathering. kalpam-eli wuta 
wuty-pam he carrys the kangaroo and 
throws it off the shoulder/puts it onto the 
shoulder [Source: DB_A01_03.151] [?? \ck 
Sep 20 2013] 

wuty purrarrma yida  come together. [?? 
\ck Sep 20 2013] 

wutypam  throw over shoulder/carry on 
shoulder. [Source: DB_A01_06.064] 
02/Dec/2014. 

wudyenginy  iv. they are standing. dek yawug 
ngun-many=ye wudyenginy yinya-wuna 
the men are coming from another 
place - (they got to kill everything) [Source: 
DB_A01_06.059] 02/Dec/2014. 

wudyu  iv. they stood. 02/Dec/2014. 
wuede  iv. it goes. agun wuede where is it? 

[Source: DH12_A13_05.051] 02/Dec/2014. 
wuete  iv. they are going. ni wuete katy-wat 

wurrunduny they name it, after throwing it 
away [Source: DH13_V57_03.108] 
02/Dec/2014. 

wuetue  iv. they sit. dae akana nen tarra 
wuetue-nungku-wang they can't bite two 
people/you and me [Source: 
DH12_V36_02.289] 02/Dec/2014. 

wuetueme  iv. they do for. 02/Dec/2014. 
wuetuerrang  iv. they go for. 02/Dec/2014. 
wuetueyung  iv. they lie for. 02/Dec/2014. 
wuetung  iv. they go for. 02/Dec/2014. 
wuetyue  iv. they stand. yende birribma 

wuetyue wundut there two red things 
standing [Source: DH12_A13_05.031] 
02/Dec/2014. 

wuenali  adj. big (of place). Variant: yinali; 
nuenali; muenali. [Source: Tryon (1974)] 
02/Dec/2014. 

wuenduen  pro. it. pi errdung-wuenduen 
yewud=de we will all go for it, we (not you) 
[Source: Ray Ngolok-Wanggar 
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DB_A02_05.015] 04/Aug/2014. 
wuenduerrang  iv. it goes for. 02/Dec/2014. 
wuendung  iv. it goes for. wat wuendung 

dae=we he sends that meat [Source: 
DB_A01_05.182] 02/Dec/2014. 

wuenturrp  cov. degut a kangaroo/wallaby. 
[Source: Birk, 139] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \cc 
according to Birk, can select for all IVs 
except for 'lie' \ck Sep 20 2013] 

wuentyerrik  adj. short. akana wuentyerrik 
no, too short! Variant: wuntyurruk. [Source: 
DH13_V51_05.089] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \rl 
nuentyerrik \rl yuentyerrik] 

wuenet  adj. bad. 
wuenet tyed way  worry. [Source: Birk, 145] 

02/Dec/2014. [?? \cc can select for all IVs 
except for 'do', 'sit', and'lie' and 'stand'] 

wuenma  iv. she will do. 02/Dec/2014. 
wuenme  iv. it does for. 02/Dec/2014. 
wuenu  n. freshwater prawn. dae-wuenu-nen 

lak-ma eni=wa I go to eat yabi [Source: 
DH12_A25_08.095 DB_A02_02.32] 
02/Dec/2014. [?? \ma wuen] 

wuenue  iv. it sits. karrarra bagali wuenue it's 
sitting on top [Source: DH12_V44_01.134] 
02/Dec/2014. 

wuenuen  prn. it. [Source: QUEST_107] 
16/Jun/2014. 

wuenuerrang  iv. it will go. 02/Dec/2014. 
wuenueyung  iv. it will lie. tyenyen 

wuenueyung=na (the canoe gets older and) 
it needs to be fixed up [Source: 
DB_A01_04.240] 02/Dec/2014. 

wuenung  iv. it will go. 02/Dec/2014. 
wuenyung  iv. it lies for. 02/Dec/2014. 
wuerrue1  iv. they lie. 02/Dec/2014. 
-wuerrue2  -bprn. to them. lam-an 

wutangga-wuerrue he tells them [Source: 
DB_A01_03.280 Birk] 02/Dec/2014. 

wuerruenduen1  iv. they do. naman 
wuerruenduen -nu tyed yerra titypi 
erruenguny-ya they talk (for a while) and 
then the blackfella goes back [Source: 
DB_A01_02.150] 02/Dec/2014. 

wuerruenduen2  prn. they. wuerruenduen 
tyangar-ung eye muta-wurru ngurrngut 
yinet they killed them with spears, while 
the bad ones (the white people) were 
sleeping [Source: DH12_A25_03.118] 
02/Dec/2014. 

wuerruenma  iv. they will do. 02/Dec/2014. 
wuerruenuerrang  iv. they will go. 

02/Dec/2014. 
wuerruenueyung  iv. they will lie. 

02/Dec/2014. 
wuerruenung  iv. they will go. wuerruenung 

pap yuwarra they will run away [Source: 
DH12_A25_03.113] 02/Dec/2014. 

wuerruenuny  iv. they are lying. 
02/Dec/2014. 

wuerruenguny  iv. they are going. 
02/Dec/2014. 

wuerruerre  iv. they go. ni nende niwad 
wuerruerre they call out with a purpose 
[Source: Dh12_A47_01.052] 02/Dec/2014. 

wuerruerreny  iv. they are going. 
02/Dec/2014. 

wuewininy1  iv. he/she/it might sit. 
02/Dec/2014. 

wuewiny1  iv. he/she/it may go. 02/Dec/2014. 
wuewiny3  iv. he/she/it might stand/lie. 

02/Dec/2014. 
wuewuenduen  iv. he/she/it does. 

02/Dec/2014. 
wuewuerre  iv. it goes. 02/Dec/2014. 
wuewuerreny  iv. it is going. 02/Dec/2014. 
wueyue  iv. it stands. 02/Dec/2014. 
wueyuenguny  iv. it is lying. tyung-nen 

duenue wueyuenguny the trees are in the 
jungle [Source: DH12_A34_02.413] 
02/Dec/2014. 

wukuty  cov. throw away, throw. wukuty 
yunu=wa he throws it [Source: Birk (118) 
DH12_A15_03.168] [?? \rl ngewuguty \rl 
tyintarwukuty \iv sit (DH12_A15_03.168) 
\iv go (DB_A01_04.209)] 

wukuty yunu  he is throwing it. 
piny wukuty  bale water out. [Source: Birk 

141] [?? \cc can select for all IVs except for 
'sit', 'lie' and 'stand' according to Birk] 

wukuty pam  drop. [Source: Birk, 141] [?? \cc 
can select for all IVs except for 'sit', 'lie' and 
'stand'] 

wugutyma yida  throw something away. 
[Source: Nov 7th 2012] 04/Dec/2014. 

wugunytyang  cov. burn a whole through 
something. dim werr tyed wugunytyang he 
makes a hole , burning it through [Source: 
DB_A01_04.203] 02/Dec/2014. 

wugurr  n. pheasant. eyiny wugurr-ung nam 
yiminy-wurru ki-na nigittinginy naman 
who was that the pheasant trying to get fire 
for them, you all are here, he said [Source: 
DH12_V36_03.023] 02/Dec/2014. 

wulgma  cov. sway standing up, rock back and 
forth standing up, dangle. Variant: 
wulgwulg. [?? \ck Sep 20 2013 \iv sit (Nov 
14th 2012) \iv go (Oct 30th 2012)] 
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wulgma yunu  he sways. [Source: Nov 14th 
2012] 

wulgma wute  something is dangling. 
[Source: Oct 30th 2012 Ian Green: wulk with 
stand IV as 'stand up'] 02/Dec/2014. 

wulgwulg  cov. move of leaves in the wind, 
static movement not dynamic movement, 
rustle. See main entry: wulgma. 

wulgwulgma wuyu  leaves rustle. [Source: 
Nov 6th 2012] 02/Dec/2014. 

Wuliana  n_top. place name, billabong, 
Horseshoe Billabong, Woolianna. yewud 
pak Wuliana we sit down in W Variant: 
Woolianna. [Source: map Mount Hayward: 
89 N-S and 77/78 W-E MC10_A02_01.033 
DB_A02_03.103] 09/Jul/2014. [?? \in 48] 

wulngum  n. Cocky Apple; planchonia careya; 
fruit that is ready for eating during 
Arimada; this plant is spiritually and 
culturally important to MalakMalak and 
Madngala people; The inner part of the fruit 
is eaten, but inside it is very sweet and 
contains too much sugar. This plant has 
important cultural and spiritual 
significance. If the tree is shaken to obtain 
the fruit, it can cause unseasonal and very 
heavy rain. In the past only the old people 
would pick up the fruit, and they would put 
them in a dilly bag, and take them away 
and hide them so that they could not be 
disturbed. [Source: mpb and zml plant 
knowledge Plants and Animals book] 
02/Dec/2014. [?? \ma pindalany] 

wulyerri  cov. circumsize. [Source: QUEST_039] 
02/Dec/2014. 

wuma  cov. steal. 
wuma wa yiminy  he steals. [Source: Nov 

10th 2012] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 20 
2013 \ma wumyi \ck Sep 20 2013] 

wumu  n. tail of animal. endi tyed payak 
murrud, wumu, dae-mulyu the legs, the 
back, the bone, the tail, the fat [Source: 
28/Sep/2012 DB_A01_02.021 
DB_A01_06.091] 02/Dec/2014. 

wumukut  cov. blame. 
wumugut yidearrinyya  he blames me. 

[Source: Birk, 143] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 
20 2013 \cc can select for all IVs except for 
'do'] 

wun1  n. tobacco. wun mutyurr a lot of tobacco 
[Source: DB_A02_05.224] 02/Dec/2014. [?? 
\cc probably a loan word from some other 
language?] 

wun2  prn. dual. eni wun wuyu, walg yende is 

the rock over here (where I am) or 
elsewhere? See main entry: wundut. [Source: 
DH12_A33_01.364] 04/Aug/2014. 

-wuna  -suf. nominal quantifier, meaning all or 
only. mi akana wuta daewuna lak muta 
they didn't have any plant food, they only 
had meat and water anda-wuna wirrk 
waya that's all good for this being finished 
(the breaking in) ey ki-na-wuna ki yak=ne 
right here alalk mutyurr-wuna kat-ma 
wurru=wa the little kids were playing 
[Source: Birk (109) DH12_A25_01.21 
DB_A06_01.062 DH12_A25_05.10 
DB_A02_01.140] 27/Jun/2014. 

Wunangngu  n_top. placename, location 
unknown - somewhere in the property of 
Elisabeth Downs Station, the dreaming 
place of the ladybug and cheeky yam 
dreaming, also referred to as Pine Country. 
[Source: DH12_V36_04.27] 22/May/2014. 

wunpayin  adj. good. Variant: yunpayin; 
munpayin; nunpayin. [Source: Tryon 
(1974)] 02/Dec/2014. 

wunburru  n. incestines. [Source: wordlist 
04/Oct/2012] 02/Dec/2014. 

wundu  prn. two people. See main entry: 
wundut. 29/Jan/2013. 

wundut  prn. two people. ngun-na wirrk 
wirrminy wundut, Rapid Creek they both 
died in Rapid Creek Variant: wun; 
wunduta; wundu. [Source: 
DH12_A25_03.008] 02/Dec/2014. 

wunduta  prn. two people. See main entry: 
wundut. 02/Dec/2014. 

wundydyan  iv. it stands for. 02/Dec/2014. 
wuntyurruk  adj. short. endi tyung wuntyurruk 

tyurrup they cut short branches See main 
entry: wintyerrek. [Source: DB_A01_04.219] 
02/Dec/2014. [?? \cc this might mean that 
there is vowel harmony of some kind in 
MalakMalak - or at least it used to be!?] 

wunet  adj.neu. bad thing, bad country, bad 
land, bad object. [Source: 
DH12_A01_04_0014 BL in DH12_A01_04 on 
22/05/2012 Ray Ngolok-Wanggar 
Vocabulary] [?? \ot det wunet det min, 
kantri nogudwan, is de land, laik weya wi 
(DH12_A01_04_0016)] 

wunet tyed yuyuwa  he is sad. 
20/Sep/2013. [?? \ck Sep 20 2013] 

Wunellen  n_top. place name, Fish Billabong. 
ka wuete Wunellen they come to Wunellen 
[Source: map Mount Hayward: 84-80 N-S 
and 72-75 W-E DB_A02_03.080] 
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09/Jul/2014. [?? \co 13°42'16"S, 130°40'24" 
E \in 22] 

wunelli  adj. big, tall, large. wunelli-yinnga at 
the big one enduk wunelli-yen yuyu 
awang nga=we my cousin is in the big 
place (the hospital) now [Source: 
DB_A02_05.010 DB_A02_05.011] 
02/Dec/2014. [?? \rl yinelli \rl nunelli] 

wuneret  adj. bad in neuter gender. 
wuneret=na yerra they are bad [Source: 
DH12_V36_03.103] 02/Dec/2014. 

wunu  iv. it sat. <wan moa tori> Jigbala wunu 
wani one more story about a dreaming 
place, Jigbala! [Source: DH12_V36_05.003] 
02/Dec/2014. 

wunurruny  n. strange woman, stranger, 
unfamiliar person. [Source: DH12_A05_05] 
02/Dec/2014. [?? \rl yunuwurruny] 

Wunggala  n_top. placename related to Pigmy 
Goose story, Marranunggu placename. 
[Source: DH13_V47_02.075] 11/Dec/2013. 

Wungulamany  n_top. place name. [Source: 
map Mount Hayward: ???] 03/Nov/2012. 
[?? \in 24] 

wunguny  iv. it is going. yinya, naman 
wunguny alawar-wang=ge the man is 
saying to the woman [Source: 
DB_A01_03.077] 02/Dec/2014. 

wungwung  cov. feel content (all the time). 
[Source: Birk (118) Birk, 138] 02/Dec/2014. 
[?? \cc according to Birk can select for all 
six IVs] 

wuny  cov. blind, be blind. numurru 
wuny=puk the eyes might go blind [Source: 
Birk (40) DB_A01_04.231] 02/Dec/2014. [?? 
\ck Sep 20 2013 \rl wunyak] 

wunytyed  cov. sad. [Source: 06.10.2012] 
02/Dec/2014. [?? \rl wuny \rl wuny] 

wunyenik  cov. move alone, move by itself, 
object moving by itself. [Source: 
DH12_A09_03] 02/Dec/2014. 

wunynu  cov. use toilet, relieve oneself. 
wunynu pi enung-ga I'm gonna use the 
toilet [Source: DB_A02_01.042] 
02/Dec/2014. 

=wur  =suf. negation or adversative suffix 
attaching to coverbs. Variant: =tan; =arr. 
[Source: Birk 92-93] 02/Dec/2014. 

wurelmel  n. scorpion. [Source: Plants and 
Animals book MalakMalak wordlist as 
wurrelmem] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 20 
2013 \ma mandarra \ck Sep 20 2013] 

wurrany  cov. dingo howling. nende 
wurrany-ung=na they sing out like dingoes 

(the black fellas) [Source: DH12_A25_03.119] 
02/Dec/2014. 

wurrg  cov. burning grass, burnt grass, burn 
something. wurrg tyed-katy they burn him 
/ light him up [Source: DH13_V47_04.42 
wordlist 27/Sep/2012] 02/Dec/2014. 

wurrk  cov. put in, put into. wa wurrk <beg>-en 
you put it in a bag [Source: Birk (41), 130 
Birk, 136 DB_A01_03.155 DB_A01_03.166] 
[?? \cc according to Birk can select for all 
six IVs] 

wurrktyed  put on. [Source: 
DH12_A25_07.038] 02/Dec/2014. 

wurru1  n. arm, river arm, creek connecting to a 
river. wurru tyalala yida the arms were 
long [Source: BL in DH12_A01_02 on 
22/05/2012 DH12_A01_04_0003 25.09.2012 
DH12_A34_02.319] 19/May/2014. [?? \ot 
woda from roof im kandan \cc as wuru in 
Mathew Dakyerat in Ray Ngolok-Wanggar 
Vocabulary, as wurro in Ray 
Ngolok-Wanggar Vocabulary] 

wurru2  cov. stand. Variant: wurruma. [Source: 
QUEST_063] 02/Dec/2014. [?? \iv stand 
(DB_A03_03.035)] 

wurru3  bprn. to them. kayi-ma wurru they called 
out to them [Source: DH13_V57_03.070] 
02/Dec/2014. 

wurru3  iv. they lay. alalk mutyurr-wuna kat-ma 
wurru=wa the little kids were playing 
[Source: DB_A02_01.140] 02/Dec/2014. 

wurru purrum  n. lower arm. See main entry: 
wurru. [Source: DH12_A19_01 wordlist 
04/Oct/2012] 02/Dec/2014. 

wurru teberr  n. upper arm. See main entry: 
wurru. [Source: DH13_A49_11] 
02/Dec/2014. 

wurru mel  n. upper arm. See main entry: wurru. 
[Source: DH12_A19_01 wordlist 
04/Oct/2012] 02/Dec/2014. 

wurrubad  cov. wave. [?? \iv go (Nov 14th 
2012)] 

wurrubad yida  he waves. [Source: Nov 14th 
2012] 02/Dec/2014. 

wurrud  cov. shoo. 
taty wurrudma yide  shoo away flies. 

[Source: Nov 5th 2012] 02/Dec/2014. 
wurruma  cov. stand, stand up. ki=we wurruma 

wudyu they are standing up See main entry: 
wurru. [Source: DB_A03_03.035] 
02/Dec/2014. 

wurrumarrin  n. armband from string. [Source: 
Plants and Animals book] 02/Dec/2014. [?? 
\ma baramarrin \ck June 14th 2013] 
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wurrundu  iv. they might do. naman 
wurrundu wundut they both shout Variant: 
wurrunduny. [Source: DB_A01_03.239] 
02/Dec/2014. 

wurrunduny  iv. they might do. dek ka pana 
yewud-yinnga parrk wurrunduny they 
come to this place and they all sit down 
close to us tyulul wurru dae lak 
wurrunduny they go down and they eat it 
See main entry: wurrundu. [Source: 
DB_A06_01.056 DB_A01_04.276] 
02/Dec/2014. 

wurrungguny  iv. they are going. yerra=we 
wangarri-nen wurrungguny they going 
away, they are going towards you Variant: 
wurruny. [Source: DH12_A15_03.172] 
02/Dec/2014. 

wurrungud  cov. sleep. 
wurrungug yurr eniwa  I lie down to sleep. 

[Source: Nov 5th 2012] 04/Dec/2014. 
wurrunguny  iv. they went. wu-nen wabili 

wuta=ke wurrunguny-nu=we they took the 
barra and put him in the swamp yi, pap-an 
wurrunguny-ga wiyet they are coming 
running to fight [Source: DH13_V57_02.38 
DB_A02_03.173] 04/Dec/2014. 

wurruny  iv. they are going. eyik wurruny 
yarrp they are rubbing the black 
charcoal - (to make the string strong) See 
main entry: wurrungguny. [Source: 
DH12_A25_07.069] 02/Dec/2014. 

wurrurk  n. wind. See main entry: perrperr. 
[Source: Mathew Dakyerat in Ray 
Ngolok-Wanggar Vocabulary wordlist 
25/Sep/2012] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ocl 
natural objects] 

wurrurra  iv. they went. 04/Dec/2014. 
wuwuty  cov. leave behind. elimirri eye 

wuwuty purrarr-ma-nunu wuta he used to 
fight them and leave them in the bush going 
around for them [Source: DH12_A25_02.096] 
04/Dec/2014. 

wuwun  n. tobacco. See main entry: wun. 
04/Dec/2014. 

wuwundu1  iv. he might do. Variant: 
wuwunduny. 04/Dec/2014. 

wuwundu2  iv. it might do. del apap wuwundu 
the hip might be sick [Source: 
DB_A01_03.117] 04/Dec/2014. 

wuwunduny  iv. he might do. ah ngun-na 
kalyurr wuwunduny he carries it over 
there (putting it on his head) See main entry: 
wuwundu. [Source: DB_A01_05.026] 
04/Dec/2014. 

wuwurra  iv. it went. 04/Dec/2014. 
wuwurrk  n. dusk. 

wuwurrk tyed  dusk. [Source: wordlist 
28/Sep/2012] 04/Dec/2014. 

wuya  iv. it is doing. 04/Dec/2014. 
wuyu1  iv. it stood. 04/Dec/2014. 
wuyu2  iv. it lay. walg wuyu (on) that rock there 

it is lying/the rock is lying there [Source: 
DH12_A33_01.304] 04/Dec/2014. 

wuyug  cov. be hungry, be loose. wiyang, mi 
men wuyug aya mum, I'm hungry [Source: 
DB_A01_02.175] [?? \rl menwuyug] 

men wuyug  be hungry. [Source: 
DB_A01_02.175 05.10.2012] 04/Dec/2014. 

wuyurr  cov. peep. 
wuyurr yunu  he peeps. [Source: Nov 7th 

2012] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 20 2013] 
 

 

Y  -  y 
 
yapurrminy  n. deciduous plant, plant 

dropping leaves. [Source: Plants and 
Animals book] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 20 
2013 \rl dekonna \ma dembelyup \ck Sep 
20 2013] 

yak  part. not, no. tyerriny yak -nen not the tree 
monitor See main entry: yakkayi. [Source: 
DH12_V36_05.105] 04/Dec/2014. 

yagabiny  n. sugarbag, honey, beehive. [Source: 
Plants and Animals book] 02/Jul/2013. [?? 
\rl pityak \ma wemerr \ma yagabiny \ck 
July 2nd 2013] 

yakay  cov. scream. Variant: yakayakay. [Source: 

Birk, 95] [?? \ck Sep 20 2013] 
yakayma yide  he screams. 04/Dec/2014. [?? 

\ck Sep 20 2013] 
yakayakay  cov. scream continuously. See main 

entry: yakay. [Source: Birk (118), Birk 95 
Birk, 138] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \cc according 
to Birk can select for all six IVs] 

yakburrk  cov. make fire. tyung yakburrk 
nunde she is making a fire [Source: 
DB_A01_06.120] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \iv go 
(DB_A01_06.120)] 

yakkayi  part. not, no. Variant: yak. 
04/Dec/2014. 
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yakna  num. one. murrudnen yawug 
wayurr-wurru yakna, ki=we we take 
another small bone for them See main entry: 
yanakna. [Source: DH12_A25_07.063] 
04/Dec/2014. 

yaknak  num. not that one. 04/Dec/2014. [?? 
\rl yanakka \rl akana] 

yaldab  cov. love. 
yaldap yide  he loves. [Source: Nov 6th 2012] 

04/Dec/2014. 
yanak  num. one. See main entry: yanakka. 

04/Dec/2014. 
yanakna  num. one, number one. yingki-nue 

tarrp-tyed yi yanakna he leaves one for 
supper yanakna wabili wuta they took one 
Variant: yanak; yana; yakna; yanarra. 
[Source: DB_A01_05.050 DH13_V55_03.077 
DH12_A05_04 MalakMalak wordlist as 
yenaknga Birk] [?? \rl werena \rl mutyurr 
\cc two-based number system with other 
option yanakka 'one', compounds until 'five' 
and then mujurr 'plenty'] 

werenayana  three. 
werena yanakna  three. 04/Dec/2014. 

yananggarra  dem. other side, other one, other 
place, DIST. [Source: BL in DH12_A02_01 on 
23/05/2012] 11/Jun/2012. 

yananymany  n. tree snake. [Source: Plants and 
Animals book MalakMalak wordlist as 
yenen manj] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 20 
2013 \ma kananbany \ck Sep 20 2013 \cc 
check!!!] 

yanarra  num. one. yanarra-yanarra datma 
wuta-nu they sit around watching him See 
main entry: yanakna. [Source: 
DB_A01_05.095] 04/Dec/2014. 

yanbarr  adv. left hand, left hand side, left arm. 
Syn: marrawud. Ant: tyalmiyen. [Source: 
DH12_A05_01] 04/Dec/2014. 

yanburrg  n. ripcage. [Source: wordlist 
04/Oct/2012] 04/Dec/2014. 

yanda  cov. like. 
yanda yide  he likes. yanda datma ede I like 

tobacco [Source: Nov 6th 2012 
DB_A01_04.006] 04/Dec/2014. 

yandawalik  cov. be friends, be friendly. endi 
yandawalik tyed errdung they are all 
friendly with each other now/they are all 
friends [Source: DB_A01_05.161] [?? \ck Sep 
20 2013 \iv go (DB_A01_05.161) \cc paldity 
tyed - give away \ck Sep 20 2013] 

yandawalik tyed  become friends. [Source: 
DB_A01_02.066] 04/Dec/2014. 

yangaty  cov. water rise. ayu weni yangaty 

tyung when you burn the grass, the water 
comes up afterwards yerra tyurrptaty 
yiminy yangaty yipi yida he broke the net 
and , and the water rose over him [Source: 
DH12_V36_03.104 DH12_A46_05.053] 
04/Dec/2014. 

yarr  cov. skin an animal. [Source: Birk, 136] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \cc according to Birk can 
select for all six IVs] 

yarrarp  cov. rub of plural objects. See main 
entry: yarrp. [Source: Birk, 96] 04/Dec/2014. 

yarrp  cov. rub. eig yarrp purrarr wuete they rub 
the black stuff around there eyik wurruny 
yarrp they are rubbing the black 
charcoal - (to make the string strong) 
Variant: yarrarp; yerrp. [Source: Birk, 96 
DH12_V36_02.144 DH12_A25_07.069] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \iv go 
(DH12_A25_07.069)] 

yarrik  n. white gum tree. [Source: 
DH12_A25_09] 04/Dec/2014. 

yarriny  n. palm tree. 
mi yarriny  palm tree (producing edible 

fruit). [Source: Birk, 98] 04/Dec/2014. 
yarrinye  cov. lie, not tell the truth, no honest. 

tyimiliny-yung naman yiminy yarrinye 
yiminy-nu Dyimilliny tells Kumurgut to 
get water, he is lying to him [Source: 
DH12_V36_05.039] 04/Dec/2014. 

yarrua  n. throwing stick, woomera. [Source: BL 
in DH12_A01_04 on 22/05/2012 
DH12_A01_04_0236 DB_A01_06.054 
MalakMalak wordlist as yeruwa] 
25/Jun/2014. [?? \cc classified by Ray 
Ngolok-Wanggar Vocabulary as 
'boomerang', but identified as woomera by 
BL on 22/05/2012 \ocl unclassified 5] 

yarryarr  cov. be sore. wumu yi , yarryarr 
yuyu=wa the short tail feels sore [Source: 
Birk, 136 as 'RDP.plane down' 
DH12_V36_03.084] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \cc 
according to Birk can select for all six IVs] 

yawug  det. other, another one, a different one. 
dek yawugman from another place dae 
yawugman pungarr yuyu the other animal 
is standing in the middle [Source: 
DH12_A12_05.127 DH12_A13_05.187] 
13/Aug/2014. 

yawugyawug  RDP.dem. messy, mixed up, 
reduplication of yawug - DIST. dek pigipigi 
nende yawugyawug wuete the pigs are all 
messed up in that place [Source: 
DH12_A15_04.149] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \rl 
yawug] 
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yawurru  prn. we (including you). yawurru 
anda ete yeah we (all) are alright [Source: 
DH12_A12_05.084 DH12_A12_05.096] 
04/Dec/2014. 

yaya  cov. make noise with feet while walking 
on leaves, shuffle through leaves making 
noise. yaya yida he's shuffling through 
leaves [Source: DH12_A33_01.276] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \iv go 
(DH12_A33_01.276)] 

=ye  =clitic. =FOC. See main entry: =we. 
12/Dec/2012. 

yegaty  cov. make noise. powarr-yet-nana 
yegaty-ma=ya they make noises at night 
[Source: DH13_V57_03.072] 04/Dec/2014. 

yelk  n. moon. Variant: yuilk. [Source: Ray 
Ngolok-Wanggar Vocabulary BL in 
DH12_A01_02 on 22/05/2012, 
DH12_A05_05 Birk (9) as yalk] [?? \gd 
masc \ocl natural objects] 

yelk yinelli  course of the moon, moon cycle. 
[Source: 26.09.2012] 

baiga yunguny  full moon. [Source: wordlist 
26/Sep/2012] 

ngarrik purrarra  half moon. [Source: 
wordlist 26/Sep/2012] 

ngu  new moon. [Source: wordlist 
26/Sep/2012] 04/Dec/2014. 

yeli  n. paperbark tree, bark of paperbark, used 
as carrying container for numerous 
purposes. yeli walg nuende paperbark tree 
to carry water [Source: DH12_A05_05 
DH12_A25_09] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ma war] 

yelik  n. liver. dae-yelik lak wuwunduny he 
eats the liver [Source: DH12_A19_01 
MalakMalak wordlist as yelek 
DB_A01_06.073] 04/Dec/2014. 

yen  n. digging stick, stick. [Source: Plants and 
Animals book] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ma tyan 
\ma warrawarra] 

-yen1  -suf. directional suffix, purposive suffix, 
benefactor suffix. Variant: -en; -nen; -ken. 
16/Jul/2013. 

-yen2  -suf. comitative, can be glossed as 'having' 
and suffixed to nouns. tyemung-yen yida 
he went with the stick 
Variant: -en; -nen; -ken. [Source: Cahir 22 
Birk (116) DH12_A34_02.155] 23/Jul/2014. 

yentawaliktap  cov. like, be friends, become 
friends. dek yawug ngun -na endi 
yentawaliktap wuete at another place, they 
become friends [Source: DB_A01_05.141 
Birk, 138] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \iv go 
(DB_A01_05.141) \cc according to Birk can 

select for all six IVs] 
yende  n. thing, person. yende birribma wuyu 

wundut the two red things there walking 
Variant: nende; ende. [Source: 
DH12_A13_05.031] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \qu 
used in some kind of focus or topic way as 
clitic? unbound clitic?] 

yentyirr  n. fog. ngenyirr, ngurra =we 
wutu-wa-ke some sit down here 
wag-yenyirr fog (is coming up) [Source: 
DH12_V36_05.266 DH12_A34_02.202] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 20 2013] 

yenggi  prn. I and only I. dek yenggi ki-na our 
home here [Source: Green and Cahir Ray 
Ngolok-Wanggar as 1DU DH13_V51_01.086 
DH12_A25_10.282] 04/Dec/2014. 

yenyin  cov. give message. 
mag yenyinma yida  he makes a stick 

message. [Source: Nov 14th 2012] 
04/Dec/2014. 

yeri  n. road. [Source: DH12_A05_05 Tryon (1974) 
wordlist 26/Sep/2012] 

yeri putyen  path in the bush. ende yeri 
tyurrk pi they cut a road now (to push the 
canoe through) [Source: wordlist 
27/Sep/2012 DB_A01_04.216] 
04/Dec/2014. 

yerr  cov. be hurt, hurt. ani wuta wag durrk 
wirrminy=na endi taty yerr-ana wuta they 
were ok, when they drank the grog, and 
they fought all the time then [Source: 
DH12_A25_03.211] 

yerr-yerr-ma yide  he is sore. [Source: 
DB_A02_01.114] 

yerr katy  kill. [Source: DB_A01_06.022] 
04/Dec/2014. 

yerr  cov. light cigarette, light pipe. warri 
yerr -many Did you light it? [Source: 
DB_A01_04.014] 04/Dec/2014. 

Yerra  n_top. place name, Yarra Billabong. 
[Source: map Mount Hayward: 86/85 N-S 
and 77/78 W-E] 03/Nov/2012. [?? \in 25] 

yerra  adv. now, again, adverb singling out an 
event from the temporal flow as particular 
in discourse. yerra wirrg ngungurruny 
wundut you (both) are finished now? 
[Source: Birk (40) DH12_A15_03.145] 
13/Dec/2012. 

yerrap  cov. be a long time, for a long time. [?? 
\iv sit (DH12_A25_07.053)] 

yerrap pinama yunuwa  he sits down for a 
long time. ngaty wudyu tyinang yerrap-ma 
they have been staying there for a long time 
[Source: QUEST_058 DH13_V51_01.098] 
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04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 9th 2013] 
yerramany  adv. first, before, in front. 

yerramany pi wuta nga ngun-na mengo 
they came first (in the night ) to look for 
mango Syn: elimirrimany. [Source: 
QUEST_061 DH12_A34_02.453] 
04/Dec/2014. 

yerrbat  cov. pet (of animals), caress, rub, wipe, 
clean. 

yerrbat yide  he rubs. [Source: Nov 5th 2012] 
yerrbat wukuty  erase. yerrbat wukuty 

nimbid eyik nen-wuna you can erase the 
chaircoal again [Source: DH12_A25_03.185 
DH12_A25_03.185 wordlist Oct 27th 2012] 
04/Dec/2014. 

yerrk  cov. scrape hide, scrub. [?? \iv go 
(DH12_A25_07.049)] 

yerrkyerrkma yide  he scrubs. [Source: Nov 
5th 2012] 

yerrkma dembel  rake leaves. [Source: 
QUEST_071] 

yerrk wukuty yiminy  clean it up. ani 
yerrk-ma yide eyik eyik-ka they scrape the 
wood away, until the charcoal is gone, (then 
they sharpen it again in the fire) [Source: as 
terrk Birk, 137 DB_A01_04.199] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck July 15th 2013 \cc 
according to Birk can select for all six IVs] 

yerrgit1  prn. we (including you). yerrgit 
wun -ana errdue only us, are here [Source: 
Green and Cahir DB_A01_02.111] 
04/Dec/2014. 

yerrgit2  n. generic term for fish; The general 
term for all fish is Yerrgit. In the past fish 
were caught using spears and fishing lines 
made from various bush strings. Hooks 
were carved from Ironwood or the shinbone 
of wallabies and kangaroos were used. Fish 
were also caught in traps and nets, 
constructed from timbers and strings. 
[Source: Plants and Animals book] 
04/Dec/2014. 

yerrik  n. white bark tree, Eucalyptus papuana 
(Corymbia bella), MYRTACEAE; The wood 
is good for firewood; it burns slowly and 
evenly. The bark is burnt to ash and washed 
then cleaned. It is placed on swellings on 
knees or legs to reduce the swelling. 
Sugarbag (native bee-hives), Pityak can be 
found in this tree. The swellings on the 
trunk often contain water, they can be 
chopped open and the water released. It has 
a salty taste but is drinkable. [Source: Plant 
and Animal book wordlist 28/Sep/2012 

DH12_A25_09.152] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ma 
kerrwek] 

yewud  prn. we (excluding you). yewud atu 
degud peipa nunu=wa we showed you the 
paper [Source: DH12_A12_05.100 Green and 
Cahir as yewuet DH12_A15_03.204] 
25/Jun/2014. 

yi  cov. leave. yerra yi barr errguewuerreny 
we're leaving now [Source: 
DH12_A33_01.132] [?? \iv go 
(DH13_V47_02.113) \rl yipi \rl katyyi \rl 
katyyiga \rl tyedyi] 

katyyi  leave behind. [Source: 
DH13_V55_03.094] 

yika  come from (somewhere). [Source: 
DH13_A35_02.158] 

katy yi pi  leave behind (tr). [Source: Cahir 
115 Birk, 144] [?? \cc can select for all IVs 
except for 'do', 'sit', and'lie' and 'stand'] 

ka ki  come here. [Source: DH12_V36_05.077] 
tar tyed yi  trip out and leave. mel - mel -ma 

nunu -wa yi pi the snake is talking to 
Kumurgut (the stray one), then the snake is 
going away daeyen yi-deli yide =we that 
man is taking the animals [Source: Birk 141 
DH12_V36_05.067 DH12_A13_05.169] [?? 
\cc can select for all IVs except for 'sit', 'lie' 
and 'stand' according to Birk] 

many tyed yi  cover up and leave. [Source: 
Birk 141] [?? \cc can select for all IVs except 
for 'sit', 'lie' and 'stand' according to Birk] 

yi pi  be going; leave. [Source: Birk (118)] 
yi ka  go back, return. dae ngun 

dellngendad yi ka yida -nu ngenwi-nen 
the animal (Kumurgut) recognized the 
dangerous snake and went back for him 
[Source: DH12_A33_01.048] 

yur yi  lay down. [Source: Birk (41)] 
park yi  leave behind. [Source: Birk, 141] [?? 

\cc can select for all IVs except for 'sit', 'lie' 
and 'stand'] 

pap yi warra  run away (predicated of a 
large number). [Source: Birk, 144] [?? \cc 
can select for all IVs except for 'do', 'sit', 
and'lie' and 'stand'] 

tyakat yi waya  run away (predicated of an 
individual). [Source: Birk, 144] [?? \cc can 
select for all IVs except for 'do', 'sit', and'lie' 
and 'stand'] 

warri arradel tyed yi yide  close something 
up. [Source: wordlist Oct 27th 2012] 

wilbayi yide  cross a river. [Source: Oct 17th 
2012] 

ka yi ka  leaving. [Source: Nov 6th 2012] 
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04/Dec/2014. 
yipi  cov. go away, depart. See main entry: yi; pi. 

[Source: 06.10.2012] [?? \iv go 
(DH12_A25_03.060) \iv sit 
(DH12_A25_03.088) \iv stand 
(DH12_A25_03.208)] 

wuyu yipi  be left behind. tyid perrdung-nu 
yawug yiminy ngirrk yiminy nana la 
Rapid Creek tyurrk yipi wuta we go back, 
and one other died in Rapid Creek, they 
buried him and they left [Source: 
DH12_A25_03.208 DH13_V55_03.076] 
04/Dec/2014. 

yipu  cov. go away. powarr nana yipu wutu 
wundut they both went away at night 
[Source: DH12_V36_02.290] 04/Dec/2014. 

yit  n. scale of fish, hair (?). 
karryit  comb hair. [Source: Cahir (118) 

28/Sep/2012] 04/Dec/2014. 
yida  iv. he went. keen pudangman yida=ne he 

is coming towards me (the speaker) [Source: 
DH12_A13_05.111] 04/Dec/2014. 

yidangga  iv. he went away from me. yidangga 
warradna algitybi ki=we the boy is going 
down walking from here See main entry: 
yunguny. [Source: DH12_A22_06.014] 
04/Dec/2014. 

yide  iv. he goes. numbang nen nana yide ki 
=we awu? he comes here (after that) 
maybe? Variant: =de. [Source: 
DH12_A33_01.282] 04/Dec/2014. 

yideli  adj. large (for male). tyung ki-na dat 
yideli the wooden stick here is facing the 
large one [Source: DH12_V44_01.148] 
04/Dec/2014. 

yidenggi  cov. approach. yidenggi nende he is 
coming towards yunu yingki-na yidenggi 
he sits down and he comes back in the 
afternoon [Source: 06.10.2012 
DB_A01_02.089] 04/Dec/2014. 

yitkarr  n. scale of fish. [Source: Birk (19) Birk 
140] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \cc can select for all 
IVs except for 'stand' according to Birk] 

yitybi  adj. small, small man, boy, not yet 
initiated man. murrud yitybi =we a small 
bone Variant: yikpi; wikpi; mikpi; dirk; 
yigbelderang. [Source: BL in DH12_A01_04 
on 22/05/2012 DH12_A25_07.062] 
07/May/2014. [?? \rl nitybi \rl witybi] 

yitypi  n. boy, male child, small. Ant: nitypi. 
[Source: BL in DH12_A01_04 on 22/05/2012 
DH12_A01_03_0090 DH12_A01_04_0284] 
04/Dec/2014. 

yigbeldang  adj. small of male, small boy, 

small of animal. See main entry: dirk. 
[Source: DH12_A05_05] 04/Dec/2014. [?? 
\rl nigbeldang \cc as yigbelderang in 
Mathew Dakyerat in Ray Ngolok-Wanggar 
Vocabulary, as yikpi in Tryon (1974)] 

yikpi  adj. small (of animal). See main entry: 
yitybi. [Source: Tryon (1974) Cahir, 21] 
04/Dec/2014. 

yiggide  qu. what. 
yiggide nende  what (is it)? [Source: 

08.10.2012] 04/Dec/2014. 
yikirri  interj. not that, what for!, why. [Source: 

DH12_V36_05.249] 29/Aug/2013. [?? \ck 
August 29th 2013] 

yili  cov. bubble. 
yili tatyma wuta  it bubbles. murrk ngarrk 

(look for) bubbles, and kill it with a bamboo 
stick [Source: DB_A01_03.163] 04/Dec/2014. 
[?? \ck Sep 18th 2013 \ck Sep 18th 2013] 

yilik  n. Lotus Lily, lily root; nelumbo nucifera; 
the seeds are called numurru and can be 
stored when food is scarce during the wet 
season, collected during Pundimiri; The 
seeds are called Numurru (Mal) or 
Miyangmiyang (Mat) and may be eaten raw 
or cooked. The root system in the mud of 
the billabong may be eaten after roasting. 
The large leaves are used for wrapping 
turtles to cook them, they are also used to 
wrap turtles to keep them fresh overnight 
or for a day. The seeds can be stored for 
periods of food shortage, such as during 
Ariwak (Mal) or Kerewari (Mat), the wet 
season, when large areas may be flooded 
and it is difficult to find food. The seeds are 
collected when they are brown and slightly 
hard and kept until needed, for periods of 
up to six months. When needed the shell of 
the seeds are cracked and they are soaked in 
hot water until they become soft and then 
they are eaten. Occasionally they may be 
eaten in the dried state. A leaf can also be 
placed on the head to give shade from the 
sun like a hat. The leaf may also be placed 
on the head when hunting Magpie Geese, to 
camouflage the hunter, small branches of 
Menytyil (Barringtonia acutangula) may 
also be used to further hide the hunter. Old 
MalakMalak people, who have now passed 
away, thought that this plant was 
introduced to their country. There are two 
types of this Lotus Lily, one has white 
flowers and smaller leaves than the normal 
pink flowered form. mi-yilik lily root 
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[Source: mpb and zml plant knowledge 
Cahir, 21 Cahir, 21, DB_A02_05.083 Birk (8)] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ma mirang \rl 
numurru] 

yilili  n. Excoecaria parviflora, 
EUPHORBIACEAE; The wood is burnt on 
the fire and it produces smoke that repels 
mosquitoes. Only dry wood is used as 
green timber contains dangerous white 
latex. If the wood is chopped and the white 
sap gets in the eye it can cause blindness, it 
can also make the skin itchy. The wood is 
white on the outside and dark brown in the 
middle. This plant is considered to be 
closely related to Cypress Pine, Yenkil 
(Callitris intratropica). The leaves, bark or 
twigs can be used as fish poison to make 
fish float to the surface where that can be 
collected, cooked and eaten. [Source: Plants 
and Animals book 28/Sep/2012] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ma yeworr] 

yimbityyimbity  n. ironwood boomerang. 
[Source: Nov 8th 2012] 04/Dec/2014. 

yimin  cov. marry. 
wa yimin yida  ge gets married. [Source: Nov 

6th 2012] 04/Dec/2014. 
yiminy  iv. he is doing it. dad yiminy garriny 

nguluk wuta I make a good one, there is 
lots of language for that Variant: tarrimy. 
[Source: DH12_A15_03.093] 04/Dec/2014. 

-yin  -qu. -question suffix? wurrumayin yidewe? 
is this guy standing up? [Source: 
DH12_A13_05.008] 11/Oct/2012. 

-yin  -case. locative case marker, on, in, at. babolo 
errunguny nguyi-pak wutu-yin bufallo 
come inside and stay See main 
entry: -yinnga. [Source: DB_A06_01.106] 
04/Dec/2014. 

yina  dem. this, this one. [Source: 
DH12_A15_03.142] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \cc 
used as suffix?] 

yintyerrik  adj. short. dae-mu yintyerrik 
dae-tyin akana yida a small goose, the 
bottom is missing meldaty ada tyung 
yintyerrik I tripped on the little stick See 
main entry: yinyenik. [Source: 
DH12_V36_02.272 DH13_V55_04.16 
DB_A03_08.080] 04/Dec/2014. 

yinet  adj.masc. bad person, bad human, bad 
man, mean. wendi yinet tyalk-ma yida:: he 
fell down from the bad canoe Variant: yinat; 
yineret. [Source: DH12_A01_04_0006 
DH13_A32_02.46] 

yinet yide  to be a bad man/to become a bad 

man? [Source: DH12_A01_04_0021] 
yinet nuende  to be a bad woman/to become 

a bad woman. [Source: DH12_A01_04_0021 
Ray Ngolok-Wanggar Vocabulary BL in 
DH12_A01_04 on 22/05/2012] 
04/Dec/2014. 

yineli  adj. big (of male), big (of animal). 
Variant: nuenali; muenali; wuenali; yineli; 
ne. [Source: Tryon (1974) Cahir, 21 BL in 
DH12_A01_03 on 22/05/2012] 
04/Dec/2014. 

yinenggi  n. new person, fresh start, young. 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck August 29th 2013 \rl 
Tyirrmilyinenggi \ma kiyang \ck August 
29th 2013] 

yineret  adj.masc. bad. yineret wuta=ke they are 
bad people See main entry: yinet. [Source: 
DH12_A25_02.093] 04/Dec/2014. 

yini1  iv. he is sitting in order to X. mulk nende 
wabili yini-ngga he got (no bait) for the 
bamboo rod [Source: DH12_A25_07.107] 
04/Dec/2014. 

yini2  iv. he will sit. ngun wuny-bak =puk yini it 
might cause blindness in a person [Source: 
DB_A01_04.236] 04/Dec/2014. 

yinin  n. nose. [Source: Tryon (1974) 
DH12_A04_04 MalakMalak Wordlist] [?? 
\cc also as jinin in Capell 1940_1 (p. 
271/30), as yinnin in Ray Ngolok-Wanggar 
Vocabulary, as yinun in Mathew Dakyerat 
in Ray Ngolok-Wanggar Vocabulary] 

yinin pungarr  nose. [Source: wordlist 
26/Sep/2012] 04/Dec/2014. 

yininginy  iv. he is sitting. tity yininginy the 
tide goes out tyed eye 
yininginy-many-ngayi she was hit in the 
leg/he hit her in the leg [Source: 
DH12_A01_02_0257 DB_A01_05.203] 
04/Dec/2014. 

Yiningmunyu  n_top. place name, billabong. 
[Source: map Mount Hayward: 91/90 N-S 
and 69 W-E] 04/Nov/2012. [?? \in 51] 

yiniyang  iv. he will stand. yerra ngun tyed 
yiniyang pulity=ye so the old man will stop 
now [Source: DB_A01_05.134] 04/Dec/2014. 

yinma  iv. he will do. yerra=na taty 
yinma-ngayi sheshe will hit him taty 
yinma-nu pundu he hit his head [Source: 
DB_A01_02.096 DB_A01_05.122] 
04/Dec/2014. 

yinme  iv. he does for. ngirrkbuk yinme he 
might die from the sores [Source: 
DB_A01_02.008] 04/Dec/2014. 

yinmety  adj. young male, boy, male child. 
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alalk yinmety mutyurr wal tyityalen wuta 
blekbala=we they had all these little kids 
with them See main entry: alginmity. 
[Source: DH13_V55_03.017] 04/Dec/2014. 

yinmity  adj. young for male children. See main 
entry: alginmity. 04/Dec/2014. 

-yinnga  -case. locative case marker, on, in, at. 
Madayinnga at the place of rain 
Variant: -na; -nana; -yin. [Source: Harvey 
1989:59 DH12_A25_01 Birk (113)] 
06/Feb/2014. [?? \ka -yende] 

yinu  cov. on top, inside. yawug nana yinu the 
other one is inside the hole [Source: 
DH12_A15_03.083 DH12_V36_05.087] 
12/Dec/2012. 

yingki  n. afternoon, supper. yingki-nue 
tarrp-tyed yi yanakna he leaves one for 
supper yingki nunu=wa endi warriyat pak 
wutu wundut in the afternoon, he sits 
down with one wife [Source: Birk (33) Tryon 
18 DB_A01_05.050 DB_A01_02.076] 
04/Dec/2014. 

yingkipowar  n. afternoon.night. [Source: Birk 
(33)] 04/Dec/2014. 

yingi  n. saltwater crocodile, Crocodylus 
porosus; The flesh can be eaten, it is very 
tasty, whitish meat and the tail flesh is 
considered the best. In the past this meat 
was eaten more often. Generally they were 
hunted from canoe by following the trail of 
bubbles left when they travel underwater. 
When the Crocodile came to the surface it 
would stabbed with a short, sharp spear 
made from Ironwood, Mer (Mal) or Pawuty 
(Mat). The eggs, Tyirrimin, are also 
collected and eaten after cooking. The eggs 
have a large, tasty yolk. Collecting eggs 
from the females” nest is considered quite 
dangerous. There is an important 
MalakMalak and Matngala legend relating 
to the origin of the salt-water Crocodile. A 
long time ago there were no crocodiles and 
the river did not flow properly, it was a 
series of connected pools. There was a man 
called Walnganytyak, he was an important 
man who danced a lot and had a fighting 
stick. In the river there was a large fish-trap 
called Pierrik, made from Delik (Phragmites 
vallatoria). It could catch a lot of fish and 
became so full it was too heavy to drag up 
from the river. Walnganytyak was told to 
get into the trap and throw all the fish out, 
big ones and small ones, however, he was 
given only a few small fish even though he 

had a wife and children to feed. This went 
on for a few days and Walnganytyak was 
getting very angry. One day while he was 
in the net the other men shut the door of the 
trap and pushed it. The trap rolled over and 
over down the bank into the river where it 
splashed into the water and slowly sank, 
leaving a trail of bubbles. As the trap sank 
the warning birds, Wangkir (Torresian 
Crow), Kaworrma (Blue-winged 
Kookaburra) and Tyirritytyirri (Willie 
Wagtail), were all singing out. 
Walnganytyak sank with the trap, he 
thrashed and thrashed and eventually 
smashed his way out of the trap. 
Walnganytyak had turned into a Salt-water 
Crocodile and he was very angry. He called 
out to everyone that he had turned into a 
crocodile, and the all the river was now his. 
His skin had become lumpy and hard, 
eating too much fruit from Larrk’inyginy 
(Ziziphus quadrilocularis) had caused this 
and his skin was now lumpy like the 
prickles on this tree. From then until now, 
when MalakMalak or Matngala people go 
to fish or hunt in the river they call out to 
Walnganytyak and his offspring to allow 
them to take some fish or turtles. They ask 
to be allowed to look at their country and 
not be annoyed by Walnganytyak. When a 
person is taken by a crocodile the family of 
this person can go to the river and call out 
to Walnganytyak and his offspring to bring 
the person back. yingiyingi saltwater 
crocodile ki=we elinyirr yerrgit-a yingi=we 
so from now on, we are all afraid of 
crocodiles forever [Source: Plants and 
Animals book DH12_A01_03 
DH12_A34_02.259 Ray Ngolok-Wanggar 
Vocabulary BL in DH12_A01_03 
MalakMalak wordlist Ian Green: yingi] 
16/May/2014. [?? \ocl animals \ma 
ngorrngorr] 

yinya  n. 
— n_kin. Aboriginal man, initiated man. 
Variant: wunwa; papa; tyintya. [Source: Ray 
Ngolok-Wanggar Vocabulary Tryon (1974) 
Capell 1940_1 (p. 271/30) BL on 22/05/2012 
(not on tape) MalakMalak wordlist] [?? \sp 
alawar \ocl persons] 

yinya-alawar  couple, husband and wife, 
spouses. yinya nanak a real man [Source: 
DB_A01_05.039 DH13_V55_04.13] 
20/Jun/2014. 
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yinydyan  iv. he stands for. kat-ma yinydyan 
algitybi=we the boy is playing now, 
happily [Source: DB_A01_06.084] 
04/Dec/2014. 

yinyenik  adj. short (for male), short for animal. 
Variant: yinyerrik. [Source: DH12_A05_05] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \rl nuentyerrik \cc as 
yintjerrik in Cahir (21) - 3rd person 
masculine Minimal] 

yirr  cov. itch, be itchy. Syn: durlgdurlg. [?? \ck 
Sep 20 2013] 

yirrma yuyu  it is itchy. [Source: Oct 31st 
2012] 

yirrma yide  he scratches. [Source: Nov 5th 
2012] 04/Dec/2014. 

yirrget  cov. circular breathing to play the 
didgeridoo. 

pedirrk yirrgetma yide  he plays the 
didgeridoo. [Source: Nov 7th 2012] 
04/Dec/2014. 

yirrinymel  n. rib. endi yirrinymel 
yuenduen=de and his rib [Source: wordlist 
04/Oct/2012 DH13_V55_04.33] 
04/Dec/2014. 

yirriya  cov. put down on elevated platform. 
yirriya aya  I put it down on an elevated 

platform. [Source: Nov 7th 2012] 
04/Dec/2014. 

yiwarra  cov. disperse (of many people). [Source: 
Oct 17th 2012] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 20 
2013] 

yiyenginy  iv. he is standing. parrat tyed 
yiyenginy he is standing up [Source: 
QUEST_064] 04/Dec/2014. 

=yu  =iv. reduced form of inflecting verb 
stand/lie. 04/Dec/2014. 

yub  cov. die, close, be blind, over. Variant: 
yubpak; yupuda. [?? \iv go 
(DH12_A25_03.037)] 

yub pak  close eyes. [Source: Oct 27th 2012] 
madyanwun yubeli yide  he is limping on 

both feet. dek aka yub muda it can't die at 
this place endi yub yida wirrg-a lerra a lot 
died there [Source: DB_A01_06.069 
DH12_A33_01.002 DH12_A25_03.098] 
04/Dec/2014. 

yubpak  cov. close eyes. ki=we yubpak 
wirrminy yur yipi wurru ngun-na pak so 
the old people left with the kids and sat 
down over there See main entry: pak; yub. 
[Source: DH12_A25_03.160 Oct 17th 2012] 
04/Dec/2014. 

yupuda  cov. die. delik ki=we akana yupuda 
the cane grass is there, it never dies See main 

entry: yub. [Source: DH13_V51_01.097] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \iv do 
(DH12_A25_03.102)] 

=yue  iv. we (including you) lie. ngurrngut 
yur=yue powarr=ye we sleep during the 
night See main entry: errdyue. [Source: 
DB_A06_01.057] 04/Dec/2014. 

yuenduen  prn. he. yinya yuenduen 
mindyidek ngak-ma yunu the man is also 
eating it by himself [Source: Green and 
Cahir DB_A01_03.106 DB_A01_03.107] 
04/Dec/2014. 

yuenduerrang  iv. he goes for. 04/Dec/2014. 
yuendung  iv. he goes for. yerra yuendung 

dyangarra wayurr dae-nen kumugut now 
Kumugut ran away from the snake ka 
yuendung he must come Variant: yundung. 
[Source: DH12_A33_01.050 
DH12_A25_03.200] 04/Dec/2014. 

yuentyerrik  adj. short masculine, small 
masculine, short-sighted. 04/Dec/2014. [?? 
\rl nuentyerrik \rl wuentyerrik] 

yuenue  iv. he sits. 04/Dec/2014. 
yuenuerrang  iv. he will go. pi 

yuenuerrang-nggi, tarr maburr-wuna 
naman he's coming here, he is following us 
quickly (to kill all of us) [Source: 
DH12_V36_05.117] 04/Dec/2014. 

yuenueyung  iv. he will lie. en nomo katy 
yuenueyung taty yinma-nu the three fight 
the other three now [Source: 
DB_A01_05.128] 04/Dec/2014. 

yuenung  iv. he will go. 04/Dec/2014. 
yuenyung  iv. he lies for. 04/Dec/2014. 
-yuerrue  -bprn. to me. winu ka-ma 

wuete-yuerrue=we we are coming to fight 
us, (but we sit down and don't talk to them) 
dat yiminy-yuerrue he saw me akana katy 
katy ninggirrini-yuerrue=wa he you won't 
throw me away! (this is my place!) [Source: 
Birk DB_A02_03.092 DB_A06_01.017 
DB_A02_03.060] 09/Jul/2014. 

yuewuerre  iv. he goes. 04/Dec/2014. 
yuewuerreny  iv. he is going. 04/Dec/2014. 
yueyue1  iv. he stands, he lies. payagang tyedalli 

yueyue he stands up facing away [Source: 
DH12_A08_06_0039] 04/Dec/2014. 

yueyuenguny  iv. he is lying. 04/Dec/2014. 
yug  cov. be deprived off something. men wiyug 

aya I'm hungry [Source: 08.10.2012] 
men wi yug  be hungry. [Source: 08.10.2012] 
men yug arra  be thirsty. [Source: 08.10.2012] 

04/Dec/2014. 
yukkayi  interj. yes. [Source: DH12_A25_07.066] 
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04/Dec/2014. 
yukuty  cov. move, go. yukuty pak-na 

wangarri=we you go inside the bag [Source: 
DH12_A46_05.039] [?? \iv go 
(DH12_A46_05.041)] 

yukuty wat  move along, move an object 
along gradually. [Source: Birk, 137 Birk (19)] 
[?? \cc according to Birk can select for all 
six IVs] 

yukuty pak yida  move up. [Source: Nov 6th 
2012] 

yukuty pi yida  move down. [Source: Nov 6th 
2012] 04/Dec/2014. 

yulbuny  n. sand, fine sand. [Source: 
DH12_A05_05 wordlist 27/Sep/2012 
MalakMalak wordlist as yulvun] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 20 2013 \rl 
yurrumu \cc as yulboin in Ray 
Ngolok-Wanggar Vocabulary \ocl natural 
objects] 

yunpayin  adj. good, good (of man), nice. 
Variant: nunpayin; munpayin; wunpayin. 
[Source: Tryon (1974) Cahir, 21 
DH12_A04_04] 04/Dec/2014. 

yunbung  n. husband. ki, yunbung akana 
wiyen yide the husband can't take part in 
the fight [Source: DB_A01_05.206] 
04/Dec/2014. 

yundung  iv. he goes for. See main entry: 
yuendung. 04/Dec/2014. 

yunu  iv. he sat. dae nende na dim-na yunu he 
sat inside the hole then pana winu 
yunu-ngga he comes to fight again [Source: 
DH12_A33_01.125 DB_A02_03.195] 
04/Dec/2014. 

yunumurrun ngentyik  n. black breasted 
buzzard. [Source: Plants and Animals book] 
04/Dec/2014. [?? \ck Sep 19th 2013 \ma 
dimburru \ck Sep 19th 2013] 

-yung  -case. ergative or instrumental 
case-marker. See main entry: -wang. 
11/Apr/2014. 

yunguny  iv. he went. endi yunguny 
ngunytyul-wang the snake is looking for 
Kumurgut (the other one, the first one) 
Variant: yidangga. [Source: 
DH12_V36_05.069] 04/Dec/2014. 

yur  cov. lie down, sleep. Variant: apyurali; 
yurur. [Source: Birk, 145] [?? \iv lie 
(DH12_A33_01.281) \rl manyur \cc can 
select for all IVs except for 'do', 'go', '#go', 
'sit', and 'stand'] 

kayur  get up, lit. come+lie.down. [Source: 
DB_A01_06.009] 

ngalk yur  settle down. [Source: Cahir 115] 
pulyup yur  die down (of fire). yur degaty 

powarryinnga ka enung-ga I'll sleep and 
come back early in the morning [Source: 
Cahir 115 DB_A02_02.35] 

tyalk yur  bend over. [Source: Birk, 145] [?? 
\cc can select for all IVs except for 'do', 'go', 
'#go', 'sit', and 'stand'] 

yur yi  lay down. [Source: Birk (41)] 
dat yur  sleep fitfully (see and lie down). 

[Source: Birk, 143] [?? \cc can select for all 
IVs except for 'do' and 'stand'] 

karr nil yur  break skin (against an object). 
[Source: Birk, 144 Birk, 144] [?? \cc can 
select for all IVs except for 'do', 'sit', and 
'stand'] 

tapali katy yur  buck of a horse; pitch of a 
canoe. [Source: Birk, 145] [?? \cc can select 
for all IVs except for 'do', 'sit', and'lie' and 
'stand'] 

tarrp yur  lie on top (of something) predicated 
of an inanimate object. [Source: Birk, 145] [?? 
\cc can select for all IVs except for 'do', 'go', 
'#go', 'sit', and 'stand'] 

ngarrk yur  twist of a limb. [Source: Birk, 
145] [?? \cc can select for all IVs except for 
'do', 'go', '#go', 'sit', and 'stand'] 

ken yureli  carry. [Source: wordlist Oct 27th 
2012] 04/Dec/2014. 

yurr  cov. put down, put. nende yurr nunydya 
have you put it down? [Source: 
DH12_A13_05.121] [?? \iv go 
(DB_A01_04.279)] 

yurr wurruny  they try to hunt. [Source: 
DB_A02_05.174] 

wa yurr  place something/put something. 
[Source: DH12_V44_02.145] 

yurr-yi=yu  he put. 04/Aug/2014. 
yurrumu  n. sand, coarse sand. [Source: wordlist 

27/Sep/2012] 04/Dec/2014. [?? \rl 
yulbuny] 

yurur  cov. lie down of plural subjects. 
ngurrngut -wuna yurur they're asleep eye 
yurur-ma=delk they kill them lying down 
(the young blokes) without warning 
Variant: yur. [Source: Birk, 96 
DB_A01_02.140 DB_A01_05.152] 
04/Dec/2014. 

yuwarra  cov. go away, refill, refill water, 
coming to a standstill before starting up. 
[Source: DH12_A02_01_0103 BL in 
DH12_A02_01 on 23/05/2012] [?? \iv go 
(DH12_V36_02.044) \ot det min, aim gon 
im kam igin na, dei filimap in de drum, dei 
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stil settle, meikim klin en dei filimap 
another drum laik det bikos de woda dirty 
\qu so is this also a term for the changing of 
the tide together with tullyuman? \iv sit 
(DH12_A25_03.051) \rl katyyuwarra] 

pap-yuwarra wuta  they rush away. tyagad 
yuwarra he ran away [Source: 
DH13_V57_03.037 DH13_A32_01.18] 
04/Dec/2014. 

yuwayi  cov. move towards deictic centre, move 
to deictic centre. yeri yuwayi yide he is 
going (towards the speaker/me) (on a road) 

[Source: DH12_A13_05.106] 27/Jun/2014. 
[?? \iv go (DH12_A13_05.106)] 

yuwerr  n. ironwood tree. [Source: 
DH12_A25_09.100] 04/Dec/2014. 

yuwurra  iv. he went for a purpose. endi 
mirryiny tity ngak-ma yuwurra he went in 
and out eating the tablets [Source: 
DH12_A33_01.381] 04/Dec/2014. 

yuyu  iv. he is standing. mindyidek yuyu he is 
standing by himself [Source: 
DH12_A13_05.009] 04/Dec/2014. 
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A  -  a 
 
a lot  adv. mememak. 
-ABL  -case. -man1; 
 -case. -many. 
Aboriginal man  n kin. yinya. 
-ACC?  -case. -gu. 
ache  cov. pedped; 
 cov. durrungma. 
across  cov. dudyurr; 
 cov. waburrgaty. 
adam's apple  n. menyik tyanbarr. 
Adelaide.River  n top. Amangal. 
adjust position  cov. tyi. 
adult man  n. pulity. 
affect  cov. katy. 
afraid  cov. elinyirr; 
 cov. elinyirriny. 
after  adv/cov. angundu. 
afternoon  n. yingki. 
afterwards, sometime  temp. muta2. 
again  adv. yerra. 
again/IT  adv. pana2. 
agile wallaby  n. ma. 
ahead  adv/cov. elimirri. 
ahem  interj. ahem. 
alight  cov. padpi; 
 cov. pulyurr. 
-ALL  -case. -na1. 
all  adv. nimbid. 
all right  adv. anda. 
all the time  cov. namaneli. 
alone  cov. ngatyed. 
always  cov. namaneli; 
 cov. nana. 

angry  cov. tul; 
 cov. tultul. 
animal  n. dae. 
ankle  n. dulk. 
another  det. yawug. 
=ANT  =clitic. =manynga. 
anus  n. tyinpitit. 
apart  cov. dewerr. 
appear  cov. payika. 
apple  n. bembultyak. 
argue  cov. endindi; 
 cov. wiyen. 
arm  n. wurru1. 
armband  n. kukpindi; 
 n. wurrumarrin. 
ascend  cov. baiga; 
 cov. karrarr1; 
 cov. karrarrk; 
 cov. karrk. 
ash  n. pullu. 
ask  cov. muk; 
 cov. ngagun; 
 cov. nyurrk. 
at  -case. -an1. 
aunt  n kin. alngambany; 
 n kin. ngawan. 
avoid fights  cov. tyinwitan. 
away  cov. lerra; 
 -suf. -ngga. 
axe  n. pandan; 
 n. walimba. 
 

B  -  b 
 
back  n. payak1. 
bad  adj. munet; 
 adj. wuenet; 
 adj. wuneret; 
 adj.fem. nunet; 
 adj.masc. yinet; 
 adj.masc. yineret; 
 adj.neu. wunet. 
bad (masculine)  adj.masc. yinet. 
bad (neuter)  adj.neu. wunet. 
bag  n. payaken. 
ball  n. walg. 

bamboo  n. mulk. 
bamboo container  n. murlg; 
 n. murrug. 
bamboo nut  n. puerrum. 
bamboo root  n. tyalmulk. 
bank  n. pawurrk2. 
Banyan Tree  n. puenyu. 
barefoot  cov. puenuek. 
bark  cov. werrk; 
 n. karala. 
barramundi  n. tyedmel2; 
 n. tyirrerrer; 
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 n. medtyendit; 
 n. wu. 
Bar-shouldered Dove, Dove  n. ngulugurr1. 
basket  n. warri2. 
bathe  cov. kabuk; 
 cov. kubuk. 
be awake  cov. dat. 
be born  cov. tyed1. 
be friends  cov. yentawaliktap. 
be in a row  cov. angunduelimirri. 
be inside  cov. watyuk. 
be large  cov. balbal2. 
be lost  cov. ngaty3. 
be named  cov. niwat. 
be open  cov. balbal2. 
be ready  cov. war. 
be rotten  cov. nyuk. 
be sideways  cov. wari. 
be spoiled  cov. nyuk. 
be the same  cov. lub. 
be wrong  cov. par. 
beat  cov. datnu. 
beat up  cov. datnu. 
beautiful  cov. munankarra. 
become still  cov. waya2. 
bee  n. pityak. 
beehive  n. pityak; 
 n. yagabiny. 
beetle  n. payakngerue. 
before  adv. pentyityimany. 
behind  adv. angun; 
 adv/cov. angundu. 
be.hot  cov. lerrp2. 
belly  n. men1. 
belly button  n. tyudtyud. 
Belyuen  n top. Denisibal. 
bend  cov. talyerrp. 
bend down  cov. pulpyur. 
bendy  cov. kurrug. 
-BENEF  -suf. -nue3. 
be.on.one.leg  cov. darrdarr. 
be.on.top  cov. kantyuk. 
be.open  cov. arr. 
be.pregnant  cov. manaya. 
be.quick  cov. tarr2. 
be.smart  cov. burrug. 
be.solid  cov. dek. 
be.sticky  cov. damtyed. 
be.upside.down  cov. detang. 
be.white.CONT  cov. tamalma. 
big  adj. mueneli; 
 adj. ne; 
 adj. nuenali; 
 adj. wuenali; 

 adj. wunelli; 
 adj. yineli. 
billabong  n. wawul. 
Billy Goat Plum  n. elu2. 
bind  cov. larrap; 
 cov. larrp. 
bite  cov. tarr1; 
 cov. tarra; 
 cov. darrimin; 
 cov. ngarrp. 
bite.3SG.masc.do.PUNCT  cov.iv. tarrimy. 
black  cov. eig; 
 cov. eigeig; 
 cov. ngubaktyed. 
black bream  n. penynyger. 
black breasted buzzard  n. yunumurrun 

ngentyik. 
black currant  n. nging. 
black flying fox  n. niyerring. 
Black Plum  n. wom. 
Blacktip Shark  n. tyinytyari. 
black.wattle  n. darik. 
black.whip.snake  n. ngunytyul. 
blame  cov. wumukut. 
bleed  cov. wirwir. 
blind  cov. wuny; 
 cov. yub. 
blink  cov. maldip; 
 cov. nyip. 
blister  cov. dilp. 
block  cov. dudtyed. 
block sth  cov. murrdam. 
blood  n. dawud. 
blow  cov. pugaty. 
blow nose  cov. ngik; 
 cov. nyuwirrb. 
blow up  cov. lerrrperrd. 
blue-tongue lizard  n. kumugut. 
blue.tongue.lizard  n. kumurgut. 
blunt.pierce  cov. tardil. 
board  cov. kulpak. 
body  n. parrarrang. 
boil  cov. purrngpurrng; 
 cov. purrup; 
 cov. purrung; 
 cov. purrung; 
 cov. purrungbung; 
 cov. purungpurung. 
bold  cov. punduwerr. 
bone  n. murrud. 
Bony Bream  n. mayaty. 
boomerang  n. tyimbitytyimbity; 
 n. kunyunguny; 
 n. labarr2; 
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 n. yimbityyimbity. 
bore tide  cov. turruma. 
born  cov. tyed1. 
bottom  n. tyin. 
bounce  cov. purratma. 
bounce.back  cov. darrdityga; 
 cov. tarrdiga. 
boy  adj. yitybi; 
 adj. yinmety; 
 n. algitybi; 
 n. alginmity; 
 n. niyerriny; 
 n. yitypi. 
brain  n. pundu. 
branch  n. pulk. 
break  cov. altak; 
 cov. tyerrk; 
 cov. lerrrperrd. 
break.PL.OBJ  cov. tapuerruek. 
break.sth.  cov. tabak. 
breasts  n. wiye. 
breathe  cov. nge; 
 cov. ngewuguty. 
bring  cov. payi2; 
 cov. wapi; 
 cov. waka. 
bring back  cov. tityka; 
 cov. tyikpi. 
bring up  cov. wangimin. 
broken  cov. altak. 
brother  n kin. pulang; 
 n kin. melnungundu; 

 n kin. mityangma; 
 n kin. miyang. 
brother in law  n kin. melawang. 
brown  adj. kurrarei. 
bubble  cov. purrngpurrng; 
 cov. yili. 
bump  cov. tanbak. 
Burdekin.Duck  n. tarrktarrkma. 
burn  cov. pungpung; 
 cov. tyuk; 
 cov. ngengey; 
 cov. wurrg. 
burn hole  cov. wugunytyang. 
burst  cov. lerrrperrd. 
burst open  cov. lalarr. 
bury  cov. timkut; 
 cov. tyurrk; 
 cov. tyurrurk2; 
 cov. kumpak; 
 cov. kumtyed. 
bush  n. putyen; 
 n. mamyerr; 
 n. muty. 
bush cucumber  n. nany. 
bush dog  n. wutanytyung. 
bush turkey  n. muenyung. 
bushcamp  n. butyen; 
 n. putyen. 
bust  cov. altyurruk. 
bustard  n. muenyung. 
butterfly  n. langgalangga. 
 

C  -  c 
 
calf  n. dulkmel. 
call  cov. kayi; 
 cov. kayikayi; 
 cov. niwat; 
 cov. niwarad. 
call out  cov. kayi. 
camp  n. dek; 
 n. duk. 
cane.grass  n. delik. 
canoe  n. wendi. 
careful  cov. datyirr. 
carefully  cov. datyirr. 
carry  cov. kalpam; 
 cov. kalyurr. 
carrying container  n. kuelmin. 
catch  cov. tapnu; 
 cov. tatap; 
 cov. tyiyity; 

 cov. warr. 
caterpillar  n. mendit. 
catfish  n. bae; 
 n. dayi; 
 n. dityurruk. 
cause  cov. dud; 
 cov. turut. 
change mind  cov. wubark. 
CHAR-  pre-. ngen-. 
charcoal  n. eyik. 
chase  cov. maburra; 
 cov. maburrakaty. 
cheek  n. ngarrik. 
Cheeky Yam  n. didid. 
cheese fruit  n. pinyyakper. 
cherry  n. lemberrengety. 
chest  n. pud. 
chew  cov. barrangma; 
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 cov. lak. 
chicken hawk  n. tyungarra. 
children  adj. yinmety; 
 adj. yinmity; 
 n. pulk; 
 n. mirr. 
chin  n. tyang. 
chip wood  cov. nyatnyat. 
circular breathing  cov. yirrget. 
circumsize  cov. wulyerri. 
clap  cov. paliny. 
clap clapsticks  cov. nangnang. 
clapstick  n. tyerringiny. 
clean  cov. kulbuk; 
 cov. lengerrk; 
 cov. lurrung; 
 cov. wangarrak. 
clean up  cov. pirr. 
clear.throat  cov. ngurrk2. 
climb  cov. karrarr1; 
 cov. wang. 
climbing yam  n. nimirr. 
close  cov. dam; 
 cov. enduwen; 
 cov. yub. 
close eyes  cov. yubpak. 
closed  cov. arrdel. 
clothes  n. mawun. 
clothing  n. wadarrl. 
cloud  n. durru. 
clouds  n. duruwuna. 
cocky apple  n. wulngum. 
cocoon  n. menggil1. 
cold  cov. dumurrk; 
 cov. kerrgerrty; 
 cov. kuempuer. 
comb hair  cov. karryit. 
come  cov. teyka; 
 cov. endi2; 
 cov. ka; 
 cov. kanggi. 
come back  cov. tityka. 
come out  cov. payika; 
 cov. tity; 
 cov. titypi; 
 cov. ma. 
come together  cov. lerrp1. 
come towards  cov. kanggi. 
come.go.PST  iv. kade. 
come.here  cov. waya1. 
come.out.from.water  cov. manbak. 
-COMIT  -suf. -en2; 
 -suf. -ken2; 
 -suf. -nen2; 

 -suf. -yen2. 
COMP  part. ngan. 
-COMPL.int  -suf. -nue2. 
-CONT  -suf. -ma; 
 -suf. -man2; 
 -suf. -mang; 
 -tam. -wa. 
contact  cov. kul. 
content  cov. wungwung. 
continue talking  cov. namety. 
cook  cov. purrpurrma; 
 cov. purrk2; 
 cov. purrup; 
 cov. gulb; 
 cov. nguyet; 
 cov. nguyetdam. 
cook in coals  cov. dugurrup. 
cool  cov. kerrgerrty. 
corpse  n. parrarrang. 
corroborree  n. menyilk. 
cough  cov. kenyak. 
cousin  n kin. awang; 
 n kin. mekang. 
cover  cov. putaty; 
 cov. kurrbut; 
 cov. man; 
 cov. manyur. 
cover up  cov. putuk. 
cover with ashes  cov. putaty. 
crack  cov. lirringid. 
crack ground  cov. pedpedeli. 
crawl  cov. purru; 
 cov. werr2. 
create  cov. warwar. 
creek  n. wurru1. 
crimson finch  n. ngurrkunu. 
cripple  n. murrurru. 
crippled  cov. mutama. 
crooked  cov. krirrk. 
cross  cov. purrarraty; 
 cov. dudyurr; 
 cov. waburrgaty; 
 cov. wilpayi. 
crunch  cov. kerrpkerrp; 
 cov. ngarrpngarrpma. 
crush  cov. tar. 
cry  cov. duewerrk; 
 cov. ewarra; 
 cov. werr1; 
 cov. werrk. 
cry out  cov. perrpperrp. 
curse  cov. ngalarr. 
cut  cov. tyurrp; 
 cov. tyurrptaty; 
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 cov. tyurrptyurrup; 
 cov. tyurrup. 

cut.in.half  cov. dayurrdalb. 
 

D  -  d 
 
Daly River  n top. WaliWali. 
Daly River Mission  n top. Mijon. 
dance  cov. murr; 
 cov. murru; 
 cov. murruma; 
 cov. wirrb. 
dangerous  cov. pawirrkam; 
 pre.cov. ngenwi. 
dangle  cov. wulgma. 
dark  cov. eig; 
 cov. eigeig; 
 cov. mubarrk; 
 cov. ngu; 
 cov. ngubaktyed; 
 n. powarr. 
daughter  n kin. eliyang. 
daughter-in-law  n. meltyed. 
dawn  n. degaty; 
 n. tekaty. 
day  adv. miriyen. 
day before yesterday  adv. pentyityimany. 
daylight  adv. miriyen. 
daytime  adv. miriyen. 
deaf  cov. nyaba. 
decline  cov. ngit. 
decorate forehead  cov. milk2. 
degut  cov. tuemtyurrp; 
 cov. wuenturrp. 
deprived  cov. yug. 
DES  adv. nangarra. 
descend  cov. tyullumurru; 
 cov. tyulul. 
Diamond.Mullet  n. dueyuen. 
didgeridoo  n. pedirrk. 
die  cov. muru; 
 cov. ngirrk; 
 cov. ngirrik; 
 cov. wirrk; 
 cov. yub; 
 cov. yupuda. 
die off  cov. tyeyaty. 
different  det. yawug. 
dig  cov. aldurrp; 
 cov. perret. 
dillybag  n. kurrurr. 
dingo  n. wutanytyung. 
-DIR  -case. -nen1; 
 -suf. -den; 

 -suf. -en1; 
 -suf. -ken1; 
 -suf. -yen1. 
dirty  cov. pung. 
disappear  cov. pan; 
 cov. panyi. 
disbelieve  cov. puy. 
dislike  cov. ninyik. 
disperse  cov. yiwarra. 
-DIST.DIR  -clitic. -ga. 
distribute  cov. wadiyang. 
dive  cov. kubuk. 
DO  cov/iv. warrdueme; 
 iv. anggaya; 
 iv. anggundu; 
 iv. arrgun; 
 iv. arrguny; 
 iv. arruny; 
 iv. awundu; 
 iv. aya; 
 iv. edueme1; 
 iv. edueme2; 
 iv. enma; 
 iv. engguedueme; 
 iv. engguenduen; 
 iv. enggunma; 
 iv. errdueme; 
 iv. errguenduen; 
 iv. errgunma; 
 iv. erruenduen; 
 iv. errundu; 
 iv. errunma; 
 iv. ewuenduen; 
 iv. niminy; 
 iv. nuendueme; 
 iv. nuenma1; 
 iv. nuenma2; 
 iv. nuenme; 
 iv. nuewuenduen; 
 iv. nuguetueme; 
 iv. nungguerruenduen; 
 iv. nunggurrundu; 
 iv. nunggurrunma; 
 iv. nunggurruny; 
 iv. nungurruny; 
 iv. nunydya; 
 iv. nuwundu1; 
 iv. nuwundu2; 
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 iv. wirrminy; 
 iv. wuetueme; 
 iv. wuenma; 
 iv. wuenme; 
 iv. wuerruenduen1; 
 iv. wuerruenma; 
 iv. wuewuenduen; 
 iv. wurrundu; 
 iv. wurrunduny; 
 iv. wuwundu1; 
 iv. wuwundu2; 
 iv. wuwunduny; 
 iv. wuya; 
 iv. yiminy; 
 iv. yinma; 
 iv. yinme. 
do not  part. awat. 
do not need  cov. tyur. 
do wrong  cov. parrarr. 
dog  n. muyiny. 
do.properly  cov. tatyirr. 
drag  cov. kurru. 
dragging fishing net  n. wankayi. 
dream  cov. ngurrngurrmi. 
dreaming  n. wani3. 
dreaming place  n. wani3. 
dreaming.place  n top. Duwuyiwani; 

 pre. wani-2; 
 suf. -wani1. 
dreamtime being  n. aul; 
 n. wani3. 
drink  cov. durrk; 
 n. wag. 
drop  cov. taptyirr; 
 cov. tyurryed; 
 cov. wayiwa. 
drown  cov. kumyurr. 
dry  cov. ari2; 
 cov. arra; 
 cov. arrama; 
 cov. perperdeli. 
dual  prn. wun2; 
 prn. wundu; 
 prn. wundut; 
 prn. wunduta. 
-DUB  -suf. -malak. 
dugout canoe  n. wendi. 
DUR  ts. way. 
dusk  n. wuwurrk. 
dust  cov. tyuel. 
duststorm  cov. tyurrum. 
dying fire  cov. pulpyur. 
 

E  -  e 
 
ear  n. tyewer. 
earth  n. pawurrk1; 
 n. punuk. 
eat  cov. lak; 
 cov. larrak; 
 cov. ngak; 
 cov. ngakngak. 
eat meat, eat animal food  cov. lak. 
echidna  n. meningity; 
 n. mininggity. 
edible animal  n. dae. 
egg  n. tyirrminy. 
elbow  n. pimili. 
elder man  n. pulity. 
else  clitic=. par=. 
EMPH  part. ngaty1. 
empty  cov. pin2; 
 cov. tyerradgaty. 
emu  n. tyinpurrat. 
emu berry  n. mungam. 
enclosed  cov. pullupullu. 
end  cov. wirrk. 
ended  cov. wirrngak. 

enlighten  cov. langaty. 
enter  cov. tyurrk; 
 cov. tyurrurk2; 
 cov. nguyi. 
enter water  cov. kububuk; 
 cov. kubugaty. 
epistemic marker  ep bc. akun. 
-ERG/INST  -case. -wang. 
-ERG/INSTR  -case. -ang; 
 -case. -ung; 
 -case. -yung. 
evening  n. powarr; 
 n. yingkipowar. 
exhale  cov. titynge. 
exit  cov. baibi; 
 cov. payipi; 
 cov. tity; 
 cov. ma. 
extinguish  cov. tyeyaty. 
extinguish.fire  cov. tapulp. 
eye  n. numurru1. 
eyebrows  n. numurru med. 
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F  -  f 
 
face  cov. pudang; 
 n. bebema2. 
face away  cov. payagang. 
fall  cov. tyalalk. 
fall ' descend  cov. tyalk. 
fall asleep  cov. mil. 
family  n. dirra. 
fan  cov. pirrpirrma; 
 cov. wabuny. 
far  cov. kagak. 
fast  adv. watyurr. 
fast flowing water  cov. ellelle. 
fat  cov. maty; 
 n. mulyu. 
father  n kin. babu; 
 n kin. banga; 
 n kin. bayang; 
 n kin. melbabu. 
feather  n. kalawun. 
feed  cov. angnue. 
fence  n. perrik; 
 n. tyalilk. 
fight  cov. endeyi; 
 cov. endindi; 
 cov. wi; 
 cov. wiyet. 
fill  cov. watyuk. 
fill up  cov. ngelk; 
 cov. watyuk. 
finch  n. ngurrkunu. 
find  cov. tat. 
find.PL.OBJ  cov. tarat2. 
finger  n. ngenyilk; 
 n. ngenyilk purrum; 
 n. ngenyilk tyalala; 
 n. ngenyilk nae; 
 n. ngenyilk yitybi; 
 n. ngenyilk yintyerrik. 
fingernail  n. ngenyilk ngeru. 
finish  cov. tabul; 
 cov. nana; 
 cov. wirrk. 
finished  cov. pin2; 
 cov. nam; 
 cov. nana; 
 cov. wirrngak. 
first  adv. merriken; 
 adv. yerramany; 
 adv/cov. elimirri; 
 num. elimirrimany. 

first.time  adv. tarrdarrun. 
fish  cov. wat1; 
 cov. watwat; 
 cov. watwatma; 
 cov. wayalk; 
 n. yerrgit2. 
fish poison  n. karriyuwuyi. 
fish trap  n. warri2. 
fishing line  n. nerriny; 
 n. ngelyirrk. 
fishing net  n. wankayi; 
 n. wangayi. 
flap  cov. balbal1. 
flap , fan flame  cov. puyipuyi. 
flat  cov. bebema1. 
Flat-tailed Catfish  n. werrkwerrk. 
float  cov. puyi; 
 cov. puyima; 
 cov. mantyed. 
flood  cov. kubukwuk. 
floodwater  cov. dunyunggul. 
flow  cov. bungaty; 
 cov. ellellema. 
flower  n. marraka. 
flush out  cov. wangkity. 
flutter  cov. balbalma. 
fly  cov. pat; 
 cov. balbal1; 
 cov. balbalma; 
 n. ngutyun. 
fly down  cov. wub. 
fly off  cov. padpi. 
=FOC  =clitic. =ta; 
 =clitic. =de. 
=FOC?  =clitic. =tye. 
=FOC  =clitic. =ge; 
 =clitic. =ke; 
 =clitic. =ke; 
 =clitic. =kka; 
 =clitic. =kna; 
 =clitic. =le; 
 =clitic. =na; 
 =clitic. =ne; 
 =clitic. =wa; 
 =clitic. =we; 
 =clitic. =wu; 
 =clitic. =ye. 
fog  n. yentyirr. 
follow  cov. maburra; 
 cov. wirram. 
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food animals  NCmark-. dae-. 
food non-meat  NCmark-. mi-. 
foot  n. madyan. 
footwalk  cov. delbunuk. 
forehead  n. milk1. 
forget  cov. tyewurrdarr. 
four  num. werenweren. 
freshwater crocodile  n. ngintyal. 
Freshwater Mangrove  n. menytyil. 
freshwater prawn  n. wuenu. 

freshwater.crocodile  n. ari tyalala. 
frghtened  cov. elinyirriny. 
friendly  cov. yandawalik. 
friends  cov. yandawalik. 
frightened  cov. elinyirr. 
frill neck lizard  n. tyendid. 
frog  n. aragug. 
front  adv/cov. elimirri. 
fruit bat  n. niyerring. 
 

G  -  g 
 
gather  cov. lerrp1; 
 cov. lublub; 
 cov. wuty. 
gather food  cov. karrlak. 
get  cov. pin1; 
 cov. piny; 
 cov. wa; 
 cov. wapak; 
 cov. wabili; 
 cov. warrang. 
get in  cov. kulpak. 
get on  cov. kulpak. 
get up  cov. parrat; 
 cov. parrarrat. 
ghost  n. parrang; 
 n. parrarrang. 
Ghost.Gum  n. yerrik. 
girl  adj. nigbeldang; 
 adj. ninmety; 
 n. alalk; 
 n. nitybi. 
give  cov. ang; 
 cov. angaty; 
 cov. tyiyang. 
give back  cov.prn. wangarriny. 
give message  cov. yenyin. 
give out  cov. wadiyang. 
glow  cov. ngeyma. 
GO  cov. kanggudung; 
 cov. yidenggi; 
 cov.iv. pada; 
 cov.iv. pepengudun; 
 cov.iv. peda; 
 cov.iv. pedung; 
 cov.iv. penungga; 
 cov.iv. penungguny; 
 cov.iv. pengudung; 
 cov.iv. perrdung; 
 cov.iv. perrunguny; 
 iv. ada; 

 iv. ata; 
 iv. anggada1; 
 iv. anggada2; 
 iv. arrda. 
GO#  iv. arrurra; 
 iv. awurra. 
GO  iv. ede; 
 iv. ete. 
GO#  iv. eduerrang; 
 iv. etuerrang. 
GO  iv. edung; 
 iv. etung. 
GO#  iv. enuerrang. 
GO  iv. enung. 
GO#  iv. enggarra. 
GO  iv. engginy1; 
 iv. enggudung. 
GO#  iv. enggueduerrang; 
 iv. engguenuerrang; 
 iv. engguerwuerre; 
 iv. engguewuereny. 
GO  iv. enggunung; 
 iv. enggunguny; 
 iv. enguny; 
 iv. errde. 
GO#  iv. errduerrang. 
GO  iv. errdung; 
 iv. errginy1. 
GO#  iv. errguenuerrang; 
 iv. errguewuerreny. 
GO  iv. errgunung. 
GO#  iv. errgunungga. 
GO  iv. errgunguny; 
 iv. erridung; 
 iv. errnung; 
 iv. erruenuerrang; 
 iv. erruenguny. 
GO#  iv. erruereny; 
 iv. erruerre. 
GO  iv. errunguny; 
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 iv. ewiny1. 
GO#  iv. ewuerre; 
 iv. ewuerreny. 
GO  iv. miwiny; 
 iv. muta1; 
 iv. muta3; 
 iv. muede; 
 iv. muendung; 
 iv. ninggirriny1; 
 iv. niwiny1. 
GO#  iv. nuegutoerrang; 
 iv. nuembuerre1; 
 iv. nuembuerre2; 
 iv. nuembuerreny; 
 iv. nuembuerreny1. 
GO  iv. nuende1; 
 iv. nuende2. 
GO#  iv. nuenduerrang1; 
 iv. nuenduerrang2. 
GO  iv. nuendung1; 
 iv. nuendung2. 
GO#  iv. nuenuerrang1; 
 iv. nuenuerrang2. 
GO  iv. nuenung1; 
 iv. nuenung2. 
GO#  iv. nuengguenuerrang. 
GO  iv. nuguta; 
 iv. nugute; 
 iv. nugutung. 
GO#  iv. numburra1; 
 iv. numburra2. 
GO  iv. nunda1; 
 iv. nunda2; 
 iv. nunde. 
GO#  iv. nungguerruerre; 
 iv. nungguerruerreny. 
GO  iv. nunggurrunung; 
 iv. nunggurrunguny. 
GO#  iv. nunggurrurra. 
GO  iv. nunguny1; 
 iv. nunguny2; 
 iv. wirriny2; 
 iv. wuda; 
 iv. wuta; 
 iv. wutangga; 
 iv. wutanggi; 
 iv. wuede; 
 iv. wuete. 
GO#  iv. wuetuerrang. 
GO  iv. wuetung. 
GO#  iv. wuenduerrang. 
GO  iv. wuendung. 
GO#  iv. wuenuerrang. 
GO  iv. wuenung. 

GO#  iv. wuerruenuerrang. 
GO  iv. wuerruenung; 
 iv. wuerruenguny. 
GO#  iv. wuerruerre; 
 iv. wuerruerreny. 
GO  iv. wuewiny1. 
GO#  iv. wuewuerre; 
 iv. wuewuerreny. 
GO  iv. wunguny; 
 iv. wurrungguny; 
 iv. wurrunguny; 
 iv. wurruny. 
GO#  iv. wurrurra; 
 iv. wuwurra. 
GO  iv. yida; 
 iv. yidangga; 
 iv. yide. 
GO#  iv. yuenduerrang. 
GO  iv. yuendung. 
GO#  iv. yuenuerrang. 
GO  iv. yuenung. 
GO#  iv. yuewuerre; 
 iv. yuewuerreny. 
GO  iv. yundung; 
 iv. yunguny. 
GO#  iv. yuwurra. 
go  cov. pi; 
 cov. dup; 
 cov. endi2; 
 cov. warrad; 
 cov. yukuty. 
go again  cov. be. 
go around  cov. purrarr. 
go away  cov. dulyurr; 
 cov. lerrityed; 
 cov. yipi; 
 cov. yipu; 
 cov. yuwarra. 
go down  cov. tyalk; 
 cov. tyullumurru; 
 cov. tyulul; 
 cov. tyurru. 
go fast  cov. ellelle. 
go fishing  cov. wayalk. 
go hunting  cov. wayalk. 
go in  cov. tyurrurk2; 
 cov. nguyi. 
go inside  cov. tyurrk. 
go out  cov. baibi. 
go outside  cov. payipi. 
go past  cov. aldidity. 
go round  cov. purrarr. 
go still  cov. waya2. 
go up  cov. baiga. 
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go walkabout  cov. warradpi. 
go.across  cov. purrurrarraty. 
goanna  n. tyerriny. 
gone  cov. lerra. 
good  adj. munpayin; 
 adj. nunpayin; 
 adj. wunpayin; 
 adj. yunpayin; 
 adv. anda. 
goodbye  cov. mamak. 
=go.PRS  =iv. =de. 
got  cov. wabili. 
go.to.the.toilet  cov. delelyi. 
grab  cov. kurrunguntyed. 
grab.Pl.OBJ  cov. tarap. 
grandfather  n. papa; 
 n kin. tyuan. 
grandmother  n kin. etyang. 
grass  n. weni. 

grasshopper  n. badbad. 
great-grandfather  n kin. mirrginyang. 
Green Plum  n. elu1. 
Green Pygmy Goose  n. tyiny. 
green tree ant  n. pirrinykam. 
green Tree-Frog  n. aragug. 
grey kangaroo  n. purkin. 
grind  cov. lurrud. 
ground  n. pawurrk1; 
 n. punuk. 
grow  cov. ngantyak. 
grow up  cov. tik; 
 cov. tirik; 
 cov. kurru; 
 cov. ngentyalkpullu. 
growl  cov. wilam. 
Gutta.Percha  n. yilili. 
 

H  -  h 
 
hair  n. pundumet; 
 n. mamyerr; 
 n. yit. 
half  cov. angurrk. 
halfcast  n. minma. 
halfway  cov. angurrk. 
hamstring  n. dulkpurrum. 
hand  n. ngenyilk; 
 n. ngenyilk payak. 
handle plant  cov. turrp. 
hang  cov. kin; 
 cov. wel; 
 cov. welel. 
hang down  cov. kinwa. 
hang over  cov. kinwat. 
hang up  cov. terrp. 
happy  adj. lukluk; 
 adj. luklukma; 
 cov. purrang; 
 cov. menpurity. 
hard  cov. ngatal. 
hat  n. pundat. 
hatch  cov. murrduk. 
have  cov. tyity; 
 cov. tyityal; 
 cov. tyityali; 
 cov. tyinang; 
 cov. tyiyali. 
have got  cov. tyiyali; 
 cov. wabili. 
have hole  cov. kepuny. 

have in hand  cov. watya. 
have to  adv. bawu; 
 mod. buk. 
head  n. pundu. 
headband  n. karambang. 
heal , repair  cov. karragut. 
healing tree  n. kunerra. 
heap  cov. dul. 
heart  n. mendulma. 
heat up  cov. burru. 
heaven  n. enmel. 
heavy  cov. maty. 
heavy rain  n. dunyu. 
help  cov. ngarun. 
here  dem. ki. 
hesitate  cov. wudel. 
hiccough  cov. dumburrkma. 
hide  cov. aldurrp; 
 cov. pallam; 
 cov. ngaty3; 
 cov. ngatypak; 
 cov. ngayad; 
 cov. yerrk. 
hill  n. milnginy. 
hip  n. del2. 
hip.joint  n. del perrmer. 
hit  cov. datnu; 
 cov. taty; 
 cov. tatyeli; 
 cov. entaty. 
hit.PL  cov. tarraty. 
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hit.PL.OBJ  cov. taraty. 
hit.scream  cov. tatywerrk. 
hit.something  cov. tatyurrk. 
hm  interj. hmm. 
hold  cov. dudtyed; 
 cov. watya. 
hold back  cov. kurrunguntyed. 
hold.on  cov. taptap-ali, see: tap. 
hold/wait  cov. tapeli. 
hole  n. dim. 
hollow  cov. mundu. 
home  n. dek. 
honey  n. pityak; 
 n. yagabiny. 
hot  cov. purrpurrma; 
 cov. lerrpma; 
 cov. men2. 
hot sun  n. menmiri. 
house  n. dek; 
 n. enduk. 
hover  cov. puyi; 
 cov. puyima. 

how long ago  qu. amanelimany. 
how many  qu. apuntu. 
how many?  qu. amanali. 
howl  cov. burk; 
 cov. werr1; 
 cov. werrk; 
 cov. wurrany. 
hug someone  cov. wayurr. 
humans - probbaly not, nut jisy ngun for 

'there'  n. ngun1. 
hunch  cov. tyerrktyed. 
hungry  cov. menwuyug; 
 cov. wuyug. 
hunt  cov. wayalk. 
hunt out  cov. wangkity. 
hurry  cov. lurru. 
hurt  cov. pedped; 
 cov. kek; 
 cov. yerr. 
husband  n. yunbung; 
 n kin. nga tapeli. 
 

I  -  i 
 
ibis  n. perruwuyi. 
ill  cov. apap; 
 cov. mendel. 
IMP  disc. diny2. 
impact  cov. katy. 
in  -case. -an1. 
in a row  cov. angundelimirri. 
in between  n. pungarr. 
in front  adv. yerramany. 
in pain  cov. durrungma. 
in the middle  n. pungarr. 
incestines  n. wunburru. 
incoming tide  cov. ngambaty. 
inhale  cov. ngetyurrkwat. 

initiate (fem)  cov. tyirrmil. 
initiated man, married man, husband  n kin. 

yinya. 
inside  cov. pullupullu; 
 cov. yinu. 
=INT  =clitic. =nue. 
ironwood tree  n. mer; 
 n. yuwerr. 
island  n. payak2. 
itchy  cov. durlgdurlg; 
 cov. yirr. 
itchy grub  n. kanygulyi. 
 

J  -  j 
 
jealous  cov. endurruk; 
 cov. nundulk. 
jog  cov. manman; 
 cov. manman. 
join  cov. deng. 
joint  n. purrum. 

joke  cov. katmerr. 
jump  cov. purrat; 
 cov. purratma. 
jungle  n. duenue. 
 

K  -  k 
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Kamu  n prop. Kamu. 
kangaroo  n. tyeyud. 
Kapok Tree  n. tyurrngulung. 
keep  cov. pam; 
 cov. ngin. 
keep going  co. nyurrungma. 
kick  cov. murrtyak. 
kidney  n. ngandedil. 
kill  cov. winu; 
 cov. wirrk. 
King Brown Snake  n. tyimiliny; 

 n. tyud. 
kiss  cov. ariwityim. 
knee  n. punggul. 
kneecap  n. punggul numurru. 
knock down  cov. tatyalkwat2. 
knock over  cov. tatyalkwat2; 
 cov. tyintarr. 
know  cov. tyerriyen; 
 cov. tyewurriyen. 
 

L  -  l 
 
ladybug  n. minuwa. 
language  n. nguluk. 
language.name  n. Marranunggu; 
 n prop. Brinken; 
 n prop. Guwema; 
 n prop. Matngele; 
 n prop. MalakMalak; 
 n prop. Murriny Patha. 
lap  n. det. 
large  adj. wunelli; 
 adj. yideli. 
later  temp. muta2. 
laugh  cov. kat; 
 cov. katkat. 
leaf  n. dembel. 
leaf plant  n. yapurrminy. 
leak  cov. tyurriyetma; 
 cov. wirwir; 
 cov. wiwi. 
lean  cov. tyanginy. 
leave  cov. pamyi; 
 cov. lerrityed; 
 cov. yi; 
 cov. yuwarra. 
leave alone  cov. katyyuwarra. 
leave behind  cov. katyyi; 
 cov. katyyiga; 
 cov. wuwuty. 
left  adv. yanbarr. 
left hand  adv. yanbarr. 
leg  n. ali2; 
 n. tyed2; 
 n. tyedmel1; 
 n. wilit. 
Leichhardt Tree  n. tyirrimi. 
lick  cov. ngalyak. 
LIE  iv. arrdyu2; 
 iv. arru; 
 iv. ayu2; 

 iv. edueyung; 
 iv. etueyung; 
 iv. enueyung; 
 iv. engginy3; 
 iv. engguedueyung; 
 iv. engguenueyung; 
 iv. enggueyuenguny; 
 iv. engguyu; 
 iv. errdueyung; 
 iv. errdyue; 
 iv. errdyuenguny; 
 iv. errginy2; 
 iv. errguenueyung; 
 iv. erriny; 
 iv. errue; 
 iv. erruenueyung; 
 iv. ewiny2; 
 iv. eyuenuny; 
 iv. ninggirriny3; 
 iv. niwiny3; 
 iv. nuendueyung; 
 iv. nuenueyung1; 
 iv. nuenueyung2; 
 iv. nuenyue1; 
 iv. nuenyue2; 
 iv. nuenyuenuny; 
 iv. nuenyuenguny; 
 iv. nuenyung; 
 iv. nuguetueyung; 
 iv. nungguerrue; 
 iv. nungguerruenueyung; 
 iv. nungguerruenguny; 
 iv. nunggurru; 
 iv. nunyu1; 
 iv. nunyu2; 
 iv. wirriny1; 
 iv. wuetueyung; 
 iv. wuenueyung; 
 iv. wuenyung; 
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 iv. wuerrue1; 
 iv. wuerruenueyung; 
 iv. wuerruenuny; 
 iv. wuewiny3; 
 iv. wueyue; 
 iv. wueyuenguny; 
 iv. wurru3; 
 iv. wuyu2; 
 =iv. =yu; 
 iv. =yue; 
 iv. yuenueyung; 
 iv. yuenyung; 
 iv. yueyue1; 
 iv. yueyuenguny. 
lie  cov. apyureli; 
 cov. digal; 
 cov. digalal; 
 cov. digalma; 
 cov. tigalma; 
 cov. waba; 
 cov. yarrinye. 
lie down  cov. arra; 
 cov. digal; 
 cov. tigalma; 
 cov. yur; 
 cov. yurur. 
lie flat  cov. parrk. 
lie inside  cov. watyuk. 
lift up  cov. werrgad. 
lift.up  cov. dalagaty. 
light  cov. peyib; 
 cov. pirrpirr; 
 cov. pulyurr; 
 cov. purrp; 
 cov. labarr1; 
 cov. yerr. 
light colour  adj. tamal. 
light fire  cov. ngengey. 
light pipe  cov. karrnguyet. 
light up  cov. langaty. 
lighten  cov. tyaktyed. 
lightening  n. daggil; 
 n. dagill. 
-LIKE  -suf. -man3. 
like  cov. kandap; 
 cov. nyurrung; 

 cov. yanda; 
 cov. yentawaliktap. 
like that  cov. namaneli. 
lily root  n. yilik. 
limp  cov. punduny. 
line up  cov. wamdab. 
lip  n. ari ngalyil. 
listen  cov. tyendak; 
 cov. tyeyandak. 
little  adj. yitybi. 
live  cov. tyed1. 
liver  n. yelik. 
lizard  n. kumugut. 
load  cov. kulpat; 
 cov. kulparad. 
load into  cov. wakulpat. 
-LOC  -case. -na2; 
 -case. -nana; 
 -case. -yin; 
 -case. -yinnga. 
lock up  cov. lirringid. 
log  n. tyambarr. 
long  cov. tyalala. 
long time  cov. yerrap. 
long yam  n. nimir; 
 n. nimirr. 
look  cov. pay1; 
 cov. dat; 
 cov. tyurruyiny1. 
look at  cov. dat. 
look back  cov. tyurruyiny1. 
look down  cov. duyi. 
look towards  cov. pudang. 
look.CONT  cov. datma. 
look.for  cov. dab; 
 cov. darrad. 
loose  cov. marra. 
lose  cov. katyyiga. 
Lotus Lily  n. yilik. 
love  cov. nyurrung; 
 cov. yaldab. 
lower arm  n. wurru purrum. 
lower leg  n. wilit. 
lungs  n. labarra. 
lymph node  n. menyik kalalurr. 
 

M  -  m 
 
magpie goose  n. mu. 
make  cov. tad; 
 cov. tarra; 
 cov. tyeny; 

 cov. tyenyeny; 
 cov. warwar. 
make bed  cov. parrak; 
 cov. parrk. 
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make camp  cov. parrak; 
 cov. parrk. 
make fire  cov. purrp; 
 cov. purrpurrma; 
 cov. tyaktyed; 
 cov. yakburrk. 
make good  cov. tad. 
make hole  cov. adurrk; 
 cov. aldurrp. 
make noise  cov. yegaty. 
make rope  cov. pik. 
make splash  cov. tyumburr. 
make track  cov. berrk. 
make trouble  cov. nuewelweri. 
MalakMalak  n prop. Malak. 
man  n. pubility; 
 n. winmatyity; 
 n kin. yinya. 
many  adv. mememak; 
 num. mutyurr. 
marry  cov. yimin. 
maybe  adv. bawu; 
 adv. numbang; 
 adv. ngaty2; 
 adv. ngaty numbang. 
mean  adj.masc. yinet. 
meat  n. dae. 
meet  cov. warriyat; 
 cov. warriyet. 
melt  cov. mir; 
 cov. mirmir. 
mention  cov. niwat. 
mermaid  n. ngengedek. 
mess up  cov. derret; 
 cov. derretderret. 
message  cov. mag; 
 n. mariny. 
messy  cov. arra. 
midday  n. miri kantyuk. 
middle  n. pungarr. 
might die  cov. ngirrkbuk. 
miss  cov. pid; 
 cov. kurrpit. 
mist  n. yentyirr. 
mix  cov. karrwuyi. 

mixed.up  RDP.dem. yawugyawug. 
Moil  n prop. Moil. 
money  n. walk. 
moon  n. yelk. 
morning  n. powarryinnga. 
mosquito  n. wenngin. 
mother  n kin. neman; 
 n kin. wiya; 
 n kin. wiyang; 
 n kin. wiyanga. 
moult featherls  cov. karr. 
mouth  adv. ariyinnga; 
 n. ari1. 
mouth-skin  n. ari ngalyil. 
move  cov. bi; 
 cov. pi; 
 cov. endi2; 
 cov. murr; 
 cov. murruma; 
 cov. warrad; 
 cov. wulgwulg; 
 cov. yukuty. 
move back  cov. tik. 
move back and forth  cov. tyingaty. 
move by itself  cov. wunyenik. 
move eyes  cov. maldip. 
move fast  cov. pirr; 
 cov. pirrpirr; 
 cov. ellelle; 
 cov. ellellema; 
 cov. lurru. 
move slowly  cov. dup. 
move to  cov. yuwayi. 
move towards  cov. yuwayi. 
move up  cov. karrarr1; 
 cov. karrarrk; 
 cov. karrk. 
much  num. mutyurr. 
muscle string  n. ngeli. 
mushroom  n. panpurrg. 
must  mod. buk. 
muster  cov. talyub; 
 cov. dalyurrb. 
 

N  -  n 
 
name  cov. ni; 
 cov. niwat; 
 n prop. Biddy; 
 n prop. Pirak; 
 n prop. Tapnuk; 

 n prop. Father Leary; 
 n prop. Kabat; 
 n prop. Katnga; 
 n prop. Karrangany; 
 n prop. Kunbuk; 
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 n prop. Jigbala; 
 n prop. Matyarr; 
 n prop. Magat; 
 n prop. Midinyen; 
 n prop. Mutuk; 
 n prop. Nedey. 
narrative  n. nguluk. 
Nauiyu Nambiyu Community  n top. Mijon. 
NC food animal.brim  n. daewuet. 
near  cov. enduwen. 
neck  n. dirrik2; 
 n. menyik. 
=NEG  =suf. =tan; 
 =suf. =wur. 
nephew  n kin. neyang. 
net  n. wangayi. 
new moon  cov. ngu. 
next to  cov. parrabili. 
nice  adj. yunpayin. 
night  cov. mubarrk. 
night time  n. powarr. 
nit  n. duwuyi. 
no  interj. ake; 
 part. aka; 
 part. akan; 
 part. akana; 
 part. yak; 
 part. yakkayi. 
nod  cov. duidui. 
none  part. aka; 

 part. akan; 
 part. akana. 
north  n. miri kantyuk. 
northeastern river bank  n top. kinangga. 
Northern Brown Bandicoot  n. wirri. 
Northern Brushtail Possum  n. woyu. 
northwesterly  n. nul. 
nose  n. yinin. 
not  part. aka; 
 part. akan; 
 part. akana; 
 part. awat; 
 part. yak; 
 part. yakkayi. 
not initiated man  adj. yitybi. 
not know  cov. warrak; 
 cov. warrakwarrak. 
not listen  cov. arrpuyi. 
not that one  num. yaknak. 
not understand  cov. arrpuyi; 
 cov. warrak; 
 cov. warrakwarrak. 
nothing  n. dekwuna. 
not.that  interj. yikirri. 
now  adv. aman; 
 adv. awu; 
 adv. yerra. 
nulla-nulla  n. mirrpala. 
 

O  -  o 
 
ocean  n. wagaty. 
ochre  adj. kurrarei. 
old man  n. pubility; 
 n. pulity. 
old woman  n. parramaty. 
olive python  n. mupik. 
on  -case. -an1. 
on top  cov. driyam; 
 cov. ngenget; 
 cov. yinu. 
one  num. yakna; 
 num. yanak; 
 num. yanakna; 
 num. yanarra. 
open  cov. balbal2; 
 cov. tebed; 

 cov. ngar. 
open space  adv. wanggarra. 
other  det. yawug; 
 num. ngurra. 
other one  dem. yananggarra. 
other people  n. nendelk. 
other place  dem. yananggarra. 
other side  dem. ngunangga; 
 dem. yananggarra; 
 n top. ngunanggi. 
ought to  adv. bawu. 
out  cov. bayurr. 
outgoing tide  cov. tity. 
outside  adv. wanggarra. 
over there  dem. kaduk. 
 

P  -  p 
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paddle  cov. wan. 
paint  cov. midmid; 
 cov. mityity2. 
palm tree  n. yarriny. 
pandana nut tree  n. murrumurru. 
pandanus  n. murramurra. 
pandanus fruit  n. dugurr. 
paperbark tree  n. yeli. 
-PART  -suf. -ali; 
 -suf. -deli; 
 -suf. -eli; 
 -suf. -neli. 
pass  cov. aldidity. 
passionfruit  n. mutukmutuk. 
peel  cov. ngalyilyerra. 
peep  cov. wuyurr. 
penetrate  cov. aldurrp. 
penis  n. ngul. 
people  n. dirra; 
 n. ngun1. 
perch  n. pirri. 
person  n. parragud; 
 n. ende; 
 n. nen; 
 n. nende; 
 n. yende. 
persons  n. ngun1. 
pet  cov. yerrbat. 
pheasant  n. wugurr. 
pick up  cov. tyiyity; 
 cov. wa; 
 cov. wayiwa. 
pierce  cov. kerrpiny; 
 cov. kul. 
pile  cov. dul. 
pile up  cov. tyitypak. 
Pink Bush Apple  n. dingirri. 
pipe  n. larrawa. 
piwi bird  n. birridwirrid. 
place  cov. tyedyi; 
 ep bc. akun; 
 n. dek; 
 n. duk. 
place inside  cov. tyurrkwat. 
place sth.  cov. wayurr. 
place.name  n top. Agulawu. 
placename  n top. Amurrlam; 
 n top. Pamayak. 
place.name  n top. Panggarrany; 
 n top. Panggarrany Walayi. 
placename  n top. Parramalmal. 
place.name  n top. Payi1; 
 n top. Pelmit; 
 n top. Pelyirri. 

placename  n top. Perredeli. 
place.name  n top. Perridelli; 
 n top. Pindarrak. 
placename  n top. Pudan. 
place.name  n top. Pullagang. 
placename  n top. Pullmerri; 
 n top. Purrgulpna; 
 n top. Purrinyu. 
place.name  n top. Purrunyu; 
 n top. Puyuguny; 
 n top. Puyurruny. 
placename  n top. Coppermine. 
place.name  n top. Dalagarr. 
placename  n top. Darwin; 
 n top. Tedperrety. 
place.name  n top. Tedberrety Ngawurrung; 
 n top. Detmuwerr. 
placename  n top. Tipperary; 
 n top. Dilk. 
place.name  n top. Dingirriyet; 
 n top. Dyamalagany; 
 n top. Tyebiny. 
placename  n top. Tyedurruntyed. 
place.name  n top. Tyellayiyenben; 
 n top. Tyigadiny Witybi; 
 n top. Tyigadiny Wunelli; 
 n top. Tyillarra. 
placename  n top. Tyiman. 
place.name  n top. Tyinbayingity. 
placename  n top. Tyinkarrang; 
 n top. Tyinkarrarrang. 
place.name  n top. Tyirrinytyirri. 
placename  n top. Tyirrmilyinenggi; 
 n top. Tyllimurru; 
 n top. Tyutywuyi; 
 n top. Tyullkyinnga. 
place.name  n top. Tyurruyiny2. 
placename  n top. Emitil. 
place.name  n top. Enbedtyi; 
 n top. Enbungul Dirriny. 
placename  n top. Karrirr. 
place.name  n top. Ketyurrumtyed. 
placename  n top. Kenyim. 
place.name  n top. Kumugutyinnga. 
placename  n top. Kumurgutyinnga. 
place.name  n top. Madayinnga. 
placename  n top. Malpali. 
place.name  n top. Mel Kumbarra; 
 n top. Melbelbel. 
placename  n top. Meltarrtarrkma. 
place.name  n top. Mengil Mengil; 
 n top. Merrinmud. 
placename  n top. Merrir. 
place.name  n top. Mirriny; 
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 n top. Mumbe; 
 n top. Muwerryinnga; 
 n top. Nangar; 
 n top. Nekeny; 
 n top. Nerriny2. 
placename  n top. Ngawurruny; 
 n top. Ngengede; 
 n top. Ngulkerrket. 
place.name  n top. Nguluk Wunet; 
 n top. Ngulugurr2. 
placename  n top. Ngurlgargad. 
place.name  n top. Ngurrkunung. 
placename  n top. Rapid Creek; 
 n top. Uniya. 
place.name  n top. Wag Pungarr; 
 n top. Wag Purrarr; 
 n top. Wag Purrarrma; 
 n top. Wag Eigeig. 
placename  n top. Wali; 
 n top. Walyini. 
place.name  n top. Wani Aragug. 
placename  n top. Wani-Ingya; 
 n top. Wani-Ma; 
 n top. Wani-Mengit. 
place.name  n top. Wanganiny. 
placename  n top. Warik. 
place.name  n top. Werregmalang; 
 n top. Woolianna; 
 n top. Wubarrang; 
 n top. Wuliana. 
placename  n top. Wunangngu. 
place.name  n top. Wunellen. 
placename  n top. Wunggala. 
place.name  n top. Wungulamany; 
 n top. Yerra; 
 n top. Yiningmunyu. 
placename/name  n prop. Katngak. 
plains  n. wangkarr. 
plant  cov. turrpam. 
play  cov. kat. 
plenty  num. mutyurr. 
pluck  cov. tyugaty; 
 cov. tyukaraty. 
Plumed Whistling-Duck,  n. melelpal; 
 n. melminma. 
poisenous  cov. pawirrkam; 
 cov. wangirr; 
 pre.cov. ngenwi. 
poisonous.tree  n. arrdil. 

poke  cov. karr; 
 cov. karrarr2; 
 cov. karrtyikat; 
 cov. karrkarr. 
Pongamia  n. elmengirrk. 
poor fellow  n. muwandi. 
poor thing  n. parrang. 
=POSS  =clitic. =puk; 
 =clitic. =delk; 
 =clitic. =telk. 
-POSS  -suf. -nue4. 
possess  cov. tyiyali. 
potatoe  n. pulu. 
pour  cov. tyintarr. 
prickle  n. ngurrk1. 
=PRIV  =clitic. =arr. 
prod ground  cov. karrkarr. 
produce  cov. warwar. 
PROP  aff. mel1. 
PROX  dem. keen. 
-PROX.DIR  -suf. -gi. 
pull  cov. kurr; 
 cov. kurru. 
pull down  cov. tulkwut. 
pull out  cov. kurrut. 
punt  cov. karrarrkaty. 
pursue  cov. maburra. 
push  cov. turakaty; 
 cov. turrkaty; 
 cov. kurr; 
 cov. kurrgaty. 
put  cov. dengpam; 
 cov. digal; 
 cov. yurr. 
put , put down  cov. pam. 
put again  cov. dengpam. 
put down  cov. pamyi; 
 cov. digal; 
 cov. tyedyi; 
 cov. yirriya; 
 cov. yurr. 
put in  cov. wurrk. 
put inside  cov. tyurrkwat. 
put into  cov. tyurrkwat. 
put on  cov. pirrpirr. 
put twice  cov. dengpam. 
put.out.fire  cov. tabulyp. 
 

Q  -  q 
 
-qf.n  -suf. -wuna. quarrel  cov. endindi. 
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-question.suffix?  -qu. -yin. 
quick  cov. turr. 
quickly  adv. watyurr. 

quiet  cov. lamtyak. 
quite  cov. ngum. 
 

R  -  r 
 
raeuspern  cov. ngurrk2. 
rain  cov. tyarrakaty; 
 n. mada. 
rainbow  n. pulipuli; 
 n. pulluluyi. 
rake leaves  cov. dull; 
 cov. dullyed. 
raw  cov. ngerrp; 
 cov. ngerrpma. 
RCPR  adv. endi4. 
=RDC.go.PST  =iv. =da. 
RDP.bite  cov. tarrarr. 
RDP.boil  cov. purrungpurrung. 
RDP.DIST  dem. kadurruk. 
RDP.knock  cov. tararrtarar. 
RDP.run  cov. talptalp. 
RDP.singe.hair  cov. telkngatelknga. 
RDP.watch  cov. darrdarrat. 
real  adv. nanak. 
recede (of water)  cov. tyullumurru. 
recognize  cov. dellngendad. 
red  cov. birribma; 
 cov. wirrid. 
red meat ant  n. muwerr. 
redish-brown  adj. kurrarei. 
red-tailed black cockatoo  n. dilmirrk. 
red-winged cockatoo  n. wilikwilik. 
refuse  cov. ngit. 
-REL  -suf. -nue5. 
remain  cov. nyagak. 
remember  cov. tyendak. 
remind  cov. tyewurrdarr. 
remove  cov. karrkwat; 
 cov. kurrut; 
 cov. kurrurrut. 
remove root  cov. dulgut. 
REP-  pre-. di-. 
repeat  cov. be. 
rest  cov. perr; 
 cov. perrpak. 
return  cov. tyikpi; 
 cov.prn. wangarriny. 
RFLX  prn. mindyidek. 
-RFLX  -prn. -ngeli. 
rib  n. yirrinymel. 
ridge  n. dulgdulg. 
right  adv. awu; 

 adv. bawu; 
 cov. tyalmiyiny. 
ripcage  n. yanburrg. 
ripe  cov. mulmul. 
ripple  cov. pallangpallang. 
rise  cov. baiga. 
rise water  cov. yangaty. 
river  n. wag; 
 n. wak. 
river arm  n. wurru1. 
river bank  n. pawurrk2; 
 n. did2. 
river fig tree  n. ali1. 
riverbank  n. payak1. 
riverbend  n. pundupurrarr; 
 n. duemulung. 
road  n. yeri. 
roar  cov. menwirr; 
 cov. werr1; 
 cov. werrk. 
roast  cov. due; 
 cov. tueguerrup; 
 cov. gulb; 
 cov. gulbtyed. 
rock  n. walg. 
rockhole  n. walwalk. 
roll  cov. badbad; 
 cov. ellellema. 
roll.up  cov. taparriny; 
 cov. dembelety. 
roof  n. pundu. 
root  n. tyal. 
rope  n. mandyulin; 
 n. nyerrp. 
round  cov. mundu. 
round up  cov. wangkity. 
round yam  n. palaty1. 
round yam grasshopper  n. palaty2. 
row  cov. angunduelimirri; 
 cov. wan; 
 cov. wany. 
rub  cov. pitypity; 
 cov. pityma; 
 cov. milk2; 
 cov. yarrarp; 
 cov. yarrp. 
rub.together  cov. pity. 
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rumble.stomach  cov. tarrawayat. 
run  cov. pap; 
 cov. parrp; 
 cov. tyagad; 
 cov. manman; 
 cov. manman. 

run away  cov. tyangarra. 
rush  cov. pap; 
 cov. ellellema. 
rustle  cov. errma; 
 cov. wulgwulg. 
 

S  -  s 
 
sad  cov. wunytyed. 
saltwater crocodile  n. yingi. 
same  cov. lub. 
sand  n. yulbuny; 
 n. yurrumu. 
sand goanna  n. kumutypuluk. 
sand.palm  n. daeyit; 
 n. daeyit. 
sandpalm  n. deyid. 
sandpalm dillybag  n. karrirr. 
sap  n. wii. 
sapling  n. murrurru. 
sardine  n. pari; 
 n. mangalinyen. 
satisfied  cov. menpurity. 
say no  cov. ngit. 
scale  n. yit; 
 n. yitkarr. 
scatter  cov. tyalarl. 
scorpion  n. wurelmel. 
scrape  cov. yerrk. 
scream  cov. perrk; 
 cov. kayikayi; 
 cov. werr1; 
 cov. yakay; 
 cov. yakayakay. 
scrounge  cov. tyeyik. 
scrubs  n. muty. 
scub  cov. yerrk. 
sea  n. wagaty. 
season  n prop. Aridangit; 
 n prop. Arimada; 
 n prop. Ariwag; 
 n prop. Pundumiri; 
 n prop. Punggulerrp; 
 n prop. Dirriwag; 
 n prop. Kaleykaley; 
 n prop. Mirrikmirrok. 
see  cov. dat. 
seed  n. numurru2. 
send  cov. angaty; 
 cov. wat2. 
send over  cov. tyiyangwat. 
separate  cov. dewerr. 

settlement  n. kamban. 
-SFM  -sfm. -a; 
 -sfm. -ta; 
 -sfm. -ka. 
shade  n. mulang. 
shake  cov. tabuk; 
 cov. werrwerr. 
shake out  cov. tyuel; 
 cov. tyueltyuel. 
shallow  cov. tyangirr. 
share  cov. wadiyang; 
 cov. warriyang. 
sharpen  cov. tyamueltyed. 
shell  n. ngerru1. 
shield  n. mirrpala. 
shin  n. purrk1; 
 n. dulkmuerrut. 
shiny  cov. bebe. 
shoo  cov. wurrubad; 
 cov. wurrud. 
shoot  cov. eye. 
short  adj. muntyurruk; 
 adj. nuentyerrik; 
 adj. wintyerrek; 
 adj. wuentyerrik; 
 adj. wuntyurruk; 
 adj. yintyerrik; 
 adj. yinyenik; 
 adj. yuentyerrik. 
short neck turtle  n. muralin; 
 n. ngirr. 
shoulder  n. muendurl; 
 n. mundurl. 
show  cov. degud; 
 cov. degut. 
show off  cov. ngenpurrung. 
shudder  cov. dumurrk. 
shuffle  cov. yaya. 
shut  cov. arrdel; 
 cov. del1. 
sibling  n kin. mity; 
 n kin. mityang. 
sick  cov. apap; 
 cov. apapap; 
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 cov. mendel. 
sick , pain  cov. piyip. 
side  cov. delding. 
sideways  cov. parrabili; 
 cov. parrip; 
 cov. parripeli; 
 cov. delding; 
 cov. wari. 
silent  cov. ngum. 
silver paperbark  n. kunduwurru; 
 n. merrir. 
sing  cov. kurrugurrma. 
sing corroborree  cov. tyetyerr; 
 cov. tyetyerrma. 
singe  cov. delkna. 
singe.hair  cov. telknga. 
single person  n. dirrik1. 
sister  n kin. melalundu. 
SIT  cov.iv. perrdue; 
 iv. atu; 
 iv. anu; 
 iv. anuwa; 
 iv. anggunu; 
 iv. arrdu; 
 iv. edeni; 
 iv. edeni; 
 iv. etini; 
 iv. etinginy; 
 iv. etue; 
 iv. eni; 
 iv. eninginy; 
 iv. enue; 
 iv. enuwa; 
 iv. enggidini; 
 iv. enggini; 
 iv. enggininginy; 
 iv. enggininy; 
 iv. engguenue; 
 iv. errdini; 
 iv. errdinginy; 
 iv. errdue; 
 iv. errgininy; 
 iv. erridini; 
 iv. errini; 
 iv. ewininy; 
 iv. muenue; 
 iv. nigittinginy; 
 iv. nigitini; 
 iv. nindini; 
 iv. nini1; 
 iv. nini2; 
 iv. nini3; 
 iv. nininginy1; 
 iv. nininginy2; 

 iv. ninggirrini; 
 iv. ninggirrininy; 
 iv. niwininy2; 
 iv. nuenue1; 
 iv. nuenue2; 
 iv. nugutu; 
 iv. nugutue; 
 iv. nunu1; 
 iv. nunu2; 
 iv. witini; 
 iv. witinginy; 
 iv. wini1; 
 iv. wini2; 
 iv. wininginy; 
 iv. wirrini; 
 iv. wirrininy; 
 iv. wutu; 
 iv. wutume; 
 iv. wuetue; 
 iv. wuenue; 
 iv. wuewininy1; 
 iv. wunu; 
 iv. yini1; 
 iv. yini2; 
 iv. yininginy; 
 iv. yuenue; 
 iv. yunu. 
sit  cov. abakali; 
 cov. bak; 
 cov. pak. 
sit around  cov. merri. 
sit down  cov. pak. 
sit on top  cov. karrarrpak. 
sit.inside  cov. ngerru2. 
sitting  cov. bagali. 
skin  cov. nily; 
 cov. ngalyilyerra; 
 cov. nyil; 
 cov. yarr; 
 n. karala; 
 n. ngelyil. 
skinny  cov. nendudeli. 
sky  n. enmel. 
slack  cov. marra. 
slap  cov. bilp. 
sleep  cov. manyur; 
 cov. ngurrngut; 
 cov. wurrungud; 
 cov. yur. 
slippery  cov. murrtyirr. 
slow  cov. wanyarra. 
small  adj. nigbeldang; 
 adj. nuentyerrik; 
 adj. witybi; 
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 adj. winmity; 
 adj. yitybi; 
 adj. yigbeldang; 
 adj. yikpi; 
 adj. yuentyerrik; 
 n. yitypi. 
small (female)  n. nitybi. 
small man  adj. yitybi. 
small (of female)  adj. nitypi. 
small (of weapon)  adj. nitypi. 
smash  cov. altyurruk; 
 cov. murrtyak. 
smash up  cov. eltyurruk. 
smell  cov. ngawunyak. 
smile  cov. kat; 
 cov. katkat. 
smoke  cov. arabung; 
 cov. pungaty; 
 cov. errbung; 
 n. wen; 
 n. win. 
smooth  cov. bebe; 
 cov. bebema1. 
snap  cov. tyerrk. 
sneak up  cov. wangaty. 
sneeze  cov. tyirrya. 
snore  cov. purrurr. 
snore.CONT  cov. purruma. 
soak  cov. kubugaty. 
soft  adj. duem; 
 cov. mulmul; 
 cov. muru. 
soften  cov. mulmulkaty. 
soil  n. pawurrk1; 
 n. punuk. 
sole of foot  n. madyanduk. 
some  num. ngurra. 
son  n kin. neyang; 
 n kin. ngiya. 
soon  adv. emen. 
sooty grunter  n. penynyger. 
sore  cov. lalarrk; 
 cov. yarryarr. 
soul  n. parrang. 
southeasterly  n. dangid. 
southeasterly.wind  n. dangarra. 
southwestern riverbank  n top. ngunanggi. 
sparkle  cov. peyib. 
speak  cov. tyerrktyed; 
 cov. lam; 
 cov. lamlam. 
spear  cov. eye; 
 n. pelmuet; 
 n. tyabul; 

 n. tyangar; 
 n. maburrak; 
 n. menggil2; 
 n. wanngu; 
 n. wangnu. 
spike  n. mendum. 
spill  cov. tyintarrtyintarr. 
spirit  n. parrang; 
 n. parrarrang. 
spiritual world  n. enmel. 
spit  cov. tyalilk; 
 cov. tyubak; 
 cov. tyuek. 
spit out  cov. duemtyuk. 
splash  cov. tatyuwerr. 
spread out  cov. lerri. 
squeeze  cov. tapkuty; 
 cov. tapuyty. 
stab  cov. kul. 
STAND  iv. arrdyu1; 
 iv. ayu1; 
 iv. ediyang; 
 iv. etiyang; 
 iv. edyinginy; 
 iv. edyu; 
 iv. edyu; 
 iv. eniyang; 
 iv. eniyung; 
 iv. enggidiyang; 
 iv. engginiyang; 
 iv. engginy2; 
 iv. enggiyenginy; 
 iv. enggueyue; 
 iv. engguyu; 
 iv. errdiyang; 
 iv. errdiyang2; 
 iv. errdyenginy; 
 iv. errdyu; 
 iv. errginiyang; 
 iv. errginy2; 
 iv. erridiyang; 
 iv. ewiny2; 
 iv. eyingginy; 
 iv. eyiny1; 
 iv. eyue; 
 iv. mueyue; 
 iv. muyu; 
 iv. nigitiyang; 
 iv. nindiyang; 
 iv. niniyang1; 
 iv. niniyang2; 
 iv. ninggirriniyang; 
 iv. ninggirriny3; 
 iv. niwiny2; 
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 iv. nuenydyue1; 
 iv. nuenydyue2; 
 iv. nugudyinginy; 
 iv. nugudyu; 
 iv. nugudyue; 
 iv. nunydyan; 
 iv. nunydyenginy1; 
 iv. nunydyenginy2; 
 iv. nunydyu1; 
 iv. nunydyu2; 
 iv. witiyang; 
 iv. winiyang; 
 iv. wirriniyang; 
 iv. wirriny1; 
 iv. wiyenginy; 
 iv. wudyenginy; 
 iv. wudyu; 
 iv. wuetyue; 
 iv. wuewiny3; 
 iv. wueyue; 
 iv. wundydyan; 
 iv. wuyu1; 
 iv. yiniyang; 
 iv. yinydyan; 
 iv. yiyenginy; 
 =iv. =yu; 
 iv. yueyue1; 
 iv. yuyu. 
stand  cov. aptyedali; 
 cov. tyedali; 
 cov. tyedareli; 
 cov. tyerrad; 
 cov. wurru2; 
 cov. wurruma. 
stand up  cov. parrat; 
 cov. tyedali; 
 cov. wurruma. 
stand.still  cov. tarrp. 
star  n. numurul. 
stay  cov. tyed1; 
 cov. tyinang; 
 cov. nyagak. 
steal  cov. wuma. 
step on  cov. murrdam. 
stick  n. duerl; 
 n. warrawarra; 
 n. yen. 
stick , tooth  n. did1. 
STILL=  clitic=. tang=. 
still  cov. tull; 
 cov. tulluma. 
still water  cov. tull. 
sting  cov. tyerr. 
stingray  n. merrum. 

stir  cov. karrwuyi. 
stomach  n. pueny; 
 n. men1. 
stone  n. walg; 
 n. walk. 
stone axe  n. pandan. 
stop  cov. tabul; 
 cov. tyak; 
 cov. tyed1; 
 cov. nana; 
 cov. ngangaty; 
 cov. werra. 
stop quarel  cov. lamdel. 
stop talking  cov. lamtyak. 
story  n. mariny; 
 n. nguluk. 
straight  cov. tyalmiyiny. 
straighten  cov. tuey. 
stranger  n. wunurruny. 
strangers  n. nendelk. 
stretch  cov. tuyituyi. 
strike  cov. tait; 
 cov. katy. 
string  n. tyalilk. 
Stringybark  n. delk; 
 n. ngendilk. 
strip  cov. nilynily. 
strip off  cov. nily. 
strong  cov. ngatal. 
stump  n. nuerrum. 
stupid  cov. nyaba. 
SUCC  adv. ani; 
 adv. aniny. 
sugar.ant  n. dakdak. 
sugarbag  n. yagabiny. 
sulk  cov. tull. 
sulky  cov. tull. 
sun  n. miri. 
sundown  n. miri tyalk. 
sunrise; east  n. miri baiga. 
sunset  n. miri tyalk. 
swallow  cov. durrkwat. 
swamp  n. wangarr. 
sway  cov. wulgma. 
swear  cov. ngalarr. 
sweat  cov. lerrpma; 
 cov. mir; 
 cov. mirmir; 
 cov. nguntyed. 
sweet  cov. dingding. 
swell  cov. dulkdulk; 
 cov. larr; 
 cov. larrarr; 
 cov. larrlarr. 
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swim  cov. kububuk; 
 cov. kubuk; 
 cov. wil; 
 cov. wilil. 

swing  cov. baibaima; 
 cov. pay2; 
 cov. welkuny. 
 

T  -  t 
 
tail  n. wumu. 
take  cov. baiwat; 
 cov. tyity; 
 cov. tyityali; 
 cov. wapi; 
 cov. warat. 
take off  cov. padpi. 
take out  cov. baiwat; 
 cov. karrakwarrat; 
 cov. karrkwat; 
 cov. werrerr. 
take someone's part  cov. duk. 
take sth.  cov. wayurr. 
talk  cov. tyerrktyed; 
 cov. lam; 
 cov. lamlam; 
 cov. larra; 
 cov. larram; 
 cov. mel2. 
tall  adj. wunelli; 
 cov. tyalala. 
tangle  cov. larrap; 
 cov. larrp. 
tangled  cov. larrplarrp. 
Ta-ta Dragon  n. arigundal. 
tear  cov. larr; 
 cov. larrlarr; 
 cov. nily. 
tear off  cov. nilynily. 
tear up  cov. lalarr; 
 cov. larrarr. 
tears  n. mirtyarrity. 
tease  cov. ditmirrit. 
tell  cov. naman. 
tell joke  cov. katmerr. 
tell.a.lie  cov. nit. 
temporary  cov. dimana. 
testicles  n. tuemuel. 
that  dem. nana. 
that side  dem. ngunangga; 
 n top. ngunanggi. 
that way  dem. kaduk; 
 dem. ngun2. 
that's it!  intj. nenmanya. 
then  disc. endi3. 
there  dem. ngun2. 

thigh  n. tyedmel1. 
thing  n. ende; 
 n. nen; 
 n. nende; 
 n. yende. 
think  cov. tyendak. 
thirsty  cov. menyikarr. 
this  dem. yina. 
this one  dem. yina. 
this side  dem. kinanggi; 
 n top. kinangga. 
thorny plant  n. ngurrk1. 
three  num. werenayana. 
throat  n. menyik. 
throw  cov. katy; 
 cov. kurrugaty; 
 cov. wukuty. 
throw away  cov. wukuty. 
throw in  cov. tyurrk. 
throwing stick  n. yarrua. 
thumb  n. ngenyilk nae. 
thunder  n. mirrmirr. 
thunderstorm  n. dagill; 
 n. mada. 
tickle  cov. kityilili. 
tide  cov. tity; 
 cov. ngambaty. 
tide turn  cov. pundupurrarr. 
tie  cov. larrp; 
 cov. mentyik. 
tie up  cov. mentyik. 
tight  cov. ngatal. 
tip out  cov. tyarrakaty; 
 cov. tyintarrwukuty. 
tired  cov. apap; 
 cov. apapap. 
to  -case. -an2; 
 -case. -ana. 
tobacco  n. wun1; 
 n. wuwun. 
today  adv. aman; 
 adv. emen; 
 qual. eniken. 
toe  n. madyanpid. 
together  cov. lub; 
 quant. eruwen. 
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tomorrow  adv. nguyu. 
tongue  n. ngentil. 
TOP  clitic. pana1; 
 clitic. pani. 
top  cov. yinu. 
Torresian Crow  n. wangkir. 
touch  cov. dap; 
 cov. tap; 
 cov. dakaty; 
 cov. tagaty. 
touch.CONT  cov. tapma. 
touch.up  cov. dagaldap. 
towards  -case. -an2; 
 -case. -ana; 
 -suf. -nggi. 
town  n. kamban. 
track  cov. dirr. 
tred  cov. murr; 
 cov. murruma. 
tree  n. tyung; 
 n. mulang. 
tree fork  n. tyetwerremenggil. 
tree monitor  n. tyerriny. 
tree snake  n. yananymany. 
trees  NCmark-. tyung-. 
tremble  cov. werrwerrparrarr. 

trip  cov. meldaty. 
trip over  cov. murrtyirr. 
trod  cov. karr. 
trunk; fire  n. tyung. 
try  adv. diny1. 
try?  cov. tamaty. 
turn  cov. parrip; 
 cov. parripeli; 
 cov. waba; 
 cov. waburr; 
 cov. waburrgaty. 
turn one's back  cov. payagang. 
turn over  cov. parrip; 
 cov. parripeli; 
 cov. waburr. 
turn towards  cov. endi2. 
turn.over  cov. tapwapakkaty. 
turtle  n. dirriny; 
 n. muralin. 
twig  n. teberruk; 
 n. nerrid. 
twist  cov. tapiyip. 
two  adj. weren; 
 num. werena. 
Two-lined Dragon  n. arigundal. 
 

U  -  u 
 
uncle  n kin. kag; 
 n kin. kagang. 
uncooked  cov. ngerrpma. 
underneath  adv. puyunduk. 
untie  cov. pirrirr. 
upper arm  n. wurru teberr; 

 n. wurru mel. 
upper leg  n. tyed2. 
upside down  cov. payakdulk. 
use toilet  cov. wunynu. 
 

V  -  v 
 
vegetable food  n. mi. 
very much  adv. mememak. 

vomit  cov. ekek. 
 

W  -  w 
 
wait  cov. tey; 
 cov. teytyed; 
 cov. teytyerred; 
 cov. kuk; 
 cov. kuguk; 
 cov. kukway. 
wait for  cov. deyma. 
wake  cov. tyud. 

wake up  cov. parrat; 
 cov. tyud. 
wake.up  cov. datyurr. 
walk  cov. puenuek; 
 cov. warra3; 
 cov. warrad; 
 cov. warrarrad. 
walkabout  cov. warrad; 
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 cov. warradpi. 
walk.as.showoff  cov. deling. 
walk.fast  cov. arrarr. 
walk.slowly  cov. tapat. 
warm  cov. burr. 
warm up  cov. burru. 
warm.up  cov. burrung. 
wash  cov. kubuk. 
watch  cov. pay1; 
 cov. dat; 
 cov. tarat1. 
watch.out  cov. datmangga. 
water  n. wag; 
 n. wak. 
water cabbage  n. miwuet. 
water cave  n. lunggurr. 
water goanna  n. warrarru. 
waterfall  cov. tyulul; 
 n. wagtyalkma. 
waterlily  n. muntyalk. 
waterlily root  n. kerrerrang. 
waterplant  n. tyurr. 
wave  cov. pallangpallang; 
 cov. wurrubad; 
 n. kawul. 
weak  adj. duem. 
weave  cov. tubayi; 
 cov. wir. 
west  n. miri tyalk. 
wet  cov. wagyen; 
 cov. wer. 
what?  interj. eke2. 
what  qu. amaneli. 
what?  qu. diggide. 
what  qu. endi1. 
what?  qu. nikki; 
 qu. nikkita; 
 qu. nikkiti. 
what  qu. nikkitin; 
 qu. yiggide. 
what for  qu. nikkitin. 
when?  qu. amanali. 
when  qu. amaneli; 
 qu. amanelimany. 
where  qu. agun; 
 qu. arrgun. 
where?  qu. eyiny2. 
where  qu. warra2. 
where from  qu. agunmany. 
which?  qu. diggide. 
whirl  cov. tyurrum. 

whirlwind  cov. tyurrum. 
whirly  cov. purrarr. 
whisper  cov. tyawuty. 
white  adj. tamal; 
 adj. tamar. 
White Cheek Shark  n. tyeyu. 
white cockatoo  n. mengit. 
white currant  n. munenput. 
white gum tree  n. yarrik. 
white kangaroo  n. purkin. 
white ochre  n. pelyi. 
white person  n. parragud; 
 n. mityity1. 
white tree  n. pulyu. 
white-bellied sea-eagle  n. waruk. 
who?  qu. eyiny2. 
whole  adv. nimbid. 
why?  qu. nikki; 
 qu. nikkita; 
 qu. nikkiti. 
why  qu. nikkitimany; 
 qu. nikkitin. 
wife  n. meltapeli; 
 n kin. alawar; 
 n kin. nga tapeli. 
Willy Wagtail  n. tyirrityirri. 
wind  cov. dappiyip; 
 n. nul; 
 n. wurrurk. 
wind.up  cov. tappiyip. 
windy  cov. perrperr; 
 cov. perrperrma; 
 cov. krirrk; 
 cov. kurrug. 
wing  n. manmal. 
wink  cov. dip; 
 cov. nyip. 
woman  adj. ninmety; 
 n. parramaty; 
 n kin. alawar. 
wooden spear  n. daruk. 
wooden stick  n. tyung. 
Woolwangga  n prop. Woolwangga. 
woomera  n. yarrua. 
worry  cov. tyingibany. 
wrist  n. purrum. 
write  cov. midmid; 
 cov. mityity2. 
wrong  cov. par. 
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Y  -  y 
 
yell  cov. kayikayi; 
 cov. werr1. 
yell out  cov. perrk. 
Yellow Kapok  n. tyety. 
yellow.flower.tree  n. puyinytyity. 
yes  interj. yukkayi. 
yesterday  adv. pentyimany; 
 adv. penyi. 
yonder  dem. kaduk. 

young  adj. yinmity. 
-young  -suf. -mety. 
young man  n. algitybi; 
 n. alginmity; 
 n. niyerriny; 
 n. winmatyity. 
young person  n. yinenggi. 
young woman  n. alalk. 
 

1 
 
-1DU.OBJ  -bprn. -nungku. 
1PL.excl  prn. yewud. 
1PL.incl?  prn. yawurru. 
1PL.incl  prn. yerrgit1. 
-1PL.incl  -bprn. -arrpurru. 
1SG  prn. ngarri. 

1SG.excl  prn. nga. 
-1SG.excl.OBJ  -bprn. -yuerrue. 
1SG.incl  prn. yenggi. 
-1SG.OBJ  -bprn. -arriny. 
 

2 
 
2PL  prn. nugut; 
 prn. nukut. 
2PL.OBJ  -bprn. -nungkurru. 
2SG  prn. wangarra2; 
 prn. wangarri; 

 prn. warra1; 
 prn. warri1. 
-2SG.OBJ  -bprn. -nunu. 
 

3 
 
3PL  prn. wuerruenduen2. 
3PL.OBJ  bprn. wurru3. 
-3PL.OBJ  -bprn. -wuerrue2. 
3SG.fem  prn. nuenduen. 
-3SG.fem  -bprn. -nuen. 
-3SG.fem.OBJ  -bprn. -ngayi. 
3SG.masc  prn. yuenduen. 

-3SG.masc.OBJ  -bprn. -nu; 
 -bprn. -nue1; 
 -prn. -nuwa. 
3SG.neu  prn. wuenuen; 
 pro. wuenduen. 
-3SG.neu.OBJ?  -bprn. -nena. 
 

Total number of entries: 1430 


